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clod-crushing macMne used after the land is ploughed. Heliopolis—Cairo ;

the distance.
II. Khonfud,

CHAPTER YI.

THE DIFFEKENT CLASSES OF EGYPTIANS ^THE THIRD CLASS THE

HUSBANDMEN AGRICULTURE PRODUCTIONS OF EGYPT HARVEST

—FESTIVALS OF THE PEASANTS—GARDENERS, HUNTSMEN, BOATMEN

OF THE NILE.

The liigli estimation in wliicli tlie priestly and military profes-

sions were held in Egypt placed them far above the rest of the

community
;
butthe other classes had also their degrees of con-

sequence, and individuals enjoyed a position and importance in

proportion to their respectability, their talents, or their wealth.

According to Herodotus, the whole Egyptian community was

divided into seven tribes, one of which was the sacerdotal, an-

other of the soldiers, and the remaining five of the herdsmen,

swineherds, shop-keepers, interpreters, and boatmen. Diodorus
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states that, like the Athenians, they were distributed into three

clas.ses—the priests
;
the peasants or husbandmen, from whom

the soldiers were levied
;
and the artisans, wdio \vere employed in

handicraft and other similar occupations, and in common oifices

amouir the people—^but in another place he extends the number

to live, and rcckon.s the pastors, husbandmen, and artificers,

iudepeudent of the soldiers and priests. Strabo limits them to

throe, the military, hu.«baudracn, and priests
;
and Plato divides

them into .six-bodie.s, the priests, artificers, shepherds, huntsmen,

husbandmen, and soldiers
;
each peculiar art or occupation, ho

ol)serv('3, being confined to a certain subdivision of the caste,

and every one being engaged in hi.s own branch without inter-

fering with the occupation of another. Hence it appears that

the first class consisted of the priests
;
the second of the soldiers

;

the third of the Ini.shaudmcn, gardeners, huntsmen, boatmen

of the Nile, and others
;
the fourth of artificers, tradesmen, and

shop-keepers, carpenters, boat-builders, masons, and probably

potters, public weighci'.s, and notaries
;
and in the fifth may be

reckoned j)astors, poulterers, fowlers, fishermen, labourers, and,

generally speaking, the common people. Many of these were

again subdivided, as the artificers and tradesmen, according to

their peculiar trade or occupation; and as the pastors, into ox-

herds, shepherds, goatherds, and swineherds
;
which last were,

according to Herodotus, the lowmst grade, not only of the class,

but of the whole community, since no one would either marry
their daughters or establish any family connection with them.

fe)o degrading was the occupation of tending swine, that they

W'erc looked upon as impure, and were even forbidden to enter

a temple without previously undergoing a purification
;
and the

prejudices of the Indians against this class of persons almost

justify our belief in the statement of the historian.

\Yithout stopping to inquire into the relative rank of the

different subdivisions of the third class, the importance of agri-

culture in a country like Egj^pt, where tlie rkfiiness and pro-

ductiveness of the soil have always been proverbial, sullices to

claim the first place for the husbandmen.
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Tlie abundant supply of grain and other produce gave to

Egypt advantages which no other country possessed. Not only

was her dense population supplied with a profusion of the nec-

essaries of life, hut the sale of the surplus conferred consider-

able benefits on the peasant, in addition to the profits which

thence accrued to the state ;
for Egypt was a granary where,

from the earliest times, all people felt sure of finding a plente-

ous store of corn ;* and some idea may he formed of the im-

mense quantity produced there, from the circumstance of “ seven

plenteous years’- affording, from the superabundance of the

crops, a sufficiency of corn to supply the whole population dur-

ing seven years of dearth, as well as “ all countries” which sent

to Egypt “ to buy” it, when Pharaoh by the advice of Josepht

laid up the annual surplus for that purpose.

The right of exportation, and the sale of superfluous produce

to foreigners, belonged exclusively to the government, as is dis-

tinctly shown by the sale of corn to the Israelites from the royal

stores, and the collection having been made by Pharaoh only

;

and it is probable that even the rich landowners were in the

habit of selling to government whatever quantity remained on

hand at the approach of each successive harvest
; while the ag-

ricultural labourers, from their frugal mode of living, required

very little wheat and barley, and were generally contented, as

at the present day, with bread made of the Doora^ flour
;
chil-

dren, and even grown persons, according to Diodorus, often liv-

ing on roots and esculent herbs, as the papyrus, lotus, and oth-

ers, either raw, toasted, or boiled.

The G-overnment did not interfere directly with the peasants

respecting the nature of the produce they intended to culti-

vate
;
and the vexations of later times were unknown under the

Pharaohs. They were thought to have the best opportunities

of obtaining, from actual observation, an accurate knowledge
on all subjects connected with hu,shandry; and, as Diodorus

observes, “being from their infancy brought up to agricultural

^ (len. xii. y, and xlii. S. t Gen. sli. 89.

t The Holcus Sorghum.
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pursuits, they far excelled the hiishandmen of other countries,

and liad become acquainted with the capabilities of the land, the

mode of irrigation, the exact season for so-wing and reaping, as

\’i-ell as all tlie most u.seful secrets connected with the harvest,

which they had derived from their ancestors, and had improved

hy tlndr own experience.” “They rented,” sa3rs the same his~

turJan, “ tlie arable lands belonging to the kings, the priests,

;md the military class, for a small sum, and employed their whole

tlmo in the tillage of their farms and the labourers who cul-

tivated land for the rich peasant, or other landed proprietors,

were .superintended by the steward or owner of the estate, who
had authority over them, and the power of condemning delin-

<pionts 16 the bastinado. This is shown by the paintings of the

loinljs
;
which frequently represent a person of consequence in-

specting the tillage of the field, either seated in a chariot, walk-

ing, or leaning on his staff, accompanied by a favourite dog.*

Their mode of irrigation was the same in the field of the

peasant as in the garden of the villa ;t and the principal differ-

woodcut 368, /g. 1, and voi. i. p. 32. t Vol. i. p. 33, 34, 3r>.
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cnee in the mode of tilling the former consisted in the use of

the plough.

The usual contrivance for raising water from the Nile for

watering the crops was the shadoof, or pole and bucket, so corn-

rnou still in Egypt
;
and even the water-wheel appears to have

been employed in more recent times.

The sculptures of the tombs frequently represent canals con-

veying the water of the inundation into the fields ;
and the pro-

prietor of the estate is seen, as described by Virgil, plying in

a light painted skiff or papyrus punt, and superintending the

maintenance of the dykes, or other important matters connected

with the land. Boats carry the grain to the granary, or remove

the flocks from the lowlands; as the water subsides, the hus-

bandman ploughs the soft earth with a pair of oxen
;
and the

sarhe subjects introduce the offering of first-fruits to the gods,

in acknowledgment of the benefits conferred by “ a favourable

Nile.” The main canal wms usually carried to the upper or

southern side of the land, azid- small branches, leading from it

at intervals, traversed the fields in straight or curving lines, ac-

cording to the nature or elevation of the soil.

The inun dation began about the end ofMay, sometimes rather

later : b ut about the middle of June the gradual rise of the river

was generally perceived ;
and the comparatively clear stream

assixmed a red and turbid appearance, caused by the floods of

the rainy season in Abyssinia ; the annual cause of the inunda-

tion. It.next assumed a green appearance, and being unwhole-

some during that short period, care was taken to lay up in jars a

sufficient supply of the previous turbid but wholesome water,

wdrich was used until it rcassumed its red colour. This explains

the remark of Aristides, “ that the Egyptians are the only people

w'ho preserve water in jars, and calculate its age as others do
that of wine and may also be the reason of water-jars being

an emblem of the inundation, though, the calculation of the
“ age” of the water is an exaggeration. Perhaps, too, the god
Nilus being represented of a blue and a red colour, may allude

to the two different appearances of the low and high Nile.
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the lowest level, was first inundated ; as the hank itself, being

the highest, was the last jjart submerged, except in the Delta,

where the levels were more uniform*, and where, during the

high inundations, the whole land, with the exception of its iso-

lated villages, was underwater. As the Nile rose, the peasants

were careful to remove the flocks and herds from the lowlands

;

^ and when a sudden irruption of the water, owing to the bursting

of a dyke, or an unexpected and unusual increase of the river,

overflowed the fields and pastures, they were seen hurrying to

the spot, on foot, or in boats, to rescue the, animals, and to re-

move them to the high grounds above the reach of the inunda-

tion. Some, tying their clothes upon their heads, dragged the

sheep and goats from the water*, and put them into boats ; others

swam the oxen to the nearest high ground
;
and if any corn or

other produce could be cut or torn up by the roots, in time to

save it from the flood, it was conveyed on rafts or boats to the

next village. And though some suppose the inundation does

not now attain the same height as of old, those who have lived

in the country have frequently seen the villages of ,the Delta

standing, as Herodotus describes them, lilce islands in theMgean
Sea, with the^ same scenes of rescuing the cattle from the water.

Guards were placed to watch the dykes, which protected the

lowlands, and the utmost care was taken to prevent any sudden

influx of water, which might endanger the produce still growing

there, the cattle, or the villages. And of such importance was
the preservation of the dykes, that a strong guard ofcavalry and
infantry was always in attendance for their protection

;
certain

officers of responsibility were appointed to superintend them,

being furnished with large sums of money for their mainte-

nance and repairs
;
and in the time of the Romans, any person

found destroying a dyke was condemned to hard labour in the

public works or in the mines, or was branded and transported

to the Oasis. According to Strabo, the system was so admirably

managed, “that art contrived sometimes to aupply what nature

denied, and, by means of canals and embankments, there was
little difference in the quantity of land irrigated, whether the
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inumlatlon was deficient or abundant. ” “ If, ” continues the ge-

ographer, it rose only to the Height of eight cubits, the usual

idea wa.s that a famine would ensue
;
fourteen being required

for a plentiful harvest : but when Petronius was praefeet of

Egypt, twelve cubits gave the same abundance, nor did they

sufier from w’ant even at eight and it may he supposed that

long experience had taught the ancient Egyptians to obtain

.similar r(isults from the same means, which, ireglected at a sub-

sequent period, were revived, rather than-j as Strabo thinks, first

introduced, by the Romans,

In some })arts of Egypt, the villages were liable to be over-

flowed when the Nile rose to a more than ordinary height,

by which the lives and property of the inhabitants were endan-

gered
;
and when their ci-ude brick houses had been long ex-

posed to the damp, the ibundations gave way, and the fallen

walls, saturated with water,were once more mixed with the mud
from which they had been extracted. On these occasions, the

blessings of the Nile entailed heavy losses on the inhabitants ;

for, according to Pliny, “ if the rise of the water exceeded six-

teen cubits, a famine was the result, as when it only reached the

height of twelve.” In another place he says, “ a proper inun-

dation is of sixteen cubits in twelve cubits, the

country suffers from famine, and feels a deficiency even in thir-

teen; fourteen cause joy, fifteen security, sucteen delight; the

greatest rise of the river to this period being of eighteen cubits,

in the reign of Claudius
;
the least during the Pharsalic war. ”

From all that can he learnt respecting the rise of the Nile, it

is evident that the actual height of the inundation is the same
now as in former times, and maintains the same proportion with

the land it irrigates
; and that, in order to arrive at great accu-

racy in its measurement,the scales ofthe Nilometers ought, aft-

er certain periods, to he raised in an equal ratio, as may bo seen

by any one who visits those of Cairo and Elephantine. For the

bed of the river gradually rises from time to time
;
and the level

of the land, which always keeps pace with that of the river,

increases in a ratio of six inches in a hundred years in some
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places (as about Elephantine), and in others less—^varying- ac-

cording to the distance down the stream. The consequence,

and indeed the proof, of which is, that the highest scale in the

Nilometer at the island of Elephantine, which served to measure

the inundation in the reigns ofthe earlyEoman emperors, is now
.. far below the level of the ordinary high Nile; and the obelisk

of Matareeh or Heliopolis, the Colossi of the Theban plain; and

other similarly situated monuments, are flooded to a certain

height by the waters of the inundation, and imbedded in a stra-

tum of alluvial soil deposited around their base.

The continual increase in the elevation of the hed of the river

naturally produced those ’effects mentioned by Herodotus and

other writers, who state that the Egyptians were obliged from

time to time to raise their towns and villages, in order to secure

them from the effects of the inundation; and that the same

change in the levels of the Nile and the land took place in for-

mer ages as at the present day, is shown by the fact of Sabaco

having found it necessary to elevate the towns throughout the

country, which had been^previously protected by similar means
in the reign of Sesostris. This was done by the inhabitants of

each place, who had been condemned for great crimes to the

public works. Bubastis was raised more than any other city;

and the lofty mounds of Tel Basta, which mark its site, fully

confirm the observation of Herodotus, and show, from the height

of those mounds above the present plain, after a lapse of 770

years, that “ the Ethiopian monarch elevated the sites of the

towirs much more than his predecessor S.esostris had done,”

when that conqueror employed his captives in making the canals

of Egypt. And if its height was in proportion to the nixmher
of its criminals, Bubastis could not boast of the morality of its

inhabitants.

On a rough calculation, it may be said that the land about

Elephantine has been raised about nine feet in 1700 years; at

Thebes, about seven
; and in a less degree towards the Delta

and the sea, where the extensive surface of the land (compared

p to the narrow valley above Memphis) alters the proportions in

B 2
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its elevation, until at the mouths of the 2v’ile there is no per-

ceptihle rise of the soil from alluvial deposit.

There is another singular fact connected with the inundation

in diiierent places : thattlironghouttheA'aUey lying to the iS. of

the Delta, the actual- hanks of the hfile are much more elevated

than the land of the interior at a distance from the river, and

are seldom quite covered with water even during the highest

inundations
;
though the hank then projects very little above the

level of the stream; and, in some places, the peasant is obliged

to keep out the water hy temporary embankments. This differ-

ence of level may he accounted for partly hy the continued culti-

vation of the soil hy the river side, which, being more conven-

iently situated for artificial irrigation, ha.s a constant successioix

of crops ;
for it is known that tillage has the eflect of raising

land, from the accumulation of decayed vegetable substances,

the addition of dressing, and other causes
;
and the greater de-

pression of the plain in the interior is owing, in some degree,

to the numerous channels in tliat direction, and to the effect of

the currents which pass over it as the water covers the land

;

though they are not sufficient to account for the great difference

hetw’een the height of the bank and the land near the edge ofthe

desert, which is often 12 or 15 feet, as may he seen from the com-

parative height ofthe same horizontal dyke at those two points.

These elevated roads, the sole mode of communication hy

land from one village to another during the inundation, com-

mence on a level ndth the hanJe of the river, and, as they ex-

tend to the interior, are there so much higher than the fields,

that room is afforded for the construction of arches to' enable

the water to pass through them
; though the larger bridges are

only built on those parts, where ancient or modern canals have
caused a still greater depression of the land.

The canals, like the dykes, were the constant care of the

magistrates in old times
;
and they were furnished with sluices

and other appliances to regulate the supply of water, and to turn

the fisheries to good account.

The water of the inundation was differently managed in
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various districts. This depended either on the relative levels

of the adjacent lands, or on the crops they happened to be cul-

tivating at the time. When a field lay fallow, Or the last crop

had been gathered, the water was permitted to overflow it as

soon as its turn came to receive it from the nearest sluices
;

or,

t
in those parts where the levels were low and open to the in-

^ gress of the rising stream, as soon as the Nile had arrived at

a sufficient height
;
hut when the last autumn crop was in the

ground, every precaution was taken to keep the field from being

inundated, and “ as the water rose gradually, they kept it out

by small dams, which could be opened if required, and closed

again without much trouble.”*

As the Nile subsided, the water was retained in the fields by

proper embankments ;
and the mouths of the canals being again

closed, it was prevented from returning into the falling stream.

By this means the irrigation of the land was prolonged consid-

erably, and the fertilizing efiects of the inundation continued

f until the water was absorbed. And so rapidly does the hot

sun of Egypt, even at this' late period of the season—in the

months of November and December—dry the mud when once

deprived of its covering of water, that no fevers are generated,

and no illness visits those villages which have been entirely

surrounded by the inundation.

The land, being cleared of the water, and presenting in some
places a surface of liquid mud, in others nearly dried by the sun
and the strong N.W. winds (that continue at intervals to the

end of autumn and the commencement of winter), the husband-
man prepared the ground to receive the seed, which was either

> done by the plough and hoe, orby more simple means, according

to the nature of the soilj the quality of the produce they intend-

ed to cultivate, or the time the land had remained under water.

When the levels were low, and the water had continued long
upon the land, they often dispensed with the plough, and, like

their successors, broke up the ground -with hoes, or simply
dragged the moist mud with bushes after the seed had been
thrown upon the surface, and then merely drove a number of

* Diodor. i. 36.
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cattle, asses, pigs, sheep, or goats into the field to tread in the

grai n. “In no country,” says Herodotus, “ do they gather their

seed M'ilh so little labour. They are not obliged to ti*ace deep

furrows .with the plough, and break the clods, nor to partition

out their fields into numerous forms, as other people do
;
but

•when the river of itself overflows the land, and the water retires

ag.aiu, they sow their fields, driving the pigs over them to tread

in the seed ;
and this being done, every one patiently, awaits

the harvest.” On other occasions they used the plough, but

were contented, as we are told by Diodorus and Columella, with
“ tracing slight furrows with light ploughs on the surface of the

land;” and others followed with wooden hoes* to break the

clods of the rich and tenacious soil.

The modern Egyptians sometimes substitute for the hoe a ma-

chine,f called khonfud, “ hedgehog,” which consists of a cylinder

studded with projecting iron pins, to break the clods after the

land has been ploughed
;
but this is only used when great care

is required in the tillage of the land
;
and they frequently dis-

pense with the hoe, contenting themselves also with the same

.slight furrows as their pi*edecessors, which do not exceed the

depth of a few inches, measuring from the lowest part to the

summit of the ridge. It is difficult to say if the modern Egyp-

tians derived the hint of the hedgehog" from their predeces-

sors
;
but it is a curious fact that a clod-crushing machine, not

very unlike that of Egypt, has only lately been invented in En-

gland, which was showm at the Great Exhibition of 1851.

The ancient plough was entirely of wood, and of as simple

a form as that of modern Egypt. It consisted of a share, two
handles, and the pole or beam

;
w^hioh last was inserted, into

the lower end of the stilt, or the base of the handles, and was
strengthened by a rope connecting it with the heel. It had no

coulter, nor were wheels applied to any Egyptian plough
;
but

it is probable that the point was shod with a metal sock, eitlier

of bronze or iron. It was drawn by two oxen
;
and the plough-

* Woodcuts 359, 1, 361 and 362.

t See tha Vignette at the beginning of this chapter.



THE PLOUGH.

1 a long goad, witliont tlie as-

ised lay the modern Egyptians. He

.d by another, man, who drove the

handles of the plough; and

i for the more usual goad,

tie plough ;
and it may not

le cow ploughs quicker than

ts was exceedingly simple.

1 wooden yoke or cross-bar,

in length, was fastened by

ards over a prominence pro-

:e, which corresponded to a

'the pole ;
and occasionally,

guided and drove them

lice of reins, which are ui

sometimes accompaniec

lals,* while he managed
the two

jtimes.the whip was substitutec

3WS were occasionally put to tt

1, 2. The back and front of the yok<^
_

* See instances of both m Woodcut 34, vol. i. p. 33-
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in addition, to tliese,-was a ring passing over them as in some

Greek chariots. At either end ofthe yoke was a flat or slightly

concave, projection, of semicircular form, which, rested on a pad

placed upon the withers of the animal
;
and through a hole on

cither side of it pas.sed a thong for suspending the shoulder-

2)ieces which formed the collar. These were two wooden bars,

forked at about lialf their length, padded so as to protect the

.shoulder from friction, and connected at the lower end hy a

strong hroad band jjassing under the throat.

j^ometimes the draught, instead, of being from the withers,

wa,s from the head, the yoke being tied to the base of the horns ;*

and in religious ceremonies oxen frequently drew the hier, or

the sacred shrine, by a rope -fastened to the upper part of the

horns, without either yoke or pole.

, From a passage in Deuteronomy, “ Thou shalt not plow with

an ox and an ass together,” it might he inferred that the custom

of j’oking two diderent animals to the plough was common in

Egypt
; but itwms evidently not so

;
and the Hebrew lawgiver

had probably in view a practice adopted by some of the people

of Syria, wdiose country the Israelites were about to occupy.

The hoe was of wood, like the fork, and many other imple-

ments of husbandry, and in form was not unlike our letter A,

* As in woodeut 359, p. 13.
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with one limb shorter than the other, and curving inwards.

The longer limb, or handle, Was of uniform thickness, round

and smooth, sornctiruos with a knob at the end ; and the lower

extremity of the blade was of increased breadth, and either

terminated iii a sharp point, or was rounded at the end. The

blade was frequently inserted into the handle,'*^ and they were

bound together, about the centre, with a twisted rope. Being

the most common tool, answering for hoe, spade, and pick, it is

frequently represented in the sculptures ;
and several, which

have been found in the tombs of Thebes, are preserved in the

museums of EurojDe.

Woodeahoes. Berlin Muse.um.

The hoc in hieroglyphics stands for the letter M, though the

name of this instrumont was in Egyptian, as in Arabic, TorL
It forms the commencement of the word Mai, leloved,’’ and
enters into'imrncrous other combinations.

There are no instances of hoes, with metal blades, except of

very late time, nor is there any proof of the ploughshare having
been sheathed with metal.

* "Wooclcut 361, ^^. 8.
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3S3. Hoeing and solving the land, and felling trees. Thebes.

Tlie axe had a metal blade, either bronze or iron ;
and the

peasants are sometimes represented felling trees with this im-

plement, while others are employed in hoeing the field prepar-

atory to its being sown—confirming what I before observed,

that the ancient, as well as the modern Egyptians frequently

dispensed with the use of the plough.

The admission of swine into the fields, mentioned by Hero-

dotus, should rather have been before than after they had sowed

tlie land, since their habits would do little good to the farmer,
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and otlier animals would answer as well for “treading in the

grain;” hut they may have been used before for clearing the

fields of the roots and weeds encouraged by the inundation

;

and this seems to be confirmed by the herd of pigs with water-

plants represented in the tombs.

They sometimes used a top dressing of nitrous soil, which was

spread over the surface
;
a custom continued to the present day

:

but this was confined to certain crops, and principally to those

reared late in the year ; the fertilizing properties of the alluvial

deposit answering all tire purposes of the richest manure. Its

peculiar quality is not merely indicated by its effects, but by the

appearance it presents
;
and when left upon rock, and dried by

the sun, it resembles pottery, from its brightness and consist-

ence. Its component parts, according to the analysis given by

.Eegnault in the “ Memoires sur I’Egypte,” are

—

11 water.

9 carbon.

6 oxide of iron.

4 silica.

4 carbonate of magnesia.

18 carbonate of lime.

48 alumen.

100

the quantity of silica and alumen varying according to the

places whence the mud is taken, which frequently contains a

great admixture of sand near the hanks, and a larger propor-

tion of argillaceous matter at a distance from the river.

The same quality of soil and alluvial deposit seems to accom-
pany the Nile in its course from Abyssiniato the Mediterranean

;

and though the White-River is the principal stream, being much
broader, bringing a larger supply of water, and coming from a <

greater distance than the Blue {Black) River, or Abyssinian
branch,which rises a little beyond the lake Dembea, still this last

claims the merit of possessing the real peculiarities of the Nile,

and of yielding those fertilizing properties whichmark its courso
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to the sea. Tlxe White River, or western branch, likewise over-

iiows its banks, but no rich mud accompanies its inundation

;

and though, from the force of its stream (which brings down
numbers of large fish and shells at the commencement of its rise,

probably from passing through some large lakes), there is evi-

dence of its being supplied by an abundance of heavy rain, we
may conclude that the nature of the soil, along the whole of its

course, dilfers considerably from that of the Abyssinian branch.

And liere I may mention that the name Bahr el Azrek, op-

po.sed to Bahr el Ahiad, ox White River,” should be translated

Black (not Blue) River
;
azrek, though signifying “blue,” being

also used in the sense of our “jet black and hossan azrek is

a “ fjlack (not a blue) horse.”

Besides the admixture of nitrous earth, the Egyptians made
use of other kinds of dre.ssing, and sought, for different produc-

tions, the soils best suited to them. They even took advantage

of the edge of the desert for growing the vine and some other

plants, wdiieh, being composed of clay and sand, was peculiarly

adapted to such as required a light soil
;
and the cultivation of

this additional tract, which only stood in need of proper irriga-

tion to become highly productive, had the advantage of increas-

ing considerably the extent of the arable land of Egypt. In

many places we still find evidence of its having been tilled by
tbe ancient inhabitants, even to the late time of the Roman em-

2)ire
;
and in some jraits of the Pyoom, the vestiges of beds and

channels for irrigation, as well as the roots of vines, are found

in sites lying far above the level of the rest of the country.

The occupation of the husbandman depended much on the

produce he had determined on rearing. Those who solely cul-

tivated corn had little more to do than to await the time of

harvest
;
hut many crops required constant attention, and some

stood in need of frequent artificial irrigation.

In order to give a general notion of the quality of the crops,

and other peculiarities relating to their agriculture, I shall in-

troduce the principal productions of Egypt in the two follow-

ing tables, of which the first presents those raised after the

retirement of the inundation

;
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All these, the ordinary productions of modern

to have been known and cultivated in old times ;
and

ing to Dioscorides, from the Helbeh, or Trigonella, was

ointment, called by Athenbus “ Telinon.” The

tinctorins and the pea are now proved, by the discovery

seeds in a tomb at Thebes, to have been ancient Egyptian

plants
;
the coleseed appears also to have been an indigenous

production ;
and hemp is supposed to have been used of old for

its intoxicating qualities.

The Oarthamus was not only cultivated for the dye its

produced, bxit for the oil extracted from its seeds. The ancient,

as well as the modern Egyptians, also obtained oil from

j)lants, as the olive, simsim or sesamum, the dci ox

tree, lettuce, flax, and selgmn or coleseed. This last, the

sica oleifera of Linnseus, appears to he the Egyptian raphanus

mentioned by Pliny, as “ celebrated for the abundance of its

oil,’’ unless he alludes to the seemga, or Baphanus oleifer of

Linnneus, which is now only grown in Nubia and the vicinity of

the first cataract. The seeds of the simsim also afforded an

cellent oil, and they were probably used, as at the present dav

in making a peculiar kind of cake, called by the Arabs Koos<

which is the name it hears when the oil.has been previously ex-

tracted, "When only bruised in the mill, and still containing the

oil, it is called Tahedieh

;

and the unhxuised seeds are strewed

upon cakes, or give their name and flavour to a coarse

called Haloweh simsemeeh. The oil of simsim (called seerig) is

considered the best lamp oik of the country
;

it is also used
cooking, but is reckoned inferior in flavour to that of the lettuce.

The castor-berry tree is called by Herodotus Sillicyprion, and
the oil kiki {cici), which he says is not inferior to that of

olive for lamps, though it has the disadvantage of a
pleasant smell. Pliny calls the tree cm, which, he
abundantly in Egypt, and has also the names of croton, trixis,

tree sesamum, and riehuis and he records his very naluraJ

dislike of castor oil. The mode he mentions of extracting the

oil by putting the seeds into water over a fire, and skimming the
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surface, is tlte maimer now adopted iu Egypt
;
though he says

the aucieut Egyptians merely pressed them after sprinkling

them -with salt. The press, indeed, is employed for this purpose

at the present day, when the oil is only wanted for lamps
;
hut

by the other method it is more pure, and the coarser qualities

not being extracted, it is better suited for medicinal purposes.

Strabo says, “ Almost all the natives of Egypt used its oil for

lamps, and workmen, as well as the poorer classes, both men
and women, anointed themselves with it,” giving it the same

name, ki/ci, as Pliny, which he does not confine, like Herodotus,

to the oil
;
and of all those by which it wars formerly known in

Egypt or Greece, no one is retained by the modern Egyptians.

It grows in every part of Upper and Lower Egypt, hut the oil is

now little used, in consequence, of the extensive culture of the

lettuce, the coleseed, the olive, the carthamus, and the simsim,

which afford a better quality for burning; it is, therefore, sel-

dom employed except for the purpose of adulterating the lettuce

and other oils; aud the Rioinus, though a common, plant, is

rarely cultivated in any part of the coimtry.

The cnicon, a plant unknown in Italy, according to Pliny,

was sown in Egypt for the sake of the oil its seeds afforded ;”

the chorticon, urtica, and amaracus were cultivated for the same .

purpose, and the cypros, “ a tree resembling the ziziphus iu its

foliage, with seeds like the coriander, was noted, in Egypt, par-

ticularly on the Canopic branch of the Nile, for the excellence

of its oil.” Eg3'pt was also famed for its “ oil of hitter almonds ;”

and many other vegetable productions were encouraged for the

sake oftheir oil, for making ointments, or for medicinal purposes.

In the length of time each crop took to come to maturity, aud

the exact 2)eriod when the seed was put into the ground, much
depended upon the duration of the inundation, the state of the

soil, and other circumstances
; and in the two accompanying

tables I have been guided by obseryations made on the crops

of modern Egj^pt, which, as may be supposed, difi’er in few or

no particulars from those of former days, the causes that in-

fluence them being permanent and unvarying.
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Tn the foregoing table are enumerated the chief productions

sown the half year before, or during the inundation. They

may be called the plants of the summer season
;
which succeed-

in<f the other crops, either immediately or after a short interval,

are produced solely by artificial irrigation. But the u.se of the

ffkmlmf is not confined to the productions of summer
;

it is re-

rpiired for some in spring, and frequently throughout the winter,

as well as in autumn, if the inundation be defiycient ;
and the

same system was, of course, adopted by the ancient Egyptians.

Having, in the preceding tables, shown the seasons when the

principal productions of Egypt were raised, I proceed to men-

tion those which appear, from good authority, to have been grown

by the ancient Egyptians. 'Wheat, barley, doora, peas, beans,

lentils, hommos, gilbdn ? (Lathyrus sativus), carthamus, lupins,

bamia (Hibiscus e.sculentus),_/^^ (Raphanus sativus, mr. edulis),

simsim^ indigo, sinapis or mustard, origanum, succory, flax, cot-

ton, cassia, senna, coloeinth, cummin, coriander, several Cucur-

bita?, “cucumbers, melons, leeks, onions, garlic,’* lotus, uelum-

bium, cyperus e'sculentus, papyrus, and other Cyperi, are proved

to have been cultivated by them ;
and the learned Kircher men-

tions many productions of the country, principally on the au-

thority of Apuleius, and early Arab writers. But the greater

part of these last are wild plants
;
and, indeed, if ail the indi-

genous productions of Egypt (which unquestionably grew there

in ancient as well as modern times) were enumerated, a larcre

catalogue might be collected, those of the desert alone amount-
ing to nearly 350 species. For though the Egyptian Herbarium
is limited to about 1300, the indigenous plants con.stitute a large

jToportion of that number, and few countries have a smaller

quantity introduced from abroad than Egypt, which, except in a
few instances, has remained contented with the herbs and trees

of its own soil
; and the plants of the desert may be considered

altogether indigenous, without, I believe, one single exception.
The following is a brief enumeration of those mentioned by

Pliny, together with the most striking characteristics or proper-
ties he ascribes l;o them. I have arranged them in the order
in "which they are given by the naturalist, not according to their
botanical classification, some being unknown.
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The trees of ancitmt Egj’^pt represented on the mommieiits are

the date, dam, sycamore, pomegranate, persea, tamarisk, and

Periploca Seearnone
;
and the fruit, seeds, or leaves ol the ju;hh,

vine, fig, olive, Mokkayt (Cordia Myxa), Kharooh or locust-tree,

palma Christ! or cici, Sont or acanthus, hay, and Egleeg or

halanites, have been found in the tombs of Thebes ;
as well as

of the Arena, Tamarind, Myrobalanus, and others, which are

the produce either of India, or the interior of Africa. And

tliough these last are not the actual productions of Egypt, they

are interesting, as they show the constant intercourse maintained

with those distant countries. One instance has been met with oi

the pine-apple, in glazed pottery. The sculptures also represent

various flowers, some of which maybe recognized, while others

are less clearly defined, and might puzzle the most expert

botanist.

Plants from the sculptures. From Thebes.

Fit's. 1 to 6, inclusive, from the tomb of Remeses HI.
Figs. 1 and 5 perhaps the same as the two flowers iiiAi?- 10, woodcut 200.

Little attention is paid by the inhabitants of modern Egypt to

the cultivation of plants, beyond those used for the purpose of

food, or to the growth of trees, excepting the palm, large groves

of which are met with in every part of the country; and if the

statement of Strabo be true, that “ in all (Lowe;
)
Egypt the

palm was sterile, or bore an uneatable fruit, though c. f excellent
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quality in the ThehaicI,” this tree is now cultivated with more

.‘sLicc.oss in Lower Egypt than in former times, some of the best

quality of dates being produced there, particularly atKorayn,to

the east ofthe Delta, where the kind called A''maree is superior

to any produced to the north of Nubia.

Few timber trees are reared in these days either in Upper or

Lower Egypt. Some sycamores, whose wood is required for

water wheels and other purposes
;
a few groups oi Athils, or

Oriental tamarisks, used for tools and other implements requir-

ing a compact wood
;
and two or three groves of Sont, or Mi-

mosa Nilotica, valuable for its hard wood, and for its pods used

in tanning, are nearly all that the modern inhabitants retain of

the many trees grown hy their predecessors. But their thriv-

ing condition, as that of the mulherry-trees (planted for the silk-

worms), which form, with the Mimosa Lehhek, some shady av-

enues in the vicinity of Cairo, and of the Cassia fistula (bearing

its dense mass of blossoms in the gardens of the metropolis),

shows that it is not the soil, hut the industry of the people,

which is wanting to encourage the growth of trees.

The Egleeg, or balanites (the supposed Persea), no longer

thrives in the valley of the Nile
;
many other trees are rare, or

altogether unknown
;
and the extensive groves ol’ Acanthus, or

Sont, are rather tolerated than encouraged, as the descendants

of the trees planted in olden times near the edge of the culti-

vated land.

The thickets of Acanthus, alluded to hy Strabo, still grow
above Memphis, at the base of the low Libyan hills ; in going

from the Nile to Ahydus, you ride through the grove of Acacia,

once sacred to Apollo, and see the rising Nile traversing it hy
a canal, as when the geographer visited that city, even then re-

duced to the condition of a small village ; and groves of the

same tree may here and there be traced in other parts of the

Thehaid, from which it obtained the name of the Thebaic

thorn.

Above the cataracts, the Sont grew in profusion a few years

ago upon the hanks of the Nile, enabling the poor Nubians to
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send abundance of charcoal for sale to Cairo
;
and its place is

supplied in the desert by the Scdleh and other of the Mimosa

tribe, which are indigenous to the soil.

The principal woods used by the Egyptians were the date,

Dbm, sycamore, several acacias, the two tamarisks, the Egleeg or

balanites, ebony, fir, and cedar. The various purposes to which

every part of the palm or date-tree was applied have been al-

ready noticed, as well as of the Dum, or Theban palm. Syca-

more wood was employed for coffins, boxes, small idols, doors,

window shutters, stools, chairs, and cramps for building
; for

handies of tools, wooden pegs or nails, cra,mps, idols, small

boxes, and those parts of cabinet wmrk requiring hard compact

w'ood, the Sont (Acacia Nilotica) was usually preferred
;
and

spears were frequently made of other acacias, which grew in the

interior, or on the confines of the desert.

For cramps in walls, and tools of various kinds, the wood of

the Tamarix orieiitali.s was much used, and even occasionally

for pieces of furniture, for w'hich purpose the Egleeg was also em-

ployed
;
hut the principal woods adopted by the cabinet-maker

for fine work were ebony, iir, and cedar. Of these three the first

came from Africa, and formed, w'ith ivory, gold, ostrich feathers,

dried fruits, and skins, the principal object of the annual tribute

brought to Egypt by the conquered tribes of Ethiopia and the

Soodmi
;
hut fir and cedar were imported from Syria, the two

last being in great demand for common furniture, small boxes,

coffins, and various objects connected with the dead.

Other woods of a rare and valuable kind were brought to

Egypt by the people ofAsia tributary to the Pharaohs ; and the

importance attached to them may he estimated by their being

frequently imitated, for the satisfaction of those who could not

afford to purchase furniture or trinkets of so expensive a material.

Egypt also produced some fungi useful for dyeing
;
the pods

of the Acacia INTilotica, the bark of the sedleh acacia, and the

w'ood and hark of the Errin^ or Rhus oxyacanthoides, for tan-

ning
;
and the Periploca Secamone for curing skins.

White crops were, of course, the principal cultivated procliic-
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tions in the valley of the Nile, and the wheat and barley were

grown in every part of Egypt.

Like the Eomans, they usually brought the seed in a basket,

which the sower held in his left hand, or suspended on his arm

(sometimes Avith a strap round his neck), while he scattered the

seed Avith his right ;
and he sometimes followed the plough, in

those fields Avliich required no further preparation Avith the hoe,

or were free from the roots of noxious weeds. The mode of

sowing Avas what we term broadcast ; the seed was scattered

loosely over, the surface, whether ploughed or allowed to remain

in its unbroken, muddy state
;
and in no agricultural scene is

there any evidence of drilling or dibbling.

Corn, and those productions which did not require constant

irrigation, Avere soAvn in the open field, as in other countries

;

but for indigo, esculent vegetables, and herbs, the fields were

portioned out into the usual square beds,* surrounded by a raised

border of earth to keep in the water, which was conducted into

them by channels from the shadoof, or poured in Avith buckets.f

Wheat was cut in about five, barley in four months
; the best

quality, according to Tliny, being growxx in the Thebaid. The
wheat, as at the present day, was all bearded, and the same

varieties, doubtless, existed in ancient as in modern times

;

among Avhich may be mentioned the seven-eared quality de-

scribed in Pharaoh’s dream.:}; This is the kind Avhich has been

lately grown in England, and which is said to have been raised

from grains found in the tombs of Thebes. It is no longer cul-

tivated in Upper Egypt, being only grown in small quantities in

the Delta
;
and this is the more remarkable, as it renders the sub-

stitution ofmodern for ancientwheat at Thebes very improbable.

The Avheat was cropped a little below the ear§ with a toothed

sickle, and carried to the threshing-floor in wicker panniers upon
as.ses,j] or in rope*l[ nets, the gleaners following to collect the

* See these square beds in woodcut 39, c, vol. i. p. 3.5.

t Sec p. 4, and vol. i. p. 33. t Gen. xli. 32.

Comp. Job, xxiv. 24, “ Gut off as the tops of the ears of corn.”

II Woodcut 368, figs. 4 and 6. IT Woodcut 367, figs. 6 and 7.
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SONG OF THE THRESHERS.

111 I I g

Avwvna

Song of the threshers to the EilcWiyias.

fallen ears in hand baskets. The rope net, answering to the

Shenfeh of modern Egypt, was borne on a pole by two men;
and the threshing-floor was a level circular area near the fleld,

or in the vicinity of the granary, where, when it had been well

swept, the ears were deposited, and cattle were driven over it to

tread out the grain. While superintending the animals so em-

ployed, the Egyptian peasants, like their modern successors, re-

lieved their labours by singing; and in a tomb at Eileithyias

this song of the threshers is written in hieroglyphics over oxen

treading out the grain: “(1) Thresh for yourselves {twice, a),

(2) 0 oxen, (3) thresh for yourselves {twice, h), (4) measures for

yourselves, (5) measures for your masters.” The discovery and
translation of this are due to Ghampollion, to whom all who
study hieroglyphics are under such infinite obligations, and
whose talents were beyond all praise.

A certain quantity was first strewed in the centre of the area,

and when this had been well triturated by the animals’ feet,

more was added by means of large wooden forks, from the main





TREADING OUT THE GRAIN.

lieap, raised around, and forming the edge of,the threshing-floor

;

and so on till all the grain was trodden o^t. This process, called

trituration^ was generally adopted by ancient, as by some modern

people. Sometimes the cattle were bound together by a piece
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of wood or a rope fastened to tlieir horns or necks, in order to

force them to go round the he<ap and tread it regularly, the dri-

ver following beliiud them with a stick.*

After the grain had been trodden out, they winnowed it with

wooden shovels ;
it was then carried to the granary in sacks,

each containing a fixed quantity, which was determined bywood-

en measures ;
a. scribe noting down the number, as called by the

teller wdio superintended its removal. Sweepers with small

hand-brooms were employed to collect the scattered grain that

fell from the measure
;
and the “ immense heaps ofcorn” men-

tioned by Diodorus, collected from “ the field which was round

every city,’‘t accord well with the representation of the paint-

ings in the tombs,| and with those seen at the present day in

the villages of the Nile. Sometimes two scribes^ were present

;

one to write downi the number ofmeasures taken from the heap

of com, and the other to check them by entering the quantity

removed to the granary,! as well as the number of sacks actu-

ally lioused—a precaution quite in character with the circum-

spect habits of the Egyptians.

Oxen, as Herodotus says,' were generally used for treading out

the grain
;
and sometimes, though rarely, asses were employed

for that purpose.

The Jews had the same custom, and, like the Egyptians,..they

sulFerod the ox to tread out the corn unmuzzled, according to the

express order of their lawgiver."!! In later times, however, it

ajqmars that the Jews used “ threshing instruments though,

from the offer made to David by Oman, of “ the oxen also,” and

the use ofthe word dus, “ treading,” in the sentence, “ Oman was
wheat,”*'* it is possible that the trituration is here allud-

ed to, and that the threshing instruments only refer to the win-

nowing-shovels, or other implements used on those occasions

;

though the “ new sharp threshing instrument having teeth,”

* Woodcuts 3G8, 373.
, t Gen. xli. 48. Diodor. i. 36.

t Woodcuts 367, 370. ^ Woodcut 367.

II Of the granary, see vol. i., woodcuts 11, 32, 33.

IT Deut. XXV. 4. % Chron. xxi. 20, and 23.



372. Wheat bound in sheaves.

Fig. 1. Reaping. 2. Carrying the ears. 3. nitiding them

mentioned in Isaiah,* seems to he the noreg, or

employed in Egypt, which the Hebrew name “ moreg^’’ so

resembles ;
and this same word is applied to the

instruments” of Oman. The Jews, like the Greeks,

the wheat, when cut, into sheaves ;t which was

by the Egyptians, though their usual custom was to put

baskets or rope nets, and to carry it loose to the threshing-flo

The modern Egyptians cut the wheat close to the ground

barley and doora being plucked up by the roots—and havi

bound it in sheaves, carry it to a level and

near the field, in the centre of which they

and then taking a sufficient quantity, spread it

areaj and pass over it the noreg drawn by two ox

ference in the modern and ancient method being

former the noreg is used, and the oxen go round the heap, which
is in the centre, and not at the circumference, of the

floor. Some instances, however, occur of the

the centre, as at the present day.

The noreg is a machine consisting of a wooden frame, with

three cross-bars or axles, on which are fixed circular iron plates,

for the purpose of bruising the ears of corn and extracting the

grain, at the same time that the straw is chopped up : the first

and last axles having each four plates, and the central one three

:

' Isaiah, xlL t Gen. xxxvii. 7. Levit. xxiiv 10. Dent, xxivi Jj9, &c.
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and at the upper part is a scat on which the driver sits, his

weight giving additional efiect to the machine.* Indeed, the

Roman tribulum, described by Varro, appears not to have been

very unlike the norcg. It was “ a frame made rough by stones

or pieces of iron, on which the driver, or a great weight, was

placed ; and this being drawn by beasts yoked to it, pressed out

the grain from the ear.”

"While some were employed in collecting the grain and depos-

iting it in the granary, others gathered the long stubble from

the field, and prepared it as provender to feed the horses and

cattle
;
for which purpose it was used by them, as hy the Ro-

mans, and the modern Egyptians. They probably preferred

reaping the corn close to the ear, in order to facilitate the tritu-

ration
; and afterwards cutting the straw close to the ground,

or plucking it hy the roots, they chopped it up for the cattle
;

and this, with dried clover (the drees ofmodern Egypt), was laid

by for autumn, when the pastures being overflowed by the Nile,

the flocks and herds were kept in sheds or pens on the higher

grounds, or in the precincts of the villages.

This custom of feeding some of their herds .in sheds accords

with the Scriptural account of the preservation of the cattle,

•* See Vignette at the end of this chapter.
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which had heexi “ hroiight home” from the field
;
and explains

the apparent contradiction of the destruction of “ cW the cattle

of Egypt” by the murrain, and the deistruction of the

cattle by the hail;* those which “ were in the field” alone hav-

ing suflered from the previous plague, and those in the stalls or

“ houses” having been preserved.

An instance of stall-fed oxen from the sculptures has been

given in the account of the farmyardf and villas ofthe Egyptians.

The first crop of wheat having been gathered, they prepared

the land for whatever produce they next intended to rear
;
the

field was ploughed and sowed, and, if necessary, the whole was

inundated by artificial means, as often as the quality of the crop

or other circumstances required. The same was repeated after

the second and third harvest, for which the peasant was indebted

to his own labours in raising water from the Nile—an arduous

task, and one from which no showers relieved him throughout

the whole season. For in Upper Egypt rain may be said to be

urxknown : five or six slight showers, that annually fall there,

scarcely deserving that name
;
and in no country is artificial

irrigation so indispensable as in the valley of the Nile.

In many instances, iiistead of corn they reared clover, or le-

guminous herbs, which were sowir as soon as the water began
to subside, generally about the commencement of October; and

at the same time that corn, or other produce, was raised on the

land just left by the water, another crop was procured by arti-

ficial irrigation. This, of course, depended on the choice of

each individual, who consulted the advantages obtained from
certain kinds of produce, the time required for their succession,

or the benefit of the land; for though no soil recovers more
readily from the bad effects arising from a repetition of similar

crops, through the equalizing influence of the alluvial deposit, it

is at length found to impoverish the land, and the Egyptian
peasant is careful not to neglect the universal principle in hus-
bandry of varying the produce on the same ground.

* Exod. ix. C and 19, &c.

VOL. n. D
t Woodcut 31, vol. i. p. 27.
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Bositles wheat, other crop.«i are represented in the paintings of

the tonihs
;
one of which, a tall grain, is introduced as a pro->

duetiori ])oth of Upper and Lower Egypt. From the colour, the

height to whi(‘h it grow'S, compared with the wheat, and the ap-

pearance of a round yellow head it bears on the top of its bright

green stalk, it is evidently intended to represent the doora, or

llolens. tSorgluua. It was not reaped by a sickle, like the wheat

and Itariey, luxt men, and sometimes women, were employed to

pluck it up which being done, they slrnek off the earth that

adlu'red ttj the roots with their hands, and having bound it in

sbea%-es, they caiTied it to -what may be termed the threshing-

floor, where, being forcibly drawn through an instrument armed

374. Gatliering the (loora and wUcat. Thebes.

Fig. 1. Plnekiiig tip the plant by the roofs.

2. Strikiiig oil' the earth from the roots.

3. Ilea])inff -vvltuat.

at the summit with metal spikes, the grain was stripped olf, and

fell upon, the well-s'wept area below. This ancient contrivance

is the more rernarlcable, as something of the kind has lately

been proposed in England for a similar purpose..!

Much flax was cultivated in Egypt, and the various processes

of watering it, beating the stalks when gathered, making it into

twine, and lastly into a piece of cloth, arc represented in the

Woo^cuts ,‘574 and 375. t Woodcut 375, fig. 3.



paintings. These will he mentioned in the account of the arts

and manufactures of Ancient Egypt.

At the end of summer, the peasant looked anxiously for the
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return of the inundation, upon which, all his hopes for the en-

suing year depended. He watched with scrupulous attention

the lirst rise of the river; the state of its daily increase was

noted down and proclaimed by the curators of the Nilometers

at Memphis and other places ; and the same anxiety for the ap-

proaching inundation was felt on each succeeding year. But

during this interval he was not idle, and the quantity of water

required for artificial irrigation entailed on the peasant inces-

sant laboui*, except whoir the Nile was at its highest ; and even

while watching his water-inelons, and various cucurbitaceous

plants (like the rnodernyeZMA, under the shade of a rude “ lodge

in a garden of cucumbers”), he occupied himself in preparing

something that niight he serviceable on a future occasion.

During the inundation, when the Nile had been admitted by

the canals into the interior, and the fields were covered with

water, the peasantry indulged in various amusements which this

leisure period gavethemtime to enjoy. Their cattlq were housed,

and supplied with dry food, which had been previously prepared

for the purpose.
;
the tillage of the iand and all agricultural oc-

cupations were suspended
;
and this season was celebrated as

a harvest home, with recreations of every kind. They iirdulged

in feasting, and in all the luxuries of the table that they could

afford ; they attended the pixhlic games held in some of the

principal towns, where the competitors contended for prizes of

cattle, skins, and other things well suited to the taste or wants

of the peasant
;
and they amused themselves with wrestling-

matches, bull-fights, and various sports. Many a leisure hour

was passed in singing and dancing; and among the songs of the

Egyptian peasant, Julius Pollux mentions that of Maneros
;
who

was even celebrated as the inventor of husbandry—an honour

generally given to the still more mysterious Osiris. But some
songs and games were exclusively appropriated to certain festi-

vals, and this adaptation of peculiar ceremonies to particular oc-

casions is quite consistent with the character of the Egyptians.

They had many festivals, connected with' agriculture aud the

produce of the soil, which happened at different periods of tho
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year. In tlio month Mesore, they olfered the first-fruits of their

lentils to the god Haiyiocrates, “calling out at the same

The tongue is Fortune, the tongue is God;” and the allegorical

festival of “the delivery of Isis was celebrated immediately after

the Vernal Eejuinox,” to commemorate the beginning of harvest.

“ Some,” says Plutarch, “ assimilate the history of these gods to

the various changes which happen hi the air, during the several

seasons of the year, or to those accidents which are observed in

the production of corn, in its sowing and ripening ;
‘ for,’ they

observe, * what can the burial of Osiris more aptly signify than

the first covering the seed in the ground after it is sowni or his

reviving and reappearing, than its first beginning to shoot up

and why is Isis said, upon perceiving herself to be with child, to

have hung an amulet about her neck on. the 6th of the month
Phaophi, soon after sowing time, but in allusion to this allegory ?

and who is that Harpocrates, whom they tell us she brought forth

about the time of the winter ironic, but those weak and slender

shootings of the corn, which are yet feeble and imperfect "?’—for

which reason it is that the first-fruits of their lentils are dedica-

ted to this god, and they celebrate the feast of his mother’s

livery just after the vernal equinox.” From this it may be in-

ferred that the festival of the lentils was instituted when the

month Mesore coincided with the end of March
;
for since they

were sown at the end of November, and ripened in about 100

or 110 days, the first-fruits might be gathered in three months
and a half, or “just after the vernal equinox,” or the last week
in March

; which would carry back the original institution of

the festival to about 2650 years before our era, or some time
after the reign of Mcnes. .

“ On the 19th day of the first month (Thoth), which was the

feast of Hermes, they eat honey and .figs, saying to each other,

‘how sweet a thing is truth !’”—a satisfactory proof that the

month itself, and not the first day alone, was called after and
dedicated to Thoth, the Egyptian Hermes

;
and another festival,

answering to the “ Thesmophoria of the Athenians,” w'as estab-

lished to commemorate the period when “ the husbandmen be-
gan to sow their corn, in the Egyptian month Athyr,.”
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Many of the sacred festivals of the .Egyptians were connected

with agriculture
;
hut these I have already introduced among

their religiou.s ceremonies. The gardeners have also heeu no-

ticed in mentioning the villas of tlie Egyptians.*

The huntsincu forxued another subdivision of this class.

They were employed in great numbers to attend and assist the

amateur sportsmen, during their excursions in pursuit of the wild

animals of the country, the scenes of which were chiefly in the

deserts ofUpper Egypt.f They conducted the dogs to the field

;

they had the management ofthem in loosing them for the chase,

and they secured and brought home the game, after having con-

Irihuted by their own skill to increase the .sport of the chasseur.

They also followed the occupation on their own account, making

a considerable profit hy catching the axiimals most prized for the

table
; by the reward they received for destroying the liyajna, and

other animals hostile to the husbandman or the shepherd
;
and

by the lucrative chase ofthe ostrich, which was highly valued for

its plumes and eggs, and was sold to the wealthier Egyptians.

* Vol. i. 1». 296 lo 301, and 33 to 45, and 55, 56, 57.

t j&e beginning of cliap. iv.
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The hoatmen of the Nile helonged to the same third class.

Tliey -were of dillerent grades ;
some belonging to the private

sailing or pleasure boats of the grandees, others to those of

burden. They also diilered from the sailors of the “ long ships

employed at sea, and even from those of the war galleys on

Nile, which acted as guard-boats, and were also used in the ex-

peditions undertaken by the Pharaohs into Ethiopia.*

government boatmen were sometimes employed by the kings in

transporting large blocks of stone to ornament the temples ; and

the immense monolith of granite, brought by Amasis from the

first cataract to Sa'is, was dragged overland by 2GOO boatmen

hut those who carried stones in lighters from the quarries

an inferior order, and ranked among the common hoatmen
the Nile. Even among them the office of steersman seems

ways to have been very important
;
and as the pilots ofthe

of war had a high rank above the “ able seamen”
so the helmsman in the ordinary boats of the Nile

upon as little inferior to the captain, standing in

tive position as the Mestdmel to. Ryis of the n



Modt'rii boats of the Nile. On the opposite bant is a whirlwind of sand.

CHAPTER VII.

FOUETH GLASS I—AETIFICERS, TRADESMEN OR SHOPKEEPERS, OTSI-

CIANS, BUILDERS, CARPENTERS, BOAT-BUILDERS, MASONS, POTTERS,

PUBLIC WEIGHERS AND NOTARIES, POUNDERS GLASS FALSE

STONES—LAMPS FINE LINEN ^LOOMS FLAX ^LEATHER—PAPY-

ItUS POTTERS CARPENTERS ^BOXE.S—-BOATS—^METALS TIN

GOLD MINES—IRON—^BRONZE-—CASTING—STONE KNIVES—^POUND-

ING IN MORTARS.

In the fourth class were included the workers in glass, metals,

wood, and leather; the manufacturers of linen and various stuffs;

dyer.s, tanners, carpenters, cabinet-makers, masons
;
and all who

followed handicraft employments, or any kind of trade. The
musicians, who gained their li velihood by singing and playing,

the leather-(>utters and the carvers in stone, and ordinary paint-

ers (distiiKit of course from sculptors and artists) were included

in the same class, which was mostly composed of people living

in towns. .Each craft (as is generally the case in modern
Egypt also) had its owm quarter of the.town, called after it

; as

the quarter of the goldsmiths, of the leather-cutters, and oth-

ers; and no one presumed to interfere with the occupation

of a different trade from his own. It is even said that ev-

ery one was obliged hy law to follow the very same trade as
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Ms fatlier
;

at all events, whetlxer allowed in the beginning* of

Ms career to choose for himself or no, he was forced to con-

tinue in the one he first belonged to, and each -vied with

neighbour in improving his own branch.

According to Diodorus, “ no tradesman was permitted to med-

dle in political aflairs, or to hold any civil office in the state, lest

his thoughts should be distracted by the inconsistency of his pur-

suits, or by the jealousy and displeasure of the master in whose

business he was employed. They feared that, without such a

law, constant interruptions would take place, in consequence of

the necessity, or the desire, of becoming conspicuous in a public

station
;
that theirproper occupationswouldbe neglected, and that

many would be led, by vanity and self-sufficiency, to interfere in

matters out of their sphere. They also considered that to

low more than one occupation would be detrimental to their

own interests and to those of the community; and that when
men, from a motive of avarice, are induced to engage in nu-

merous branches of art, the result generally is, that they are un-

able to excel in any. Such,” he adds, “ is the case in some coun-

tries, where artisans engage in agricultural pursuits, or in com-

mercial speculations, and frequently in two or three different arts

at once. Many, again, iii those communities which are governed

on democratic principles, are in the habit of frequenting popular

assemblies, and, dreaming only of their own interests, receive

bribes from the leaders of parties, and do incredible mischief to

the state. But with the Egyptians, if any artisan meddled with

political affairs, or engaged in any other employment than the

one to which he had been brought up, a severe punishment

was instantly inflicted upon him; and it was with this view

that the regulations respecting their public and private occu-

pations were instituted 'by the early legislators of Egypt.”

Many arts and inventions were in common use in Egypt

centuries before they are generally supposed to havebcenknown

;

and Avc are now and then as much
things were old 3000 years ago, as

could hear us talk of them as late

D 2
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is the nsc of class, with which they were acquainted, at least,

as early as the reign of the first Osirtasen, more than 38U0 years

ago ; and the process of glass-blowing is represented, during his

reicn, in the paintings of Beni Hassan, in the same manner as it

is on later monuments, in diflerent parts of Egypt, to the time

of the Persian conquest.
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£ri-edients fused in tlio same manner. And besides tbe many

"lass ornaments known to bo of an earlier period is a bead, found

at Tiiobes, bearing tbc name of a Pharaoh who lived about

1450 B.C., the specific gravity of which, 25° 23', is precisely the

same as of crown glass, now manufactured in England.

3 4

378. Figs. 1,2. Glass bottles represented in the sculptures of Thebos.
3. Captain Ilcnvey’s glass bead. About the real size.

4. The hieroglyphics on the bead, containing the name of A‘inun-m-het,
who lived about B.c. 1450.

Glass bottles, similar to those in the above woodcut {figs. 1
, 2),

are even met with on monuments of the fourth dynasty, dating

long before the Osirtasens, or more than 4000 years ago
; the

transparent substance shows the red wine they contained
;
and

this kind of bottle is represented in the same manner among the

ofierings to the gods, and at the fdtes of individuals, wherever
wine was introduced, from the earliest to the latest times. Bot-

tlc.s, and other objects of glass, are commonly found in the tombs ;

and though they have no kings’ names or dates inscribed upon
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them (glass beiug seldom used for such a purpose), no douht

exists of their great antiquity
;
and we may consider it a for-

luuate chance that lias preserved one bead with the name of a

sovereign of the 18th dynasty. Nor is it necessary to point out

how illogical is the inference that, because other kinds of glass

have not been found bearing a king’s name, they were not

made in. Egypt, at, or even before, the same early period.

Pliny ascribes the discovery of glass to some Phoenician sail-

ors accidontally ligliting a fire on the sea-shore
;
hut if an eflect

of chance, the secret is more likely to have been arrived at .in

Egypt, where natron (or suhcarbonate of soda) abounded, Ilian

by the sea side
;
and if the Phcenicians really were the first to

discover it on the Spian coast*, this would prove their migra-

tion from the Persian Griilf to have happened at a very remote

period. Glass was certainly one of the great exports of the

i’hcBuicians ;
who traded in heads, bottles, and other objects of

that material, as well as various manufactures, made either in

their own or in other countries
;
but Egypt was always famed

for its manufacture
;
a peculiar kind of earth was found near

Ale.xandria, without which, Strabo says, “it was impossible to

make certain kinds of glass of many colours, and of a brilliant

quality;” and some vases, presented by an Egyptian priest to

the Emperor Hadrian, were considered so curious and valughle

that they were only used on grand occasions.

Glass bottles, of various colours, were eagerly bought from

.Egypt, and exported into other countries
;
and the manufacture,

as 'ivell as the patlcx-ns of many of those found in Greece, Etru-

ria, and Home, show that they were of Egyptian work
;
and

though imitated in Italy and Greece, the original art was bor-

rowed from the workmen of the Nile.

Such, too, was their skill in making glass, and in the mode
of staining it of various hues, that they counterfeited with soc-

coss the emerald, the amethyst, and other precious stones
;
and

even arrived at an excellence in the art of introducing numerous
colours into the same vase, to which our European workmen, ixr

spite of their improvements in many branches of tliis manufac-
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ture, are still una'ble to attain. A few years ago tlie glass-

makers of Yonice made several attempts to imitate the variety

of colours found in antique cups
;
but as the, component parts

were of different densities, they did not all cool, or set, at the

same rapidity, and the vase was unsound- And it is only by

making an inner foundation of one colour, to which those of the

outer surface are afterwards added, that they have been able

to produce their many-coloured vases, some of which were sent

to the Great Exhibition of 1851.

Not so the Egyptians, -who combined all the colours they re-

quired in the same cup, without the interior lining : those which

had it being of inferior and cheaper quality. They had even the

secret of introducing gold between two surfaces of glass
;
and in

their bottles, a gold band alternates within a set of blue, green,

and other colours. Another curious process was also common
in Egypt in early times, more than 3000 years ago, which has

only just been attempted at Venice, whereby the pattern on

the STirface was made to pass in right lines directly through the

substance
;
so that if any number of horizontal sections were

made through it, each one would have the same device on its

upper and under surface. It is, in fact, a Mosaicm glass, made
by fusing together as many delicate rods of an opaque glass, of

the colour required for the picture, in the same manner as the

w’-oods in Tunbridge-ware are glued together, to form a larger

and coarser pattern. The skill required in this exquisite work
is not only shown by the art itself, but the fineness of the de-

sign
;
for some of the feathers of birds, and other details, are

only to be made out with a lens
;
which means of magnifying

was evidently used in Egypt, when this Mosaic glass was man-
ufactured. Indeed, the discovery of a lens of crystal by Mr.
Layard, at Nimroud, satisfactorily proves its use at an early

period in Assyria
;
and we may conclude that it was neither a

recent discovery there, nor confined to that country.

Winckelmann is of opinion that “the ancients carried the art

of glassmaking to a higher degree of perfection than ourselves,

though it may appear a paradox to those who have not seen
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their -works iu this material 5” and we may even add that tliey

u.sed it for more purposes, oxeeptiag oi course windows, the

iuconvenienoe of which, iu the hot sun of Lgypt, would have

been uubearahle
;

or even iu Italy ;
and only one pane of glas.s

has been found at Pompeii, iu a place not exposed to the outer

light.

Wiuekchuauu also mentions two pieces of glass mosaic, “ one

of which, though not quite an inch in length, and a third of an

inch iu Lrcadth, exhibits, on a dark and variegated ground, a

bird resembling a duck, in very bright and varied colours,

ratlmr in the. manner of a Chinese painting than a copy of nar

ture. The outlines are bold and decided, the colours beauti-

ful and pure, and the efiect very pleasing, in consequence of

the artist having alternately introduced ait opaque and a trans-

parent glass. The most delicate pencil of a miniature painter

could not have traced with greater sharpness the circle of the

eyeball, or the plumage of the neck and wings
;

at which part

this specimen has been broken. But the most surprising thing

is, that the reverse exhibits the same bird, in which it is im-

possible to discover any difference in the smallest details

;

whence it maybe concluded that the figure of the bird, contin-

ues through its entire thickness. The picture has a granular ap-

pearance on both sides, and seems to have been formed of single

pieces, like mosaic work, united with so much skill, that the

most powerful magnifying glass is unable to discover their junc-

tion. P'rom the condition of this fragment, it was at first difficult

to form any idea of the process employed in its manufacture

;

and W'C should have remained entirely ignorant of it, had not

the fracture shown that filaments of the same colours, as on the

surface of the glass, and throughout its whole diameter, passed

from one side to the other
;
whence it has been concluded that

the picture was composed of different cylinders of coloured glass,

which, being subjected to a proper degree of heat, united by
(partial) fusion. 1 cannot suppose they would have taken so

much trouble, and have been contented to make a picture only

the sixth of an inch thick, while, by employing longer filaments,
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tliey rniglit liave produced one many inclies in thickness, with-

out occupying any additional time in the process
;

it is therefore

probable this was cut from a larger' of thicker piece, and the

iiuinber of the pictures taken from the same depended on the

length ofthe filaments, and the consequent thickness of the orig-

inal, mass. The other specimen, also hi-okeii, and about the size

of the preceding one, is made in the same manner. It exhibits

ornaments ofa green, yellow, and white colour, on a blue ground,

which consist in volutes, strings ofbeads, and flowers, ending in

pyramidical poiirts. All, the details are perfectly distinct and

unconfused, and yet so very minute, that the keenest eye is un-

able to follow the delicate lines in which the volutes terminate

;

the ornaments, however, are all continued, without interrup-

tion, through the entire thickness of the piece.”

'Winokelmann is quite right respecting the mode of forming

these glass mosaics, which was made more intelligible by a

specimen found in Egypt. It consisted of separate squares,

whose original division was readily discovered in a bright light,

as well as the manner of adjusting the difl’erent parts, and of

uniting them in one mass
;
and here and there the heat applied

to cement the squares had caused the colours to run between

them, in consequence of partial fusion from too strong a fire. .

ISFot only were these various parts made at different times, and

afterwards united by beat, rendered efiective on their surfaces

by means of a flux applied to them, but each coloured line was
at first separate, and, when adjusted in its proper place, was
connected with those around it by the same process.

The immense emeralds mentioned by ancient authors were
doubtless glass imitations of those precious stones. Such were
the colossal statue of Serapis, in the Egyptian labyrinth, nine

cubits, or thirteen feet; and a half, in height
;
an ernerfild pre-

sented by the. King of Babylon to an-Egyptian Pharaoh, which
was four cubits, or six feet, long, and three cubits broad

;
and an

obelisk in the temple of Jupiter, which was forty cubits, or sixty

feet, in height, and four cubits broad, composed of four emeralds

;

and to liave formed statues of glass of such dimensions, even
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allowing them to have been of difierent pieces, was a greate.r

triumph of skill than imitating the stones.

That the Egyptians, more than 3000 years ago, wore well

accpiaiuted not only with the manufaeture of common glass, for

heads and bottles of ordinary quality, hut with the art of stain-

ing it of divers colours, is sufficiently proved by the fragments

found in the tombs of Thebes; and so skilful were they in this

complicated process, that the^jr imitated the most fanciful de-

vices, and succeeded in counterfeiting the rich hues, and brill-

iancy, of precious stones. The green emerald, the purple ame-

iliyst, and other expensive gems, were successfully imitated
;
a

necklace of false stones could he purchased at an Egyptian jew-

eller’s, to please the wearer, or deceive a stranger, by the ap-

pearance of reality
;
and some mock pearls (found by me at

Thebes) have hoon so well counterfeited, that even now it is

difficult with a .strong lens to detect the imposition.

Pliny says the emerald was more easily counterfeited than any

other gem, and considers the art of imitating preciDus stones a

far more lucrative piece of deceit than any devised by the in-

genuity of man
;
Egypt was, as usual, the country most noted

for this manufacture
;
and we can readily believe that in Pliny’s

time they succeeded so completely in the imitation as to render

it “difficult to distinguish false from real stones.”*

Many, in the form of heads, have been met wdth in' different

parts of Egypt, particularly at Thebes; and so far did the

Egyptians carry this spirit of imitation, that even small figures,

scarab ffii, and objects made of ordinary porcelain, were counter-

feited, being composed of still cheaper materials. A figure,

which was entirely of earthenware, with a glazed exterior, un-

derwent a somewhat more complicated process than when cut

out of stone, and simply covered with a vitrified coating
; this last

could therefore be sold at a low price : it offered all the hrilliancy

of the former, and its weight alone betrayed its inferiority
; by

which means, whatever was novel, or pleasing from its external
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a-ppearance, was placed within reach of all classes, or at least

the possessor had the satisfaction of seeming to partake in each

fashionable novelty.

Such inventioirs, and successful endeavours.to imitate costly

ornaments by humbler materials, not only show the progress of

art among the Egyptians, but strongly argue the great advance-

meiit they had made in the customs of civilized life ;
since it is

certain, that until society has arrived at a high degree of luxury

and refinement, artificial wants of this nature are not created,

and the poorer classes do not yet feel the desire of imitating the

rich, in the adoption of objects dependent on taste or accidental

caprice.

Glass bugles and beads were much used by the Egyptians for

necklaces, and for a sort of network, with which they covered

the wrappers and cartonage of mummies. They were arranged

so as to form, by their varied hues, numerous devices or figures,

in the manner of oixr bead purses, and women sometimes

amused themselves by stringing them for ornamental purposes,

as at the present day.

The principal use to which glass was applied by the Egyptians

(besides the beads and fancy work already noticed), was for the

manufactixre of bottles, vases, and other utensils
;
wine was fre-

quently brought to table in a bottle, or handed to a guest in a

cup of this material
;
and a bodywas sometimes bxiried in a glass

coffin. Occasionally a granite sarcophagus was covered with a

coating of vitrified matter, usually of a deep green colour, which
displayed, by its transparency, the sculptures or hieroglyphic

legends engraved upon the stone
;
a process well understood by

the Egyptians, and the same they employed in many of the blue

figures of pottery and stone, commonly found in their tombs.

In their glass mosaics, the colours have a wonderful brilliancy

;

the blues which are given by copper are vivid and beautifully

clear
;
and one of the reds has all the intenseness of rosso an-

tico, wdth the brightness of the glassy material in which it is

found, thus combining the qualities of a rich enamel.

Many of the porcelain cuj)s discovered - at Thebes present a

tasteful arrangement of varied hues, and show the skill of the
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Egyjttiana, and llie great experience they possessed in this

branch of art. The manner in which the colours are blended

and arranged
;
the uiiuuteness ofthe lines, frequently tapering

oli'to an almost imperceptible fineness
;
and the varied directions

of twisted curves, traversing the substance, but strictly conform-

ijig to the pattern designed by the artist, display no ordinary

skill, and show that they were perfect masters of the means

they employed.

The Egyptian porcelain should perhaps be denominated glass-

jmrcelain, as partaking of the quality of the two, and not being

altogether unlike the porcelain glass invented hy the celebrated

Reaumur, who discovered, during his curious experiments on

diil’erent qualities of porcelain, the method of converting glass

into a substance very similar to chinaware.

The ground of Egjqjtian porcelain is generally of one homo-

geneous quality and hue, either blue or green, traversed in every

direclioiihy lines or devices of other colours—red, white, yellow,

black, light, or dark blue, and green, or whatever the artist

chose to introduce; and these are not' always confined to the

surface, hut frequently penetrate into the ground, sometimes

having passed half, or entirely, through the fused substance
;
in

which respect they differ from the porcelain of China, where
the flowers or patterns are applied to the surface, and justify the

use of the term glass-porcelain. In some instances, the yellows

were put on after the other colours, upon the surface of the

vase, which was then again subjected to a proper degree of

heat, and after this, the handles, the rim, and the base were
added, and fixed by a repetition of the same process. It was
not without considerable risk that these additions were made
to their porcelain and glass vases, and many were broken during

the operation
;

to which Martial alludes, in an epigram on these

fragile cups of the Egyptians.

That the Egjrptians possessed considerable knowledge of

chemistry and the use of metallic oxides, is evident from the

nature of the colours applied to their glass and porcelain
;
and

they were even acquainted with the influence of acids upon
colour, being able, in the process of dyeing or staining cloth, to
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bring about certain changes in the hues, by the same means

atlopted in our own cotton works, as I shall show in describing

the. manuiactures of the Egyptians.

The art of cutting glass was known to them at the most re-

mote periods, hieroglyphics and various devices being frequent-

ly engraved upon vases and beads ; they also ground glass
;
and

some, particularly that which bears figures or ornaments in relief,

was cast in a mould. Some have supposed that the method of

cutting glass was unknown to the ancients, and have limited

the period of its invention to the commencement of the 17th

century of our era, when Gaspar Lehmann, at Prague, first suc-

ceeded in it, and obtained a patent from the Emperor Eodolph

II. ;
but the specimens of ancient glass, cut, engraved, and

ground, discovered in Egypt, suffice to prove the art was prac-

tised there of old.

"We find that in Home the diamond was used for cutting hard

stones
;
for Pliny tells us that diamonds were eagerly sought by

lapidaries, who set them in iron handles, having been found to

penetrate anything, however hard. He also states that emeralds

and other hard stones were engraved, though in early times it

was “ considered wrong to violate gems with any figures or.

devices aird “all gems could be engraved by the diamond.”

And though we do not know the precise method adopted by the

Egyptians for cutting glass and hard stones, we may reasonably

conclude they were acquainted with the diamond, and adopted it

for engravingthem. Emery powder andthe lapidary’swheelwere
also used in -Egypt

; and there is little doubt that the Israelites

learnt the art of cutting and engraving stones in that country.*

Some glass bottles were enclosed in wicker-work very nearly

resembling what is now called by the Egyptians a damagdn ;

Avhich holds from one to two gallons of fi.uid
;
and some of a

smaller size, from six to nine inches in height, were protected by
a covering made of the stalks ofthe papyrus ox cyperus

the modern bottles containing Florence dil
;
others, again, appear

* The stones engraved by the Israelites were the “ sardius, topaz, and car-

buncle
; the emerald, sapphire, and diamiond; the ligare,.agate, and amethyst

;

the beryl, onyx, and jasper.” Exod. xxviii. 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, and xxxix. 6.
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379. Fig. 1 has apparently leather sewed over the glass.

2 glass (lamagdn. enclosed in wicker work.
3 small glass hottle covered with papyrus rush, like the Florence oil flasks.

4 a piece of cloth with a border of a bine colour. .

to have been partly caged in leathery sewed over them, much in

tlie same manner as some now made for carrying liquids on. a

journey. {Figs. 1, 3, a?id 2.)

Among the many bottles found in the tombs of Thebes, and

other places, none have excited greater curiosity and surprise

than those of Chinese manufacture, presenting inscriptions in

that language. Their number is considerable, and I have seen

more than twenty from Thebes and other places. But though

found in ancient tombs, there is no evidence oftheir having really

been deposited there in early Pharaonic or e ven Ptolemaic times

;

and so many of the tombs have been occupied till a recent period

by the Moslem population, that they may have been left there by
these their more recent inmates, Professor Eosellini, however,

mentions one he met with “in a previously unopened tomb, of

uncertain date, which” he refers, “ from the style of the sculjp-

turcs, to a Pharaonic period, not- much later than the 18th

dynasty;” and, were it not for this, we might suppo.se them
brought from India by Arab traders. They are about two
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fig. i.

S80. Chinese bottles found in the Egyptian tombs.

Fig. 1, in the Museum of Alnwick Castle.

2, one of two presented by me to the British Museum.
!i, belonging to Mr. W. Hamilton.

4, in my possession. From Thebes.

indies in height; one side presents a flower, and the other an

inscription, containing, according to Sir J. Davis (in three out of

eight he examined), the following legend ;
“ The flower opens,

and lo ! another year and another has been translated hy Mr.

Thoms :
“ During the shining of the moon the fir-tree sends

forth its sap” (which in a thousand years- becomes amber).

The quality of these bottles is very inferior, and of a time,

as Sir J . Davis thought, “ when the Chinese had not yet arrived

at the same perfection in making porcelain as at prcseift.”

They appear to have been only prized for their contents
; and

after they were exhausted, the valueless bottle was applied to
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the ordinar}’' pnrposa of holding ihe Kohl^ tx Collyriiim, used

hy woiuen for staining their eyelids.?^

It has been questioned if the Egjy)tians understood the art of

enarntdliug u])on gold or silver, but we might infer it from an

expression of Pliny, who says :
“ The Egyptians paint their .silver

vases, representing Anubis upon them, the silver being painted

and not engraved and M. Dubois had in Ms possession a spec-

imen of Egyptian enameL The reason of the doubt is o ur find-

ing so many small gold figures with ornamented wings and bod-

io.s, whose feathers, faces, or other coloured parts are composed

of a vitrified composition Zc# the metal. But they xqay have

adopted both processes ;
and it is probable thatmany early .speci-

mens oi emmishim were made by tooling the devices to- a cer-

tain depth on bronze, and pouring a vitrified composition into the

hollow space, the metal being properly heated at the same time

;

and, when fixed, the surface was smoothed down and polished.

Both the encaustic painting in wax, and that which consisted

in burning in the colours, were evidently known to the ancients,

being mentioned by Plinj'', Ovid, Martial, and others
;
and the

latter is supposed to have been on the same principle as our

enamelling on gold.

Bottles of various kinds, glass, porcelain, alabaster, and other

materials, wore frequently exported from Egypt to other coun-

tries. The Greeks, the Etruscans, and the ^Romans received

thorn as articles of luxury, which, being remarkable for their

beauty, were prized as ornaments of the table ; and when Egypt

became a Roman province, part of the tribute annually paid to

the conquerors consisted of glass vases, from the manufactories

of Memphis and Alexandria.

The intercourse between Egypt and Greece had been con-

stantly kept up after the accession of Psammitichus and Amasis

;

* Since the above was wTritten, a paper has been presented by Mr. Mcdlmrst
to the Royal Asiatic Society, which would establish the fact of their having

been brought by the Arab traders, if, as here stated, the style of the charac-

ters did not come into use till the ‘3rd century of our ora ; and the poems, from
which the sentences were taken, were not written till the 8th and llth centu-

ries. The earliest mention ofporcelain in China is also limited to the 2nd cen-
tury B , c . A similar bottle was found by Mr. Layard at Arban, on the Khaboor.
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and the former country, the parent of the arts at that period,

.supplied the CTrecks and some of the Syrian tribes with nu-

merous manufactures. The Etruscans, too, a commercial peo-

ple, appear to have had an extensive trade with Egypt, and

we repeatedly find small alabaster, as well as coloured glass,

bottles in their tombs, which have all the character oi the

Egyptian
;
and not only does the stone of the former proclaim

by its quality the quarries from which it was taken, but the

form, and style of the workmanship leave no doubt of the bot-

tles themselves being the productions ofEgyptian artists. The

same remark applies to many objects found at Nineveh.

It is uncertain of what stone the farnous murrhine vases, men-
tioned by Pliny, Martial, and other writers, were made

;
it was

of various colours, beautifully blended, and even iridescent, and

was obtained in greater quantity in Garmania than in any

country. It was also found in Parthia and other districts of

I Asia, but unknown in Egypt; a fact quite consistent with the

notion of its being fluor-spar, which is notmet with in the valley

of the Nile
;
and explaining the reason why the Egyptians imi-

tated it with the composition known under the name of false

murrhine, said to have been made atThebesandMemphis. The
description given by Pliny certainlybears a stronger resemblance

to the fluor-spar than to any other stone, and the only objection

i to this having been murrhine is our not finding any vases, or frag-

ments, of it ; and Some may still doubt ifthe substance is known
to which the naturalist alludes. But the fluor-spar appears to

I
have the: strongest claim

; and the glass-porcelain ofEgypt,whose

> various colours are disposed in waving lines, as if to imitate the

I

natural waves of that crystallized substance, may be the false

murrhine of the ancients. {Woodcuts 170, ftg, 2\V71, Jig.

ft is difficult to say whether the Egyptians employed glass for

the purpose of making lamps or lanterns : ancient authors give

us no direct information on the subject
;
and the paintings offer

few representations oflamps, torches, or any other kind of light.*
' Herodotus mentions a “ fete of burning lamps,” which took

111 tlie funeral processions one person carries wliat seems to be a caiullo

|. . ...
. or torch. .. ..

.
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place at Sa'is, and indeed throughout the country, at a certain

period of the year, and describes the lamps used on this occasion

as “ small vases filled with salt

and olive oil, on -which the -wick

floated, and burnt during the

whole night;” but he does not

say ofwhat material those vases

were made, and they may either

have been of glass or of earth-

enware.

The sculptures of Tel-el-Am-

arna, again, represent a guard of

soldiers, one of whom holds be-

fore him what appears to be a

lamp, and resembles the cloth

or paper lanterns so common in

Egypt at the present day.

The Egyptians were always celebrated for their manufacture

of linen and other cloths, and the produce of their looms was ex-

ported to, and eagerly purchased by, foreign nations. The fine

linen and embroidered work, the yarn and woolen stufis, of the

upper and lower country, are frequently mentioned, and were

highly esteemed. Solomon purchased many of those commodi-

ties, as well as chariots and horses, from Egypt ;
and Chemmis,

the city of Pan, retained the credit it had acquired in making
linen stuffs till about the period of the Roman conquest.

TVoolen garments were chieflyused by the lower orders ; some-

times also by the rich, and even by the priests, who were per-

mitted to wear an upper robe in the form of a cloak of this

material
;
but under garments of wool were strictly forbidden

them, upon a principle of cleanliness
;
and as they took so much

pains to cleanse and shave the body, they considered it incon-

sistent to adopt clothes made of animals’ hair. No one was
allowed to be. buried in a woollen garment, in consequence of its

engendering worms, which would injure the body
;
uor could

any priest outer atemple withouttaking offthis part ofhis dress-*

* vol. i. p, 333. Herodot. ii. 81.
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I The quantity of linen manufactured and used in Egypt was
very great

;
and, independent of that made up into articles of

dross, the numerous wrappers required for enveloping the mum-
mies, both of men and animals, show how large a supply must

have been kept ready for the constant demand at home, as well

/ as for that of the foreign market.

That the bandages employed in wrapping the dead are of lin-

en, and not, as some have imagined, of cotton, has been already

ascertained by the most satisfactory tests
;
and though no one

among the unscientific inhabitants ofmodernEgypt ever thought

of questioning the fact, received opinion in Europe had, till late-

ly, decided that they were cotton
;
and it was forbidden to doubt

that “ the bands of byssine linen,” said by Herodotus to have

been used for enveloping the mummies, were cotton.

The actual experiments made, with the aid of powerful mi-

croscopes, by Mr. Bauer, Mr. Thomson, Dr. Ure, and others, on

the nathre of the fibres of linen and cotton threads, have shown
that the former invariably present a cylindrical form, trairspar-

ent, and articulated, or jointed like a cane, while the latter of-

fer the appearance of a flat riband, with a hem or border at

each edge ;
so that there is no possibility ofmistaking the fibres

]
ofeither, except, perhaps, when the cotton is in an unripe state,

and the flattened shape of the centre is less apparent. The re-

sults having been found similar in every instance, and the struc-

ture of the fibres thus unquestionably determined, the threads

of mummy cloths were submitted to the same test, and no ex-

;
ception was found to their being linen

;
nor were they even a

f mixture of linen and cotton thread.

I
The fact of the mumxny cloths being linen is therefore decid-

* ed. The name byssus, it is true, presents a difficulty
;
owing to

the Hebrew skash being translated ^^byssus^' in the yeptuagint

version, and, in our own, “ fine linen and to shash being the

name applied by the Arabs at this day to fine muslin, which is

of cotton and not of linen
; but as the mummy cloths said by

i Herodotus to be “ of hyssijie sindon,’’’ are knowirto be invariably

I
linen, the hyssus cannot be cotton. Herodotus, indeed, uses the

: expression “tree wool” to denote cotton; and Julius Pollux

i"'''' 'VO i\,. n,.: ,
. E
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adopts the same name, distinguishing it also from byssus, which

he calls a species of Indian flax. The use of the two words

l/f/.s\s-us and linon presents no difficulty, since they might be em-

ployed, like our flax and linen, to signify the plant, and the

siibstaace made from it.

Cotton cloth, however, was among the manufactures ofEgypt,

and <lrcsses of this material were worn hy all classes. Pliny

states that the Egyptian priests, though they used linen, were

particularly partial to cotton robes ;
and “ cotton garments,”

supplied by the government for the use of the temples, are dis-

tinctly mentioned in the Rosetta Stone. Herodotus and Plutarch

affirm that linen was preferred, owing as well to its freshness in

a hot climate, as to its great tendency to keep the body clean,

and that a religious prejudice forbade the priests to wear vest-

ments of any other quality
;

this, however, refers to the inner

portion of the dross
;
and the prohibition of entering a terajolo

with cotton or woollen garments led to the notion that none but

linen were worn by them at any time. The same custom was

adopted by the votaries of Isis when her rites were introduced

by the Greeks and Romans ; and linen dresses were appropri-

ated to those who had been initiated in the sacred mysteries.

Whatever restrictions may have been in force respecting the

use of cotton among the priesthood, other individuals were per-

mitted to consult their own choice on this point
;
and it was

immaterial whether they preferred, during life, the coolness of

flax, or the softness of cotton raiment, provided the body, after

death, was enveloped in bandages of linen
;
and this regulation

accounts for the mummy cloths of the poorest individuals being

also found of that material.

It was not only for articles of dress that cotton was manu-
factured by the Egyptians a great quantity was used for the

iiirniture of their houses, the coverings of chairs and couches,

and various other purposes
;
and a sort of cloth was made of the

united filaments of flax and cotton. This is mentioned by Julius

Pollux, who, after describing the cotton-plant as an Egyptian pro-

duction, and stating that cloth was manufactnred of the “ wool
of its nut,” says they sometimes ‘‘ make the woof of it, and the
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warp of linen;” a quality of cloth still manufactured hy the

modern Egyptians.

From the few representations which occur in the tombs of

Thebes, it has been supposed that the Egyptian looms were of

rude construction, and totally incapable of producing the line

linen so much admired by the ancients
;
and as the paintings in

which they occur were executed at a very early period, it has

been conjectured that, in after times, great improvements took

place in their construction. But when we consider with what
simple means oriental nations are in the habit of executing the

most delicate and complicated work,we cease to feel surprised at

the apparent imperfection ofthe mechanism, orinstruments, used

by the Egyptians
;
and it is probable that their far-famed “line

linen,” mentioned in Scripture, and by ancient writers, was pro-

duced from looms of the same construction as those represented

in the paintings ofThebes and Eileithyias. Nor was the praise

bestowed upon that manufacture unmerited
;
and the quality of

one piece oflinenfoundnearMemphis fullyjustiliesit, and excites

equal admiration at the present day, being to the touch com-

parable to silk, and not inferior in texture to our finest cambric.

The mummy cloths are generally of a very coarse quality;

and little attention was bestowed on the disposition of the

threads, in the cloths of ordinary manufacture. Mr. Thomson,
who examined many specimens of them, is of opinion that the

number of threads in the warp invariably exceeded those of the

woof, occasionally even by four times the quantity; and as his

observations are highly interesting, I shall introduce an extract

from his pamphlet on the subject.

“ Of the products of the Egyptian loom, we know scarcely

more than the mummy pits have disclosed to us; and it would

be as unreasonable to look through modern sepulchres for speci-

mens and proofs of the state of manufacturing art amongst our-

selves, as to deduce an opinion ofthe skill of the Egyptians from

those fragments of cloth which envelope their dead, and have

come down, almost unchanged, to our own time. The curious

or costly fabrics which adorned the living, and were the pride of

the industry and skill of Thebes, have perished ages ago. There
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ai’e, however, amongst these remains, some of which are not

worthy of notice, which cany us back into the workshops of

former times, and exhibit to us the actual labours of weavers

and dyers of Egypt, more than 2000 years ago.

“ The great mass of the mummy cloth, employed in bandages

and coverings, -whether of birds, animals, or the human species,

is of coarse texture, especially that more immediately in contact

•witli the body, which is generally impregnated, with resinous or

bituminous matter. The upper bandaiges, nearer the surface,

arc liner. Sometimes the whole is enveloped in a covering

coarse and thick, and very like the sacking of the present day

:

sometimes in cloth coarse and open, like that used in our cheese-

presses, for which it might easily be mistaken. In -the College

of Surgeons are various specimens of these cloths, some of

which are very curious. -

“The beauty of the texture and peculiarity in the structure of

a mummy cloth given to me by Mr. Belonzi were very striking.

Tt was free I'rom gum, or resin, or impregnation of any kind, and

had evidently been originally white. It was close and firm, yet

very elastic. The yarn of both warp and woof was remarkably

even and well spun. The thread of the warp was double, con-

sisting of two fine threads twisted together. The woof was

single. The ^^’arp contained 90 threads in an inch
;
the woof,

or weft, only 44. The fineness of these materials, estimated af-

ter the maimer of cotton yarn, was about 30 hanks in the pound.
“ The subsequent examination of a great variety of mummy

cloths showed that the disparity between the warp and woof
bedonged to the system of manufacture, and that the warp gener-

ally had twice or thrice, and not seldom four times, the number
of threads in iui inch that the woof had : thus, a cloth containing

80 threads of -warp in the inch, of a fineness of about 24 hanks in

the pound, had 4-0 threads in the woof; another with 120 threads

of warp, of 30 hanks, had 40; and a third specimen only 30

threads in the woof. These have each respectively double, treble,

and quadruple the number of threads in the warp that they have
in the woof. This structure, so different from modern cloth,

which has the proportions nearly equal, originated, probably, in
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the diificulty and tediousness of getting in the woof,

shuttle was thrown by hand,which is the practice in India at

present day, and which there are weavers still living old

to rciTiemher the universal practice in this country.”

Mr. Thomson then mentions some fragments of

cloths, sent to England by the late Mr. Salt,which ho

British Museum. They were “ of diiferent degrees of fineness

;

some fringed at the ends, and some striped at the edges.” “My
first impression,” he continues, “ on seeing these cloths, was, that

the finest kinds were 7mtsUn, and ofIndian manufacture, since we
learn from the ‘ Periplus of the Erythrean Sea,’ ascribed

Arrian, but more probably the work of some CJ-reek merchant

himself engaged in the trade, that muslins from

an article of export from India to the Arabian

suspicion of their being cotton was soon removed by the micro-

scope of Mr. Bauer, which showed that they were all, without

exception, linen. Some were thin and transparent, and of very

delicate texture. The finest appeared to be made of yarns of

near 100 hanks in the pound, with 140 threads in the inch in the

warp, and about 64 in the woof. A specimen of muslin in

museum of the East India House, the finest production of the

Dacca loom, has only 100 threads in an inch in the warp, and

in the woof
;
but the surprising fineness of the yarns, which,

though spun by hand, is not less than 260 hanks in the pound,

gives to this fabric its unrivalled tenuity and lightness.
“ Some of the cloths were fringed at the ends, and one, a

of scarf, about four feet long, and twenty inches wide, was
fringed at both ends. Three or four threads twisted together

with the fingers to form a strong one, and two of those again

twisted together, and knotted at the middle and at the end to

prevent unravelling, formed the fringe, precisely like the

shawls of the present day.

“The selvages of the Egyptian cloths are generally formed

with the greatest care, and are well calculated by their strength

to protect the cloth from accident. Fillets of strong cloth or

tape also secure the ends of the pieces from injury, showing a

knowledge of all the little resources of modern manufacture.
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Several of the specimens, hoth of -fine and coarse cloth, were

bordered with blue stripes of various patterns, and in some alter-

nating with narrow lines of another colour. The width of the

patterns varied from half an inch to an inch and a quarter. In

the latter were seven blue stripes, the broadest about half an

inch wide nearest the. selvage, followed by five very narrow

ones, and terminated by one an eighth of an inch broad. Had

this pattern, instead of being confined to the edge of the cloth,

been repeated across its whole breadth, it would have formed a

modern gingham, which we can scarcely doubt was one of the

articles of Egyptian industry.

“A small pattprn about half an inch broad formed the edging

of one of the finest of these cloths, and was composed of a stripe

of blue, alternating with three lines of a fawn colour, -forming a

simple and elegant border. These stripes were produced in the

loom by coloured threads previously dyed in the yarn. The
nature of the fawn, colour I was unable to determine. It was,

too much degraded by age, and the quantity too small, to ena-

ble me to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion. Though I had no

doubt the colouring matter of the blue stripes was indigo, I sub-

jected the cloth to the following examination. Boiled in water

for some time, the colour did not yield in the least
;
nor was it

at all afiected by soap, nor by strong alkalies : sulphuric acid,

diluted only so far as not to destroy the cloth, had no action on

the colour. Chloride of lime gradually reduced, and at last

destroyed it. Strong nitric acid, dropped upon the blue, turn-

ed it orange, and in the same instant destroyed it. These
tests prove the colouring matter of the stripes to be indigo.

“This dye was unknown to Herodotus, for he makes no

mention of it. It was known to Pliny, who, though ignorant of

its true nature, and the history of its production, has correctly

described the most characteristic of its properties, the emission

of a beautiful purple vapour when exposed to heat. Had his

commentators been acquainted with the sublimation of indigo,

it would have saved many learned doubts. We learn from the

Periplus, that it was an article of export from Barbarike on the

Indus, to Egypt, where its employment by the manufacturers of
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that conn try, probably from a remote period, is clearly estab-

lished by the specimens hci^ described,”

In woodcut 379, Jig. 4, is a piece of cloth, brought from

Thebes, which oflbrs a very good instance ofthe coloured border

mentioned by Mr. Thomson. It is of ordinary quality
;
the num-

ber of threads in the inch is ninety-six in the warp, and thirty-

four in the woof
;
and the border consists of one broad band and

six narrow stripes, of a blue colour, evidently died with indigo;

the band which is nearest the selvage is one inch and two tenths

in breadth
;
the others consist each of two threads, in the direc-

tion of the warp, with the exception of the innermost one, which

is of five threads, and the dividing line between the fourth and
fifth is varied by the introduction of a blue thread down the

centre. The rest of the cloth has the usual yellowish tinge,

“ supposed to arise from some astringent preparation employed
for its preservation,” which, according to Mr. Thomson, imparts

to water a similar colour, but offers no trace of tannin. “ In

none of the specimens I have examined,” he adds, “ did either

gelatine or albumen, or solution of iron, afford any precipitate

;

but the subacetate of lead produced a cloud, indicating the pres-

ence of extractive matter.”

I It is evident that the colour was imparted to the tlireads pre-

I vious to the cloth being made,* as the blue remains unaltered^-

and the cloths with broad coloured borders are the more curious,

as they illustrate the representations in the paintings, and show
that they were similar to those made by the looms in the age of

I the Pharaohs of the 12th and 18th dynasties
;
and the Nubians

^
wear shawls with the same blue borders, manufactured, in the

'

\
valley of the Nile at the present day. The Egj^ptians also dyed

^

;
old dresses, as in these days.

Another piece of linen, from Thebes, has 152 threads in tht^

war]), and 71 in the woof, to each inch; it is of a much darker

hue than the clothjust mentioned; and was perhaps dyed with the

carihamns tinclorius, or safflower. But the most remarkable

})icce of fine linen is that found near Memphis,before mentioned

;

I
* As with the threads used by the Israelites, Exod. xxxv. 35. “ And all the

I
v/omen that were wise-hearted did spinwith their hands, andbrought that which

I they had spun, both of blue, and of purple, and of scarlet, and of fme linen.”
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and some .idea may be given of its texture, from the number of

threads in the inch, which is 540 (or 270 double threads) in the

warp
;
and the limited proportion of 110 in the woof shows the

justness of Mr. Thomson’s observation, that this disparity be-

longed to their “ system of manufacture,” since it is observable

even in the finest quality of cloth. It is also of a light brown

colour. Another very remarkable circumstance in this specimen

is, that it is covered with small figures and hieroglyphics, so fine-

ly drawn, that here and there the lines are with difficulty followed

by the eye, and as there is no appearance of the ink having run

in any part of the cloth, it is evident they had previously pre-

pared it for this purpose. The perfection of its threads is equal-

ly surprising
;
the knots and breaks, seen in our best cambric,

are not found in holding it to the light—an ancient mode ofprov-

ing fine cloth, which led to that beaxrtiful Greek expression etXi-

Rgtvrjg, “ sincere,” borrowed from this test of light, which is far

superior to the Latin sincerus, derived from honey, sine cerd.

Pliny cites four qualities of linen, particularly noted in Egypt

;

the Tanitic and Pelusiac, the Butine and the Tentyritic
;
and

mentions in the same place the cotton-tree of Egypt, which he

confines to the Upper coxmtry. He also states that the quantity

of flax cultivated in Egypt was accounted for by their export-

inglinen to Arabia and India
;
and the quality of that produced

by the Egyptian looms was far superior to any other.

The threads used for nets were remarkable for their fineness

;

and Pliny says “ some of them were so delicate that they would
pass through a man’s ring, and a single person could carry a

sufficient rmniher of them to surround a whole wood. Julius

Lepus, who died while governor of Plgypt, had some of these

nets, each string of which consisted of 150 threads
;
a fact per-

fectly surprising to those who are not aware that the Puliocliaus

preserve to this day, in the Temple of Minerva, the remains of

a linen corslet presented to them by Amasis, king of Egjqit,

whose threads are composed each of 365 fibres
;
and in proof of

the truth of this, Mutianus, who was thrice consul, lately affirm-

ed at Rome that he had' examined it; and the reason of so few
fragments remaining was attributable to the curiosity of those

who had frequently subjected it to the same scrutiny."
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' Herodotus mentions this corslet, and another, presented by
Amasis to the Lacodajmonians, which, had been carried ofF by

the Samians
;
“ it was of linen, ornamented with numerous

figures of animals, worked in gold and cotton. Each thread of

the corslet was worthy of admiration. For, though very fine,

every one was composed of 360 other threads, all distinct
;
the

(

quality being similar to that dedicated to Minerva, at Lindixs,

! by the same monarch.”

j

Many of the Egyptian staffs presented various patterns work-

j;
ed in colours by the loom, independent of those produced by
the dyeing or printing process, and so richly composed, that

Martial says they vied with the Babylonian cloths embroidered

with the needle.

The art of embroidery* was commonly practiced in Egypt j

and the Hebrews, on leaving the country, took advantage of the

knowledge they had there acquired to make a rich “ hanging for

,

the door of the tent, of blue, and purple, and scarlet, and fine

twined linen, wrought with needlework ;”t a coat of fine linen

was embroidered for Aaron
;
and his girdle was of fine twined

linen, and blue, and purple, and scarlet, of needlework.”1 ,

The gold thread used for these purposes is supposed to have

been beaten out with the hammer,^ and afterwards rounded
;

and even the delicate net made by Vixlcan, which was so fine

that the gods themselves were unable to sec it, is represented

to have been forged on his anvil with the hammer. I Pliny

mentions cloth woven with gold threads, sometimes entirely of

those materials, without any woollen or linen ground, as were

^
the garment of Agrippina, the tunic of Heliogabalus, and that

i

worn by Tarquinius Priscus, mentioned by Yerrius.

^
Pliny says, ‘‘ Coloured dresses were known in the time of

I
Homer, from which the robes of triumph were borrowed : and

I
from the Phrygians having been the first to devise the method

* Ezekiel, xxvii. 7, “ Fine linen, with hroidered work Aom Egypt.”

t Exod. xxvi. 3G, xxvii. 16,- xxxvi. 37, and xxxviiL 18.

t Exod. xxviii. 39, and xxxix. 29.

^ Exod. xxxix. 3, “ And they did beat the gold into thin plates, and cut it

h into wires, to work it in the blue, and in the purple, and in the scarlet, and in

i
the fine linen.” II Hom. Od. viii. 274.

1 E 2
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of giving tlae same effect -with the needle, they have hecn call-

ed Phrygiones. But to weave cloth with gold thread was the

invention of the Asiatic king, Attains, from whom the name

Attalic was derived ; and the Babylonians were most noted for

their skill in weaving cloths of various colours.”

The question still remains undecided respecting the time

when silver thread came into use
;
and as no mention of silver

stuffs occurs in the writings of ancient authors, it has hecn sup-

posed that its introduction was of late date. Silver wire, how-

ever, was already knowxr in Egypt about 3300 years .ago, being

found at Thebes of the third Thothmes : nor is there any rea-

son to suppose it was then a novel invention
;
and it was prob-

ably known and used nearly as soon as gold wire, which we
find attached to rings bearing the name of Osirtasen the First,

who lived more than 600 years earlier.

This wire is supposed not to have been drawn, like our own,

through holes in metal plates, but to have been beaten out, and

rounded with the file; but the appearance of some found at

Thebes justifies the conclusion that a mode of drawing it was
not unknown to them

;
and the omission of every representa-

tion of the process in the paintings is no argument against it,

since they have also failed to introduce the casting of metals,

and various other arts, with which we see they were acquainted.

"VYire-drawing was first attempted with the most ductile met-

als, gold and silver being used before brass and iron, because

the wire was originally employed for ornamental purposes.

Gold thread and wire were always made entirely of metal,

even to the time of the latter Roman Emperors
;
and there is no

instance of flattened wire wound round silk or linen threads, or

of silver or other wire gilt, though gilding was so common on
vases and other articles of bronze. That the Egyptians had
arrived at great perfection in the art of making the thread is

evident, from its being sufficiently fine for weaving into cloth,

and for embroidery; and the exceeding delicacy of the linen

corslet of Amasis, on which numerous figures of animals were
worked in gold, required a proportionate degree of fineness in
the gold thread used for the purpose.
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The coloured dre-sses represented in the Egyptian paintings,

•worn by women of rank, and by the deities, much resemble onr

modern chintzes in the style of their patterns, though it is prob-

able that they were generally of linen instead of calico : some
appear to have been -worked with the needle, and others woven
with gold threads.

,
.

Another very remarkable discovery of the Egyptians was the

use of mordants. They were acquainted -with the eilect of acids

on colour, and submitted the cloth they dyed to one of the same
processes adopted in our modern manufactories

;
and while, from

his account, we perceive how little Pliny understood the process

he was describing, he at the same time gives us the strongest

evidence of its truth. “ In Egypt,” he says, “ they stain cloths

in a wonderful manner. They take them in. their original state,

quite white, and imbue them, not with a dye, but with certain

drugs which have the power of absorbing and taking colour.

"VTlien this is done, there is still no appearance of change in the

cloths
;
but so soon as they are dipped into a bath of the pig-

ment, which has been prepared for the purpose, they are takeix

out properly coloured. The singular thing is, that though the

bath contains only one colour, several hues are imparted to the

piece, these changes depending on the nature of the drug em-

ployed : nor can the colour be afterwards washed olF
;
and sure-

ly if the bath had many colours in it, they must have presented

a confused appearance on the cloth.”

From this it is evident that tlie cloth was prepared before

steeping
;
the momentary effect he mentions could only bo pro-

duced by the powerful agency of mordants
;
and they not only

used them to make the cloth take the colour equally, but also

to change the hues. ...
TlTicthcr the Egyptians really understood the principle on

which the salts and acids of the mordants acted, or calculated

their effects solely from the experience they had acquired, it is

difficult to decide. They had long been used in Europe, before

their chemical agency was properly explained; and •\yhen the

ten a mordant was first applied by the French dyers, they Imag-

ined “that the. intention of passing tho substances, which were
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to 1)0 dyed, through certain saline liquors, was to corrode some-

thing that opposed the entering of the colouring principle, and

to enlarge the pores of the substances" (the ciiect of acids in

changing the hues being a later discovery) ; we cannot there-

fore positively prove that the Egyptians had a knowledge of

chemistry, though from their long experience, and from their

skill in the employment of the metallic oxides, we may find

strong reasons to infer it. For if at first ignorant of the reason

of such changes, it is probable that, in process of time, they were

led to investigate the causes by which they were eflected.

Many discoveries, and even inventions, are more the effect

of chance than of studious refl.ection, and the principle is often

the last to he understood. In discoveries this is generally the

case, in inventions frequently. But when men have observed,

from long practice, a fixed and undeviating result, their curi-

osity natixrally becomes excited, the thirst for knowledge, and,

above all, the desire of benefitingby the discovery, prompt them

to scrutinize the causes to which they have been so much in-

debted
;
and few people, who have made any advance in the

arts of civilized life, long remain ignorant of the means of im-

proving their knowledge.

"We may therefore suppose some general notions of chemis-

try, or at least of chemical agency, were known to the Egyp-

tians
;
and the beautiful colours they obtained from copper, the

composition of various metals, and the knowledge of the effects

produced on different substances by the salts of the earth, tend

to confirm this opinion.!

The Egyptian yam seems all to have been spun with the hand,

and the spindle is seen in all the pictures representing the man-
ufacture of cloth. Spinning was principally the occupation of

women;' and our word “wife” is nearly related to “woof,”
“ weaving,” and “ web.” But men were also employed at the

spindle and tlie loom
;
though not, as Herodotus would load us to

suppose, to the ex-dusion ofwomen, who ho pretends undei'took

the duties ofmen in other countries, “by going to market, and en-

gaging in business, while the'men, shut up in the house, worked
at th e loom, ” Men, to thl ! day, are employed in making cloth in
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Women weaving and using the epindlo. Beni Ilassan,

Egypt and in other countries, hut it cannot he said that they

have relinquished their hahits for those of •women
;
and we

find from the paintings executed hy the Egyptians themselves,

that both men and women were employed in manufacturing

cloth.

“ Other nations,” continues the historian, “ make cloth hy
pushing the woofupwards, the Egyptians, on the contrary, press

it down and this is confirmed hy the paintings* which repre-

sent the process of manufacturing cloth
;
hut at Thehes,t a

man who is engaged in making a piece of cloth, with a coloured

In woodcut 383, 2. t Woodcut 384, fig, 3.
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Part I. ^fen cnsaged in spinning, and.making a sort of network,
2. The liorizontal loom, or perhap.s mat-making. Beni Hassan.

border or selvage, appears to push the woof upwards, the cloth

being fixed above him to the upper part of the frame. They
had also the horizontal loom, which occurs at Beni Hassan and

other places
;
and at El Bersheh we see the mode of talcing up

the increasing length of the cloth by pegs in the ground (as still

done in Ethiopia), and how the women wound off numerous
threads from balls placed within a slight framework, the fineness

of which is indicated by the number taken to form one twist.

In the hieroglyphics over persons employed with the spindle,

it is remarkable that the word saht^ which in Coptic signifies to
“ twist,” constantly occurs. The spindles wore generally small,

being about one foot three inches in length, and several, found at

Thebes, are now in the museums of Europe.* They were gen-
erally ofwood, and in order to increase their impetus in turning,

^ One of those in the British Museum, which I found at Thebes, had some
of the linen thread with it. Wo/xlcut 2.
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fig . 2 j I

384. Fig. 1. A piece of cloth on a IVame. Eileithyias.

3. A loom. Thebes.
fc is a shuttle, not thrown, but put in with the hand. It had a hook at each end. See

woodcut 362, fig. 2.

the circular head was occasionally of gypsum, or composition.

;

some, however, were of a light plaited work, made of rushes, or

palm leaves, stained ofvarious colours, and furnished with aloop

of the same materials, for securing the twine after itwas wound.*

Besides the use of the spindle, and form of the loom, we find

the two principal purposes, to which flax was applied, represent-

ed in the paintings of the tomhs
;
and at Beni Hassan the mode

* Woodcut 385, 6, Another ofwood, 6.
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5 4 3 3 1

385. Spindles. British and Berlin Museums.

Fig. I is a sort of cane split at the top to give it a globular shape.
2 has the head ofgypsum.
3 entirely ofwood.
4 ofplaited or. ba,sket work.
5 the loop to put over the twine.
6 a ring ofwood for securing the twine.

of cultivatinjr the plant, in the same square beds now met with
throughout Egypt (much resembling our salt pans), the pro-

cess of beating the stalks, and making them into ropes, and
the manufacture of a piece of cloth, arc distinctly pointed out.

It is,however, possible that the part ofthe picture, w'herc men
are represented pouring water from earthen pots, may refer to

the process of steeping the stalks of the plant, after they were
cut

; the square spaces would then indicate the different pits in

which they 'Were immersed, containing some less, some more,
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water, according to the state in wliicli tliey were required
;
and

this is rendered more probable by the flight of steps, for ascend-

ing to the top of the raised sides of the pits, which would not

have been introduced if the level ground were intended.

The steeping, and the subsequent process of beating the stalks

with mallets, illustrate the following passage of Pliny upon the

same subject: “The stalks themselves are immersed in water,

warmed by the heat of the sun, and are kept down by weights

placed upon them
;

for nothing is lighter than flax. The mem-
brane, or rind, becoming loose is a sign of their being sufficiently

macerated. They are then taken out, and repeatedly turned

over in the sun, until perfectly dried
;
and afterwards beaten by

mallets on stone slabs. That which is nearest the rind is called

tow, inferior to the inner fibres, and fit only for the wicks oflamps

.

It is combed out with iron hooks until all the rind is removed.

The inner part is of a whiter and finer quality. Men are not

ashamed to prepare it After it is made into yarn, it is

polished by striking it frequently on a hard stone, moistened

with water
;
and when woven into cloth it is again beaten with

clubs, being always improved in j)roportion as it is beateni”

They also parted and cleansed the fibres of the flax with a

sort of comb, probably answering to the iron hooks mentioned

by Pliny
;
two of which, found with some tow at Thebes, are

preserved in the Berlin Museum
; one having twenty-nine, the

other forty-six, teeth. (Woodmt 387.)

The border of some of their cloths consists of long fringes,

formed by tlio projecting threads of the warp, twisted together,

and tied at the end in one or more knots, to prevent their un-

ravelling, “precisely,” as Mr. Thomson observes, “like the silk

shawls of the present day and specimens of the same borders,

in pieces of cloth foxrnd in the tombs, may be seen in the Brit-

ish Museum, and other collections.

The sculptures, as well as the cloths wliich have been dis-

covered, perfectly bear out Herodotus in his statement that they
had the custom of leaving a fringe to their pieces of linen, which,
when the dresses were made up, formed a border round the legs

;

hut they do not appear to have been univer.sally worn. This
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lierlin Museum.Wooden comb ibuud witli

388, Fig. I. Netting needle of wood.
2. Part of another of bronze, oflater date, found by
3. Wooden plane for smoothing or pressing cloth,

kind of dress he says was called caJasaris. 'When the fringe

was wanting, the border was hemmed, which had the same ef-

fect of preventing the unravelling of the cloth
;
and a fringe

was sometimes sowed on, as in many of our imitation shawls.

The Jews wore a similar kind of fringed dress, and Moses corn-

manded the children of Israel to “make them fringes in the

borders of their garments . . . and . . . put upon the fringe

of the borders a riband of blue.” (Numbers xv. 38.)

Besides the process of making cloth, that of smoothing, or

calendering, is represented in the paintings, which seems to

have been done by, means of wooden rods, passed to and fro

over the surface
;
but from the appearance of some of the fine

linen found in the tombs, we may conjecture that much greater

pressure was sometimes used for this purpose, such as could

only be applied by a press, or cylinders of metal.

Beretiioe.

From Thebes.
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For smoothing linen, a wooden substitute for what we call an

iron was also used
; some of which have been found at Thebes,

six inches in length, made of tamarisk wood ;* but this belong-

ed chiefly to the washerwomen, who had also a wooden instru-

ment for geoflreying fine linen, by which the waving lines were

made, so commonly seen in the tfresses of the kings and priests.

389. Geo0rcying Machine. Florence Museum.

I have already stated that the Egyptians had carpets, which

were a very early invention, being mentioned by Homei*, who
gives them the same name they are still kno-wn by, Tapeta,

whence tapis and tapestry. They were u.sed in houses, and were
even spread for the saerfed animals in Egypt. They wmre of

wool, but of their quality we are unable to form any opinion,

the fragments discovered in the tombs being very imperfectly

preserved, though there is no doubt of their being portions of

carpets. A small rug was also brought to England, and is now
in the possession of Mr. Hay.

It is eleven inches long by nine broad, and is made like many
carpets of the present day, with woollen threads on linen string.

In the centre is the figure of a boy in white, with a goose above it,

the hieroglyphic of“ child,” upon a green ground
;
around which

is a border composed of red and blue lines
;
the remainder is a

ground of yellow, with four white figures above and below, and
one at each feide, with blue outlines and red ornaments

;
and the

outer border is made up ofred, white, and blue lines, with a fancy

* Woodcut 388, 3.
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device projecting from it, with, a triangular summit, which ex-

tends entirely round the edge ofthe carpet. Its date is uncertain

;

but from the child, the combination of the colours, and the orna-

ment of the border, I am inclined to think it really Egyptian.

I have noticed the use of flax for making ropes, string, and
various kinds of twine

j
for large ropes, however, of ordinary

quality, and for common purposes, the leef,ox fibres of the date

tree, were employed, as at the present day
j
and many speci-

mens of these durable materials have been found in the exca-

vations of Upper and Lower Egypt.

In a tomb at Thebes, of the time of Thothmes III., is repre-

sented the process of twisting thongs of leather, which, as it is

probably the same as that adopted in rope-making, may be prop-

erly introduced here.

The ends of four thongs were inserted and fastened into a

hollow tube, from the side of which a bar projected, surmounted

by a heavy metal ball
; and the man, w^ho twisted them, held

the tube in his right hand, whirling it round, as he walked back-

wards, by means of the impetus given from the ball. A band,

attached to a ring at the other end of the tube, went round his

body, in order to support it and give it a free action, and the ring

turned upon a nut, to prevent the band itself from twisting.

At the other extremity of the walk, his companion, seated on

the ground, or on a low three-legged stool, let out the separate

thongs, and kept them from becoming entangled. Behind him
sat another, who, with the usual semicircular knife, cut the skin

into strips, as he turned it round ;
showing that what we term

“ the circular cut” w'as known to the ancient Egyptians 3300

years ago, and that they had already adopted this mode of obtain-

ing the longest thongs from a single piece of leather. Such, too,

was Dido’s method, when she persuaded the unsophisticated na-

tives to give up a piece of land as large as she could cover with a

bull’s hide, upon which she built Byrsa, the citadel of Carthage.

But the name Byrsa, said to be derived from the “ hide,” seems

rather to be related to the fortress itself
;
being found in the

names of Birs-Eimroud, Borsippa, the mourids of Boursa, and

other places in the East, where towers, or citadels, once stood.
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'When finished, tlic twisted thong^s were wound round a hollow

centre, through which the end was jrassed, and repeatedly bound

over the concentric coils in the same manner as we tie up ropes.

Some, indeed, have supposed the present subject to represent

rope-making
;
but the presence of the skin on the left, and the ,,

shoemakers on the right, forming a continuation of the j)icture,

sufficiently prove that they are engaged in preparing leathern

thongs for sandals, and other sindilar purposes.

Their nets were made of flax-string,* both for fishing and

fowling, and portions of them have been discovered at Thebes.

The nettiirg neediest were of wood, very like our own, split at

each end, and between ten and eleven inches in length, and

others were of bronze, with the point closed.

Sieves were often made of string, but some of an inferior

quality, and for coarse work, were constructed of small thin

rushes or reeds (very similar to those used by the Egyptians

for writing, and frequently found in the tablets of the scribes)

;

a specimen of which kind of sieve is in the Paris Museum.
The paintings also represent them made of the same materials ;

and the first they used were evidently of this humble quality,

since the hieroglyphic indicating a sieve is borrowed from them.

Horse-hair sieves are ascribed by Pliny to the Gauls
;
the Span-

iards, he says, made them of string ; and the Egyptians of pa-

pyrus-stalks and rushes. ,

The Egyptians were not less famed for their manufacture of

paper, than for the delicate texture of their linen. The plant

from which it was made, the Cyperus papyrus of modern bot-

anists, mostly grew in Lower Egypt, in marshy land, or in shal-

low brooks and ponds formed by the inundation of the Nile,

where they bestowed much pains on its cultivation.

The right of growing and selling it belonged to the govern-

ment, who made a great profit by its monopoly ;
and though we

frequently read of the hyhlus or papyrus being used for con-

structing canoes or rude punts, for making baskets, parts of

* Comp. Isaiah, xvii. 9, “ They that work in fine flax, and they that weave

networks.” Pliii. 19, 1, and above, p. 80, t Woodcut 388, 1, a.
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sandals, sails, and for numerous other cdramon purposes, it is

evident thatwe are to understand, in these instances, some other

species of the numerous family of Cyperus ;
which is also shown

hy Straho’s distinguishing the common from “the hyhlus.’^

The real papyrus

^

or hieratic hyblus, was particularly culti-

vated in the Sebeunytic nome ;
other parts of the Delta also pro-

duced it, and probably even some districts in Upper Egypt.

The paper made from it diflered in quality, being dependent

upon the growth of the plant, and the part of the stalk whence

it was taken
j
and wc find many of the papyri w^hich have been

preserved vary greatly in their texture and appearance. They

are generally fragile, and difficult to unroll, until rendered pliant

by gradual exposure to steam, or the damp of our climates

;

and some are as brittle as if they had been purposely dried.

'VYe are, however, less surprised at the effect of the parched

climate of Upper Egypt, when we consider the length of time

they have been kept beyond the reach of moisture; and our

drawing paper, after a very few years, becomes so dry in that

country, that it is too brittle to fold without breaking. Indeed,

those papyri which have not been exposed to the same heat,

being preserved in the less arid climate of Lower Egypt, still

keep their pliability
;
and I have a fragment of one from

Memphis, which may he bent, and even twisted in any way,
without breaking, or without being more injured' than a piece

of common paper. The hieroglyphics from their style show it

to he of an ancient Pharaonic age, and they contain the name of

the city where the papyrus was found, “ Menofr (of Memphis),
the land of the Pyramid.”

The mode off making papyri was this ; Tho interior of the

stalks of the plant, after the rind had been removed, was cut

into thin slices in the direction of their length, and these being
laid on a flat board in succession, similar slices were placed

over them at right angles
; and their surfaces being cemented

together by a sort of glue, and subjected to a proper degree of

pressure, and well dried, tho papyrus was completed. The
length of the slices depended, of course, on tho breadth of tho
intended sheet, as that ofthe sheet on the number of slices placed
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in succession beside each other, so that though the. breadth was
limited, the jjapyrus might be extended to an indefinite length.

The papyrus is now no longer used, paper from linen rags and
other materials having superseded it

;
but some few individu-

als continue to make it in Sicily as a curiosity; and sheets from

the plant, which still grows in the Anapus, near Syracuse", are

offered, to travellers, as curious specirrtens of an obsolete manu-
facture. I have seen many of these small sheets of papyrus;

the manner of placing tlm pieces is the same as that practised

in former times
;
but the quality of the paper is very inferior

to that of ancient Egypt, owing either to the preparation of the

slices of the stalk, before they are glued together, or to the

coarser texture of the plant itself, certain spots occurring here

and there throughout the surface, which are never seen on

those discovered in the Egyptian tombs. The plant is now
unknown in Egypt

; and the only streams that produce it are

the Anapus in Sicily, and a small one two miles north of Jaffa,

where it was found hy the Rev. S. Malan.

Pliny thus describes tbe plant and tbe mode of making paper;

“The papyrus grows in the marsh lands of Egy^pt, or in the

stagnant pools left inland hy the Nile, after it has returned to its

bed, which have not more than two cubits in depth. The root

of the plant is the thickness of a man’s arm
;

it has a triangular

stalk, growing no higher than ten cubits (15 feet), and decreas-

ing in breadth towards the summit, which, is crowned as with

a thyrsus, containing no seeds, and of no use except to deck the

statues ofthe gods. They employ the roots as fire-wood, and for

making various utensils. They even construct small boats of

the plant; and out of the rind, sails, mats, clothes, bedding,' and

ropes
;
they eat it either crude or cooked, swallowing only the

juice
;
andwhen they manufacture paperfrom it, they divide the

stem, by moans of a kind of needle, into thin plates, or laminsB,

each of which is as large as the plant will admit ”

“ All the paper is woven upon a table, and is continually

moistened with Nile water, which being thick and slimy, fur-

nishes an effectual species of glue. In the first place, they

form', upon a table perfectly horizontal, a layer the whole length

VOT,. IT. F
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of the papyrus; which is crossed by another placed transverse-

ly, and afterwards inclosed within a press. The difierent sheets

are then hung in a situation exposed to the sun, in order to dry,

and the process is finally completed by joining them together,

beginning with the best. There are seldom more than twenty

slips or stripes produced from one stem of the plant.

“ Different kinds of broad paper vary in breadth. The

largest, in old times, was the Hieratic, for holy purposes

The best is now thirteen digits broad*; the hieratic twoTess. . .

The Saitic is under nine, being only "the breadth of the mallcif;

and the paper used for business is only six digits broad. Be-

sides the breadth, the fineness,
,
compactness, whiteness, and

smoothness are particularly regarded
;

. . . . when it is coarse

it is polished with a (boar’s) tooth, or a shell
;
but then the writ-

ing is more readily efiaced, as it docs not take the ink so well.”

Borne sheets of papyrus, of ancient date, were much broader

than any he mentions, thirteen digits or fingers being only

about nine inches and two thirds; and the Turin Papyrus -.of

Kings was at least fourteen inches and a half in breadth.

Pliny makes a strange mistake when he suppose's that the

papyrus was not used for making paper before the time of Al-

exander the Great, as papyri are of the most remote Pharaonic

periods
;
and the same mode ofwriting on them is shown from

the sculptures to have been common in the age of Suphis, or

Cheops, the builder of the Great Pyramid, 2000 years before

Alexander’s conquest of Egypt.

It is uncertain until what period paper made of the papyrus
continued in general use : there are some deeds and other docu-

ments in the Yatican of the fifth and sixth centuries, and in the
Munich Library of the seventh, in minuscules; and there is

evidence of its having been occasionally employed, to the end
of the seventh century, when it was superseded by parchment.
.All public documents, under Charlemagne and his dynasty,
were written on this last, and the papyrus was then entirely

given up.

Parchment, indeed, had been invented long before, and is sup-
posed to have been first used for writing in the year 250 before
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our era, by Euraeues, king ofPergamus
; -who, being desirous of

collecting a library which, should vie with that ofAlexandria, and
being prevented by the jealousy ofthe Ptolemies from obtaining

a sufficient quantity ofpapyrus, had recourse to this substitute

;

and this adoption of it at Pergamus obtained for it tlie lasting

name of Pergamena {parchment). It was made of the skins of

sheep and of calves
;
but to the former the name ofparchment is

more correctly applied, as to the latter that ofvellum. The use

of parchment, or of prepared skins, for writing upon, was not,

however, first suggested at Pergamus
;

it had been known ages

before in Egypt
;
and “ records kept in the temple” are men-

tioned in the time of the eighteenth dynasty, 1200 years before

Eurnenes, written upon skins called Thr, or Tahar—a name
which, as Mr. Birch thinks, resembles the Chaldee Tzar. Bolls

of leather are also found in the tombs, buried with the deceased

in lieu of papyri, which are of a very early period, and were
adopted in consequence of the high price of the papyrus paper.

The monopoly of the papyrus in Egypt so increased the price

of the commodity, that persons in humble life could not afford to

purchase it for ordinary purposes
;
few documents, therefore, are

met with written on papyrus, except funereal rituals, the sales

of estates, and official papers, which were absolutely required

;

and so valuable was it, that they frequently obliterated the old

writing, and inscribed another document on the same sheet.

The same happened afterwards with those on parchment; Cic-

ero mentions palimpsests in his time ; and one of his own trea-

tises (de Republica) was subjected to this treatment.

For common purposes, pieces ofbroken pottery, stone, board,

and leather were used
;
an order to visit some monument, a sol-

dier’s leave of absence, accounts, and various memoranda, were

often written on the fragments ofan earthenware vase ; an artist

sketched a picture, which he was about to introduce in a temple

or a sepulchre, on a large flat slab of limestone, or on a Wooden

panel prepared with a thin coating of stucco ;
and even parts of

funereal rituals were inscribed on square pieces of stone, on stuc-

coed cloth, or on leather. But though a rigid monopoly secured

the value of the paper, it did not ensure the employment of the
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plant ill its manufacture ;
other and better materials were at

length discovered for making paper
;
and the remarkable proph-

ecy of Isaiah (xix. 7) has come to pass, which foretold the pa-

pyrus should “ be no more” in Egypt
;

The paper reeds by the

brooksjby the mouth of the brooks, . . . . shall wither, be driv-

en away, and be no more and this Egyptian plant no longer

grows in Egypt. Yet its name is destihed to survive : the “ Bi-

ble,” or book, is so called from the hyhlus, and its other name,

papyrus, will be pei^etuated in “paper.”

It was perhaps the desire to increase its value that caused its

disappearance fromEgyptjhavingbeen rooted outfrom every spot

except where its cultivation was permitted by the government;

and Pliny either says “it only grew in the nome of Sebennytus

or that “nothing was grown in that district but the papyrus.”

In the infancy of society various materials were employed for

writing, as stones, bricks, tiles, plates of bronze, lead, and other

metals, wooden tablet?, the inner bark (hence liber) and leaves

of trees, and the shoulder bones of animals. Wooden tablets,

covered with wax, W'ere long in use among the Homans, as

well as tlie papyrus ; and the inner bark of trees and pieces of

linen had been previously adopted by them about B.c. 440.

Many Eastern people still write on the leaves of trees, or on

wooden tablets, and wdraka continues to signify, in Arabic, both

“ paper” and a

The early Arabs committed their poetry and compositions

to the shoulder-bones of sheep ; they afterwards obtained the

papyrus paper from Egypt, on which the poems called Moal-

laqiiat were written, in gold letters ; and after their conquests

in Asia and Africa, these people so speedily profited by the

inventions of the nations they subdued, that parchment was
manufactured in Syria, Arabia, and Egypt, which in colour

and dchcacy might vie with our modern paper. It speedily su-

poiseded the use of the papyrus, and continued to bo employed
until the discovery of the method of making paper from cotton

and silk, called Carta homhycina, which is proved by M,ont-

faucon to have been known at least as early as a.n. 1100
;
and

is supposed to have been invented about the beginning of the
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nintli century. Being introduced into Spain from Syria, it was
denominated Carta Damascena; and manuscripts on cotton paper

are said to exist in the Escurial, written in the eleventh century.

There are also some on cotton paper in the Munich library,

of the eleventh century
;
and of linen at the beginning of the

fourteenth.

It is a matter of doubt to what nation, and period, the inven-

tion of paper manufactured from linen ought to be ascribed.

The Chinese were acquainted with the secret of making it from

various vegetable substanceslong before itwasknown inEurope

;

the perfection to which they have carried this branch of art con-,

tinnes to excite our admiration
;
and“ the librarian Gasiri relates,”

according to Gibbon,“ from credible testimony, that paper was
first imported from China to Samarcand a.h. 30 (a.d. 652), and
invented, dr rather introduced, at Mecca a.h. 88 (a.d. 710).”

It may, however, he questioned whether it was made from

linen at that early period, and we have no positive proof of linen

paper being known even by the Saracens prior to the eleventh

century. The Moors, as might be expected, soon introduced it

into Spain, and the Escurial library is said to contain manuscripts

written on this kind of paper as old as the twelfth century.

But paper of mixed cotton and linen, which was made at the

same time, appears to have been in more general use
;
and linen

paper continued to be rare in most European countries till the

fifteenth century. That it was known in Germany as early as

the year 1312 has been satisfactorily ascertained by existing

documents, and a letter on linen paper, written from Germany
to Hugh Bespencer, about the year 1315, is preserved in the

Chapter-house at Westminster; which, even to the water-mark,

resembles that made at the present day.

It was not till the close of the sixteenth century that paper

was manufactured in England. TJie first was merely of a coarse

brown quality, very similar to that of the modern Arabs, whose

skill in this, as in many arts and sciences, has been transferred

to people once scarcely known to them, and then greatly their

inferiors
;
and writing or printing paper was not made in Lon-

don before 1690 ;
Prance and Holland having, till that time,
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supplied us with, an annual iinportation, to the amount of nearly

100,000 pounds.

The tanning and preparation of leather was also a branch of

art, in which the Egyptians evinced considerable skill
;
the

leather cutters constituted one of the principal subdivisions of

the fourth class
;
and a district of the city was exclusively ap-

propriated to them, in tire Libyan part of Thebes, where they

were known as “the leather-cutters of the Meranonia.”

Leather is little capable of resisting the action of damp, and

other causes of destruction, so that we cannot reasonably expect

to find much of it in a good state of preservation
;
but the line

quality of the straps, placed across, the bodies of mummies, dis-

covered at Thebes, and the beauty of the figures stamped upon

them, satisfactorily prove the skill of “ the leather cutters,” as

well as the antiquity of embossing
;
and those bearing the names

of Sheshonk (Shishak), the contemporary of Solomon, and the

other kings of that dynasty, are perfectly preserved.

Many of the occupations of their trade are portrayed on the

paintecl walls ofthe tombs at Thebes. Theymade shoes, sandals,

the coverings and seats of chairs or sofas, bow-cases, and most of

the ornamental furniture ofthe chariot; harpswere also adorned

witli coloured leather, and shields and numerous other things

were covered w.ith skin prepared in various ways. They also

made skins for carrying water, wine, and other liquids, coated

within with a resinous substance, as is still the custom in Egypt.

Part of the process of curing the skins is introduced in the

sculptures
;
and that of dyeing fhem is mentioned in the Bible,*

being doubtless borrowed by the Jews from Egypt. In one
instance, a man is represented dipping the hide into a vase, prob-

ably containing water, in which it was suffered to soak, prepar-
atory to the lime being applied to remove the hair

;
a process

very similar to that adopted at the present day in the East.

The Arabs prefer the acrid juice of a plant growing in the
desert for the purpose, as its effect is still more rapid, and as it

has the advantage of making the skin better and more durable.
* Exod. XXV. 5, “ And rains’ skins dyed red.”
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Tliis plant is the Periploca Secamolie ; its stalks contain a

white milky juice, which exudes from itwhen bruised, and which

is so acrid as to bo highly injurious to the eye, or to the wounded
skin. It supports itself by winding around every neighbouring

shrub, audits not ungraceful stalks appear to have been occasion-

ally used by the ancient Egyptians, for the same ornamental pur-

pose as the ivy, the nightshade, and the convolvulus, in forming

festoons. But though there is noproof of its havingbeen employ-

edbythem in curing slcins, it is veryprobable, as they were so well

acquainted with the properties ofthe plants ofthe desert and the

valley of the Nile
; and curriers are represented in the sculptures

ofThebes, pounding something in a mortar, which is either the

periploca, lime, or some other substance required for the purpose.

According to the .Arabs, the method of preparing skins with

the periploca (their is as follows : “The skins are first

put into flour and salt for three days, and are cleansed of all the

fat and impurities of the inside. The stalks of the plant, being

pounded between large stones, are then put into water, which
is applied to the inner side of the skin for one day, and the hair

having fallen ofi’, the skin is left to dry for two or three days,

and the process is completed.”

The mode of stretching or bending leather OAmr a form is fre-

quently represented at Thebes
;
and the semicircular knife, sim-

ilar to that of our modern curriers, is commonly used by fhem.

The curriers and shoemakershad also a sort ofchisel, the common
awl (specimens of which have been found at Thebes, similar to

our own), a stone for polishing the leather, the cutting table,' the

bending form, the horn, and a few other utensils
;
and a prepared

skin, the emblem of their trade, was suspended, together with

ready-made shoes and other articles, to indicate their skill, and

to invite a customer. [Woodcuts 333, 390, and 392, pari 1.)

The shops of an Egyptian town were probably similar to those

of Cairo and other Eastern cities,which consist of a square room,

open in froirt, with falling or sliding shutters to close it at night

;

and the goods, ranged on shelves or suspended against the walls,

are exposed to the view of those who pass. In front is generally

a raised seat, where the owner ofthe shop and his customers sit
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during the long process of concluding a bargain previous to the

sale andpurchase ofthe smallest article ;
and here an idle lounger

frequently passes whole hours, less intent on benefiting the shop-

keeper than in amusing himselfwith the busy scene ofthe pass-

ing crowd.

Among the many curious customs introduced in the paint-

ings, and still retained in the East,' is that of holding a strap of

leather, or other substance, with the toes, which, if always free

31)1. Currier holtlin/? a strap of leather with his toes, while Cutting it. Thebes,
h b are straps tied up, and deposited in the shop.

and luiencumbei'ed with tight shoes, retain their full power and

pliability j and the singular, I may say primitive, mode of tight-

ening a thong with the teeth, while sewing a shoe, is also por-

trayed in the paintings of the same time.

It is probable that, as at the present day, they ate in the open
front oftheir shops, exposed to the view of every one who pass-

ed
;
and to this custom Herodotus may allude, when he says,

“the Egyptians eat in the street.”

There is no direct evidence that the ancient Egyptians affixed

the irame and trade ofthe owner ofthe shop, though the presence
of hieroglyphics, denoting this last, together with the emblem
which indicated it, may seem to argue in favour ofthe custom

;

and the absence of many individuals’ names in the scuipturcs is

readily accounted for by the fact, that these scenes refer to the

occupation of tire whole trade, and hot to any particular person.

Of all people, we may suppose Egyptian shop-keepers most
likely to- display the patronage received from royalty, the name
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392. Part 1. Shoemakers.

Part 2. Mea employed in polishing a column, probably of wood.
Pig. 1. Making a hole with an awl. 2. Tightening a thong with his
h b. Sandals hanging up in the shop. c to i. Various tools ; I an adze

of a monarch being so often introduced in the most conspicuo

manner on the coffins ofprivate individuals, and in the paintings

of the tombs
;
many of the searabsei they wore presenting the

name of a king, and the most ordinary devices being formed i

resemble a royal oval. But whether or not they had this cus

tom, or that of affixing the name and occupation of the trades

man, it is difficult to determine
;
and indeed in those cities wher

certain districts were set apart for particular trades, the latter

distinction was evidently uncalled for and superfluous.

The great consumption of leather in Egypt, and the various

purposes to which skins, both in the tanned and raw state, were
applied, created a demand far greater than could he satisfied by

tbe produce ofthe country
;
they, therefore, imported skins from

foreign countries, and part ofthe tribute levied on the conquered

tribes ofAsia and Africa consisted ofhides, and the skins ofwild

F 2.
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393. Fullers. Beni Hassan.
ab. Inclined tables. c c. The water running off into the trough below.

early times, before, and even after, the invention of soap, pota.sh,

nitre, and several earths, -were employed for cleansing' cloths,

as well as various herbs, many of which are still in use among
the Arabs, one ofwhich was doubtless the alkaline plant horteth,

mentioned by Jeremiah (ii., 22) and Malachi (iii., 2). Many of

the Sutedas and Salsolas, and other alkaline plants, are found in

the Egyptian deserts, as^ well as the gilloo, also called “ the soap

plant and the people of Cairo and the Barbary coast use cer-

tain woods for cleansing manufactured stuffs.
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animals, as the leopard, fox, and others
;
which are frequently

represented in the paintings of Thebes, laid before the throne of

a Pharaoh, together with gold, silver, ivory, rare woods, and the

various productions of each vanquished country.

For tanning they used the pods of the Sont, or Acacia (Acacia,

or Mimosa, Nilotica), the acanthus of Strabo and other writers,

which was cultivated in many parts of Egypt, being also prized

for its timber, charcoal, and gum
;
and it is probable that the

bark and wood of the Ehus oxyacanthoides, and the bark of the

Acacia ScaZ, both natives of the desert, were employed for the

same purpose.

Many persons,both men and,women,were engaged in cleaning

cloths and stuffs of various kinds
;
and the occupations of the

fuller form some ofthe numerous subjects of the sculptures. It

is probable 'that they were only a subdivision of the dyers. In



A far more numerous class were the potters
; and all the

processes of mixing the clay, and of turning, baking, and pol-

ishing the vases, are represented in the tombs of Thebes and

Beni Hassan.

They frequently kneaded the clay with their feet, and after it

had been properly worked up, they formed it into amass of con-

venient size with the hand, and placed it on the wheel, which
was of very simple construction, and generally turned with the

hand. The various forms of the vases were made out by the

finger during their revolution
;
the handles, ifthey had any, were

afterwards alRxed to them
;
and the devices and other ornarnent-

al parts were traced with awooden or metal instrument, previous

to their being baked. They were then sufiered to dry, and for

this purpose were placed on planks of wood >; they were after-

wards arranged with great care in trays, and carried, by means
of the usual yoke, borne on men’s shoulder^, to the oven.

Many of the vases, bottles, and pans of ordinary quality were
very similar to those made in Egypt at the present day, as we
see from the representations in the paintings, and from those

found in the tornhs, or in the ruins of old towns
;
and judging

from the number of Coptic words applied to the difierent kinds,

their names were as varied as their forms. Coptos and its vi-

cinity were always noted for this manufacture
;
the clays found

there were peculiarly suited for porous vases to cool water
;
and

their qualities are fully manifested, at the present day, in the

goolleh or' hardak bottles, of the neighbourhood, made at the

modern towiis of Keneh and Balias.

That the forms of the modern goolleJis are borrowed from

those of an ancieirt time is evident, from the fragments found

amidst the mounds of ancient towns and villages, as well as from

the many preserved entire ;
and a local tradition asserts that

the modern, manufacture is borrowed from, and has succeeded

without interruption to, that of former days.

It is impossible to fix the period of the invention ofthe potter’s

wheel, and the assertion of Pliny, who attributes it to Corcehus

the Athenian, is disproved by the evidence of the Egyptian
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monuments, which prove it was known previous to the arrival

ofJoseph, and consequently long before thefoundation ofAthens. ?

But Pliny ’s chapter of inventions abounds with errors of this ?

kind, and serves to show how commonly the Greeks adopted the

discoveries of other nations, particularly of Egypt and Phcenicia,

and claimed them as their own : even the art of cutting stones

is attributed to Cadmus of Thebes ;
and Thales of Miletus is

said to have enlightened the Egyptians, under whom he had

long been studying, by teaching them to measure the altitude

of a pyramid, or other body, by its shadow, at the late period of

6G0 B.c. But we cannot suppose that the Greeks taught their

instructors a discovery, ofwhich men so skilful in astronomy and i

i mathematics could not have been ignorant
;
and however su-

j

perior they afterwards became in all branches of science, they
|

were in their infancy long after the decline of Egypt.

The Egyptians displayed much taste in their gold, silver, por-

celain, and glass vases, but when made of earthenware, for or-

dinary purposes, they were frequently devoid of elegance, and

scarcely superior to those of England before the taste of Wedge-
wood substituted the graceful forms of Greek models for some
of the unseemly productions of our old potteries. Though the

clay of Upper Egypt was particularly suited to porous hottles,

it could not he obtained of a sufficiently fine quality for, the

manufacture of vases like those of Greece and Italy
; in Egypt,

too, good taste did not extend to all classes, as in Greece , and

vases used for fetching water from a well, or from the Eile,

were of a very ordinary kind, far inferior to those carried by
the Athenian women to the fountain of Kallirhoe.

The Greeks, it is true, were indebted to Egypt for much useful

knowledge, and for many early hints in art, hut they speedily

surpassed their instructors
;
and in nothing, perhaps, is this more

strikingly manifested than in the productions of the potter, r

Carpenters and cabinet-makers were a very numerous class of

workmen
;
and. their occupations form one of the most important

subjects in the paintings, which represent the Egyptian trades.

Egypt produced little wood; and with the exception of the

date and dom palms, the sycamore, tamarisk, and acacias, few
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trees of native growth afforded timber either for building or

for ornamental purposes.

The principal uses of the date and dom trees have been al-

ready mentioned.*

For coffins, boxes, tables, doors, and other objects, which re-

quired large and tlrick planks, for idols and wooden statues, the

sycamore was principally employed ;
and from the quantity dis-

covered in the tombs alone, it is evident that the tree was cxrl-

tivafed to a great extent. It had the additional recommenda-

tion of bearing a fruit, to which the Egyptians were very par-

tial
;
and a religious prejudice claimed for it, and the Persea, the

name and rank of sacred fruit-trees. It is even now looked

upon with favour
;
and when a foreigner is leaving the country,

his Egyptian friends ask him if he has ever eaten any sycamore

figs, and on his answering in the affirrhative, express their de-

light at the prospect of his return, saying, “ wdioever has eaten
_

sycamore figs is sure to come hack to Egypt.”

The tamarisk was preferred for the handles of tools, wooden
hoes, and other things requiring a hard and compact wood

;
and

of the acacia were made the planks and masts of boats, the han-

dles of offensive weapons of war, and various articles of furni-

.ture. Large groves of this tree were cultivated in many parts

of Egypt
;
especially in the vicinity of Memphis and Abydus

;

and besides its timber, the acacia was higlily valued for the

pods it produced, so useful for tanning, and for the gum, which
exudes from the trunk and branches, now known under the

name of gum Arabic. This tree is not less prized by the mod-
ern Egyptians, who have retained its name as well as its uses

;

sont being applied to this species of acacia, both in Arabic and
the ancient Egyptian language.

Besides the Sont, or Acacia (Mimosa) Nilotica, the Sellem,

Sumr, Tulh, Fitneh, Lehbekh, and other acacias, which grew in

were also adapted to various purposes
;
and some in-

stances are met with of the wood of th.^'Egheg\ or Balanites

fiBgyptiaca, and of different desert trees having been used by
the Egyptian carpenters.

* Vol. i. p. 66. t Or Eqleeq.
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For ornamental purposes, and sometimes even for coffins,

doors, and boxes, foreign woods were employed ; deal and cedar

were imported from Syria
;
and part ofthe contributions exacted

from the conquered tribes of Ethiopia and Asia consisted in

ebony and other rare woods, which were annually brought by
the chiefs, deputed to present their country’s tribute to the

Egyptian Pharaohs.

Boxes, chairs, tables, sofas, and other pieces of furniture were
frequently made of ebony, inlaid with ivo^y

;
sycamore and

acacia were veneered with thin layers, or ornaraeaited with

carved devices, of rare wood, applied, or let into them
;
and a

fondness for this display suggested to the Egyptians the art of

painting common boards, to imitate foreign varieties, so gen-

erally, adopted in other countries at the present day.

The colours were usually applied, on a thiix coating of stucco,

laid smoothly upon the previously prepared wood, and the va-

rious knots and grains, painted upon this .ground, indicated the

quality of the wood they intended to counterfeit.

The usual tools* of the carpenter were the axe, adze, hand-

saw, chisels of various kinds (which were struck with a wooden
mallet), the drill, and two sorts of planes (one resembling a

chisel, the other apparently of stone, acting as a rasp on the

surface of the WUod, which was afteT;wards polished by a smooth

body, probably also of stonej) ;
and these, with the ruler,| plum-

met, and right angle,§ a leather hag containing nails, the hone,

and the horn of oil, constituted the principal, and perhaps the

only, implements he used.

Some of the furniture of their rooms, the work of the cabinet-

maker, I have already noticed,! as well as the perfection to which

they had arrived in the construction of the chairs and ottomans

of their saloons
;
nor can I omit the mention of the art of dove-

tailing, already practised in the earliest Pharaonic ages, or the

mode of applying two planks together in the same plane, by

means of broad pins, or tongues, of hard wood. Of tbe former

* Woodcut 395. t Woodcuts 89, fig. 3, 392. t Woodcut 380, c.

^ Woodcut 390, part "Si, fig. v; and 396, /.

1! In vol. i. p. 59 to 72, and 158 to 164.
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In the British Museum.

Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4. Chisels and (Inlla. Fig. O.Hornofoil,
5, Part of drill. 10. MaUet.
6, Nut of wood belonging to dria. II. Bag for nails.
7, 8. Saws. 12. Basket which held them.

mimerous instances occur, both in large and small objects, and
no illustration of it is required

;
the latter is peculiar, and shows

the great care taken to make every thing durable, which char-
acterizes all the works of the Egyptians.

When two boards are joined together by our modem carpen-
ters, they fix small round pins horizontally into corresponding
parts of tho edges, which are then applied together, so as to



* Wooodcuta 390, part 2, Jig. s, and 395 ;
and vol. i. p. 56,

form, as it were, a single piece
;
but the cautious Egyptian car-

penter was not content with tliis
;
and having used flat pins

for the purpose about two inches in breadth, he secured these

again, after the boards had been put together, by round pins or

wooden nails, driven vertically through the boards into each of

the flat pins
;
and thus the possibility of the joint opening was

oflectually prevented, even should the glue, which was added

as in our modern boxes, fail to hold them.

After the wood had been reduced to a proper size by the saw,

the adze was the principal tool employed for fashioning it

;

Ifom the precision with which even the smallest objects arc

worked with it at the present day, by the unskilful carpenters

ofmodern Egypt, we may form some idea of its use in the hands

of tlieir expert predecessors.

Many adzes, saws, and chisels have been found at Thebes.

The blades are all of bronze, the handles of the acacia or the

tamarisk
;
and the general mode of fastening the blade to the

handle appears to have been by thongs of hide. It is probable

that some of those discovered in the tombs are only models, or

unfinished specimens
;
and it may have been thought sufficient

to show their external appearance, without the necessity of

nailing them, beneath the thongs
;
for those they worked

were bound in the same manner, though I believe them to have
been also secured with nails. Some, however, evidently be-

longed to the individuals in whose tombs they were buried, and

appear to have been used
;
and the chisels often bear

having been beaten with the mallet.

The drill is frequently represented in the sculptures. Like all

the other tools, it was of the earliest date, and precisely similar

to that of modern Egypt, even to the nut of the dom* in

it turned, and the form of its bnw with a leathern thong.

The chisel was used for the same purposes, and in the same
manner, as at the present day, and was struck with a wooden

mallet, sometimes flat at the two ends, sometimes of circular or

oval form, several of which last have been found at Thebes, and
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are in ourEnropeanmnseuins. Theliandles ofthe chisel -were of

acacia, tamarisk, or other compact wood
;
the blades of bronze

;

• and the form of the points varied

» . in breadth, according to the work

I
® .g- for which they were intended.

0^11 The hatchet was principally

I I used by boat-builders, and those

S who made large pieces of frame-

g I, work ; and trees were felled with

•g gl the same instrument.*

° I «.s The mode of sawing timber

° g was primitive and imperfect,

I ” owing to their not having adopt-

o E cd the double saw
;
and they

were obliged to cut every piece

8 1 1 I of wood, however large, single-

§ go handed. In order, therefore, to

I divide abeam into planksjthey

6 § placed it, if not of vefy great

length, upright between two
posts, firmly fixed in the grdund,

I ^ 1
« and being lashed to them with

i|i cords, or secuiired with pins, it

Oop. in a vice.

t

° Among the many occupations

a o i”'"" of the carpenter, that of Veneer-

'S o- i'ng is noticed in the scnlptures of

fig.a Thebes as early as the time of

•§f„| the third Thothmes
;
and the ap-

^ plication of a piece of rare wood

H .1^1 of a red colour, to a yellow plank

ofmore ordinary kind, is clearly

•Iff pointed out. And in order to

. "^ show that the yellow wood is of

inferior qualityj the workman is

' represented to have fixed his
* Woodcut 363, above in p. 18. t Woodcut 398, a.
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adze carelessly in a block of the same colour, while engaged in

applying them together. Near him are some of Ms tools, with

a box or small chest, made of inlaid and veneered wood, of va-

rious hues
;
and in the same part of the shop are two other

men, one employed in grinding something with a stone on a

slab, and the other in spreading glue with a brush.

It might be conjectured that paint, or a varnish, were here

represented
;
but the pot on the fire, the piece of glue with its

concave fracture, and the workman before mentioned, applying

the two pieces of wood together, decide the question, and at-

test the invention of glue nearly 3300 years ago. This is not,

however, the only proof of its use at an early period, and sev-

eral wooden boxes and coffins have been found, in which glue

was employed to fasten the joints. It appears sometimes to

be a fish glue.

Various boxes, shrines, articles of furniture, and other works

of the cabinet-maker are frequently introduced in the paintings

of Thebes, many of which present not inelegant forms, and are

beautifully made. Several of the smaller objects, as boxes for

trinkets and ointment, wooden spoons, and the like, have been

mentioned among the furniture of their rooms
; where I have

also described a curious substitute for a hinge, in some of those

discovered at Thebes.*

Many boxes had lids resembling the curved summit of a

royal canopy ,t and were ornamented with the u.sual cornice

others had a simple flat cover
;
and some few a pointed sum-

mit, resembling the shelving roof of a house.§ This last kind

of lid was divided into two parts, one of which alone opened,

turning on two small pins at the base, on the principle of the

doors of their houses and temples
;
and when necessary, the

two knohs at the topf could be tied together and sealed';*!!

When not veneered, or inlaid with rare wood, the sides and

lid were painted, and those intended for the tombs, to be de-

posited there in honour of the deceased, bad usually funereal

* In chap. iii. p. 158 to 164.

t Fig. 1.

t Woodcut 1, 2, 3, 6.

§ ,4, 5, 8.
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397- Different boxes.

Figs I and 2. Mode of placing tUe lid when the box was opened.
3. Man opening a box, from a painting at Thebes,

4 and 5. A painted box, showing how the Dd opened.
:

o and 7. Boxes from the paintings of Thebes.
8, Another painted box with a shelving lid, from Thobos, r Alnwick Castle.
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inscriptions, or religious sulyects painted upon them, among
which were offerings presented by members of their family.*

Several boxes have been found at Thebes; and in the Brit-

ish Museum is one remarkable for the brilliancy of the colours

given to the ivory with which it is inlaid. The box is of ebo-

ny
;
the ivory, painted red and blue, is let into the sides and

edges, and the lid is onramented in the same manner. There

is in this a substitute for a hinge, similar to the one before men-
tioned, except that here the back of the cross-bar, cut to a sharp

edge along its whole extent, fits into a corresponding groove at

the end of the box
;
and the two knobs arc fixed in their usual

place at the top and front.

The lids of many boxes were made to slide in a groove, like

oiir small colour boxes ;t others are fitted into the body, being

cut away at the edges for this purpose
;
and some turned on a

pin at the back, as I have shown in the long-handled boxes be-

fore mentioned.

In opening a large box they frequently pushed back the lid,

and then either turned it sideways§ and left it standing across

the breadth of the box, or suffered it to go to the ground
;
but

in those of still larger dimensions, it was removed altogether

and laid upon the floor. Others with a pointed top had a pro-

jection under what may be called the end, or corbel of the ga-

bles, on the side that opened, in order that the lid might fall

down and lie out of the way, close to the side of the box, while

the things were taken out of it.H

"With the carpenters may be mentioned the wheelwrights,

the makers of coffins, and the coopers
,
and this subdivision of

one class of artisans shows that they had systematically adopt-

ed the partition of labour. .

The makers of chariots and travelling carriages were of the

same class; but both carpenters and workers in leather were em-

ployed in theirmanufacture ;*ir and chariots eitherpassed through

* 4 and 8. t Woodcut 184, p. 163, vol. i.

t Woodcuts 174, 17.'), .'iiid 178. ^ Woodcut 397
, 7f^r.?. 1, 2, 3.

li Woodcut 397,.//jf.v. 4, !). I Vol. i. p. 377
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the hands of both, or, which is more probable, chariot makers
constituted a distinct trade.

Palanquins, canopies, and other wooden chests for travellings

and religious purposes, were the work of cabinet makers or car-

penters
; but the makers of coffins were distinct from both of

these . The undertakers, properly so called, were also a different

class of people from these last, being attached to and even form-

ing part of the sacerdotal order, though of an inferior grade.

Indeed the ceremonies of the dead were so numerous, and so

many persons were engaged in performing the several duties

connected with them, that no particular class of people can be
said to have had the sole direction in these matters

; and we
find that the highest orders of priests officiated in some, and in

others those of a very subordinate station. Thus the embalmers
were held in the highest consideration, while those who cut open

the body, when the intestines were removed, are said to have

been treated with ignominy and contempt. Those who swathed

the body in bandages were called Colchitm by the Greeks.

As in other trades, that ofmaking coffins, or mummy cases, was
a separate and distinct occupation, and it combined the work ofthe

carpenter, the painter, and some others
; while at the same time

the coffin-maker included in his labours the manufacture of box-

es, wooden figures, and other objects connected with funerals.

The hoat-huilders may he divided into two separate and dis-

tinct trades, one of which formed a subdivision of the carpen-

ters
;
the other of the basket-makers, or the weavers of rushes

and osiers, another very numerous branch.

The boats made by these last were a sort of canoe, or punt,

used for fishing, and consisted merely of water plants or osiers,

bound together with bands made of the stalks of the common

papyrus. They were very light, and some so. small that they

could easily be carried from one place to another
;
and the

Ethiopian boats, mentioned by Pliny, which were taken out of

the water, and carried on men's shoulders past the rapids of the

cataracts, were^ probably of a similar kind
;
though Strabo de-

scribes the boats at the cataracts of Syene passing the falls in

perfect security, and exciting the surprise of the beholders, be-
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fore -wliom the 'boatmen ' delighted in displaying their skill.

These too are said by Celsius to have been made of the papyrus.

Papyrus boats are frequently noticed by ancient writers. Plu-

tarch describes Isis going in search ofthe body of Osiris “ through

the fenny country in abark made ofthe papyrus, whence it is sup-

posed that persons using boats of this description are never at-

tacked by crocodiles, out offear and respect to the goddess
;

” and

Moses is said to have been exposed in “ an ark (or boat) of bul- %
rushes, daubed with slime and with pitch.” From this last we
derive additional proofthat the body of such boats was composed

of rushes, which were bound together with the papyrus
;
and

the mode of rendering them impervious to water is satisfactorily

pointed outbythe coating ofpitch with which they were covered.

Nor can there be any doubt that pitch was known in Egypt at

that time, since we find it on objects which have been preserved

of the same early date ;
and the Hebrew w'-ord zift is precisely

the same as that used for “ 2)itch” by the Arabs to the present day.

It was also applied by the ancient Egyptians to “ bitumen.”

Pliny mentions boats “ woven of the papyrus, ” the rind being

made into sails, curtains, matting, ropes, and even into cloth

;

and observes elsewhere that the papyrus, the rush, and the reed,

> were all used for making boats in Egypt.
“ Vessels ofbulrushes*’ are again mentioned in Isaiah : Lucan

alludes to the mode of binding or sewing them with bands of

papyrus
;
and Theophrastus notices boats made of the papyrus.
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and sails and ropes of tlie rind of the. same plant. That small

boats were made ofthese materials is certain ; and the sculptures

ofThebes, Memphis, and other places, abundantly show that they

were employed as punts, or canoes, for fishing in all parts ofEgypt

during the inundation of the ISTile, particularly in the lakes and

canals of the Delta. And the “ Memphite hark hound together

with the papyrus,” that Lucan describes, is figured in the Mem-
phite sculi)tures, as well as on the jnonuments of Dpper Egypt.

There was aiiother kind, in one of which Strabo crossed the

Nile to the island of Philas, “ made of thongs so as to resemble

wicker-work hut it does not appear from his account whether
it was formed of reeds hound together with thongs, or was like *

those made in Armenia, and used for going down the river to

Babylon, which Herodotus describes, of osiers covered with hides

(like British coracles), and which are represented on theNimroud
marbles. Strabo also mentions another, used on the canals during

the inundation, of still more simple construction, in which, if

we might substitute, what is probable, earthenware bottles or

gourds for shells, we should recognise a modern Egyptian custom.
The Armenian boats were merely employed for transporting

goods down the current of the Euphrates, and on reaching Baby-

lon were broken up, the hides being put upon the asses which
had been taken on hoard for this purpose, and the traders re-

turning homo by land. “They were round, in the form of a
shield,without either head or stern, the hollow part ofthe centre

being filled with straw.” “ Some were large, others small, and

the largest were capable ofbearing 5000 talents weight. ” They
were, therefore, very diflerent from the boats reported by the

same historian to have been made in Egypt for transporting

goods np the Nile, which he describes as being built in the

form of ordinary boats, with ^ keel and a mast and sails.

“ The Egyptian boats of burthen,” he says, “ are made of a

thorn wood, very similar to the lotus of Gyrene, from which a

tear exudes, called gum. Ofthis tree they cut planks measuring

about two cubits, and having arranged them like bricks, they

build the boat in the following manner : They fasten the planks

round firm long pegs, and, after this, stretch over the surface a
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series of girths, hut without any ribs
;
and the whole is bound

within by bands ofpajiyrus. A single rudder is then put through

the keel, and a mast of thorn-wood, and sails of the papyrus

(rind), complete the rigging. These boats can only ascend the

stream with a strong wind, unless they are towed by ropes from

the shore ;
and, when coming down the river, they are provided

with a hurdle made oftamarisk, sewed together with reeds, and

a stone about two talents weight, wdth a hole in the centre. The

hurdle is fastened to the head of the boat, and allowed to float

on the water: the stone is attached to the stern, so that the

former, carried down the river by the rapidity of the stream, .

draws after it the haris (for such is the name of these vessels),

and the latter, dragged behind, and sinking into the water, serves

to direct its course. They have many of these boats, some of

which carry several thousand talents weight.”

That boats of the peculiar construction he here describes were

really used in Egypt is very probable
;
they may have been em-

ployed to carry goods from one town to another, and navigated

in the manner he mentions
;
but we may be allowed to doubV

their carrying several thousand talents, or many tons, weight

;

and we have the evidence of the paintings of Upper and Lower
Egypt to show that the large boats of burthen were made of

wooden planks, which men are seen cutting with saws and
hatchets, and afterwards fastening together with nails and pins

;

and they were furnished with spacious cabins like those ofmod-
ern Egypt. Those with planks, put together in the form of

bricks, are also represented in the time of the 12th dynasty
;
but

the use of the mallet and chisel, and the pins harnmered into the

holes to fasten the planks, show that they were not dependent on
papyrus bands for their security

; their construction was very

like that of the modern Egyptian boats
;
and Herodotus has

confounded the papyrus punt with the boat of burthen.

Pliny even goes farther than Herodotus, and speaks of papy-
rus vessels crossing the sea, and visiting the Isle of Taprobane*
(Ceylon), which would throw the Chinese junk of modern days
very far into the shade.
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But though punts and canoes of osiers, papyrus, or reeds, may
have been used on some occasions, as they still are, on the Nile

and the lakes of Egypt, we know that the Egyptians had strong

and well-built vessels for the purposes of trade by sea, and for

carrying merchandise, corn, and other heavy commodities on
the Nile

;
and that, even if they had been very bold and skilful

navigators, they would not have ventured to India, nor have

defeated the fleets of Phoenicia, in their “paper vessels.”

The sails, when made of the rind of the papyrus, were simi-

lar to those of the Chinese, which fold up like our Ycnetian

blinds
;
but there is only one boat represented in the paintings,

which appears to have sails of this kind, though so many are

introduced there. It is of very early date
;
and we cannot

readily believe that a people, noted for their manufactures of

linen and other cloths, would have preferred so imperfect a

substitute as the rind of a plant, especially as they exported

sail-cloth to Phoenicia for that very purpose,*

The construction of the various boats used on the Nile varied,

according to the purposes for which they were intended. The
punts or canoes being either pushed with a pole, or propelled

with a paddle,t had no mast, nor even rudder ;
and many ofthe

small boats, intended merely for rowing, were unprovided with

a mast or sails. They were also without the raised cabin, com-

mon in large sailing boats, and the rowers appear to have been

seated on the flat deck, which covered the interior from the

head to the stern, pushing instead of pulling the oars, contrary

to the usual custom in boats of larger dimensions. The ab-

sence of a mast did not altogether depend on the size of the

boat, since those belonging to fishermen, which were very small,

were often furnished with a sail, besides three or four oars

and some large boats, intended for carrying cattle and heavy

goods, were sometimes without a mast.

In going up the Nile, they us^ed the sail, whenever the wind

* Ezekiel xx-vii. 7, In the lamentation of Tyre, “ Fine linen, with broidered

work from Egypt, was that which thou spreadest forth to be thy sail.”

t (See Contest of boatmen, woodcut 228, I.

f See Fishing scene, woodcut 420, part i u, in Chapter VIII.



400. Boats for carryinR cattle and goods on the Nile. Thebes,

a b, two boats, fastened to the bank by the ropes and pegs//; in the cabin of one a man
inllicta the bastinado on a boatman, lie is one of the stewards of the estate, and is ac-

companied by his dog. In the other boat is a cow, and a net of hay or chopped straw (e),

precisely the same as the shen/eh now used in Egypt.
,

was favourable ;
occasionally rowing, in those parts where the

windings of the river brought it too much upon the hows
;
for it

is probable that, like the modern Egyptians, they did- not tack
;

and when the wind was contrary, or during a calm, they gener-

ally employed the tow-line, which was pulled by men on shore.

401. A boat with the. mast and sail taken down, having a chariot and liorse.s on board.
Eileithyias.

After they had reached the southernmost point oftheir journey

up the stream, the sail was no longer considered necessary; and

the mast and yards being taken down, were laid over the top of

the cabin, or on a short, temporary mast, with a forked sumrn.it;

precisely in the same -way as at the present day, on board the

cangias, and other masted rowing boats of Egypt. For as the
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wind generally blows from the N.'W.j it seldom happens that

the sail can be used in going down the Nile, and in a strong

wind the masts and rigging.are so great an incumbrance, that

the boat is unable to make much way against it with oars.

The heavy boats ofburden,which from their great size cannot

be propelled by oars, are suffered to retain their masts and sails,

and float down the river sideways at the rate of the stream,

advantage being taken of the wind whenever the bends of the

river permit
; and the large germs, used for carrying corn during

the inundation, are only employed when the water is very deep,

and are laid up the rest of the year, and covered with matting

from the sun. These, therefore, form exceptions to the ordi-

nary boats of the Nile, and may be considered similar to some
represented in the sculptures of Tel el Amarna, which are fast-

ened to the shore by several large ropes, and are shown, from

the size of their cabins, the large awning in front for covering

the goods they carried, and the absence of oars, to have been

of unusual dimensions.

In the one given in the preceding wood-cut, from a tomb at

Eileithyias, the size ofthe cabin, the horses taken on hoard with

the chariot, and its height out of water, show that the common
travelling boat was large and commodious

; and we see that

the cabin, as u.sual, was in the centre, with room enough on
each side for the rowers to sit between it and the gunwale.

Large boats had generally one, small pleasure-boats two rud-

ders at the stern. The former traversed upon a beam, between
two projecting heads, a short pillar or mast supporting it, and
acting as the centre on which it moved

;
the latter were nearly

the same in principle, except that they turned on a bar, or in

a ring, by which they were suspended to the gunwale at either

side: and in both instances, the steersman directed .them by
means of a rope fastened to the upper extremity. The rudders

consisted of a long broad blade and still longer handle
; evident-

ly made in imitation of the oafs, by which they originally steered

ihe.ir boats, before they had so far improved them as to adopt a

fixed rudder
;
and in order to facilitate its motion upon the mast

or pillar, and to avoid the friction of the wood, a piece of bull’s
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Mtle -was introduced, as is the custom in the modern boats, be-

tween the mast and yard.

The oar was a long round wooden shaft, to which a flat board,

either oval, circular, or of diamond shape, was fastened
;
the

same as still used on the Ganges, and in the Arabian Gulf. It

turned either on a toll-pin, or in a ring, fastened to the gunwale

of the boat
;
and the rowers sat on the deck, on benches, or on

low seats, or stood or knelt to the oar, sometimes pushing it for-

wards, sometimes, and indeed more generally, pulling it, as is

the modern custom in Egypt, and most other countries.

At the head of the hoat a man usually stood, with a long pole

in his hand, to sound every now and then, and prevent its run-

ning upon any of the numerous sandbanks in the river (which,

from their often changing at the time of the inundation, are not

always known to the most skilful pilot)
;
a precaution adopted

not always in time by the modenx boatmen of the jNTile.

That the ancient Egyptian boats were built with ribs, like

those of the present day, is sufficiently proved by the rude models

discovered in the tombs ofThebes. It is probable that they had
very little keel, in order to enable them to avoid the sand-hanks,

and to facilitate their removal from them when they struck

;

and, indeed, if we may judge from the models, they appear to

have been flat-bottomed. The boats now used on the Nile have
a very small keel, particularly at the centre, where it is con-

cave ; so that when the head strikes, they put to the helm, and
the hollow part clears the bank : except in those cases where
the impetus is too great, or the first warning is neglected.

The sails of the ancient boats appear to have been always

square, with one yard above; and none below in those of the

oldest construction
;
this last having been introduced when they

abandoned the double mast of early times. The square sail is

still retained in Ethiopia, where it is furled by forcibly rolling up
the lower yard in the sail

; hut in Egypt the only modern boats

with square sails are a sort of lighter, employed for conveying

stones from the quarries to Cairo and other places
;
and these

have only a yard at the top. All other boats have laline or tri-

angular-shaped sails, which, in order to catch the wind wlien the
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Nile is low, are raadg of immense size ;
. for, unless they reach

above its lofty banks, they are often prevented from benefiting

by a side wind at that season of the year; bnt the number of

accidents which occur are a great objection to the use of such

disproportionate saiis-

The cabins of the Egyptian pleasure-boats were lofty and
spacious ; but even in the smallest they did. not extend over the

whole breadth of the boat, as they do in the modern cangias, and

merely occupied the centre ; the rowers sitting on either side,

generally on a bench or stool. They were made of wood, with
a door in front, or sometimes on one side, and they were painted

within and without with numerous devices, in brilliant and live-

ly colours. The same custom continued to the latest times, long

after the conquest of the country hy the Romans ; and when
the Arabs invaded Egypt in 638, under Araer, the general ofthe

Caliph Omer, one of the objects which struck them with sur-

prise was the gay appearance of the painted boats of the Nile.

The lotus was one of their favourite devices, as on their fur-

niture, the ceilings of rooms, and other places, and it was very

common on the blade of the rudder, where it was frequently

repeated at both ends, together with the eye of Osiris. But the

place considered peculiarly suited to the latter emblem was the

how of the boat; and the custom is still retained in some coun-

tries to the present day. In India and China it is very general

;

and we even see the small harks that ply in the harbour of

Malta hearing the eye on their hows, in the same manner as

the boats of ancient Egypt. The Egyptians, however, appear

to have confined it to boats used in the funeral ceremonies.

Streamers were occasionally attached to the pole of the rud-

der, and a standard was erected near the head of the vessel

;

the latter generally a sacred animal, a sphinx, or some emblem
connected with religion or royally, like tibose belonging to the

infantry; and sometimes the top of the mast bore a shrine, or

feathers, the symbol of the deity to whose protection they com-

mitted themselves during their voyage.

There is a striking resemblance, in some points, between the

boats ofthe ancient Egyptians and those of India
;
and the form
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of the stern, the principle and constrnct^n of the rudder, the

cabins, the sq^uare sail, the copper eye on each .side of the head,

the line of small squares at the side, like false windoAvs,* and

the shape of tire oars of boats used on the Granges, forcibly call

to mind those of the Nile, represented in the paintings of the

Theban tombs.

The head and stern ofthe Egyptian pleasure-boats were usu-

ally ornamented with, or terminated in the shape of, a flower

richly painted
;
in the boats of burden they were destitute of

ornament, and simply rounded oTj and I have met with two

only in Avhich there was any resemblance to a beak. But this

was in Nile boats, and is a mode of construction common in

those of'tbe present day. Nor are the ships of war, represent-

ed at Medeenet hiaboo, furnished wdth beaks.

At the head, a forecastle frequently projected above the deck,

in which the man W'ho held the fathoming pole sometimes

stood, and which answered as a small lock-uj) box, like the

Iwn of modern Nile boats
;
and occasionally there was at the

402. Boat of the Nile ; showing how the sail was fastened
ofthe rigging.

the yards, and the nature
Thebes.

stern another of similar form, where the steersman sat.f They
W’ere both very generally adopted in the war galleys,^ where
they were found of great service : the archers profiting by these
* Woo(lcut402. t Woodcut 402, « and c. t Woodcut 351, vol.i.p. 412,



commanding positions to rake the enemy’s decks, as they

down upon a hostile galley.

There are no instances of boats with a rudder at both ends,

said to have been used by some ancient nations
;
nor have any

more than one mast and a single sail. Sometimes the

instead of traversing in a groove, merely rested on the tafirel,

and was suspended and secured by a rope, or band
;
but that

imperfect method was confined to boats used in religious cere-

monies on the Nile. The mallet and pegs for

boat to the bank were kept in a particular place

as well as the landing plank, which was always in readiness

and under the surveillance of the man at the prow.

In some boats of burden, the cabin, or raised magazine, was
very large, being tised for carrying cattle, horses, and numerous
stores

;
and it was sometimes made ofopen framework. As they

often quitted these boats to fetch other cattle, or to put

ashore, a boy was left on board to take charge of the stores; but

this was not the only precaution : a dog was also kept tied up in

the magazine
;
and its utility was often shown when the idle boy

either wandered away during the; absence of his masters, or fell

asleep; for either of which delinquencies he was, if found’ out,

liberally treated to the stick.* Both the sleeping underling and

the bastinado are common representations in the paintings.

Unlike the modern Egyptians, they paid great attention to

the cleanliness of their boats, the cabins and decks being fre-

quently washed and swept; and this the Theban artists thought

of sufficient importance to be indicated in the sculptures.

Herodotus states that the mast was made of the acanthus

(Acacia, or Mimosa, Nilotiea); but the trunk and limbs of this

tree are not sufficiently long or straight; and for that purpose

they doxibtless preferred the fir, with which they were well ac-

quainted, great quantity of the wood being annually imported

into Egypt from Syria, The planks, the ribs, and the keel were
of the acacia, which, from its resisting the efiect of water for a

length of time, was found well- adapted for this purpose, as is

.

* "Woodcut 400.

o 2
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fully proved by modern, experience. The foot of the mast was

let into a strong beam, which crossed the whole breadth of the

boat
;

it was supported by and lashed to a knee, rising to a con-

siderable height before it
;
and the many stout stays, fastened

at the head, stern, and sides, sufficiently secured it, and com-

pensated lor the great pressure of the heavy yards and sail it

carried. The sheets, halliards, and standing rigging, were all

fastened “wMm” the gunwale, as at the present day, and the

monuments confirm the statement of Herodotus respecting this

peculiarity of the Egyptian boats.

In ships of war, the yard was allowed to remain aloft after the

sail had been reefed; but in the boats of the Nile, which had a

yard at the top and bottom of the sail, as soon as it was furled,

they lowered the upper yard, and in this position it remained

until they again prepared for their departure. To loosen the

sail from the lower yard must have been a tedious operation,

if it was bound to it with the many lacings represented in some

of the paintings
;
but in these cases it may have been folded

up between the two yards, as soon as the upper one was low-

ered, the whole being lashed together by an outer rope.

It is uncertain whether they used blocks or pulleys for raising

and lowering the yards, or ifthe halliards merely passed through

a smooth dead-sheave-hole near the top ofthe mast. The yards

were evidently of very great size, and of two separate j)ieces,

scarfed or joined together at the middle,* sometimes supported

by five or six lifts, and so firmly secured that men could stand

or sit upon them, while engaged in arranging the sail
;
and from

the upper yards were suspended several ropes, resembling the

horses of our square-rigged ships,! and perhaps intended for the

same purpose when they furled the sail. They had also braces

and sheets to the upper and lower yards, for trimming the

sails; and each yard had its own halliards. Nor were the

Egyptians ignorant of the pulley; and one has actually been
found in Egypt, which is now in the museum ofLeyden. It was
apparently intended for drawing water from a well. The sides

* Woodcut 402 A. t Woodcut 402
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are of tamarisk wood, the roller of fir; and the rope, of Icef or

fibres of the date-tree, which belonged to it, was found at the

same time. But it is uncertain whether they introduced the

pulley into the rigging of their boats. •

Many of the sails were painted with rich colours, or embroid-

i
ered with fanciful devices, representing the emblem of the soul

of the king, flowers, and various patterns
;
some were adorned

' with cheques, and others were merely striped, like those ofthe

i present day. This kind of cloth, of embroidered linen, appears

}
' to have been made in Egypt expressly for sails, and was bought

by the Tyrians for that purpose
; but its use was confined to the

pleasure-boats of the grandees, or of the king himself, ordinary

sails being white
;
and the ship in which Antony and Cleopatra

f went to the battle of Actium was distinguished from the rest

of the fleet by its purple sails, which were the peculiar privilege

of the admiral’s vessel. The sail of the large ship of Ptolemy

Philopater, mentioned by Atticus, was, in like manner, of fine

linen, ornamented with a purple border. Nor was this custom

of late introduction ; and the most highly decorated sails are

those represented in the tomb of the third Remeses, at Thebes.*

The devices, painted or embroidered upon them, depended on

fancy, and the same monarch had ships with sails of difierent

patterns
;
but the boats used in sacred festivals upon the Nile

I
were probably decorated wdth appropriate symbols, according

f to the nature of the ceremony, or the deity in whose service

t they were engaged. The edges of the sails were furnished
' with a strong hem or border, also neatly coloured, serving to

strengthen it, and prevent an injury, and a light rope was gen-

erally sewed round it for the same purpose.
^

Some of the Egyptian vessels were of very great size. Dio-

dorus mentions one of cedar wood, dedicated by Sesostris to the

god of Thebes, 280 cubits, or 420 feet long; another, built in

much later times by Caligula in Egypt, to transport one of the

obelisks to Rome, carried 120,000 pecks of lentils as ballast

;

and Ptolemy Philopater built one of forty banks of oars, which

was 280 cubits (about 420 feet) long, and 48 (about 72 feet) in

* “ .See woodcut at the end of tills chapter.”
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height, or 53 (80 feet) from the keel to the top of the poop, with

a crew of 400 sailors, besides 4000 rowers, and near 3000 sol-

diers. Philopater had another he used on the Nile, upwards of

300 feet in length, and 30 cubits (45 feet) in breadth, and nearly

40 (60 feet) high ; and Ptolemy Philadelphus had two of 30

banks, one of 20, four of 14, two of 12, fourteen of 11, thirty of

9, thirty-seven of 7, five of 6, seventeen of 5, and more than

twice that number of 4 and 3 banks, with others of smaller size.

Of the origin of navigation no satisfactory conjecture can be

offered, nor do we know to what nation to ascribe the merit of

having conferred so important a benefit on mankind.

It is evident that the first steps were slow and gradual, and

that the earliest attempts to construct vessels on the sea were

rude and imperfect.

Ships of burden were originally mere rafts, made of the trunks

of trees hound together, over which planks were fastened;

which Pliny states to have been first used on the Red Sea; hut

he is wrong in limiting the era of ship-hnilding to the age of

Danaus, and in supposing that rafts alone were employed until

that period. Rafts were adopted, even to carry goods, long after

the invention of ships, as they still are for some purposes on

rivers and other inland waters ; but boats, made of hollow trees-

and various materials, covered with hides or pitch, were also

of very early date, and. to these may be ascribed the origin of

planked vessels. Improvement followed improvement, and in

proportion as civilization advanced, the inventive genius ofman
was called forth to push on an invention, so e.ssential to those

communities, where the advantages of commerce were under-

stood ; and numerous causes contributed to the origin of navi-

gation, and the construction of vessels for traversing the sea.

Whatever may have been the date of those expeditions which
colonized various parts of Grreece and other countries, the peo-

ple to whom the art of navigation was most indebted, who ex-

celled all others in nautical skill, and who carried the spirit of

adventure far beyond any nation of antiquity, were the Pheeni-

cians, and these bold navigators even visited the coast of Brit-

ain in quest of tin.
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The fleets of Scsostris, Amosis, and the K/cmeses, certainly

date at a very remote age, and some Phoenician sailors, sent by
Neco on a voyage of discovery, to ascertain the form of the Af-

rican continent, actually doubled the Cape of Good Hope, about

twenty-one centuries before the time of Bartholomew Diaz and

Vasco de Gama; hut it was not till the discovery of the com-

pass that navigation became perfected, and the uncertain method
of ascertaining the course by the .stars gave place to the more
accurate calculations of modern times.

After the fall of Tyre, and the building of Ale.xandria, Egypt

became famous as a commercial country, and the emporium of

the East ; the riches of India, brought to Berenice, Myos-Hormos,

and other ports on the Red Sea, passed through it, to be distrib-

uted over various parts of the Roman empire ;
and it continued

to benefit by these advantages, until anew route was opened

to India by the Portuguese, round the Cape of Good Hope.

It is difficult to explain how, at that early period, so great a

value came to he attached to tin, that the Phcenicians should

have thought it worth while to undertake a voyage of such a

leng-th, and attended with so much risk, in order to obtain it

;

even allowing that a high price was paid for this commodity in

Egypt, and other coimtries, where, as at Sidon, the different

branches of metallurgy were carried to great perfection. It was
mixed with other metals, particularly copper, which was harden-

ed by this alloy
;

it was employed, according to Homer, for the

raised work on the exterior of shields, as in that of AehiUes ;

for making greaves, and binding various parts of defensive ar-

mour ; as well as for household and ornamental purposes ; and
it is remarkable, that the word kassiteros, used by the poet, is

the same as the Arabic name kasdeery by which the metal is atiU

known in the East. It is also called kastira in Sanscrit.

We have no means of ascertaining the exact period when the

Phcenicians first visited our coasts in search of tin ; some have

supposed about the year 400 or 450 before our era : hut that this

metal was employed many ages previously, is shown from the

bronze vessels and implements discovered at Thebes, and other

parts of Egypt. It cannot, however, be inferred that the mines
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of Btitain were known, at that remote period, since Spain and

India may have furnished the Egyptians with tin
;
and the Phoe-

nicians probably obtained it from these countries, long before

they visited our distant coasts, and discovered the richness of

their productive mines. It is still produced in small quantities

in Gallicia and another part of northern Spain. Ezekiel says

that the Tyrians received tin, as well as other metals, from Tar-

shish
;
and whether this was in India or not, there is sufficient

evidence ofthe productions of that country having been known
at the earliest times, as is proved by the gold of Ophir being

mentioned in Job. For if Phoenician ships did not actually sail

to India, its productions arrived partly by land through Arabia,

partly through more distant marts, established midway from In-

dia by the merchants of those (as of later) days
;
and we have

evidence of their having already found their way to Egypt, at

the. early period of Joseph’s arrival in that country, from the

spices which the Ishmaelites were carrying to sell there. And
the amethyst, heomatite, lapis lazzuli, and other objects discov-

ered at Thebes, of the time ofthe third Thothmes, and succeed-

ing Pharaohs, argue that the intercourse was constantly kept

i up. ^

The first mention of tin, though not the earliest proof of its

use, is in connexion with the spoils taken by the Israelites from

the people of Midian, in the year 1452 b.c., where they are com-

manded by Moses to purify “ the gold and the silver, the brass,

the iron, the tin, and the lead, by passing it through the fire its

combination with other metals is noticed by Isaiah, in the year

760 before our era, who alludes to it as an alloy mixed with a
more valuable substance ;* Ezekielf shows that it was used for

this purpose in connexion with silver
;
and bronze, a compound

of tin and copper, is found in Egypt of the time of the sixth dy-

nasty, more than 2000 years b.c.

Strabo, Diodorus, Pliny, and other writers, mention certain

islands discovered, by the Phcenicians, which, from the quantity

of tin they produced, obtained the name Cassiterides. Thbugh
their locality is not given correctly by them, it is evident they

* Isaiah, i, 26. f Ezek. xxii. 18, 20.
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all allude to tlic cluster now kxiown as the Scilly Isles ; but
tliese never produced tin, and the Phoenicians invented this story

in order to conceal the fact of the mainland of Cornwall being

the spot whence they obtained it. P'or, as Strabo says, the se-

cret of their discovery was carefully concealed, and the Phoeni-

cian vessels continued to sail from Gades (Cadiz) in quest of

this commodity, without its being known from whence they ob-

tained it : though many endeavours were made by the Romans
at a subsequent period to ascertain the secret, and to share

the benefits of this lucrative trade.

So anxious, indeed, were the Phoenicians to retain their monop-
oly, that on one occasion, when a Roman vessel pursued a trader

hound to the spot, the latter purposely steered his vessel on a

shoal, preferring to suffer shipwreck, provided he involved his

pursuers in the same fate, rather than disclose his country’s se-

cret
; for which he was rewarded from the public treasury.

Pliny mentions a report of“ white lead,” or tin, being brought

from certain islands of the Atlantic
;
yet he treats it as a “ fable,”

and proceeds to state that it was found in Lusitania and Gal-

licia, and was the same metal known to the Greeks in the days

of Homer by the name “ kassiterosJ’ Diodorus and Strabo, after

noticing the tin of Spain and the Cassitcrides, affirm that it was
also brought to Massillia (Marseilles) from the coast of Britain

;

but this was probably after it had been long known to the Phee-

nicians, who still kept their secret ; and it was doubtless through

their means that the natives of Britain prevented other foreign-

ers going direct to the mines, supplying them, as they did, with

pigs of tin, carried to Yeotis, or the Isle of Wight; the estab-

lished depot where the traders from the Continent were accus-

tomed to purchase the metal. And this having become the

established line of commerce probably led to the choice of the

neighbouring port of Southampton, as the place whence the

Pilgrims in later times crossed over to the Seine.

Spain, in early times, was to the Phoenicians what America,

at a later period, was to the Spaniards; and no one can read

the accounts ofthe immense wealth derived from the mines of

that country, in the writings of Diodorus and other authors,
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without being struck by the relative position of the Phcenicians

towards the ancient Spaniards, and the followers of Cortez or

Pizarro towards the inhabitants of Mexico or Peru.

“The whole of Spain,” says Strabo, “ abounds with mines

. . . , and in no country arc gold, silver, copper, and iron in

such abundance or of such good quality j
even the rivers and

torrents bring down gold in their beds, and some is found in the

sand and the fanciful assertion of Posidonius, regarding the

richness of the country in precious metals, surpassed the phan-

toms created in the minds of the conquerors of America.

The Pheenicians purchased gold, silver, tin, and other metals

from the inhabitants of Spain and the Oassiterides, by giving in

exchange earthenware vessels, oil, salt, bronze manufactures,

and other objects of little value, like the Spaniards on their arrival

at Hispaniola; and such was the abundance of silver, that after

loading their ships with full cargoes, they stripped the lead from

their anchors, and substituted the same weight of silver.

Among those bronze implements were very probably the

beautiful swords, daggers, and spear-heads found in this coun-

try, buried with the ancient Britons, which are of such excel-

lent workmanship and form, that they could only be the work
of a highly-civilized and skilful people

;
and as they are neither

of a Greek nor Roman type, it is difficult to attribute them to

any other people than the Phoenicians,

A strong evidence of the skill of the Egyptians in working
metals, and of the early advancement they made in this art, is

derived from their success in the management of diflerent al-

loys
;
which, as M. Goguet observes, is further argued from the

casting of the golden calf, and still more from Moses being able

to burn the metal and reduce it .to powder; a secret which he
could only have learned in Egypt. It is said in Exodus that
“ Moses took the calf which they had made, and burnt it in the

fire, and ground it to powder, and strewed it upon the water, and
made the children of Israel drink of it;” an operation which,
according to the French savant^ “

is known by all w'ho work in

metals to he very difficult.”

“Oommentators’ heads,” he adds, “have been much perplexed
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to explain, how Moses burnt ami reduced the gold to powder.

Many have offered vaixi and improbable conjectures, but an

experienced chemist has removed every difficulty upon the

subject, and has suggested this simple process. In the place

of tartaric acid, which we employ, the Hebrew legislator used

natron, which is common in the East. "What follows, respect-

ing his making the Israelites drink this powder, proves that he

was perfectly acquainted with the whole effect of the operation.

He wished to increase the punishment of their disobedience,

and nothing could have hcen more suitable
;
for gold reduced

and made into a draught, in the manner I have mentioned, has

a most nauseous taste.”

The use of gold for jewmllery and various articles of luxury

dates from the most remote ages. Pharaoh having “ arrayed”

Joseph “ in vestures of fine linen, put a gold chain about his

neck and the jewels of silver and gold borrowed from the

Egyptians hy the Israelites at the time of their leaving Egypt
(out of which the golden calf was afterwards made), suffice to

prove the great quantity ofprecious metals wrought at that time

into female ornaments. It is not from the Scriptures alone that

the skill of the Egyptian goldsmiths may be inferred
;
the sculp-

404. Goldsmitha. Thebes,

f§ are articles of jewellery. The hieroglyphics read “ goldsmith” or “ worker in gold.”

tures of Thebes and Beni Hassan afford their additional testi-

mony, andthc numerous gold and silver vases, inlaid work, and



jewellery, represented in common
,
use^ show the great ad-

vancement they had made in this branch of art.

But gold was known in Egypt, and made into

long before
;
and the same mode of washing and

figured on the monuments of the fourth dynasty.

The engraving of gold, the mode of casting it, and inlaying

it with stones, were evidently known at the same time
;
they

are mentioned in the Bible, and numerous specimens of this

kind of work have been found in Egypt.*

The origm of the sign signifying gold has been happily

plained by Champollion as the howl in which the metal was
washed, the cloth through which it was stramed, and the drop-

ping of the water, united into one character, at once indicative

of the process and the metaL
Much cannot, of course, be expected from tbe objects found in

the excavated tombs, to illustrate the means employed in smelt-

ing the ore, or to disclose any of the secrets they possessed in

metallurgy
;
and little is given in the paintings beyond tire use

of the blow-pipe, the forceps, and the mode of

heat by raising cheeks of metal round throe sides

which the crucibles were placed. Of the latter, indeed, there

is no indication in these sub-

jects, unless it he in a pre-

ceding woodcut (403,j^g-. c)

;

but their use is readily sug-

gested, and some whichhave

been found in Egypt are pre-

served in the museum of

Berlin. They are nearly five

inches in diameter at the

mouth, and about the same 405. Blowpipe, and small fireplace with cheeks
. , , , , , ,, to coniine and reflect the heat. Thebes.
in depth, and present the

ordinary form and appearance of those used at the present

day.

At Beni Hassan, the process of

fusing the metal with the help of the blow-pipe, and fashioning

* Exod. xxxii. 4; xxyiii. 9 and 11,
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it for ornamental purposes, weighing it, and taking an. account

of the quantity so made up, and other occupations of the gold-

smith, are represented
;
but, as might be supposed, these sub-

jects merely suffice, as they were intended, to give a general

indication of the goldsmith’s trade, without attempting to de-

scribe the means employed.

From the mention* of earrings and bracelets, and jewels of

silver and gold, in the days of Abraham, it is evident that in

Asia as well as in Egypt, the ai*t of metallurgy was known at

a very remote period
;
and workmen of the same countries are

noticed by Homerf as excelling in the manufacture of arms,

rich vases, and other objects inlaid or ornamented with metals.

His account of the shield of Achilles proves the art of working

the various substances of which it was made, copper, tin, gold,

and silver, to have been well understood at that time, and the

skill required to represent the infinity of subjects he mentions

was such as no ordinary artisan could possess.

The ornaments in gold found in Egypt consist of rings, brace-

lets, armlets, necklaces, earrings, and numerous trinkets belong-

ing to the toilet, many of which are of the time of Osirtasen 1.

and Thothmes III., about 3930, and 3290 years ago. Gold and

silver vases, statues, and other objects of gold and silver, of sil-

ver inlaid with gold, and of bronze inlaid with the precious

metals, were also common at the same time
;
and besides those

manufactured in the country from the produce of their own
mines, the Egyptians exacted an annual tribute from the con-

quered provinces of Asia and Africa, in gold and silver, and in

vases made of those materials.

12 3

406.
j

Golden baskets, represented in the tomb ofKing Remeses III. Thebes.

* Gen. xxiT. 47, 63.

t Horn. Iliad, p:m. 741. A silver ctip, the work of tke Sidoiiians, Od. iv.

618, &c.; Iliad,11 872; vi, 236; xvii.. 474.
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There was great elegance in the form of many of the oldest

Egyptian vases, especially tliose of gold and silver. Much taste

was also displayed in other objects as well as in the devices

which ornamented them, among which may be mentioned the

golden basket in the tomb of Remeses HI.

The gold mines of Egypt or of Ethiopia, though mentioned by

Agatharchides ami later writers, and worked even by the Arab

Caliphs, long remained unknown, and their position has only

been ascertained a few years since, by M. Liuaut and Mr. Bon-

orni. They lie in the Bisluxree desert—the land of Bigah (or

of the “ Bugaitto” mentioned in the inscription at Axnm)—about

seventeen or eighteen days’ jourirey to the southeastward from

Derow, which is situated on the Nile, a little above Kom Ombo,
the ancient Ombos.

Those two travellers met with some Cufic funeral inscriptions

there, which from their dates show that the mines were worked

in the years 339 a,ii. (951 a.d.), and 378 a.h, (989 a,d,) j the

former being in the fifth year of the Caliph Mostukfee Billah, a

short time before the arrival of the Fatemites in Egypt, the latter

in the fonrteenthofEl Azeezjthe second oftheFatemite dynasty.

They continued to be woi'ked till a much later period, and

were afterwards abandoned, the value of the gold barely cover-

ing the expenses
;
nor did Mohammed Ali, who sent to examine

them and obtain specimens of the ore, find it worth while to

reopen them.

The matrix is quartz : and so diligenta search did the Egyptians

establish, throughout the whole of the deserts east of the Nile,

for this precious metal, that I never remember to have seen a

vein of quartz in any of the primitive ranges there, which had
not been carefully examined by their miners; certain portions

having been invariably picked oiitfrom the fissures in which it

lay, and broken into small fragments. The same was done in

later times hy the Romans
; and evidences of their searching

for gold in quartz veins are even found in some parts of Britain.

The gold mines are said by Aboolfeda to be situated at El

Allaga (or Ollagee)
;
but Eshuranib (or Eshua^&ib), the principal

place, is about three days’ journey beyond "Wadee Allaga accord-
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ing to Mr. Bonomi, to whom I am indebted for the following ac-

count of the mines. “ The direction ofthe excavations depends

on that of the strata in which the ore is found
;
and the position

of the various shafts differs accordingly. As to the manner of

extracting the metal, some notion may be given by a description

of the rains at Eshuranib, the largest station, where sufficient

remains to explain the process they adopted. The principal ex-

cavation, according to M. Linant’s measurement, is about 180

feet deep : it is a narrow oblique chasm, reaching a considerable

way down the rock. In the valley near the most accessible part

ofthe excavation are several huts, built ofthe unhewn fragments

of the surrounding hills, their walls not more than breast high,

perhaps the houses ofthe excavators or the guardians ofthe mine

;

and separated from them by the ravine or course of the torrent

a group of houses, about three hundred in number, laid out very

regularly in straight lines. In those nearest the mines lived the

workmen who were employed to break the quartz into small

fragments, the size of a bean, from whose hands the pounded

stone passed to the persons who ground it in hand-mills, similar

to those now used for corn in the valley of the Nile, made of a

granitic stone; one of which is to be found in almost every

house at these mines, either entire of broken.

“ The quartz thus reduced to powder was washed on inclined

tables, furnished with two cisterns, allhuilt of fragments of stone

collected there ; and near these inclined planes are generally

found little white mounds, the residue of the operation. Be-

sides the numerous remains of houses in this station, are two
large buildings, with towers at the angles, built of the hard

blackish granitic, yet luminous, rock, that prevails in the dis-

trict. The valley has many trees, and in a high part of the

torrent bed is a sort of island, or isolated bank, on which we
found many tombstones, some written in the ancient Cufie chai--

acter, very similar to those at A-'Souan.”

Mr. Bonomi’s, account agrees very well with those given hy
Agatharchides and Diodorus, who both mention the great labour

of extracting the |^old, and separating it from the pounded stone

by frequent washings ; a process apparently represented in the
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I

tombs of the early time of the Osixtasens ;
and the, descriptions

of the old “ diggings” have acquired additional interest from

those of modern days.

But in Australia and California they are carried on under

more auspicious circumstances than those of old, where the

workers in the mines were principally captives taken in war,

and men condemned to hard labour for crimes, or in consequence

of offences against the government. They were hound in fet-

ters, and obliged to work night and day, every chance of escape

being carefully obviated by the watchfulness ofthe guards, who,

in order that persuasion might not he used to induce them to

relax in their duty, or feelings of compassion he excited for the

sufferings of their fellow-countrymen, were foreign soldiers, ig-

norant of the Egyptian language.

Such was the system in the time of Diodorus
;
hut it is un-

certain whether it was introduced under the Ptolemies, or had

already existed under the later Pharaohs. “ The soil,” says the

historian, “ naturally black, is traversed with veins ofmarble of

excessive whiteness, surpassing in brilliancy the most shining

substances
;
out ofwhich the overseers cause the gold to be dug,

by the labohr of a vast multitude of people ; for the kings of

Egypt condemn to the mines notorious criminals, prisoners of

war, persons convicted by; false accusations, or the victims of

resentment. And not only the individuals themselves, hut

sometimes even their whole families, are doomed to this labour,

with the view ofpunishing the guilty, and profiting by their toil.

“The vast numbers employed in these mines are bound in

'fetters, and compelled to work day and night without intermis-

sion, and without the least hope of escape ; for they set over

them barbarian soldiers, who speak a foreign language, so that

there is no possibility of conciliating them by persuasion, or the

kind feelings which result from familiar converse.

“ When the earth containing the gold is hard, they soften it

by the application of fire, and when it has been reduced to

such a state that it yields to moderate labour, several thoixsands

(myriads) of these unfortunate people break it up with iron

picks. 0\rer the whole work presides an engineer, who views
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and selects the stone, and points it ont to the lahonrers. The

strongest of them, provided with iron chisels, cleave the marble-

shining rock by mere force, without any attempt at skill
; and

in excavating the shaft below ground, they follow the direction

of the shining stratum, without keeping to a straight line.

“ In order to see in these dark windings, they fasten lamps to

their foreheads, having their bodies painted, sometimes of one

and sometimes of another colour, according to the nature of the

rock
;
and as they cut the stone, it falls in masses on the floor,

the overseers urgingthem to the work with commands andbiows,

They are followed by little boys, who take away the fragments

as they fall, and carry them out into the open air. Those who
are above thirty years of age are employed to pound pieces of

the stone, of certain dimensions, with iron pestles in stone mor-

tars, until reduced to the size of a lentil. The whole is then

transferred to women and old men, who put it into mills ar-

ranged in a long row, two or three persons being employed at

the same mill, and it is ground until reduced to a fine powder.
“ ISTo attention is paid to their persons ;

they have not even

a piece of rag to cover themselves
;
and so wretched is their

condition, that every one who witnesses it deploi'es the excessive

misery they endure. Ho rest, no intermission from toil, are

given either to the sick or maimed : neither the weakness of

age nor women’s infirmities are regarded
; all are driven to

their work with the lash, till, at last, overcome with the intol-

erable weight of their afflictions, they die in'the midst of their

toil. So that these unhappy creatures always expect worse to

come than what they.endure at the present, and long for,death

as far preferable to life.

“ At length the masters take the stone thus ground to powder,

and carry it away to undergo the final process. They spread it

upon a broad table a little inclined
;
and, pouring water upon it,

rub the pulverized stone until all the earthy matter is separated,

which, flowing away with the water, leaves the heavier particles

behind on the hoard. This Operation is often repeated, the stone

being rubbed lightly with the hand ; they then draw up the

useless and earthy substance with fine sponges, gently applied,
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until the gold comes out quite pure. Other workmen then take

it away by weight and measure, and putting it with a fixed pro-

portion of lead, salt, a little tin, and barley bran, into earthen

crucibles well closed with clay, leave it in a furnace for five

successive days and nights ;
after which it is sufiered to cool.

The crucibles are then opened, and nothing is found in them
hut the pure gold, a little diminished in quantity.

“ Such is the method of extracting the gold on the confines

of Egypt, the result of so many and such great toils. Nature,

indeed, teaches that as gold is obtained with immense labour,

so it is kept with difficulty, creating great anxiety, and attend-

ed in its use both with pleasure and grief.”

In the early stages of society,when gold first began to be used,

idols, ornaments, or other objects were made of the metal in its

pure state, till, being found too soft, and too easily worn away,

an alloy was added to harden it, at the same time that it in-

creased the bulk of the valuable material. As men advanced

in experience, they found that the great ductility of gold en-

abled them to cover substances of all kinds with thin plates of

the metal, giving all the effect of the richness and brilliancy

they admired in solid gold ornaments
;
and the gilding ofbronze,

stone, silver, and wood was speedily adopted.

The leaves so used were at first thick, but skill, resulting from

experience, soon showed to what degree of fineness they could be

reduced
;
and we find that in Egypt substances of various kinds

were overlaid with fine gold leafat a very remote period, even in

the time ofthe first Osirtasen. Some things still continued to he

covered with thick leaf,butthiswas from choice, and not in conse-

quence ofany want of skill in the workmen
;
and in the early age

ofThothmes III. they were acquainted with the various methods
of overlaying with gold leaf, gilding, inlaying, and beating gold

into other metals, previously tooled with devices to receive it.

That the practice of applying it in leafwas common when the

Israelites were in the country is ovidont from the direct mention

of it in the Bible, the ark of shittim wood made by Moses being

overlaid with pure gold ; and the casting ofthe metal is noticed

H'' 01 ..
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oil the same occasion
;
nor can we doubt that the art was derived

by the Jews from Egypt, or that the Egyptians had long before

been acquaintedwith all those secrets ofmetallurgy, in which the

specimens that remain prove them to have so eminently excelled.

The method devised by the Egyptians for beating out the leaf

is unknown to us, but from the extreme fineness of some of that

covering wooden and other ornaments found at Thebes, we may
conclude it was done nearly in the same way as formerly in

Europe, between parchment ;
and perhaps some membrane ta-

ken from the intestines of animals was also ..employed by them.

In Europe the skin of an unborn calf was at first substituted

for the parchment previously used, but in the beginning of the

17th century, the German gold-beaters having obtained a fine

pellicle from the entrails of cattle, found that they could beat

gold much thinner than before, and this still continues to be used,

and is known to us under the name ofgold-beaters’ skin. “About

the year 1 621 says Beckmann, “ Merunne excited general aston-

ishment when he showed that the Parisian gold-beaters could

beat an ounce ofgold into sixteen hundred leaves, which together

covered a surface of one hundred and five square feet. But in

1711, when the pellicles discovered by the Germans came to be

used in Paris, B-daumur found that an ounce of gold in the form
,

of a cube, five and a quarter lines at most in length, breadth, and

thickness, and which covered only a surface of about 27 square

lines, could be so extended by the gold-beaters as to cover a sur-

face ofmore than 1466| square feet. This extension, therefore, is

nearly one half more than was possible about a century before.”

Many gilt bronze vases, implements of various kinds, trinkets,

statues, toys, and other objects, in metal and wood, have been
discovered in the tombs of Thebes : the faces of mummies are

frequently found overlaid with thick gold-leaf; the painted

cloth, the wooden coffin, were also profusely ornamented in this

manner, and sometimes the whole body itself of the deceased,

previous to its being enveloped in the bandages. Not only were
small objects appertaining to the service of the gods, and con-

nected with religion, or articles of luxury and show, in the tem-
ples, tombs, or private houses, so decorated

; the sculptures on
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the lofty walls of an adytum, ornaments of a colossus, the

doorways of a temple, and parts of numerous large monuments,

were likewise covered with gilding, of which the wooden heifer

which served as a sepulchre to the body of King Mycerinus’s

daughter, some of the mouldings in the temple of Kalahshi in

Nubia, the statue of Minerva sent to Gyrene by Amasis, and por-

tions of the Sphinx at the Pyramids, may be cited as instances.

Gold is supposed to have been used for money some time

before silver. In Egypt it was evidently known before silver,

this being called “ white goM;” and it was there the represent-

ative of money
;
while in Hebrew, ku&sruf, “ silver,” signified

“money,” like “ argent” in French. In neither case was the

money coined in early times. Gold was perhaps first stamped

by the Lydians
;
but the oldest known Greek coins are the silver

ones of j^gina, with a tortoise on one side.

Much gold was used for ornamental purposes. Its richness,

durability, and freedom from tarnish, led the ancients to employ

it very generally, and to a greater extent than in modern times,

when South America has given us the abundance, and the name,

of “ plate.” Silver was chiefly confined to money
;
and the de-

mand for gold in houses {Plin. xxxiii. 17), and in jewellery, left

silver free for the currency, and for a few other purposes. But
though gold was preferred, it is still singular that so few pieces of

silver plate seem to have been made by the Greeks and Eomans.
The Egyptian sculptures represent silver as well as gold vases

and ornaments, in the time of the third Thothmes, and silver

rings' and trinkets have been found of the same epoch
;
hut gold

was the favourite metal in Egypt, as afterwards in Greece and

Borne
;
and the rich frequently had ornamental works, statues,

and furniture of solid gold. Those who could not aflbrd them
were satisfied to have bronze overlaid with gold, at first with

a thick, in after times with a thin coating, until in time gold-

beating brought the external appearance of gold within the

reach of less wealthy people
;
and gold leaf in modern days

covers the wooden ornaments ofthe humblest house. Now that

gold is in greater abundance, we may look to its coming again

into more general use, instead of silver, which sinks into the
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appearaace of pewter "by the Slide of that rich metal
;
aad to its

talcing the place of some of our paltry imitations.

If the use of gold preceded that of silver, the latter was not

long in following it ; and the earliest authority, the Bible, men-

tions both at a remote age. Abraham was said to have been

“very rich in cattle, in silver, and in gold Abirnelech gave

him a thousand pieces of the former; and the use of silver as

money is distinctly pointed out in the purchase of the field of

Ephron, with its cave, which Abraham bought for “ four hundred

shekels of silver, current money with the merchant.” On this

occasion, as usual, the price paid was settled hy weight, which
was the origin and meaning of the name shekel; and the custom

ofweighing moneywas retained among the Egyptians, Hebrews,

and other Eastern people, till a late period. Indeed, until a gov-

ernment stamp, or some fixed value, was given to money, this

could be the only method of ascertaining the price paid, and of

giving satisfaction to both parties. Thus Joseph’s brethren,

Thebes.
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whenthey discovered the money rettirned intotheir sacks,"brought

it hack to observing that it was "in full weight;” and

the paintings of Thebes frequently represent persons in the act

of weighing gold, on the purchase of articles in the market.

Egyptian money was in rings of gold and silver, a kind of t*

currency that continues to this day in Sennaar and the neigh-

bouring cotmtrics
;
hut it is uncertain whether any ofthem had

a government stamp to denote their purity or their value ; and

though BO commonly represented, none have yet "been found in
|

the ruins or tombs of Thebes. They remind us of the " ring

{7mz7n) of gold” in Job (xlii. 11), given him with " a piece of \

money” by his friends. j

tt

I

Gold when brought as tribute was often, in hags, which were
deposited in the royal treasury. These doubtless contained gold

dust, which is mentioned by Job (xxviii. 6) as a well known
form of that metal

;
and this is confirmed by "pure ^old” being

written over them. Though sealed, and warranted to contain a

certain quantity, they were subjected to the usual ordeal of the

scales by the cautious Egyptians. Money was sometimes kept

ready wmighed in known quantities for certain occasions, which,

when intended as a present, or when the honesty of the person

was heyond suspicion, did not require to he weighed; as when
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ISTaAman. gave “two talents of silver in two bags” to Gehazi (2

Kings V. 23 ;
see Tobit ix. 5). Tlie Egyptians bad also unstamp-

ed copper money, called in the papyri “ pieces of brass which,

like the gold and silver, continued to be taken by weight even

in the time of the Ptolemies; and it was only by degrees that

the Greek coinage did away with the old imperfect system of

weighing the price paid for every commodity.

But these princes were not the first who introduced coined

money into Egypt ; it had been current there during the Per-

sian occupation of the country
;
and Aryandes, who was gov-

ernor of Egypt under Cambyses aird Darius, struck silver coins,

in imitation of the gold Darics of his sovereign, for which act

of presumption he was condemned to death.

They are supposed to he those wdth an owl, and the Egyptian

sceptres of Osiris, the crook and flail, on the obverse
;
and an

archer on a hippocampus, with a dolphin, on.the reverse.

The art of stamping money in Asia began in the dominions of

Lydia. Herodotus says the Lydians were “the first people who
coined gold and silver for their use and if .^gina also claims

the earliest coinage, this does not contradict Herodot,us, as it was
only the earliest in relation to Greece. The oldest coins that

have been found are the staters of Lydia, which date even a little

before the very ancient ones of Cyzicus. They are not of pure

gold, hut ofEhctrum, or three parts gold and one of silver
:
prob-

ably owing to the two metals having been found together, and
first stamped in that .state. They were mere lumps,- or dumps,
of a certain weight; often cracked at the edge from being sud-

denly flattened by the blow. They were impressed with a lion’s

head, or other emblem, on one side only. Similarly rude were
the old .^ginetan coins, with a tortoise on one side, and on the

other the mark of the block on which the lump of metal was
fixed while struck. These last were all of silver, none of gold

;

and the oMest coins of real gold were those of Darius.

Phidon, king of Argos, is said to have invented weights and
measures (that is, in Greece), and to have established the silver

coinage of .®gina B.c. 895 : and though Pausanias thinks gold

and silver money were unknown in the age ofPolydorus, king of
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I

Sparta (who died b.c. 724), the authority ofthe Parian Chronicle,

and of iElian, favour the earlier claims ofj^Egina. The coins of

Syracuse and Magna Grsecia date from 700 b.c. ; having, like

all others before 500 B.c., only a figure on one side ; and the first

silver coins of Athens were struck in 512 b.c. The gold Darics

had only a figure on the obverse, representing an archer. They
were coined about 500 b.c., and had not yet the round shape of

later pieces, nor of the silver Barics, being 5-8ths of an inch long

by 7-l6ths. They were worth about ll Is. lOd. each. These

and other early coins therefore do not borrow their form from

ring money, which may perhaps he traced in those of China.

Habit would naturally retain an original type for a long time

;

and sometimes even in Greece the archaic character of a coin

was continued long after art had improved. Thus the old head

of Minerva was repeated on the late Athenian drachm and tetra-

drachm, because strangers were accustomed to it in commerce,

and the Athenians were satisfied to use the well-known Co-

rinthian didrachm for the same reason, as all people on the

Mediterranean still welcome the pillar dollar of Spain.
*

The tradition of pecunia being called from pecus, and of the

ox or sheep having been at first a substitute for money, as in

Greece and Eome, accords with a custom still common among
some people, of making them the standard of valuation

;
in Dar-

foor and Kordofan a piece of cotton cloth is reckoned equal to a

sheep
;
and in Job (xlii. 11), the name Kesiteh (or “lamb”) is

employed to signify a “piece of money.” Homer also reckons

the value of certain things as equal to an ox
;
and in Solon’s

time a sheep was equivalent “ to a bushel and a half of corn,”

If stamped money was not used by the ancient Egyptians, we
have evidence ofweights and measures havingbeen invented by
them long before the Greeks existed as a nation: and it is proba-

ble that they were known even in Greece previous to the time

of Phidon. {See below, p. the use of the precious metals.)

One kind of balance used for weighing gold differed slightly

from those of ordinary construction, and was probably more

delicately formed. It was made, as usual, with an upright pole,

rising from a broad base or stand, and a cross beam turning on
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a pia at its suinmit
;
but instead of strings suspending the

scales-, was an arm on either side, terminating in a hook, to

•which the gold •was attached in smaE hags.*

Large scales were generally a flat wooden, board, with four

ropes attached to a ring at the extremity ofthe beam
;
and those

i
;

of smaller size were of bronze, one and a half inch in diameter,

pierced near the edge in three places for -the strings.

The principle ofthe common balance was simple and ingeni-

ous ; the beam passed through a ring suspended from a horizon-

tal rod, immediately above and parallel to it, and •when equally

balanced, the ring, which was large enough to allow the beam
to play freel^q showed when the scales were equally poised, and

had the additional effect of preventing the beam tilting, when
the goods were taken out of one, and the weights . suffered to

remain in the other scalc.f To the lower part of the ring a

small plummet was fixed, and this being touched by the hand,

and found to hang freely, iixdicated, without the necessity of

looking at the beam, that the weight was just. The figure of

a baboon was sometimes placed upon the top, as the emblem
of the god Thoth, the regulator of measures, of time, and of

writing, in his character of the moon; but there is no appear-

ance of the goddess of Justice being connected with the balance,

except in the judgment scenes of the dead.

The pair of scales was the ordinary and, apparently, only kind

of balance used by the Egyptians ; no instance ofthe steel-yard

being met with in the paintings of Thebes, or of Beni Hassan

:

and the introduction of the latter is confixxed to a Koman era.

The Egyptians had another kind of balance, in which the

equalization of the opposite weights was ascertained by the

plummet
;
and this last, whose invention has been ascribed by

Pliny to Dasdalusjis shown to have been known and applied in

Egypt at least as early as the time of the Osirtasens.

Eor ordinarypurposes copper was most commonlyused; arms,

vases, statues, instruments, and implements of every kind, arti-

cles of furniture, and numerous other objects, were made of this

metal hardened by an alloy of tin, and even chisels for cutting

* See woodcut 403, p. 136. t Sec woodcut 407, p. 148.
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Slone, as well as carpenters’ tools, and knifes, were of 'bronze.

It is generally allowed that copper or bronze was known long

before iron, and though Tubal-Cain is said to have been “ the

instructor of every artificer in. brass and no direct men-
tion is made of iron arms or tools till after the Exodus.

According to the Arundelian marbles, iron was known one

hundred and 'eighty-eight years before the Trojan war, about

1370 years b.c., but Hesiod, Plutarch, and others limit its discov-

ery to a much later period, after the capture of Troy. Homer,
however, distinctly mentions its use:* and that there is little

reason to doubt the sideros of the poet being iron, is shown by
the simile, derived from the quenching of iron in water, which

’ he applies to the hissing noise produced on piercing the eye of
,

Polyphemus with the pointed stake, thus rendered by Pope

:

“ And as when armourers temper in the ford

The keen-edged poleaxe, or the shining sword.

The red hot metal hisses in the lake,

Thus in his eyeball hiss’d the plunging stake,”

His “black kyanus^' is also thought to he steel, as well as the

adamas of Hesiod, who mentions the iron of the Idsei Dactyii in

Crete
i
and the skill of the ChaJyhes in its manufacture dates

from a very remote age. Among the earliest authorities for the

use of iron may he cited the bedstead of Og, the King of Ba-

shan, who is said to have lived about the year 1450 before our

era
;
and Thrasyllus agrees with the Arundelian marbles in sup-

posing iron to have been known before the Trojan war, or, in-

deed, one hundred and fourteen years previous to the founda-

tion of Troy, 1537 before our era. On the other hand, it has

been argued, that offerings of iron in the temples of Greece dis-

tinctly showed the value attached to that metal, as well as its

limited use for ordinary purposes, and rings of iron were worn
by the ancients, some of which have been found in the tombs

of Egypt, But these last , are of very late date, long after iron

was commonly used, and I possess one of them, engraved with

the figure of Harpocrates, wliich is of a Ptolemaic, or rather of

* Horn, Iliad, xxiii. 361, &c.

-H 2
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a E.omaa era, and -which, only claims some degree of interest

from its hearing a deyice noticed hy Pliny as becoming fashion-

able at Rome in his time.

That iron, as early as the days of Lycurgus, -was held in little

estimation, is shown by that legislator forbidding the introduc-

tion of gold and silver in his republic, and restricting the Spar-

tans to the use of iron ;
and some notion may he formed of its

value at that time hy the assertion of Plutarch, that it required

a cart drawn by two oxen to carry the small sum of ten minss.

The Jews appear to have been acquainted with t-wo kinds

of iron previous to the Babylonish captivity
5
the harzel, which

was in common use, and the northern iron, as well as steel:

even as early as the days of Job iron was known
;
and Moses

mentions an iron furnace.

One of the arguments against the early use of iron is the

difficulty of smelting the ore, and of reducing it to a malleable

state
;
and the various processes required to discover all its

most useful properties render it less likely to be employed than

a more ductile metal. Gold, silver, and copper were easily

fused, and a single process sufficed to make them availahle for

every purpose, the principal art required for fabricating imple-

ments of copper depending on the proper proportions and qual-

ities of alloy introduced.

In the infancy of the arts and sciences, the difficulty of work-

ing iron might long withhold the secret of its superiority over

copper and bronze
; but it cannot reasonably be supposed that

a nation so advanced, and so eminently skilled in the art of

working metals as the Egyptians and Sidonians, should have
remained ignorant of its nsc, even if we had no e’vidence of its

having been known to the Greeks and other people
;
and the

constant employment of bronze arms and implements is not a

sufficient argument against their knowledge of iron, since we
find the Greeks and Romans made the same things of bronze

long after the period when iron was universally known.

Another argument, to show that.bronze was used in Greece be-

fore iron, is derived from the word^aA^ieuf, “ coppersmith,” hav-
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iiig in Greek tlie signification of “ smith,” whether applied to a

worker of copper or iron. In Latin, on the contrary, yerram,

“ an iron,” is the word frequently applied to a sword
;
and some

have hence argued the use of iron for those weapons, at the ear-

liest period, among the Homans, which is confirmed hy the

treaty imposed upon them hy Porsena, binding them not to use

iron, except for agricultural implements- But long after iron

was used hy them, the Romans and Etruscans continued to

make swords, daggers, spear-heads, and other ofiensive w(3a,pons

of bronze, as well as their defensive armour
; and the discovery

of arras and tools of bronze ceases to argue an ignorance of iron.

To conclude, from the want ofiron instrument.?, or arms, hear-

ing the names of early monarchs of a Pharaonic age, that bronze

was alone used, is neither just nor satisfactory, since the de-

composition of that metal, especially when buried for ages in the

nitrous soil of Egypt, is so speedy as to preclude the possibility

of its preservation. Until we know in what manner the Egyp-

tians employed bronze tools for cutting stone, the discovery of

them affords no additional light, nor even argument, since the

Greeks and Roma.ns continued to make bronze instruments of

various kinds so long after iron was known to them
;
and Herodo-

tus mentions the iron tools used hy the builders of the Pyramids.

Iron and copper mines are found in the Eg3
’’ptian deserf,

which were worked in old times
;
and the monuments of Thebes,

and even the tombs about Memphis, dating more than 4000

years ago, represent butchers sharpening their knives on a round

bar of metal attached to their apron, which from its blue

can only be steel ; and the distinction between the

iron weapons in the tomb of Remeses III., one painted red, the

other blue, leaves no doubt of both having been used (as in

Rome) at the same periods. In Ethiopia iron was much more
abundant than in Egypt, and Herodotus states that copper was
a rare metal there, though we may dpuht his assertion of pris-

oners in that country having been hound with fetters of gold.

The speedy decomposition of ironwould he sufficient to pre-

vent our finding implements of that metal of an early period,

and the greater opportunities of obtaining copper ore, added to
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the facility of working it, might ho a reason for preferring the

latter whenever it answered the purpose instead ofiron. Bronze

tools might also he made available for sculpturing and engrav-

ing stone.
;
though there is great dijSiculty in accounting for

their use in mines and quarries, where the stone was frequently

hewn with them j
as Agatharchides informs us in his account of

the gold mines, and as was evidently done in cutting the lime-

stone rock of the tombs at Thebes
;
a bronze chisel having been

found amidst the chippings of the stone, where it had been ac-

cidentally left by the workmen.

The hieroglyphics on obelisks and other granitic monuments
are sculptured with a minuteness and finish which is surprising,

even if they had used steel as highly tempered as our own.

Some are cut to the depth ofmore than two inches, the edges

and ail the most minute parts of the intaglio presenting the

same sharpness and accuracy; and I have seen the figure of a

king in high relief, reposing on the lid of a granite coffin, which
was raised to the height of nine inches above the level of the

surface. What can be said, if we deny to men who executed

such works as these the aid of steel, and confine them to bronze

implements 1 Then, indeed, we exalt their skill in metallurgy

far beyond our own, and indirectly confess that they had devised

a method of sculpturing, stone of which we are ignorant. In

vain should we attempt to render copper, by the addition of cer-

tain alloys, sufficiently hard to sculpture granite, basalt, and
stones of similar quality. No one who has tried to perforate or

cut a block of Egyptiaxi granite will scruple to acknowledge that

our best steel tools are turned in a very short time, and require

to be re-tempered
;
and the labour experienced by the French

engineers, who removed the obelisk of Luxor from Thebes, in

cutting a space less than two feet deep along the face of its

partially decomposed pedestal, suffices to show that, even with
our excellent modem irnplements, we find considerable diificulty

in doing what to the Egyptians would have been one of the

least arduous tasks. The. use of tools on granite is thus de-

scribed by Sir R. Westmacott:

“Granite, as most hard materials of that nature, being gen-
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erally worked with a pick of various strength, until reduced,

to a surface, the duration of the tool depends on its form
; the

more obtuse, the longer it will work, remaining longer cold. In

jumping (as it is termed) holes for the admission of bolts into

fractured parts of granite, the tools are usually of strong tem-

pered iron, about three quarters of an inch in diameter, which

resist the heat sornetiracs half an hour, seldom longer. One man
holds, and turns, or moves the tool, whilst the other strikes it

with a heavy hammer, the hole being supplied with water.

Tools ofless diameter are formed of steel, but these will not resist

more than 300 strokes, when the points fly, and require to be

fresh battered. Sculptors generally use tools formed of blistered

steel, or of cast steel, the finer sort highly tempered by immers-

ing them, when heated to a proper degree, into cold water.”

Some have imagined that the granite, being somewhat softer

at the time it is taken from the quarry, was more easily sculp-

tured when the Egyptians put up the obelisks than at present,

and thus satisfythemselves that thelabourwas considerably less

;

but this argument is entirely overthrown hy the fact of other

sculptures having been frequently added, one hundred, and one

hundred and fifty, years after the erection of a monument, as in

the lateral lines of hieroglyphics on obelisks, which are some-

times foimd more deeply cut and more beautifully executed than

those previously sculptured. Others have suggested that the

stone being stunned, as it is termed, in those places were it was
to be sculptured, yielded more readily to the blow of the chisel;

but neither is this sufficient to produce the effect proposed, nor

an advantage exclusively enjoyed hy the ancient Egyptians.

Thus, then, the facility they possessed in sculpturing granite

is neither attributable to any process forbruising the crystals, nor

to its softer state on coming from the quarry, and we have still to

discover the means they employed with such wonderful success.

The hieroglyphics on the obelisks are rather engraved than

sculptured
;
and, judging from the minute manner in which they

are executed, we may suppose they adopted the same process as

engravers, and even in some instance® employed the wheel and

drill. That tliey were acquainted with the use ofemery powder
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is not at all improvable, since, being found in the islands of the

Archipelago, it was within their reach; and if this be admitted,

we can account for the admirable finish and sharpness of the

hieroglyphics on granitic and basaltic monuments, and explain

the reason of their preferring tools of bronze to those of harder

and more compact steel
;
for it is evident the powder enters

more readily into the former, and its action upon the stone is

increased in proportion to the quantity retained by the point of

the chisel; whence we now prefer tools of soft iron to hard

steel for the same purpose.

As far as the sculpture or engraving ofhieroglyphics, this ex-

planation might suffice for their preference of bronze imple-

ments
;
butwhen we find tools used in quarries made ofthe same

metal, we are. unahle to account for it, and readily express our

surprise how they could render a hronze chisel capable ofhewing
stone . We know of no means of tempering copper, under any

form or united with any alloys, for such a purpose. The addition

of tin or other metals to harden it, if exceeding certain propor-

tions, renders it too brittle for use
;
and that such is not the ease is

evidentfrom the above-mentioned chisel I found atThebes,which
contains very little alloy, 100 parts being 94-0 copper,

. 5-9 tin,
'

0‘1 iron,

100-0;

and its point is instantly turned by striking it against the very

stone it was once used to cut. And yet, when found, the sum-
mit was turned over by the blows it had received from the mal-

let, while the point was intact, as if it had recently left the hands

of the smith who made it.

It is hard to say how it could have been used for cutting stone,

and unless some medium was employed, as a sheath of steel or

other protection to its point, the Egyptians must have possessed

certain secrets in hardening or tempering copper with which we
are totally unacquainted. The size of this chisel is 9|: inches-

in length; its diameter at the summit is 1 inch, and the point

is 7-lOths of an inch in its greatest width ; its weight 1 lb. 12 oz.,
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and in general form it resembles those now used by the ma-
sons of modern Europe.

The skill of the Egyptians in compounding metals is abund-

antly proved by the vases, mirrors, arras, and implements of

bronze, discovered at Thebes, and other parts of Egypt
;
and

the numerous methods they adopted for varying the composi-

tion of bronze, by a judieious admixture of alloys, are shown in

the many fpialities of .the metal. They had even the secret of

giving to bronze, or brass, blades a certain degree of elasticity,

as in the dagger of the Berlin Museum
;
which probably de-

pended on the mode of hammering the metal, and the just pro-

portions of peculiar alloys. (See vol. i, p. 148.)

Another remarkable feature in their bronze is the resistance

it offers to the effect of the atmosphere
;
some continuing smooth

and bright, though hurled for ages, and since exposed to the

damp of European climates. They had also the secret of cover-

ing the surface with a rich patina of dark or light green, or other

colour, by applying acids to it
;
as was done by the Greeks and

Bornans, and as we do to the iron guns on board ©ur men-of-war.

The colour of their bronze depended, on the alloys. It gen-

erally had from twelve to twenty parts tin to eighty or eighty-

five copper. When half tin it had a whitish appearance
;
and

some Roman bronze was of a “ liver colour,” probably like our

urns. Lackered brass has even been found, of Roman time.

Yellow brass was a compound of zinc and copper
;
and a white

and finer kind had a mixture of silver, which was used for mir-

rors, and is one quality of the so-called “Cormthian brass,”

Another, which was yellow, and very like gold in appearance,

was par^made of that metal with copper ; and its beauty has

been proved by the discovery of a cup, still capable of receiving

some portion of its original polish.

In Egypt, as in Greece, bronze ornaments were often gilt, but

statues were preferred plain, or inlaid, or damascened with gold

or silver. Those of the Navarchai were, therefore, said by Plu-

tarch to he blue from exposure to the air
; and Pliny thinks the

large colossus of Nero improved by the gilding having been

scraped off*, in spite of the scratches caused by the operation.
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It is not known at what .period they began to cast statnes and

other objects in bronze, or how long the use of beaten copper

preceded the art of casting in that metal. • No light is thrown

on this point by the earlier paintings, nor is there any represent-

ation in later times, among the many subjects connected with

the trades, arts, and occupations of the Egyptians, which relates

to this process : one ofthe many proofs that no argument against

the existence of a custom ought to be derived from the circum-

stance of its not being indicated on the monuments.

Many bronzes have been found, evidently, from their style,

of a very early period. A cylinder with the name of Papi, of

the sixth dynasty, has every appearance of having been cast

;

and other bronze implements of the same age bear still stronger

evidence of having come from a mould ;
all of which date more

than two thousand years before our era.

Pausanias, in speaking of 'the art of casting metal, says the

people of Pheneum in Arcadia pretended that Ulysses dedicated

a statue of bronze to Neptune Hippius, in order that he might

recover the horses he had lost, through the intervention of the

Deity
;

“ indeed,” he adds, “ they showed me an inscription on
the pedestal of the statue offering a reward to any person who
should find and take care of the animals

;
but I do not ^ve

credit to the whole of their statement, and no one can persuade

me that Ulysses erected a bronze statue to Neptune. The art

of fusing metal and casting it in a mould was not yet known

;

a statue was made in those days like a dress, successively, and
in pieces, not at one time, or in a single mass, as I have already

shown in speaking of the statue of Jupiter, surnamed the Most
High. In fact, the first who cast statues were E-hceewis the son

of PhilsBus, and Theodorus the son of Telecles, both natives of

Samos
;
the latter the same who engraved the beautiful em-

erald in the ring of Polycrates.”

The Samians were noted at an early period for their skill in

this branch of art
; and before the foundation of Cyrene, or b.c,

630, they made a bronze vase, ornamented with griffins, support-

ed on three colossal figures of the same metal, for the temple of

Juno. The art was also known at avery remote period in Italy.
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Among the Etruscans, hronze statues were common before the

foundation of Rome; and Romulus is said to have placed a
statue of himself, crowned by Victoryj in a four-horsed car of

bronze, which had been captured at the taking of Cameriurn.

Pliny attributes the discovery of gold and the secret of smelt-

ing it to Cadmus, who is supposed to have gone to Greece 1493

years before our era ; but this, like most of the inventions men-
tioned by him, was long before known to the Egyptians

;
and

we may apply the same remark to the supposed discovery of

Rhoecus and Theodorus.

It is uncertain wdiether the Egyptians possessed the art of

damascening or inlaying iron with gold, since, owing to the

speedy decomposition of that metal, nothing made of iron has

been preserved ofa remote era
;
but we may conclude, from their

inlaying bronze in this manner, that it was not unknown to them.

Some have supposed that Glaucus of Chios was the inveirtor

of this art, and that the stand of his silver vase presented to the

temple of Delphi by Alyattes, king of Lydia, which, according

to Herodotus, was the most beautiful of aU the offerings there,

was made of iron inlaid with gold. But the description given

of it by Pausanias will scarcely sanction this opinion, as he

states “ it consisted of several plates of iron, adjusted one over

the other in the form of steps, the last, that is, those ofthe sum-

mit, curving a little outwards. Ithad the form of a tower, large

at the base, and decreasing upwards, and the pieces of which

it was composed were not fastened either with nails or pins,

but simply soldered together.”

The Greeks, however, were not ignorant of damascening, and

if the stand of Alyattes’ vase was not so inlaid, it is certain they

possessed the art, and ornamented goblets and other objects in

that manner. The process was very simple: the iron was
carved with various devices, and the narrow lines thus hollowed

out were filled with gold or with silver, which in some instances

may have been soldered,but in others was simply beaten in with

the hammer, the surface being afterwards filed and polished.

The term damascening, though generally confined to iron or

steel so inlaid (owing to its having -^en borrowed from the
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specimens of tliis work in the modern sword blades of Danms-

cns), may with equal propriety he extended to any metal
; and

numerous instances of bronze inlaid with gold and silver occur

in statues, scarab Eei, and various ornamental objects discovered at

Thebes and other places. Hard stones were also engraved in the

same manner, and the intaglio filled with gold or silver beaten

into it
;
a process commonly adopted at the present day by the

Turks, and other Eastern people, in ih.eix hookahs or nargilehs,

and in the stone ornaments of their amber mouth-pieces.

The art of soldering metals had long been practised in Egypt

before the time of Glaucus ;
and it is curious to find gold and

bronze vases, made apparently in the same manner as the stand

of that mentioned by Pausanias,

represented at Thebes, in the trib-

ute brought from Asia to the third

Thothmes, and consequently dat-

ing many centuries previous, to the

Chian artist. They are shown to

have been' composed of plates of

metal, imbricated, or overlapping

each other, as Pausanias describes,

and sometimes hound at inter-

vals with hands of metaL In-

stances occur in the same sculp-

4 tures of gold vases With Stands

formed of similar plates, which

imbricated, or ornamented *with plates lUteresting' also IXOffl tuQ

elegance of their forms.

In coarser work, or in those parts which were out of sight, the

Egyptians soldered with lead, hut wm are ignorant of the time

when it was first used for that purpose, though it could only have
been after the discovery of tin

;
for, as Pliny justly observes,

“ lead can only he united by the addition of tin, nor is this last

efficient without the application of oil.” The oldest specimen of

metal soldered with lead with which I am acquainted is the sis-

trum ofMr . Burton : its date,however, is uncertain
; and though,

from the style of the figures engraved upon it, we may venture
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to ascribe to it a Pharaonic age, the exact period when it was
made caiinot be fixed.

In early ages, before men had acquired the art ofsmelting ore,

and of making arms and implements of.metal, stones of various

kinds were used, and the chasseur was contented with the point-

ed jflint with which nature had provided him. The only efibrt

of his ingenuity was to fix it in some kind of handle, or at the

extremity of a reed, in order to make the knife, or the arrow

;

and we still witness the skill which some savage people of the

present day display in constructing those rude weapons.

The Egyjhians, at a remote period, before civilization dawned
upon them, adopted the same

;
and we find that stone-tipped

arrows continued to he occasionally used for hunting long after

the metal head had been commonly adopted, and after the arts

had arrived at the state of perfection in which they appear sub-

sequently to the accession ofthe 18th dynasty. Lfong habit had

reconciled them to the original reed shaft with its head of flint,

and even to arrows made with a point ofhard wood inserted into

them, which were also the remnant ofapriraseval custom. Those,

however, who preferred them of a stronger kim^, adopted arrows

of wood tipped with bronze heads
;
and these were considered

more serviceable, and were almost invariably used in war.

The same prejudice in favour ofan ancient and primitive cus-

tom retained the use of stone knives for certain purposes con-

nected with religion among the.Egyptians; and Herodotus tells

us it was usual to make an incision in the body of the deceased,

when brought to be embalmed, with an Ethiopic stone. This

name, in all instances where the stone is said to be used for

cutting, evidently signifies flint, which is shown by its frequent

employment for that purpose among many people, and by our

finding several flint knives in the tombs of Thebes. In other

cases, the Ethiopic stone, mentioned by Herodotus, is evidently

granite, so called from being common in Ethiopia
;
and it is

possible that the flint received that name from its black colour.

The stone knives foundin the excavations and tombs, many of

which are jjreserved in our European museums, are generally of

two kinds
;
one broad and flat like the blade of a knife, the other
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narrow and pointed at the Bnmmit, several ofwhich are preserved

in the Berlin Museum {fig. 1). These last are supposed to have

been used for making the incision in the side of the body, for the

purpose of removing the intestines, preparatory to the embalm-

ing process already mentioned
;
and, considering how strongly

men’s minds are prepossessed in favour of early habits connect-

ed with religion, and how scrupulous the Egyptians were, above

all people, in permitting the introduction of new customs in

matters relating to tbe gods, we are not surprised that they

should have retained the use
;
of these primitive instriiments in a

ceremony of so sacred a nature as the embalming of the dead.

410, Flint knives. Berlin Mweum.

The difference in the type ofthe metal implements ofthe Egyp-

tians and earlyEuropeanpeople is verymarked. The former con-

tinued always to use flat blades ofmetal for adzes and hatchets

;

those of Italy, Greece, the Tyrol, Gaul, Britain, Ireland, and oth-

er parts ofEurope, gradually changed the form of the flat blade

(which had succeeded to the stone hammer and hatchet), and

gave it projecting sides, then a transverse ridge in the centre to

prevent the slipping ofthe wooden handle fitted it, and to

withstand the shock of a blow ; and at length they made it into

a metal socket, with which the wood was shod. The mode of

fastening the metal to the handle was the same in Europe as in

Egypt, which was with thongs of hide (as is still done in the

South Sea Islands and other places)
;
hut our various forms of

celtes, or ‘‘hatchets,” were unknown to, and are readily distin-

guished from the tools of, the Egyptians.

Besides the various trades already noticed,were public weigh-

ers and common notaries, answering to the kahhdneh of modern
Egypt. The business of the former was to ascertain the exact

weight of everything they were called upon to measure, in the
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public street or market, where they temporarily erected their

scales, and where the law compelled them to adjust the sale of

each commodity with the strictest regard to justice, without fa-

vouring either the buyer or seller. All things sold by weight

were submitted to this test, and the value of the money paid

for them was settled by the same unquestionable criterion.

A scribe or notary marked down the amount of the weight,

whatever the commodity might he ;
and this document, being

given or shown to the parties, completely sanctioned the bar-

gain, and served as a pledge that justice had been done them.

The same custom is still retained by the modern Egyptians,

the scales of the public kahbdneh in the large towns being a

criterion to which no one can object; and the weight of meat,

vegetables, honey, butter, cheese, wood, charcoal, and other ob-

jects, having been ascertained, is returned in writing on the ap-

plication of the parties.

The notaries were merely public writers, like the modem
katehs of Egypt, or the scrivani of Italy, who for a small trifle

compose and pen a petition to government, settle accounts, and

write letters, or other documents not requiring the priest or

the lawyer, for those who are untaught, or too idle to do so for

themselves. These persons, however, must not he confounded

with the “ royal” or “ priestly scribes”—^raen of high rank, of

the military or sacerdotal class ; and they were only on a par

with the shop-keepers and master tradesmen, most of whom
learnt to write

;
while the working-men were contented to oc-

cupy their time in acquiring a knowledge of the art to which
they were brought up.

Certain persons were also employed in the towns of Egypt,

as at the present day in Cairo and other places, to pound vari-

ous substances in large stone mortars ; and salt, seeds, and
other things were taken in the same manner by a servant to

these shops, whenever it was inconvenient to have it done in

the house. The pestles they used, as well as the mortars them-

selves, were precisely similar to those of the modern Egyptians

;

and their mode of pounding was the same ; two men alternately

raising ponderous metal pestles with both hands, and directing



411. Pounding various substances in stone mortars, with metal pestles. Thebes,

agi, mortara. d d, pestles. Figs. 1 and 2, alternately raising and letting fall the

pestles into the mortar. Figs. 3 and 4, sifting the substance after it is pounded ; the coarser

parts, A, being returned into the mortar to be again pounded.

their falling point to the centre of the mortar, which is now
generally made of a large piece of granite, or other hard stone,

scooped out into a long narrow tube, to little more than half its

depth. When the substance was well pounded, it was taken

out and passed through a sieve, and the larger particles were

again returned to the mortar, until it was suiEciently and equally

levigated
;
and this, and the whole process here represented, so

strongly resemble the occupation ofthe public pounders at Cairo,

that no one, who has been in the habit of walking in the streets

of that town, can fail to recognize the custom, or doubt .of its

having been handed down from the early Egyptians, and re-

tained without alteration to the present day.

The occupation of the cooper was comparatively limited in

Egypt, where water and other liquids were carried, or kept, in

skins and qa^henware jars
; and wooden barrels were little

suited to its arid climate. Barrels were not, tberefore, in com-
mon use there

;
and the skill of the cooper was only required to

make wooden measures for grain, which were bound with hoops
of wood or metal, and resembled in principle those used by the

modem Egyptians for the same purpose,though in form some ap-

proached nearer to the small barrels, or kegs, ofmodem Europe.
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Cattle during the Inundation in the Delta.
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The fifth cla,ss was composed of pastors, poulterers, fowlers,

fishermen, labourers, brickmakers, and common people. Tho
pastors were divided into oxherds, shepherds, goatherds, and

swineherds
;
but even among them a gradation, of rank was ob-

served
;
and those who tended the herds and flocks while graz-

ing were inferior in position to the managers of stock in the

farmyard, who prepared provender for them when the 3S!ile cov-

ered the lands. Those too who understood the veterinary art

and took care ofthe sick cattle were men of skill and intelligence,

who held a higher post among the pastors. But they were all

looked upon by the Egyptian aristocracy as people who followed

a disgraceful employment; and it is therefore not surprising that

Pharaoh should have treated the Israelites with that contempt
which it was usual for the Egyptians to feel towards “ shep-

herds;” or that Joseph should have warned his brethren, on
their arrival, of this aversion of the Egyptians, and of their con-

sidering every shepherd an abomination. And from his recom-

mending them to request they might dwell in the land of Go-
shen, we may conclude it was with a view to avoid, as much as
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possible, those who were not shepherds like themselves, or to

obtain a settlement in the land peculiarly adapted for pasture.

It is also probable that much of Pharaoh’s cattle was kept there,

since the monarch gave orders that if any of those strangers

were remarkable for skill in the management of herds, they

should be selected to overlook his own cattle, after they were

settled in the land of Goshen. This part ofthe country received

at a later time the name of Bucolia ; and the northern part of

the Delta, with the lands lying to the east of the Damietta branch

of the Nile, are still preferred for grazing cattle.

The hatred home against shepherds hy the Egyptians was
not owing solely to their contempt for that occupation

;
this feel-

ing originated in another and a far more powerful cause—the

occupation of their country hy a pastor race, who had commit-

ted great cruelties during their possession of the country. And
as if to prove how much they despised every order of pastors,

the artists, hoth of Upper and Lower Egypt, delighted on all

occasions in caricaturing their appearance.

The swineherds were the most ignoble, and, of all the Egj^-

tians, the only persons who are said not to have been permitted

to enter a temple
;
and even if this statement is exaggerated, it

tends to show with what contempt they were looked upon hy
the individuals from whom Herodotus received his information,

and how far they ranked beneath any others of the whole order

of pastors. Indeed (as I have before stated), the same is still

the case in India, where the swineherds are the very lowest

class, and are so despised that no others will associate with them.

The skill of these people in rearing animals of different kinds

was the result, says Diodorus, of the experience they had inher-

ited from their parents, and subsequently increased hy their

own observation
;
and the spirit of- emulation, which is natural

to all men, constantly adding to their stock of knowledge, they

introduced many improvements unknown to other people.

Their sheep were twice shorn, and twice brought forth lambs

in the course of one year
;
and though the climate was the chief

cause of these phenomena, the skill and attention of the shepherd

were also necessary
; nor, if the animals were neglected, would

unaided nature alone suffice for their continuance.

VOL. II. I
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But of all the discoveries to which any class of Egyptians at-

tained, the one that the historian considered most worthy of ad-

miration was their artificial process ofhatching the eggs of fowls

and geese, which has heen continued to the present day by their

Copt successors. The modem process, like that of ancient times,

is this : they have ovens expressly built for the purpose
;
and

persons are sent round to the villages to
,
collect the eggs from

tlie peasants, which, being given to the rearers, are all placed on

412, Modem ovens Ibr hatching eggs.

1. Plan of the building, showing the form ofthe upper rooms A A,- the entrance-room
G G, and the passage F. AX a a are the fires

; e c the aperture communicating
with the oven.

2. .Section of the same, showing the upper rooms A and B.
3. Plan of upper room. In which the fires are placed at a b and c d.
4. Lowet;Voom in which the eggs are placed.
o,^-S4ctjo&s from the haoh Md front ofthe upper and lower rooms A and B.
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mats, strewed with bran, in a room about eleven feet square,

with a fiat roof, and about four feet high, over which is another

chamber ofthe same size, with a vaulted roof, and about nine feet

high; a small aperture in the centre of the vault (at/), admit-

ting light during the warm weather, and another (e) of larger di-

ameter, immediately below, communicating with the oven

through its ceiling. By this also the man descends to observe

the eggs; but in the cold season both are closed, and a lamp is

kept burning within
;
another entrance at the front part of the

oven, or lower room, being then used for the same purpose, and
shut immediately on hi-s quitting it. By way of distinction, I

call the vaulted (a) the upper room, and the lower one (b) the

oven. In the former are two fires, in the troughs a h and c d,

which, based with earthen slabs, three quarters of an inch thick,

reach from one side to the other, against the front and hack

walls. These fires are lighted twice a day: the first dies away
about midday; and the second, lighted at 3 p.m., lasts until 8

o’clock. In the oven, the eggs are placed on mats strewed with

bran, in two corresponding lines to, and immediately below, the

fires a b and c d, where they remain half a day. They are then

removed to a c and b d, and others (from two heaps in the cen-

tre) are arranged at a & and c din. their stead
;
and so on, till

all have taken their equal share of the warmest positions, to

which each set returns again and again, in regular succession,

till the expiration of six days.

They are then held up, one by one, towards a strong light

;

and if the eggs appear clear, and of a uniform colour, it is evi-

dent they have not succeeded
;
hut ifthey show an opaque sub-

stance within, or the appearance of different shades, the chick-

ens are. already formed, and they are returned to the oven for

four more days, their positions being changed as before. At the

expiration of the four days they are removed to another oven,

over which, however, are no fires. Here they lie for five days

in one heap, the apertures {e,f) and the door (g) being closed

with tow to exclude the air; after which they are placed sepa-

rately about one or two inches apart, over the whole surface of

the mats, which are sprinkled with a little bran. They are at
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this time continually turned, and shifted from one part of the

mats to another, during six or seven days, all air being carefully

excluded ;
and are constantly examined by one of the rearers,

who applies each singly to his upper eyelid. Those which are

cold prove the chickens to he dead, but warmth greater than

the human skin is the favourable sign of their success.

At length the chicken, breaking its egg, gradually comes

forth: and it is not a little curious to see some half exposed

and half covered by the shell ;
while they chirp in their con-

finement, which they show the greatest eagerness to quit.

The total number of days is generally twenty-one, but some

eggs with a thin shell remain only eighteen. The average of

those that succeed is two thirds, which are returned by the

rearers to the proprietors, who restore to the peasants one half

of the chickens, the other being kept as payment for their ex-

penses.

The size of the building depends, of course, on the means or

speculation of the proprietors; but the general plan is usually

the same, being a series of eight or ten ovens and upper rooms,

on either side of a passage about 100 feet by 15, and 12 in

height. The thermometer in any part is not less than 86° or

880 Fahr. ;
hut the average heat in the ovens does not reach

the temperature of fowls, which is 104o.

Excessive heat or cold are equally prejudicial to this process

;

and the only season of the year at which they succeed is from

the 15th of Imsheer (23rd of February) to the 15th of Bara-

moodeh (24th of April), beyond which time they can scarcely

reckon upon more, than two or three in a hundred.

The great care bestowed by the shepherds on the breed of

sheep was attended with no less important results
;
and the

selection of proper food for them at particular seasons, and the

mode of treating them when ill, was their constant study. In-

deed, their skill in curing animals was carried to the greatest

perfection; and Cuvier’s discovery ofthe left humerus of a mum-
mied ibis fractured and reunited, evidently through the inter-

vention of human art, fully confirms the fact.

Those who exercised the veterinary art were of the class of
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shepherds. They took the utmost care of the animals, provid-

ing them -with proper food, which they gave them with the hand,

and preparing for them whatever medicine they required, which
they forced into their mouths. Their medical aid was not con-

fined to oxen and sheep
; it extended also to the oryx, and other

animals of the desert they tamed or bred in the farmyard
;
and

the poulterers bestowed the same care on the geese and fowls.
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And such was their attention to the hahits of different animals,

and the patient treatment of them, that the wildest and most
timid were rendered so tame as to he driven, like the sheep and
goats

;
and the wild geese and other birds were brought to the

stewards, whenever an inventory was made of the live stock on

the estate.

The pastors were a class apart from the agriculturists, and

were held in disrepute, partly from the nature of their occupa-

tion, partly from the prejudices of the Egyptians against all

herdsmen. But this did not extend to the farmers who bred

cattle or sheep
;

it was confined to the poor people who kept

them ; and as if to show how degraded a class they were, they

are represented, as at Beni Hassan and the tombs near the Pyr-

amids, lame, or deformed, dirty, unshaven, and even of a lu-

dicrous appearance
;
and often clad in dresses made of matting,

similar in quality to the covering thrown over the backs of the

oxen they are tending.

They generally lived in sheds made of reeds, deriving a

t scanty nourishment from the humblest and coarsest food
;
hut

they were overlooked hy other persons of a superior condition

: among the pastoral class. Therewere also overseers ofthe shep-

l herds, who regulated everything respecting the stock—which

were to graze in the field, which to be stall-fed
; and their duty

' was also to give reports at certain periods to the scribes attached

to the steward’s office, who examined them preparatory to their

' being presented to the owner of the estate. In these nothing

I
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•was omitted
;
and every egg "vp-as noted in the account, and en-

tered with the chickens and goslings. And in order to prevent

Before Rg. 1 is the sachel, and above fig. 2 the box for holding writing implements and pa-
pyri. They are writing on boards : in their, left hands are the inkstands with black and
red ink.

any connivance, or a question respecting the accuracy of a re-

port, two scribes received itfrom the superintendents at the same

moment. Everything was done in writing. B-ureaucxatie was
as consequential in Egypt as in modern Austria, or France

;

scribes were required on every occasion, to settle public or pri-

vate questions
; no bargain of consequence' was made without

the vouchure of a written document ; and the sale of a small

piece of land required sixteen witnesses. Either the Egyptians

were great cheats, or a very cautious people—^probably both

;

and they would have been in an agony of mind to see us so care-

less, and so duped in many ofour railway and other speculations.

The shepherds on the estate were chosen by the steward,

who ascertained their character and skill before they were ap-

pointed to their various duties
;
and Pharaoh in like manner

commanded Joseph, who was superintendent “ over all the land

of Egypt,” to select from among his brethren such as were skil-

ful in the management of the flocks or herds, and " make them
rulers over his cattle.”

There was also the honorary office of “ superintendent of the
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herds hut this was very different from the duty of any one in
the class of shepherds ; it was a high and distinguished post,

being held by persons of rant belonging to the priestly and
military classes, who were called “ superintendents of the cattle
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of the king,” or “ of some god and one of the former, named
Honofr, whose wife was one of the sacred women of Amun, is

mentioned in a very beautiful papyrus in the British Museum.

The cattle were brought into a court attached to the stew-

ard’s house, or into the farmyard, and counted by the superin-

tendent in the presence of the scribes
;
and the bastinado was

freely administered if any fraud was detected, or if any shep-

herd had neglected the flocks committed to his care.

In the accompanying woodcut the numbers written over the

animals correspond to the report made to the steward, who, in

the presence of the master of the estate, receives it from the

overseer, or the head shepherd. First come the oxen, over

which is the number 834, then cows 220, goats 3234, asses 760,

rams 974 ;
followed by a man carrying the young lambs in

baskets slung upon a pole. The steward leaning on his staiT,

and accompanied by what was then a fashionable dog, “with

a curly tail,” stands on the left of the picture ; and m another

place the scribes are making out the statements presented to

them by the dilFerent persons employed on the farm. The tomb

where this subject occurs is at the Pyramids, dating upwards

of 4000 years ago, when the Egyptians had already the same
customs as at a much later period. How long before this they

had reached this state of civilization
;
had laid aside their arms

;

had decimal as well as duedecimal calculation, and the reck-

oning by units, tens, hundreds, and thousands, it is impossihle

to determine
;
but these, as well as the use of squared stone,

even granite, and many other arts, were known to them before

the Pyramids were built.

Many birds which frequented the interior and skirts of the

desert, and were highly prized for the table, were caught by
the fowlers, as the partridge, {pterocles, or sand-grouse),

bustard, and quail
;
and water-fowl of different descriptions,

which abounded in the Valley of the Nile, afforded endless di-

version to the sportsman, and profit to those who gained a live-

lihood by their sale.

Fowling was a favourite amusement of all classes ; and the
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fowlers and fisKermen were subdivisions of one of tbe classes

into which the Egyptians were divided. They either caught

the birds in large clap-nets or in traps
;
and they sometimes

shot them with arrows, or felled them with a throw-stick, as

they fiew in the thickets. (See vol. i. p. 234 to 236.)

The trap was generally made of net-work, strained over a

frame. It consisted of two semicircular sides or flaps, of equal

sizes, one or both moving on the common bar, or axis, upon
which they rested. When the trap was set, the two flaps were
kept open by means of strings, probably of catgut, which, the

moment the bait that stood in the centre of the bar was touch-

ed, slipped aside, and allowed the two flaps to collapse, and
thus secured the bird.

Another kind, which was square, appears to have closed in the

same manner ;
but its construction was difierent, the framework
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running across the centre, and not, as in the others, round the

edges of the trap.

And so skilful were they in making traps, that they were

strong enough to hold the hyajna ;
and in the one which caught

the robber in the treasury of E-hampsinitus, the power of the

springs or the mechanism of the catch, was so perfect that his

brother was unable to open it, or release him,

Similar in ingenuity,* though not in strength, were the nets

made by the convicts banished to Ehinocolura by Actisanes,

which, though made of split straws, were yet capable of catch-

ing many of the numerous quails that frequented that desert

region at a particular period of the year.

The clap-net was of different forms, though on the same gen-

eral principle as the traps. It consisted of two sides or frames,

over which the network was strained
;
at one end was a short

rope, which they fastened to a bush, or a cluster of reeds, and

at the other was one of considerable length, which, as soon as

the birds were seen feeding in the area within the net, was
pulled by the fowlers, causing the two sides to collapse.*

As soon as they had selected a convenient spot for laying

down the net, in a field or on the surface of a pond, the known
resort of numerous wild fowl, they spread open the t^^^sides

or flaps, and secured them in such a manner that th^^feain-
ed flat upon the ground until pulled by tbe rop^^^ man,
crouched behind some reeds growing at a convenient distance

from the spot, from which he could observe the birds as they

came down, watched the net, and enjoining silence by placing

his hand over his mouth, beckoned to those holding the rope to

keep themselves in readiness till he saw them assembled in

sufficient numbers, when a wave of his hand gave the signal

for closing the net.

The Egyptian mode of indicating silence is evidently shown,

from these scenes, to have been by placing “ the hand on their

mouth” (as in Job, xxix. 9), not, as generally supposed, by ap-

proaching the forefinger to the lips
;
and the Greeks erroneously

concluded that the youthful Harpocrates was the deity of silence,

* Woodcut 420, part 2.
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from liis appearing in. this attitude ; which, however humiliating
to the character of a deity, was only illustrative of his extreme

421. Clap-nets, from the sculptures. Thebes,

youth, ^nd of a hahit common to children in every country,
i

whetheijof ancient or modern times. •

The poulterers may he divided into two grades—the rearers, •

and those who sold poultry in the market; the former living in

the country and villages, the latter in the towns. They fed them 1

for the table
;
and besides the number required for private con-

|

sumption, a great many were exclusively fattened for the service

of the temple, as well as for the sacred animals, and for the

daily rations of the priests and soldiers, or others who lived at
j

the government expense. The birds were principally geese,
j

ducks, teal, quails, and some small birds, which they were in the

habit of salting, especially in Lower Egypt, where they ate “ all

sorts of birds and fish, not reckoned sacred, either roasted or i

boiled.” For besides geese and pigeons, which abounded in

Egypt, many of the wading tribe—the ardea and several others

—^were esteemed for the table, and even introduced among the
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choice offerings to the gods. But the favourite' was the Yul-

panser of the Nile, known to us as “ the Egyptian goose,” which,

with some others of the same genus, were tamed and kept like

ordinary poultry. Those in a wild state, having been caught in

the large clap-nets, were brought to the poulterers, who salted

and potted them in earthenware jars
;
and others were put up in

the shops for immediate sale. Like other rearers of animals,

the poulterers paid great attention to the habits of wild geese,

which were tamed to feed in flocks, like our turkeys
;
and they

had doubtless perceived that, besides warmth, chickens require

to have their food constantly within reach
;
perhaps even buried,

that they may exercise their natural habit of scratching it up
;

and not to have a great quantity after long intervals.

The form and character ofthe various shops depended on the

will, or the particular trade of the person they belonged to ;
and

many no doubt sat and sold in the streets, as at the present day.

The poulterers suspended geese and other birds from a pole,

or on nails, in front of the shop, over which an awning was
stretched to keep ofi'the sun; and many of the shops resem-

bled our stalls, being open in front, with the goods exposed on

shelves, or hanging from the inner wall, as is still the custom

in the hazdrs of eastern towns. §



POULTERERS* SHOPS.

The distribution of labour seems to have been as well under-

stood by the Egyptians as in modern times ; one plucked, an-

other opened and trussed, and a third potted, or hung up the

birds
; and the same variety of offices was allotted to different

individuals in other trades. Part of the occupation of poulter-
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ers was to collect eggs of wild birds ; and whenever these could

he procured, they were carefully collected and submitted to the

management of the rearers, like those of tame fowl. The same

care was taken to obtain the young of gazelles, and other wild

animals of the desert, whose meat was reckoned among the

dainties of the table
;
and by paying proper attention to their

habits, they were enabled to collect many head of antelopes,

which formed part of the herds of the Egyptian irobles. And
in order to give an idea of the pains they took in rearing these

timid animals, and to show the great value of the possessions

of the deceased, they are introduced with the cattle, in the

sculptures of the tombs.

Those who were fishermen by trade, and gained a livelihood

by it, generally used the net in preference to the line
;
though

on some occasions they employed the latter, seated or standing

on the bank. But these last were poor people who could not

afiord the expense of nets
;
and the use of their very simple line

was mostly confined, as at the present day, to those who de-

pended on skill or good luck for a precarious subsistence. If

we may believe dSlian— that most unsophisticated fish, the

Thrissa of the Lake Mareotis, “ was caught by singing to it,

jT4ii

i?i8hing with ground bait.

These dsU are the ShUbeh, or rather the Ardbrab.

Bern Hassan.
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and by the sound of crotala (clappers) made of shells and sf)

musically inclined was this species, and so sharp in hearing

sounds even out of its own element, that, “ dancing up, it leapt

into the nets spread for the purpose, giving great and abundant

sport.” Indeed, if Plato and others are to be trusted, the Egyp-

tians not only caught, but tamed fish, with the same facility as

laud animals.

P’ishermen mostly used the net. It was of a long form, like

the common drag-net, with wooden floats on the upper, and

leads on the lower side ;* but though it was sometimes let

down from a boat, those who pulled it generally stood on the

shore, and landed the fish on a shelving bank. The leads were

occasionally of an elongated shape, hanging from the outer cord

or border of the net
;
but they were most usually flat, and, be-

ing folded round the cord, the opposite sides were beaten to-

gether
;
a satisfactory instance of which is seen in the ancient

net preserved in the Berlin Museum
;
and this method contin-

ues to be adopted by the modern Egyptians.

426. Leads, with part of a net. Berlin Museum,

Besides the ordinary Egyptian net, they sometimes used a

smaller kind, for catching fish in shallow water, furnished with
a pole on either side, to which it was attached, exactly similar

to one now used in India
; and the fisherman, holding one ofthe

poles in either hand, thrust it below the surface of the water, and
* See woodcut 425.
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awaited the 'moment when a shoal of small fry passed over it.

And this, or a smaller landing-net, secured the large fish, which
had been wounded with the spear, or entangled with the hook.

When they employed the drag-net, and even when they pull-

ed it to the shore, a boat sometimes attended, in which the fish

were deposited as soon as caught; those intended for immedi-

ate use, to be eaten fresh, being sent off to market when the

day’s sport was finished, and the others being opened, salted,

and hung up to dry in the sun.*

Some were cut in half, and, suspended on ropes, were left to

dry in the sun and the open air
;
sometimes the body was sim-

ply laid open with a knife from the head to the tail, the two
sides being divided as far as the back bone

; and many were
contented with taking out the intestines, and removing the head
and tip of the tail, aird exposing them, when salted, to the sun.

When caught, the small fish were generally put into baskets,

but those of a larger kind were suspended to a pole, borne hy
two or more men over their shoulders, or were carried singly

in the hand, slung at their hack, or under the arm
; all which

methods are adopted by the modem fishermen at the Cataracts

of A''Sonan, and in other parts of the country.

Great was the consumption offish in Egypt, as we know from
* Woodcuts 420, 428.
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the sculptures and other good authority
; the “ fishers” of the

Kile, and ‘‘ they that cast angle into the hrooks,” “ they that

spread nets,” and they “that make sluices and ponds for fish,”
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are mentioned in tlie Bible;* and the" Israelites remembered
with regret “the fish which (they) did eat in Egypt freely.”!

They were eaten either fresh or salted ; and at a particular

month of the year, on the 9th day of the first month (Thoth),

every person was obliged, by a religious ordinance, to eat a fried

fish before the door of his house, with the exception of the

priests, who were contented to burn it on that occasion.!

Some fish wore particularly prized for the table, and preferred

as being more wholesome, as well as superior in flavour to oth-

ers; among which we may mention the hidti,^ the the

the shall,** the 5/u7^eA,tt and ardhrub, the hyad,XX the

kaTmoot,^^ and a few others; but it was unlawful to touch

those which were sacred, as the oxyrhinchus, the phagrus, and

the lepidotus : and the inhabitants of the city of Oxyrhinchus

objected even to eat any fish caught by a hook, lest it should

have been defiled by the blood of one they held so sacred.

The oxyrhinchus was probably the mizdeh, a raormyrus re-

markable among the fish of the Nile for its pointed noise, as

the word oxyrhinchus implies
;
and a prejudice is still felt

or

, l ,

.
, 2

430. The Oxyrhinchus fish, in bronze.

against it in some parts of Upper Egypt. Indeed, mxzdeh is

not very unlike the Coptic name of the city

of (Oxyrhinchus) Mge. It is often represent-

ed in the sculptures and in bronze ; and in the

temple of the Great Oasis this fish is accom-

panied by the name of Athor, or Venus, show-

ing it to have been one of her emblems. At the oasis.

^ Isaiah, xix. 8, 10. t Numb. xi. 6.

t Plut. do Is. s. 7. Or Joote, Labrus Niloticus.

11 Perea Nilotica. H Cyprinus Benni, or C. Lepidotus.

** Silurus Shall. tt The Silurus Schilbe Niloticus.

!t Silurus Bajad, Silurus Carmuth.
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The phagrus was the’eel
;
and the reason of its sanctity, like

that of the former, was owing to its being unwholesome
; and

the best way of preventing its being eaten was to assign it a

place among the sacred animals of the country.

The lepidotus is still uncertain ;
from its name it was a scaly

fish; and representations of it in bronze are not uncommon,

436. Bronze Lepidotus (in tny possession).

which show it to be the Cyprinus Lepidotus or Benni; though

the Kiskr, the hilti, and the Kelb el Bahr or Salmo Dcntcx (all

wholesome, and the best of the insipid fish of the Nile) have

each been invited to accept the name. It might reasonably be

supposed that the Raad, or Electric fish of the Nile, would be

one of the most sacred and forbidden for food
;
and it seems

not to be represented among those caught in the ancient fishing

scenes. It’ is a smaE fish; and the one I saw measured little

more than a foot longj by 4 inches in depth. But it had the

power of giving a very strong shock. It is the Melapterurus

Electricus
;
and may have been the ancient Lotus,

The name Raad, “thunder,” is very remarkable, since the mod-

ern Egyptians are quite ignorant ofthe cause of its peculiar pow-

ers ;
and if it was borrowed by them from their predecessors, the

question naturally arises, were they acquainted with electricity?

Like the sacred quadrupeds, they were not all regarded with

the same reverence in different parts of the country
;
and the

people of Cynopolis were in the habit of eating the oxyrhinchus,

which “was the origin of a civil war between the two cities,

till both sides, after doing each other great mischief, were se-

verely punished by the Romans.” ‘

Besides the fish cured, or sent to market for the table, a very
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great quantity was set apart expressly for feeding tlic sacred

animals and birds—as the cats, crocodiles, ibises, and others

;

and some of the large reservoirs, attached to the temples, were
used as well for keeping lish as for the necessary ablutions of

the devout, and for various purposes connected with religion.

The quantity of fish in Egypt was a very great boon to the

poor classes, and when the Nile overflowed the country the in-

habitants of the inland villages benefited by this annual gift of

the river, as the land did by the fertilizing mud deposited upon
it. The canals, ponds, and pools, on the low lands, continued

to abound in fish, even after the inundation had ceased, and it

was then that their return, to the Nile was intercepted by closing

the mouth of the canals. The same happens at the present day

;

and so numerous are they, that the tax upon the profits now
paid annually by the poor peasants to the Turkish government
on the fish, of a small canal amounts to 2lZ.

The revenue from the fisheries was much larger in old times

;

thougli we may not believe that “ while the water retired from

the Lake Moiris (which ^Elian quaintly calls the ‘ fish harvest’),

the royal treasury received daily a talent of silver (supposed to

be 193h 15s. English), and during the other six months, when
the water flowed from the Nile into the lake, 20 minas'^ (about

64Z. 12^.). The sum said to have been derived from this source

was given as a dowry to the queen, for the purchase of jewels,

ointment, and other things connected with her toilet—a very

liberal provision, being upwards of 94,000L a year
j and when

this formed only a portion of the pin-money of the Egyptian

queens, who also received the revenues of the town ofAnthylla,

fiimous for its wines, they had no reason to complain of the al-

lowance they enjoyed.

Though the fish of the Nile were a great benefit, their quality

was not such as would satisfy modern taste, being insipid, and

often muddy in flavour ; but the Egyptians, like many otherswho
live on rivers, were not connoisseurs in fish

;
and those ofthe sea

were scarcely known to them, though the waters of the Mediter-

ranean and the Arabian Gulf might have afforded them many
excellent kinds. The sea was looked upon by them with abhor-

voi/. n. K
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rence
;
political reasons had led the government in old times to

increase that aversion ; and prejudice prevented their appreci-

ating the good thixrgs it contained, which might have raised their

taste ahove the carp-and-tench-level of their inexperience.

Of the various kinds of labourers few are worthy of notice,

except the brick-raalcers
;
and their employment derives consid-

erable interest from the detailed notice of it in the Bible, ac-

cording as it does so remarkably with the Egyptian paintings.

Brick-making, a mere manual occupation, with nothing to stim-

ulate the clever workman to improvement, was only followed

by the meanest of the community, who had not even the satis-

faction of working for themselves ; for bricks were a govern-

ment monopoly, and the pay for a tale of them was a small re-

muneration for this laborious drudgery in mud.

The use of crude bricks baked in the sun was universal

throughout the country for private and for many public build-

ings, and the dry climate of Egypt was peculiarly suited to those

simple materials. They had the recommendation of cheapness,

and even of durability; and those made 3000 years ago, whethey

with or “without straw,” are even now as firm and fit for u^
as when first put up in the reigns of the Amunophs and Thoth-

xnes, whose names they bear. When made of the Nile mud,
or alhivial deposit, they required straw to prevent their crack-

ing
;
hut those formed of clay (now called Hdybeh) taken from

the torrent beds on the edge of the desert, held together without

straw
;
and crude brick walls frequently had the additional se-

curity of a layer of reeds or sticks placed at intervals to act as

binders. The courses of bricks were also disposed occasionally

in horizontal curves, or a succession of concave and convex lines,

throughout the length of the wall
; and this undulating arrange-

memt was even adopted in stone, especially in quays by the river

side,.' „

Burzit bricks were not used in Egypt, and, when found, they
are known to he of Homan time. Enclosures of gardens, or

granaries, sacred circuits - surrouxxdiug the coui'ts of temples,

walls of fortresses and towns, dwelling-houses and tombs, and
even some few of the temples themselves, were of crude hrick,
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•with stone columns and gateways
;
and so great was the de-

mand, that the government, foreseeing the profit to be obtained

from a monopoly of them, undertook to stipply the public at a

moderate price, thus preventing all unauthorized persons from

engaging in their manufaemre. And, in order more oileetually

to obtain their end, the seal of the king, or of some privileged

person, was stamped upon the bricks at the time they were

made
;
and bricks so marked are found both in public and pri-

vate buildings
;
some having the ovals of a king, and some the

name and titles of a priest or other influential person. Those

which hear no characters either formed part of a tale, ofwhich
the first only were stamped, or were from the brick-fields of in-

dividuals, who had obtained adicenso from government to make
them for their own consumption.

The employment ofnumerous captives,who worked as slaves,

would in any case have enabled the government to sell the

bricks at a lower price than those persons who had recourse

solely to free labour
;
so that, without the necessity of a prohi-

bition, they must soon have become an exclusive manufacture

;

^nd we find that, independent of native labourers, a great many
foreigners were constantly engaged in the brick-fields at Thebes,

and other parts of Egypt. The Jews, of course, were not ex-

cluded from this drudgery ; and, like the captives detained in

the Theba'i, they were condemned to the same labour in Lower
Egypt. They not only erected granaries, treasure cities, and

many public monuments for the Egyptian monarch, biit the

materials used in building them were the work of their hands

;

and the numher of persons constantly employed in making
bricks may be readily accounted for by the extensive supply

required, and kept by the government for sale.

To meet with Hebrews in the sculptures cannot reasonably

be expected, since the remains in that part ofEgypt where they

lived have not been preserved
; but it is curious to discover oth-

er foreign captives occupied in the same manner, overlooked by

similar “taskmasters,”* and perfornqing the very same labours

as the Israelites described in the Bihle ; and no one can look at

* Ejlg-jF. 3 and 6 in woodcut 433.
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the paintings of Thebes, representing l)rick-inaker.s, witkont a

feeling of the highest interest. That the scene iii the aceoni-

paiiyiiig wood-cut is at the capital ofUpper Egypt is shown by
the hieroglyphics, which state that the “ bricks” {tbbi) are made
for a building at “Thebes” {fig. 9, c); and this occurrence of

the word implying bri(hs, similar both in modem Arabic* and

ancient Coptic, gives an additional value to the picture.

It is not very consistent, nor logical, to argue, that because the

Jews made brick.s, and the persons here introduced arc so en-

gaged, the.se must necessarily be Jews, since the Egyptians ami

their captives were constantly required to perform the .same

task ; and the great quantity made at all times is proved by
tlie number of buildings, which still remain, constructed of

those niaterials. And a sulEcieut contradiction is given to that

conclusion, by their being said to be working at Thebes, where
the Jews never were, and by the names ofvarious Asiatic cap-

tives of the time being recorded in the same tomb, among
which no mention is made of Jews.

With regard to the features of foreigners resembling the Jews,

it is only necessary to observe that the Egyptians adopted the

same character for all the inhabitants of Syria, as may be seen in

the sculptures of Karnak and other places, where those people

occur, as well as in one of the sets of figures in Belzoui’s tomb;

and the brick-makers, far from having what is considered the

very Jewish expression found in many of those figures, have not

even the long beard, so marked in the people of Syria and tlie

prisoners of Sheshonk (Shishafc). They are represented as a

white people, like others from Asia introduced into the paintings,

and some have blue eyes and red hair, which are also given to

the people of Hot-h-n in this same tomb. Indeed, if I were dis-

posed to think them Jews, I should rather argue it from many
of these figures we? having the large nose and dark eyes and hair

we consider as Jewish types; for some of these brick-makers

arc painted yellow, with blue eyes and small beards. Others

axe red, with a retrousse nose. {Woodcut 424, fig. 2.)

These last maybe Egyptians, or people ofPouut who are re-

* “Tob” or “tool),” in Arabic “ a brick in Coptic “tobi.”
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433, Two of the Brick'niakers. Thebes.

pr^'.scjitetl briii^ang tribute in the same tomb. Tlie fact of some

havijig small beards, others merely the “ stubble-field” of au

mishaveu chin, might aiicord with Jews as well as with the

Rot-u-n, or other northern races
;
but their making brieks at

Thebes, and the name of Jews not being mentioned in the

whole tomb, are insuperable objections.

And here I may mention a remarkable circumstance, that the

Jews of tlio East to this day often have red hair and blue eye.s,

with a nose of delicate Ibrm and nearly straight, and are quite

unlike their brethren of h]uro])o
;
and the children in modern

Jerusalem have the pink and white complexions of Europeans.

The Oriental Jews are at the same time unlike the other Syrians

in features ;
and it is the Syrians who have the large nose that

strikes us as the peculiarity of the western Israelites. This

prominent feature was always a characteristic-of ficta Syrians
;

but not of tbe ancient, nor of the modem, Jews oC-Judsea; and

the Saviour’s head, though not really a poy^it, is e^dently a

traditional representation of the Jewish fee, which is still trace-

able at Jerusalem. Wo real portrait of him was ever handed

down
;
and Eusebius, ofCajsarea, pronounced the impos.sibility of

obtaining one for the sister of Comstantine
;
but the character of

the Jewish face would necessarily he known in those early days

(in the 4th century), when the first representations ofHim were

attempted ; and we should be surprised to find any artist abandon

the style of features thus agreed upon for ages, and represent the

Saviour with those of our western Jews. Yet this would bo

perfectly correct if the Jews of his day had those features; and

such would have been, in that case, His traditional portrait.
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I liad often remarked the colour and features of the Jews in.

the East, so unlike those known in Europe, and ray wish to as-

certain ifthey were the same in Judgeawas at iengtlt gratified by
a visit to Jerusalem, where I found the same type in all those,

really of eastern origin; and the large nose is there an invaria-

ble proof of mixture with a western family. It may be dillieuli

to explain this great difference in the eastern and western face

(and the forimT is said to be also found in Hungary)
;
but the

subject is worthy ofinvestigation, as is the origiti of those .Tow.'S

now living in Europe, and the early migrations that took ]i)aeo

from Judioa long before the Christian era. Tlie.se would he

more satisfactory than mere speculations on the Ijost Tribes.

The occupations of the common peojile in Egypt wuvro care-

fully watched hy the magistrate, and no one was allowed to live

an idle life, useless to himself and to the eoramunity. It was
thought right that the industrious citizen should be encouraged,

and distinguished from the lazy or the profligate
;
and in order

to protect the good and detect the wicked, it was enacted that

every one should at certain times present himself before the

magistrates, or provincial governors, and give in his name, Ms
place of ahode, Ixis jirofession or employment, ami the mode in

which he gained liis livelihood, the particulars being duly reg-

istered in the official report. The time of attendance was fixed,

and those from the same parish proceeded in bodies to the ap-

pointed ofiice, accompanied by their respective banners, and eaclx

individual being introduced singly to the registering clerks, gave

in his statement and answered the necessary questions. In ap-

proaching these functionaries, they adopted the usual forms of

respect before a superior, thaking a profound how, one ham!

falling down to the knee, the other placed over the mouth to

keep the breath from his face. The same mark of deference'

was expected from every one, as a token of respect to the courl

.

on all occasions ; when accused before a magistrate, aud wlnu

attending at the police office to prefer a complaint, or to TinJi-

cate his eharacter from an unjust imputation
;
and when a eul -

prit sought to deprecate punishment, or to show great deferent*, s'

before a superior, he frequently placed one hand across his

brea,st to the opposite shoulder.
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The cixstom of giving an account oftheir occupations was not

of late introduction
; it was adopted in old times

;
and the above

representations are ofthe time,pf the 18th dynasty. It appears

lhat they irot only enrolled their names and gave in the various

particulars required ofthem, but were obliged to have a passport
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from the magistrates
; and this may possibly be the paper pre-

sented in the preceding woodcut to the scribe; for a document

of that kind was required for every ship quitting a port, and all

the precautions respecting a man’s mode of life would have been

useless if he could leave his town for another 2Jart of the country

without some notice being required on his departure, and some

vouchure being shown by him on his arrival at a new place of

abode. The tiresome system of passports is exactly what the

scrutiny of the cautious “ paternal government” of Egypt would
have invented

;
their formula maybe recognized in the descrip-

tion of persons, who were parties to the sale of estates, and
other private or public contracts

;
and in a deed of the time of

Gleopatra Gocce and Ptolemy Alexander 1., written in Greek, and

relating to the sale of a piece of land at Thebes, five individuals

are thus described : “ Pamonthes, aged about forty-five, ofmiddle

size, dark complexion, and handsome figure, bald, round faced,

and straight nosed ; Snachomneus, aged about twenty, ofmiddle

size, sallow complexion, round faced, and straight nosed
;
Sem-

nuthis Persinei, aged about twenty-two, of middle size, sallow

complexion, round faced, flat nosed, and of quiet demeanour
;
and

Tatlilyt Persinei, aged about thirty, of middle size, and sallow

complexion, round faced, and straight nosed—the four being

children of Petepsais, of the leather-cutters of the Memnonia
;

and the Nechutes the less, the son of Asos, aged about forty, of

middle size, sallow complexion, cheerful countenance, long face,

and straight nose, with a scar uponthe middle of his forehead.”

During this examination before the magistrates, if excesses

were found to have been committed by any one, in an irregular

course of life, he was sentenced to the bastinado
;
but a false

statement, or the proof of being engaged in unlawful pursuits,

entailed upon him the j)umshment of a capital crime.

Another, and a fuller account of his conduct was required in

the Confession, which the soul of every Egyj)tian was doomed

to make at his death, before he could receive his last passport

to eternal happiness.

The laws of the Egyptians were partly a compilation from

decisions of learned judges in noted cases
;
as in some modern

countries, and as with the Bedouins, who are guided by prece-

K 2
'
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dents and the opinion of their Udis, handed down from past

times, rather than by the fixed law ol the Koran. Ihey had

also a grand code of laws and jurisprudence, known as tlie cel-

ebrated “ Eight Books of Hermes,” which it was incumbent on

those high-priests called “ prophets” to be thoroughly versed in,

and which the king, who held that office, was also req^uired and

entitled to know. It was not only in Egypt that the kings were

judges
;

it was usual in many eastern countries to intrust the

laws and their administration to them ;
and Xenophon, who as-

cribes the origin of the custom in Asia to Cyrus, says that those

who wished to present petitions to the king attended at the gate

of the palace.* It was probably from a similar custom that the

Turkish title “ the Sublime Porte” (or “ lofty gate”) was derived
;

and the same idea is contained izr the common Oriental expres-

sion Anafee hah Allah, “ I am waiting at God’s gate” (for help),

in cases of complete distress.

We are acquainted with few of the laws of the ancient Egyp-

tians
;
but the superiority of their Legislature has always been

acknowledged as the cause of the duration of an empire, which

lasted with the same form of government for a much longer pe-

riod than the generality of ancient states. Indeed the wisdom

of that people was proverbial, and was held in such considera-

tion by other nations, that we find it taken by the Jews as the

standard to which superior learningt in their own country was
willingly compared ;

and Moses had prepared himself for the

duties of a legislator by becoming versed “ in all the wisdom
of the Egyptians.”

Besides their right of enacting laws, and of superintending all

affairs of religion and the state, the kings administered justice

to their subjects on those questions which came under their im-

mediate cognizance, and they were assisted in the management
of state affairs by the advice of the most able and distinguished

members of the priestly order. With them the monarch con-

sulted upon all questions of importance relating to the internal

administration of the country
;
and pz-evious to the admission of

* Cvmp. 2 Sam. xix. 8, and Esther, and other part.? of the Bible.

t pf Solomon; 1 Kings, iv. 30.
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Josepli to the confidence of Pharaoh, the opinion of his minis-

ters was asked as to the expediency of the measure.*

His edicts appear to have been issued in the form of afirman,

or written order, like the Hot e’ Shereef, “handwriting of the

Descendant of the Prophet” (or the Turkish Sultan), and like the

royal commands in all Oriental couirtries ; and from the expres-

sion used by Pharaoh in granting power to Joseph, we may in-

fer that the people who received his order adopted the same
Eastern mode of acknowledging their obedience and respect for

the sovereign, now shown to n firman; the expression in the

Hcbrewf being, “ according to thy word shall all people hss”
(be ruled), and evidently alluding to the custom of kissing the

signature attached to those documents. They were also ex-

pected to “bow the kneel” in the presence of the monarch and

chiefs of the country, and even to prostrate themselves to tho

ground, as Joseph’s brethren did before him.

Causes of ordinary occurrence were decided by those who
held the office ofjudges

;
and the care with which persons were

elected to this office is a proof of their regard for the welfare

of the community, and of their earnest endeavours to promote

the ends of justice. None were admitted to it but the most

upright and learned individuals ;
and, in order to make the office

more select, and more readily to obtain persons ofknown char-

acter, ten only were chosen from each of the three cities

—

Thebes, Memphis, and Heliopolis; a body of men, says Diodo-

rus, by no means inferior either to the Areopagites of Athens,

or to the seirate of LacedaJmon.

These thirty individuals constituted the bench ofjudges; and

at their first meeting they elected the most distinguished among
them to be president, with the title ofArch-judge. His salary

was much greater than that of tlie otherjudges, as his office was
* Gen. xli. 38, “ And Pharaoh said unto his servants (ministers), Can we

find such a one as this is V’ Gen. I. 7, “ The elders ofhis (Pharaoli’s) house.”

And Isaiah, xix. 11, “The wise counsellors of Pharaoh.”

t Gen. xli. 40.

i Gen. xli. 43. The word dbrcJc, “pis, is very remarkablo, as it is used to

the present day by the Arabs, when requiring a camel to hied and receive its

load, and is derived from rukbeh, the “knee.” Hence, too, hdraka, a “bless-r

ing,” from “ kneeling" in prayer.
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more important, and the city to which he belonged enjoyed the

privilege ofretnrning another judge, to complete the number of

the thirty from whom he had been chosen. They all received

ample allowances from the king, in order that, possessing a suf-

ficiency for theirmaintenance and other necessary expenses, they

might be above the reach oftemptation, and be inaccessible to

bribes
;
for it was considered of primary importance that all

judicial proceedings should be regulated with the most scrupu-

lous exactitude, sentences pronounced by authorized tribunals

always having a decided influence, either salutary or prejudi-

cial, on the affairs of commoxr life. They felt that precedents

were thereby established, aird that numerous abuses frequently

resulted from an early error, which had been sanctioned by the

decision of some influential person; and for this reason they

weighed the talents, as well as the character, of the judge.

The first principle was, that offenders should be discovered

and punished, and that those who had been wronged should be

benefited by the interposition of the laws, since the least com-

pensation which can be made to the oppressed, and the most

effectual preventive of crime, are the speedy discovery and ex-

posure of the ofiender. On the other hand, if the terror which

hangs over the guilty in the hour of trial could be averted by

bribery or favour, nothing short of distrust and confusion would

pervade all ranks of society
;
and the spirit ofthe Egyptian laws

(as Diodorus shows) was not merely to bold out the distant pros-

pect of rewards and punishments, nor simply threaten the fu-

ture vengeance of the gods, but to apply the more persuasive

stimulus of present retribution.

Besides the care taken by them that justice should be admin-

istered accordingto the real merits 'of the case, and that before

their tribunals no favour or respect of persons should be per-

mitted, another very important regulation was adopted, that

justice should be gratuitously administered; audit was conse-

quently accessible to the poor as well as to the rich. The very

.spirit of their laws was to give protection and assistance to the

oppressed, and everything that tended to promote an unbiassed

judgment was peculiarly commended by the Egyptian sages.
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'When a case was "brought for trial, it was customary for the

arch-judge to put a golden chain round his neck, to which was
suspended a small figure of Truth, ornamented with precious

437. The goddess of Truth and .lustice. Thebes.

stones. This was, in fact, a representation of the goddess who
was worshipped under the double character ofTruth and Justice,

and whose name, Thmei, appears to

have been the origin of the Hebrew
Thummim— a word, according to

the Septuagint translation, implying
“ truth,” and bearing a further anal-

ogy in its plural termination. And
what makes it more remarkable is

thatthe chief priest ofthe Jews, who,
before the election of a king, was
also the judge of the nation, was
alone entitled to wear this honorary

badge
; and the Thummim, like the

Egyptian figure, was studded with

precious stones of various colours.

The goddess was represented “hav-
438. The goddeaw of Trutli, “with

her eyes closed.” Thebes,
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ing iier eyes closed,” purporting that the duty of a judge was

to weigh the question according to the evidence he had heard,

and to trust rather to Ms mind than to what he saw, and was

intexided to warn him of that virtue which the Deity peculiarly

enjoined ; an emblematic idea, very similar to “ those statues at

Thebes of judges without hands, with their chief or president

at their head having his eyes turned downwards,” signifying, as

Plutarch says, “that Justice ought neither to be accessible to

bribes, nor guided by favour and affection.”

It is not to be supposed that the president and the thirty

judges above mentioned were the only house of judicature in

the country
;
each city, or capital of a nome, had no doubt its

own “ County court,” for the trial of minor and local offences

;

and it is probable that the assembly returned by the three chief

cities resided wherever the royal court was held, and performed

many of the same duties as the senates of ancient times. And
that this was really the case appears from Diodorus mentioning

the thirty judges aird their president, represented at Thebes in

the sculptures of the tomb of Osymandyas.

, The president, or arch-judge, having put on the emblem of

Truth, the trial commenced, and the eight volumes which con-

tained the laws of the Egyptians were placed close to him, in

order to guide his decision, or to enable him to solve a difficult

question, by reference to that code, to former precedents, or to

the opinion of some learned predecessor. The complainant

stated his case. This was done in writing
; and every partic-

ular that bore upon the subject, the mode in which the alleged

oflence was committed, and an estimate of the damage, or the

extent of the injury sustained, were inserted.
’

The defendant then, taking up the deposition of the opposite

party, wrote his answer to each ofthe plaintiff’s statements, either

denying the charge, or endeavouring to prove that the offence

was not of a serious nature
;

or, if obliged to admit his guilt,

suggesting that the damages were too high, and incompatible

with the nature of the crime. The complainant replied in writ-

ing, and the accused having brought forward all he had to say

in his defence, the papers were given to the judges
;
and if no
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witnesses could be produced on either side, they decided upon i

the question according to the deposition of the parties. Their

opinion only required to be ratified by the president, who then

proceeded, in virtue of his office, to pronounce judgment on the

case
;
and this was done by touching the party who had gained

the cause with the figure of Truth. They considered that this

mode of proceeding was more likely to forward the ends of jus-

tice, than when the judges listened to the statements of plead-
j

ers
;
eloquence having frequently the effect of fascinating the

|

mind, and tending to throw a veil over guilt, and to pervert
i

truth. The persuasive arguments of oratory, or those artifices ^

^

i

which move the passions and excite the sympathy of the judges,
'

were avoided
;
and thus neither did an appeal to their feelings,

nor the tears and dissimulation of an offender, soften the just

rigour ofthe lavfs. And while ample time was afforded to each

party to profier or to disprove an accusation, no opportunity was
given to the offender to take advantage of his opponent, but

poor and rich, ignorant and learned, honest and dishonest, were
placed on an equal footing ;

and it was the case, rather than

the persons, upon which the judgment was passed.

The laws of the Egyptians were handed down from the ear-

liest times, and looked upon with the greatest reverence. They
had the credit of having been dictated by the gods themselvi s, . J

and Thoth (Hermes, Mercury, or the Divine Intellect) was said

to have framed them for the benefit of mankind.

I
The names of many of the earliest monarchs and sages, who

I had contributed to the completion of their code, were recorded

[ and venerated by them; and whoever, at successive periods,

made additions to it, was mentioned with gratitude as a bene-

* factor of his country.

Truth or justice was thought to be the main cardinal virtue

among the Egyptians, inasmuch as it relates more particularly

' to others
;
prudence, temperance, and fortitude being relative

qualities, and tending chiefly to the immediate benefit of the

individual who possesses them. It was, therefore, with great

earnestness that they inculcated the necessity of fully appre-

elating it
;
and falsehood was not only considered disgraceful,
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but -when it entailed an injury on any other person wa.s punish-

able by law. A calumniator of the dead was condemned to a

severe punishment ;
and a false accuser was doomed to the

same sentence which would have been awarded to the accused,

if the ofleuce had been proved against him
;
but to maintain a

falsehood by an oath was deemed the blackest crime, and one

which, from its complicated natiire, could be punished by noth-

ing short of death. For they considered that it involved two

di.stinct crimes—a contempt for the gods, and a violation of faith

towards man
;
the former the direct promoter of every sin, the

latter destructive of all those ties, which are most essential for

the welfare of society.

The wilful nmrder of a freeman, or even of a slave, w'as pun-

ished with death, from the conviction that men ought to be re-

strained from the commission of sin, not on account of any dis-

tinction of station in life, but from the light in which they viewed

the crime itself; while at the same time it had the effect ofshow-

ing, that if the murder of a slave was deemed an offence deserv-

ingof so severe a punishment, they ought still more to shrink from

the murder of one who was a compatriot and a free-born citizen.

In this law we observe a scrupulous regard to justice and hu-

manity, and have an unquestionable proof of the great advance-

ment made by the Egyptians in the most essential points of

civilization. Indeed, the Egyptians Considered it so heinous a

crime to deprive a man of life, that to he the accidental witness

of an atterript to murder, without endeavouring to prevent it,

was a capital offence, which could only he palliated hy bringing

proofs of inability to act. With the same spirit they decided,

that to be present when any one inflicted a personal injury on
another, without interfering, was tantamount to being a party,

and was punishable according to the extent of the assault
; and

every one who witnessed a robbery was hound either to arrest,

or, if that was out of his power, to lay an information, and to

prosecute- the oflenders
; and any neglect on this score being

proved against him, the delinquent was condemned to receive

a stated number of stripes, and to be kept without food for three

whole days.
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Although, in the case of muxder, the Egyptian law was incx-

orahle and severe, the royal prerogative might he exerted in fa-

vour of a culprit, and the punishment was sometimes commuted
hy a mandate from the king. Sahaco, indeed, during the fifty

years of his reign, “made it a rule not to punish his subjects

with death,” whether guilty of murder or any other capital of-

fence, but, “ according to the magnitude of their crimes, he con-

demned the culprits to raise the ground about the town to

which they belonged. By these means the situations of the

difierent cities became greatly elevated above the reach of the

inundation, even more than in the time of Sesostris and either

on account of a greater proportion of criminals, or from some
other cause, the mounds of Bubastis were raised considerably

higher than those of any other city.

The same laws that forbade a master to punish a slave with

death took from a father every right over the life of his ofF-

spring
;
and the Egyptians deemed the murder of a child an

odious crime, that called for the direct interporition of justice^

They did not, however, punish it as a capital oflence, since it

appeared inconsistent to take away life from one who had given

it to the child, but preferred inflicting such a punishment as

would induce grief and repentance. With this view they or-

dained that the corpse of the deceased should be fastened to

the neck of its parent, and that he should be allowed to pass

three whole days and nights in its embrace, under the surveil-

lance of a public guard.

But parricide was visited withthe most cruel ofchastisements

;

and conceiving, as they did, that the murder of a parent was the

most unnatural of crimes, they endeavoured to prevent its occur-

rence by the marked severity with which it was avenged. The
criminal was therefore sentenced to be lacerated with sharpened

reeds, and after being thrown on thorns he was burnt to death.

When a woman was guilty of a capital offence, and judgment

had been passed upon her, they were particularly careful to as-

certain if the condemned was in a state ofpregnancy, in which
case her punishment was deferred till after the hirth of the

child, in order that the innocent might not suffer with the
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guilty, and thus the father he deprived of that child to which

he had at least an equal right.

:

But some of their laws regarding the female sex were cruel

and unjustifiable; and even if, which is highly improbable,

they succeeded by their severity in enforcing chastity, and in

putting an effectual stop to crime, yet the punishment rather re-

minds us of the laws of a barbarous people than of a wise and

civilized state. A woman who had committed adultery was

sentenced to lose her nose, upon the principle that, being the

most conspicuous feature, and the chief, or, at least, an indispen-

sable ornament of the face, its loss would be most severely felt,

and be the greatest detriment to her personal charms
;
and the

man was condemned to receive a bastinado of one thousand

blows. But if it was proved that force had been used against

a free woman, he was doomed to a cruel mutilation.

The object of the Egyptian laws was to preserve life, and to

reclaim an oflender. Death took away every chance of repent-

ance, it deprived the country of his services, and he was hurried

out of the world when least prepared to meet the ordeal of a

future state. They, therefore, preferred severe punishments,

and, except in the case of murder, and some crimes which ap-

peared highly injurious to the community, it was deemed un-

necessary to sacrifice the life of an offender.

In military as well as civil cases, minor offences were gener-

ally punished with the stick ; a mode of chastisement still great-

ly in vogue among the modern inhabitants of the valley of the

Nile, and held in such esteem by them, that, convinced of {or

perhaps by) its efficacy, they relate “ its descent from heaven
as a blessing to mankind.”

If an Egyptian of the present day has a government debt or

tax to pay, he stoutly persists in his inability to obtain the money
till he has withstood a certain number of blows, and considers

himselfcompelled to produce it; and the ancient inhabitants, if

not under the rule oftheir native princes, at least in the time of

the Roman emperors, gloried equally in the obstinacy they

evinced, and the difficulty the governors of the country experi-

enced in extorting from them what they wore hound to pay;
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The bastinado.

The bastinado was inflict-

ed on both sexes, as with the /
Jews. Men and hoys were A
laid prostrate on the ground, ^
and frequently held by the

/ \

hands and feet while the
/ \ V

chastisement was adminis- /T^ \ r
tered

; but women, as they
/ / \ \ /

^

sat, received the stripes on / / \\ /r
their back, which was also / i

inflicted by the hand of a 1

man. Nor was it unusual 440. Women bastinadoed.
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for tlie superintendents to stimulate labourers to tlieir work

by tire persuasive powers of tbe stick, whetber engaged in the

field or in handicraft employments ;
and boys were sometimes

beaten without the ceremony of prostration, the hands being

tied behind their back while the punishment was applied.

It does not, however, appear to have been from any respect

to the person that this less usual method was adopted ; nor is

it probable that any class of the community enjoyed a peculiar

privilege on these occasions, as among the modern Moslems,

who, extending their respect for the Prophet to his distant de-

scendants of the thirty-sixth and ensuing generations, scruple to

administer the stick to a SherSef until he has been politely fur-

nished with a mat on which to prostrate his guilty person.

Among other amusing privileges in modern Egypt is that con-

ceded to the grandees, or officers of high rank. Ordinary cul-

prits are punished by the hand of persons usually employed on

such occasions
; but a Bey, or the governor of a district, can

only receive his chastisement from the hand of a Pasha, and the

aristocratic daboss (mace) is substituted for the vulgar stick.

This is no trifling privilege : it becomes fully impressed upon
the sufferer, and renders him, long after, sensible of the pecul-

iar honour he has enjoyed
; nor can any one doubt that an iron

mace, in form not very unlike a chocolate-mill, i.g a dislingm

mode of punishing men who are proud of their rank.

Having noticed the pertinacity of the modern Egyptians in
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resisting tlie payment of their taxes, I shall introduce the fol-

lowing story as remarkably illustrative ofthis fact. In the year

1822
,
a Copt Christian, residing at Cairo, was arrested by the

Turkish authorities for the non-payment of his taxes, and taken

before the Kehia, or deputy of the_ Pasha. “ Why,” inquired

the angry Turk, “have you not paid your taxes?”-—“Because,”

replied the Copt, with a pitiable expression, perfectly according

Avith his tattered appearance, “ I have not the means.” He.was
ixrstantly ordered to be thrown upon the floor, and bastinadoed.

He prayed to be released, but in vain : the stick continued

without intermission, and he was scarcely able to bear the im
creasing pain. Again and again he pleaded his inability to pay,

and prayed for mercy : the Turk was inexorable
;
and the tor-

ments he felt at length overcame his resolution : they were no

longer to be borne. “ Release me,” he cried, “ and I will pay

directly.”^—“Ah,, you Giower! go.” He was released, and

taken home,' accompanied by a soldier, and the money being

paid, he imparted to his wife the sad tidings. “ You coward !

you fool!” she exclaimed; “what! give them the money on the

very first demand ! I suppose, after five or six blows, you cried,

‘
I will pay, only release me next year our taxes will be

doubled through your weakness; shame!”—“Ho, my dear,”

interrupted the suffering man, “ I assure you I resisted as long

as it was possible
;
look at the state I am in before you upbraid

me. I paid the money, but they had trouble enough for it; for

I obliged them to give me at least a hundred blows before they

could getit.” She was pacified
;
and the pity and commendation

of his wife, added to his own satisfaction in having shown so

much obstinacy and courage, consoled him for the pain, and,

perhaps, in some measure, for the money thus forced from him.

Hanging was the crxstomary mode of punishment, in ancient

Egypt, for many capital crimes
;
and the prisoners wore kept

“ bound” in prison till their fate was decided, whether it

depended on the will of the sovereign, or the decision of the

judges. These places of confinement were under the immediate

superintendence, and within the house, of the chief of the po-

lice, or “ captain of the guard,” “ an officer of Pharaoh,” who
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was probably the captain of the watch, like the Zdhut of the

modern Egyptian police.*

The character of some of the Egjrptian laws was quite con-

sonant with the notions of a primitive age. The punishment

was directed more particularly against the offending member

:

and adulterators of money, falsifiers of weights and measures,

forgers of seals or signatures, and scribes who altered any

signed documents by erasures or additions, without the author-

ity of the parties, were condemned to lose both their hands.

But their laws do not seem to have sanctioned the gibbet, or

the exposure of the body of an offender
;
for the conduct of

Ehampsinitus, in the case of the robbery of his treasure, is

mentioned by Herodotus as a singular mode of discovering an

accomplice, and not as an ordinary punishment ; if, indeed, the

whole story is not the invention of a Greek cicerone.

Thefts, breach of trust, and petty frauds were punished with

the bastinado ;
but robbery and house-breaking were sometimes

considered capital crimes, and deserving of death, as is evideirt

from the conduct of the thief when caught, by the trap in the

treasury of Rhampsinitus, and from what Diodorus states re-

specting Actisanes. This monarch, instead of putting robbers

to death, instituted a novel mode of punishing them, by cutting

ofi' their noses, and banishing them to the confines of the desert,

where a town was built, called E-hinocoiuxa, from the peculiar

ftatuise of their punishment;. and. thus, by removing the bad,

and preventing their corrupting the good, he benefited society,

without depriving the criminals of life, at the same time that

he 23unished them severely for their crimes, by obliging them
to live by their labours, and derive a precarious sustenance

from quails, or whatever they could catch in that barren region.

Commutation of punishment was the foundation of this part .of

the convict system of Egypt, and Rhinocolura was their Nor-
folk Island, where a sea of sand separated the worst felons from
those guilty of smaller crimes

;
who were transported to the

mines in the desert, and condemned to work for various terms,

accordiiag to their offence.

* Gen. xxix. 1, 30 ; xl. 3, 22.
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Blindly following tke old-fashioned notion of merely punish-

ing for offences committed,, the Egyptian government had never

thought o^preventing crime by educating the youth ofthe poor,

and checking the supply of future criminals by thwarting vice

in embryo; they did, however, attempt it:in some degree by
preventing idleness, and requiring each to account for his mode
of life ; and they could scarcely be expected in those early days

to have arrived at a system we have only just adopted, and
which has been so ably carried out in Scotland. Our next

problem, on the return of criminals to society, when transporta-

tion shall have ceased, has yet to be solved ; and we shall be

fortunate if we excel the Egyptians as far in this as in the case'

of juvenile offenders.
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Tho Egyptians had a singular custom respecting theft and

hurglaiy. Those who followed the profession of thief gave in

their names to the chief of the robbers, and agreed that he

should be informed of everything they might thenceforward

steal, the moment it was in their possession. In consequence

of this, the owner of the lost goods always applied by letter to

the chief for their recovery : and having stated their quality

and quantity, the day and hour when they were stolen, and

other requisite particulars, the goods were identified, and, on

payment of one quarter of their value, they were restored to

the applicant, in the same state as when taken from his house.

For being fully persuaded of the impracticability of putting

an entire check to robbery, either by the dread of punishment,

or by any method that could be adopted by the most vigilant

police, they considered it more for the advantage of the com-

munity that a certain sacrifice should be made in order to se-

cure the restitution of the remainder, than that the law, by

taking on itself to protect the citizen and discover the offender,

should be the indirect cause of greater loss. And that the Egyp-

tians, like the Indians, and I may say the modern inhabitants

of the Nile, were very expert in the art of stealing, we have

abundant testimony from ancient authors.

It may be asked, what redress could be obtained if goods were
stolen by thieves who failed, to enter their names on the books

of the chief
;
but it is evident that^there could be few of those

private speculators, since by their interfering with the inter-

ests of all the profession, the detection of such egotistical per-

sons would have been certain; and thus all others were effect-

ually prevented from robbing, save those of the privileged class.

The salary of tho chief was not merely derived from his own
demands upon the goods stolen, or from any voluntary contribu-

tion of the robbers themselves, but was probably a fixed remu-
neration granted by the government, as one of the chiefs of the

police
;
nor is it to be supposed that he was any other than a

respectable citizen, and a man of integrity and honour. The
same may be said of the modern “ shehh of the tlrieves” at Cairo,

where this very ancient office is still retained.
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‘ The great confidence reposed iu-the public weighers rendered

it necessary to enact suitable laws in order to bind them to their

duty
;
and considering how much public property was at their

mercy, and how easily bribes might be taken from a dishonest

tradesman, the Egyptians inflicted a severe punishment as well

on the weighers as on the shop-keepers, who were found to have

false weights and measures, or to have defrauded the purchaser

in any other way
;
and these, as Avell as the scribes who kept

false accounts, were punished (as before stated) with the loss

of both their hands
; on the principle, says Diodorus, that the

offending member should sufler; while the culprit was severely

punished, that others might be deterred from the commission of

a similar ofience.

As in other countries, their laws respecting debt aird usury

underwent some changes, according as society advanced, and as

pecuniary transactions became more complicated.

Bocchoris (who reigned in Egypt about the year 800 b.c>, and

who, from his learning, obtained the surname of "Wise), finding

that in cases of debt many causes of dispute had arisen, and in-

stances of great oppression were of frequent occurrence, enacted

that no agreement should be binding unless it was acknowl-

edged by a written contract
;
and if any one took oath that the

money had not been lent him, that no debt should be recognized,

and the claims of the suing party should immediately cease.

This was done, that great regard might always be had for the

name and nature of an oath, at the same time that, by substi-

tuting the unquestionable proof of a written document, the ne-

cessity of having frequent recourse to an oath was avoided, and
its sanctity was not diminished by constant repetition.

' Usury was in all cases condemned by the Egyptian Legisla-

ture
;
and when money was borrowed, evenwith a written agree-

ment, it was forbidden to allow the interest to increase to more
than double the original sum. Nor could the creditors seize the

debtor’s person: their claims and right were confined to the

goods in his possession, and- such as were really his own, which

were comprehended under the produce of his labour, or what
he had received from another individual to whom they lawfully
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belonged. For tb.e person of^every citizen was looked upon as

the pi-operty of the state, and might be required for some public

service, connected either with war or peace
;
and, independent

of the injustice of subjecting any one to the momentary caprice

of his creditor, the safety of the country might be endangered

through the avarice of a few interested individuals.

This law, which was borrowed by Solon from the Egyptian

code, existed also at Athens
;
and was, as Diodorus observes,

much more consistent with justice and common sense than that

which allowed the creditor to seize the person, while it forbade

him to take the ploughs and other implements of husbandry.

For if, continues the historian, it is* unjust thus to deprive men
of the means of obtaining subsistence, and of providing for their

families, how much more unreasonable must it be to imprison

those by whom the implements were used

!

To prevent the accumulation of debt, and to protect the inter-

ests of the creditor, another remarkable law was enacted by Asy-

chis, which, while it shows how greatly they endeavoured to

check the increasing evil, proves the high respect paid by the

Egyptians to the memory of their parents, and to the sanctity of

their religious ceremonies. By this it was pronounced illegal for

any one to borrow money without giving in pledge the body of

his father, or the tomb of his ancestors
;
and, if he failed to re-

deem so sacred a deposit, he was considered infamous ; and, at

hb death, the celebration of the accustomed-funeral obsequies

was denied him, and he could not enjoy the right of burial either

in that tomb or in any other place of sepulture
;
nor could he

inter his children, or any ofhis family, as long as the debt was un-

paid, the creditorbeingputin actual possession ofthe family tomb.

In the large cities of Egypt, a fondness for display, and the

usual allurements of luxury, were rapidly introduced
;
and con-

siderable sums were expended in furnishing houses, and in many
artificial caprices. Rich jewels and costly works of art were in

great request, as well among the inhabitants of the provincial

capitals, as at Thebes and Memphis ; they delighted in splendid

equipages, elegant and commodious boats, numerous attendants,

horses, dogs, and other requisites for the chase
; and, besides,
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their houses, their villas, and their gardens, "were laid out with

no ordinary expense. But while the funds arising from exten-

sive farms, and the abundant produce of a fertile soil, enabled

the rich to indulge extravagant habits, many of the less wealthy

envied the enjoyment of those luxuries which fortune had de-

nied to them
;
and, prompted by vanity, and a silly desire of

imitation, so common in civilized communities, they pursued a

career which speedily led to an accumulation of debt, and de-

manded the interference of the Legislature
;
and it is probable

that a law, so severe as this must have appeared to the Egyp-

tians, was only adopted as a measure of absolute necessity, in

order to put a check to the increasing evil.

The necessary expenses of the Egyptians were remarkably

small, less, indeed, than of any people ; and the food of the

poorer classes was ofthe cheapest and most simple kind. Ow-
ing to the w'-armth of the climate, they rcqixired few clothes,

and young children were in the habit of going without shoes,

and with little or no covering to their bodies
;
and so trifling

was the expense of bringing up a child, that, as Diodorus affirrhs,

it never need cost a parent more than 20 drachms (13 shillings

English), until arrived at man’s estate. It was, therefore, lux-

ury, and the increasing wants of an artificial kind, -which cor-

rupted the manners of the Egyptians, and rendered such a law

necessary for their restraint
;
and we may conclude that it was

mainly directed against those who contracted debts for the grat-

ification of pleasure, or with the premeditated intent of defraud-

ing an unsuspecting creditor.

In the mode of executing deeds, conveyance^, and other civil

contracts, the Egyptians, were peculiarly circumstantial and

minute; and the great number of witnesses is a singular feature

in those documents. In the time of the Ptolemies, sales of

property commenced with a preamble, containing the date ofthe

king in whose reign they were executed
;
the name of the pres-

ident of the court, and of the clerk by whom they were written,

being also specified. The body of the contract then followed.

It stated the name of the individual who sold the land, the
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description of his person, an account of his parentag-e, profession,

and place of abode, the extent and nature of the land, its situa-

tion and boundaries, and concluded with the name of the pur-

chaser, whose parentage and description were also added, and

the sum for which it was bought. The seller then vouched for

his undisturbed possession of it
;
and, becoming security against

any attempt to dispute his title, the name of the other party

was inserted as having accepted it, and acknowledged the pur-

chase. The names of witnesses were then affixed
;
and, the

president of the court having added his signature, the deed was

valid. Sometimes the seller formally recognized the sale irr

the following manner: “All these things have I sold thee

:

they are thine ;
1 -have received their price from thee, and will

make no demand upon thee for them from this day ; and if any

person disturb thee in the possession of them, 1 will withstand

the attempt
;
and, if I do not otherwise repel it, I will use com-

pulsory means,” or, “ I will indemnify thee.”

But, in order to give a more accurate notion of the form of

these contracts, I shall introduce a copy of the whole of one of

them, as given by jDr. Young, and refer the reader to others oc-

curring in the same work. “ Translation of the enchorial pa-

pyrus of Paris, containing the original deed relating to the mum-
mies :

‘ This writing dated in the year 36, Athyr 20, in the

reign of our sovereigns Ptolemy and Cleopatra his sister, the

children of Ptolemy and Cleopatra the divine, the gods Illus-

trious : and the priest of Alexander, and of the Saviour gods,

of the Brother gods, of the (Beneficent gods), of the Father-

loving gods, of the Illustrious gods, of the Paternal god, and of

the Mother-loving gods, being (as .by law appointed) : and the

prize-bearer of Berenice the Beneficent, and the hasket-heai-er

of Arsinoe the Brother-loving, and the priestess of Arsinoe the
Father-loving, being as appointed in the metropolis (of Alex-
andria)

;
and in (Ptolemais) the royal city of the Theba'id?

the guardian priest for the year ?' of Ptolemy Soter, and the
priest of King Ptolemy the Father-loving, and the priest of
Ptolemy the Brother-loving, and the priest ofPtolemy the Bend-
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icent, and the priest of Ptolemy the Mother-loving
; and the

priestess of Clueen Cleopatra, and the priestess of the Princess

Cleopatra, and the priestess of Cleopatra, the (queen) mother,

deceased, the Illustrious
;
and the basket-bearer of Arsinoe the

Brother-loving (being as appointed) : declares: The Dresser? in

the temple of the Goddess, Onnophris, the son of Horus, and of

Senpoeris, daughter of Spotus? (“aged about forty, lively”),,

tall (“of a sallow complexion, hollow-eyed, and bald”)
; in the

temple of the goddess to (Horus) his brother? the son ofHorus

and of Senpoeris, has sold, for a price in money, half of one third

of the collections for the dead “priests of Osiris?” lying in

Thynabunum ... in the Libyan siiburb of Thebes, in the

Memnonia . . . likewise half of one third of the liturgies : their

names being, Muthes, the son of Spotus, with his children and

his household
;
Chapocrates,the son ofNechthmonthes, with his

children and his household
;
ArSiesis, the son ofNechthmonthes,

with his children and his household
;
Petemestus, the son of

Weehthraonthes; Arsiesis, the son of Zminis, with his children

and his household
;
Osoroeris,the son of Horus, with his children

and his household ;
Spotus, the son of Chapochonsis, surnamed ?

Zoglyphus (the sculptor), with his children and his household :

while there belonged also to Asos, the son of Horus and of

Senpoeris, daughter of Spotus ? in the same manner one half of

a third of the collections for the dead, and of the fruits and so

forth ... he sold it on the 20th of Athyr, in the reign of the

King ever-living, to (complete) the third part: likewise the

half of one third of the collections relating to Peteutemis, with

his household, and . . . likewise the half of one thii'd ? of the

collections and fruits for Petechonsis, the bearer &f milk, and of

the . . . place on the Asian side, called Phrecages, and . . .

the dead bodies in it: there having belonged to Asos the son of

Plorus one half of the same : he has sold to him in the month
of . , . the half of one third of the collections for the priests of

Osiris ? lying in Thynabunum, with their children and their

households : likewise the half of one third of the collections for

Peteutemis, and also for Petechonsis, the bearer of milk, in the
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place Phrecages on the Asian side : I have received for them

their price in silver . . . and gold
;
and 1 make no further de-

mand on thee for them from the present day , . . before the

authorities . . . (and if any one shall disturb thee in the pos-

session of them, I will resist him, and, if I do not succeed, I

will indemnify thee 1) . . . Executed and confirmed. Written

by Horus, the son of Phabis, clerk to the chief priests of Anion-

rasonther, and of the contemplar? Gods, of the Beneficent

gods, of the Father-loving gods, of the Paternal god, and of the

Mother-loving gods. Amen,.

“ ‘ Names of the witnesses present

:

Ekdeus, the son of Phanres Ericus.

Peteartees, the son of Peteutemis,

Petearpocrates, the son of Plorus.

Snachomneus, the son of Peteuris.

Snachomes, the son of Psenchonsis.

Totoes, the son of Phibis.

PoRTis, the son of Appollonius.

Zminis, the son of Petemestus.

Peteutemis, the son of Arsiesis.

AjiONORyTius, the son of Pacemis,

Hobus, the son of Chiiunaraus.

Armenis (rather Arbais), the son of Zthenaetis.

Maesis, the son of Mirsis.

Antimachus, the son of Antigenes.

Petoph 019 , the son of Phibis.

i Panas, the son of Petosiris.1 ” ,

In this, as in many other documents, the testimony required

is very remarkable, sixteen witnesses being thought necessary

for the sale of a moiety of the sums collected on account of a

few tombs, and for services performed to the dead, the total

value of which was only 400 pieces of brass
;
and the name of

each person is introduced, in the true Oriental style, with that

ol his latlier. INTor is it unreasonable to suppose that the same
precautions and minute formulas were observed in similar

transactions during the reign of the Pharaonic kings, however
preat may have been the change introduced hy the Ptolemi(‘s

and Eomans into the laws and local governnieut of Egypt.
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Of the marriage contracts of the Egyptians we are entirely

ignorant, nor do we even find the ceremony represented in the

paintings of their tombs. We may, however, conclude that they

were regulated by the customs usual among civilized nations
;

and, if the authority of Diodorus can be credited, women were
indulged with greater privileges in Egypt than in any other

country. He even affirms that part of the agreement entered

into at the time of marriage was, that the wife should have

control over her husband, and that no . objection should be made
to her commands, whatever they might be

;
but, though we have

sufficient to convince us of the superior treatment of women
among the Egyptians, as well from ancient authors as from the

sculptures that remain,. it may fairly be doubted if those indul-

gences were carried to the extent mentioned by the historian,

or that command extended beyond the . management of the

house, and the regulation of domestic affairs.

,

It is* however, remarkable that the royal authority and su-

preme direction of aflhirs were intrusted without reserve to

Women, as in those states of modern Europe where the Salic

law has not been introduced; and we not only find examples

in Egyptian history of queens succeeding to the throne, but

Manetho informs us that the law, according this important priv-

ilege to the other sex, dated as early as the reign of Binothris,

the third monarch of the second dynasty.

In primitive ages,the duties ofwomen were very difierentfrom

those of later and more civilized periods, and varied, of course,

according to the habits of each people. Among pastoral tribes,

they drew water, kept the sheep, and superintended the herds as

well as flocks. As with the Arabs of the preseirt day, they pre-

pared both the furniture and the woollen stufls ofwhich the tents

themselves were made, ground the corn, and performed other

menial offices. They were also engaged, as in ancient Greece, in

weaving, spinning, needlework, embroidery, and other sedentary

occupations within doors. The Egyptian ladies in like manner
employed much oftheir time with the needle

;
and the sculptures

represent many females wmaving and using the spindle. But they

were not kept in the same secluded manner as those of ancient
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Greece, who, besides l)ein,g confined to certain apartments in the

house, most remote from the hall of entrance, and generally in

the uppermost part of the building, were not even allowed to go

out of doors without a veil, as in many Oriental countries at the

present d ay. The Egyptians treated their women very dilierent-

ly,asthe accounts ofancient authors and the sculptures sulficient-

iy prove. A t some of the public festivals women were expected

to attend—not alone, like the Moslem women at a mosque, but

in company with their husbands or relations ;
and Josephus states

that on an occasion of this kind, “ when it was the cu.stom for

women to go to the public solemnity, the wife of Potiphar, hav-

ing pleaded ill health in order to be allowed to stay at home,

was excused from attending,” and availed herself of the absence

of her husband to talk with Joseph, {Sec vol. i. p. 4, 144.)

That it wp,s the custom of the Egyptians to have only one wife,

is shown by Herodotus and the monuments, which present so

many scenes illustrative of their domestic life
;
and Diodorus is

wrong in supposing that the laity were allowed to marry any

number, while the priests were limited to one. {See vol. i. p. 5.)

But a very objectionable custom, which is not only noticed

by Diodorus, but is fully authenticated by the sculptures both

ofUpper and Lower Egypt, existed among them from the earli-

est times, the origin and policy of which it is .not easy to ex-

plain—the marriage of brother and sister—which Diodorus

supposes to have been owing to, and sanctioned by, that of Isis

and Osiris; hut as this was purely an allegorical fable, and

these ideal personages never lived on earth, his conjecture is of

little weight
;
nor does any ancient writer offer a satisfactory

explanation of so strange a custom.

In the time of the Patriarchs, as in the case ofAbraham and
Sarah, and among the Athenians, it was lawful to marry a sister

by the father’s side, not, however, if bora of the same mother';

hut that this restriction was not observed in Egypt, wo have suf-

ficient evidence from the marriage of several of the Ptolemies.

Though the Egyptians confined themselves to one wife, they,

like the Jews and other Eastern nations, both of ancient and
modern times, scrupled not to admit other inmates to their
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hareem, most of whom appear to have heen foreigners, either

taken in war, or brought to Egypt to be sold as slaves. They
became members of the family, like those in Moslem countries

at the present day, and not only ranked next to the wives and

children of their lord, but probably enjoyed a share of the prop-

erty at his death. These women were white or black slaves,

according to the countries from which they were brought
;
but,

generally speaking, the latter were employed merely as domes-

tics, who were required to wait upon their mistress and her

female friends. The former, likewise, officiated as servants,

though they of course held a rank above the black slaves.

The same custom prevailed among the Egyptians regarding

children, as with the Moslems and other Eastern people, no

distinction being made between their offspring by a wife or any

other woman, and all equally enjoying the rights of inheritance
;

for, since they considered a child indebted to the father for its ex-

istence, it seemed unjust to deny equal rights to all his progeny.

In speaking of the duties of children in Egypt, Herodotus de-

clares, that if a son was unwilling to maintain his parents, he

was at liberty to refuse, but that a daughter, on the contrary,

was compelled to assist them, and, on refusal, was amenable to

law. But we may question the truth of this statement; and,

drawing an inference from the marked severity of filial duties

among the Egyptians, some of which we find distinctly alluded

to in the sculptures of Thebes, we may conclude that in Egypt

much more was expected from a son than in any civilized nation

ofthe present day
;

* and this was not confined to the lower orders,

but extended to those of the highest ranks of society. And if the

office of fan-bearer was an honorable post, and the sons of the

monarch were preferred to fulfil it, no ordinary show of humility

was required on their part
; and they walked on foot behind his

chariot, bearing certain insignia over their father during the tri-

umphal processions wfeich took place in commemoration of his

victories, and in the religious ceremonies overwhichhe presided.

Tt was equally a custom in the early times of European history

that a son should pay a marked deference to his parent
;
and no

L 2
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prince was allowed to-sit at table with his father, unless through

his valour, having been invested with arms by a foreign sov-

ereign, he had obtained that privilege
;
as was the case with

Alboin, beibre he succeeded his father on the throne of the Lom-

bards. The European nations were not long in altering their

early habits, and this custom soon became disregarded ;
but a

respect for -ancient institutions, and those ideas, so prevalent in

the East, which reject all love of change, prevented the Egyp-

tians from discarding the usages of their ancestors
;
and we find

this and many other primitive customs retained, even at the

period when they were most highly civilized.

In the education of yonth they were particularly strict
;
and

“ they knew,” says Plato, “ that children ought to he early ac-

customed to such gestures, looks, and motions as arc decent and

proper, and not to be suflbred either to hear or learn any verses

and songs than those which are calculated to inspire them with

virtue and they consequently took care that every dance and

ode introduced at their feasts and sacrifices should he subject to

certain regulations.” They particularly inculcated respect for

old age ;
arid the fact of this being required even towards stran-

gers, argues a great regard for the person of a parent
;

for -we

are informed that, like the Israelites and the Lacedseraonians,

they required every young man to give place to his superiors

in years, and even, if seated, to rise on their apptoach.

Nor were these honours limited to their lifetime : the memory
of jiarents and ancestors was revered through succeeding gen-

erations : their tombs were maintained with the greatest re-

spect
j
liturgies were performed by their children, or by priests

at their expense
;
and we have previously seen what advantage

was taken of this feeling in the laws concerning debt.

Guided by the same principle, the Egyptians paid the most
marked respect to their monarch, as the father of his people. lie

was obeyed with courteous submission, his will was tantamount
to a law, and such implicit confidence did they place in his judg-

ment that he was thought incapable of error. Ho was the rep-

resentative gf the Divinity on earth : the Gods were supposed to

comrauniette through him their choicest benefits to man
; and
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they believed that the sovereign power had been delegated to

him by the will of the Deities themselves. They entertained a

strong feeling of gratitude for the services done by him to the

state ;
and the memory of a monarch who had benefited his

subjects was celebrated after death with the most unbounded

honours. “ For of all people,” says Diodorus, “ the Egyptians

retain the highest sense of a favour conferred upon them, deem-

ing it the greatest charm of life to make a suitable return for

benefits they have received and from the high estimation in

which the feeling of gratitude was held among them, even stran-

gers felt a reverence for the character ofthe Egyptians. Through

this impulse, they were induced to solemnize the funeral obse-

quies of their kings with the enthusiasm described by the his-

torian
;
and to this he partly attributes the unexampled dura-

tion of the Egyptian monarchy. {See vol. i. p. 314.)

It is only doing justice to the modern Egyptians to say that

gratitude is still a distinguishing trait of their character
;
and

this is one of the many qualities inherited by them, for which
their predecessors were remarkable ; confirming what I have

before stated, that the general peculiarities of a people are re-

tained, though a country may be conquered, and nominally peo-

pled by a foreign race. (»Sc(3 vol. i. p. 2, 3.)

Another remarkable feature of the Egyptian laws was the

sanctity with which old edicts were upheld. They were closely

interwoven with the religion of the country, and said to he de-

rived from the Gods themselves
;
whence it* was considered

both useless and impious to alter such sacred institutions.

Those iiinovations only were introduced by their monarchs

which were loudly called for by circumstances
;
and we neither

read of any attempts on the part of the people to alter or resist

the laws, nor on that of their rulers to introduce a more arbi-

trary mode of government.

The Egyptians were particularly remarkable for their great

love for their country, which is also inherited by their success-

ors. They considered it to he under the immediate protection

of the Gods, and the centre of the world ; they even called it

the “ world” itself
;
and it was thought to be the favoured spot

;
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where all created beings were first generated, while the rest of

the earth was barren and uninhabited.

But as society advanced, it necessarily hapj^ened that some

alterations were required, either in the reformation of an exist-

ing code, or in the introduction of additional laws
;
and among

the different legislators of the Egyptians are particularly noticed

the names of Mnevis, Sasyches, Sesostris, Bocchoris, Asychis,

Amasis, and even the Persian Darius. The great merit of the

first of these seems to have consisted in inducing the people to

conform to those institutions which he pretended to have re-

ceived from Hermes, the Egyptian Mercury
;
“ an idea,” says

Diodorus, “ which has been adopted with success by many other

ancient lawgivers, who have inculcated a respect for their insti-

tutions, through the awe that is naturally felt for the majesty

of the Gods.” The additions made by Sasyches chiefly related

to matters of religious worship ;
and Sesostris, in addition to

numerous regulations of a military nature, is said to have intro-

duced some changes into the agricultural system. He divided

all the land of Egypt, with the exception of that which belong-

ed to the priests and soldiers, into squares of equal areas, as-

signing to each peasant his peculiar portion, or a certain number
of these arouras, for which he annually paid a fixed rent

;
and

having instituted a yearly survey of the lands, any deficiency,

resulting from a fall of the bank during the inundation, or other

accidental causes, was stated in the returns, and' deducted for

in the governmont demands. Of the laws of Bocchoris and

Asychis respecting debt, I have already spoken
;
and the former

is said to have introduced many others relating to the kings, as

well as to civil contracts and commerce, and to have establish-

ed several important precedents in Egyptian jurisprudence.

{See above, p. 217,218,)

Amasis was particularly eminent for his wisdom, and for the

many salutary additions he made to the laws of his country.

He remodelled the system ofprovincial government, defining the

duties of the monarchs with peculiar precision
;
and his conduct

in the management of affairs was so highly approved by the

people, that their respect for him was scarcely inferior to that
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shown to his most glorious predecessors. Nor was Darius,

though a Persian, and of a nation justly abhorred by the Egyp-

tians,* denied those eulogiums which the mildness of his gov-

ernment, and the introduction of laws tending to benefit the

country, claimed for him
;
and they even granted him the title

of Divus, making him partaker of the same honours which were

bestowed on the native princes. But the Ptolemies in after

times abrogated some of the favourite laws of the country ; and

though much was done by them, in repairing the temples, and

in executing very grand and useful works, and though several

of those sovereigns courted the good will of the Egyptians, yet

their name became odious, and Macrobius has stigmatized their

sway with the title of “tyranny.”

After the king and council, the judges or magistrates of the

capital held the most distinguished post
;
and next to them may

be considered the nomarchs, or governors, of districts.

The whole of Egypt was divided into nomes, or districts, the

total of which, in the time of Sesostris, amounted to thirty-six

;

afterwards increased to fifty-three.

The limits of Egypt were the Mediterranean to the north, and

Syone, or the Cataracts, to the_^south
;
and the cultivated land

east and west of the Nile contained within this space, or he-

tw'een the latitude 31° 37^ and 24° 3', was all that constituted

the original territory of the Pharaohs
;
though the Mareotis, the

Oases, the Nitriotis, and even part of Libya, were attached to

their dominions, and were considered part of the country.

,

The main divisions of Egypt were “ the Upper- and Lower
regions and this distinction, which had been maintained from

the earliest times, was also indicated hy a difference-in the dia-

lects of the language. Thehes and Memphis enjoyed equal rank

as capitals of Egypt
; and every monarch at his coronation as-

sumed the title of “ lord ofthe two regions,” or'“ the two worlds.”

But a change afterwards took place in the division of the coun-

* Though Cambyses was so execrated, his conduct was at first conciliatory

;

and a monument in the Louvre proves that he confirmed the leading men in

their offices, and did not interfere with their customs until the Egyptians be-

came turbulent.
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try, and tlie northern portion was subdivided into the two prov-

inces of Ileptanornis and Lower Egypt. The latter extended

from, the sea to the head of the Delta, and advancing to the nat-

ural boundary of the low lands, which is so strongly marked by

the abrupt ridge of the modern Mokuttum, it included the city

of Heliopolis within its limits.

Ileptanornis, or Middle Egypt, extended thence to the Theban

castle, which marked the frontier a few miles above Tanis, and

which appears to have occupied the site of the present town

of Dahroot
;
and its name, Heptanorais, was derived from the

seven iiornes, or districts, it contained, which were those ofMem-

phis, Aphroditopolis, Crocodilopolis, or Arsinoe, Heracleopolis,

Gxyrhinchus, Cynopolis, and Hermopolis.

The limits of the Thebaid remained the same, and extended

to the cataracts of Syene
;
but it appears that the Oases were

all attached to the province of Heptanomis. The chief towns

of the three provinces were Thebes, Memphis, and Heliopolis,

the same from which the bench ofjudges was elected .

According to Diodorus, the celebrated Sesostris was the first

who divided the country into nomes
;
but it is more reasonable

to suppose that long before his,time, or at least before that of

Remeses the Great, or even of Osirtasen, all necessary arrange-

ments for the organization of the provinces had already been

made, and that this was one of the first plans suggested for the

government of the country. -
. i

The ofiice of nomarch was at all times of the highest import-

ance, and to -his charge was committed the*managcment of the

lands, and all matters relating to the internal administration of

the district. He regulated the assessment and levying of the

taxes, the survey of the lands, the opening of the canals, and
all other agricultural interests of the country, which were under
the immediate superintendence of certain members ofthe priestly

order
; and, as his residence was in the chieftown ofthe nome, all

causes respecting landed property, and other accidental disputes,

wore referred to him, and adjusted before his tribunal. The
division of the country into thirty-six parts, or nomes, continued
to he maintained till,a late period, since in Strabo’s time the
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number was still the same; ten, says the geographer, being

assigned to the Thebai, ten to the Delta, and, sixteen to the in-

termediate province, though some changes were afterwards

introduced both in the nomes and provinces of Egj^pt. The
nornes, he adds, were subdivided into local governments, and

these again into minor jurisdictions
;
and we may conclude that

the three offices of nomarchs, toparchs, and the third or lowest

grade, answered to those of hey, kashef, and kyraakara of the

present day. The distinctive appellation, of each nome, in later

times at least, was derived from the chief town, whei*e the gov-

ernor resided, and the rank of each nomarcli depended on the

extent of his jurisdiction. But of the condition of Egypt in the

early period of its history little is known, owing to the scanty

information obtained by those Greeks who visited it, or to the

loss of their writings, as well as to the jealousy of the Egyptians

towards foreigners, to whom little or nothing was imparted re-

specting the institutions and state of the country.

They prevented all strangers from penetrating into the inte-

rior
;
and if any Greek was desirous of becoming acquainted

with the philosophy oftheir schools, he was tolerated, rather than

U'clcomed, in Egypt; and those who traded there were confined

to the town of Naucratis, in the same manner that Europeans

aro' now obliged to live in the Frank quarter of a Turkish or a

Chinese city. And -when, after the time of Amasis and the Per-

sian conquest, foreigners became better acquaiiited with the

country, its ancient institutions had hegun to lose their interest,

and the Egyptians mourned under a victorious and cruel despot.

Herodotus, it is true, had ample opportunity of examining the

state of Egypt during his visit to the country
; but he has failed

to give us much insight into its laws and institutions.

Straho mentions some of the offices which existed in Egypt
in his time

;
hut, though he asserts that many ofthem were the

same as under the Ptolemies, we are by no means certain that

they answer to those of an earlier p<^riod. “ Under the eparcli,”

says the geographer, “ who holds the rank of a king, is the di-

cajodotes, that is, the lawgiver or chancellor, and another officer,

who is called the privy-purse, or private accountant, whoso husi-
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ness it is to take charge of everything that is left withont an

owner, and which falls of right to the emperor. These two are

also attended hy freedmen and stewards of Oa3sar, who are in-

trusted with affairs of greater or less magnitude But of

the natives who are employed in the government of the different

cities,'the principal is the exe'getes, or expounder, who is dressed

in purple, and is honoured according to the usages of the coun try,

and takes care of what is necessary for the welfare of the city
;

the register, or writer of commentaries
;
the archidicastes, or

chief judge
;
and, fourthly, the captain of the night.”

From all that can he collected on this- subject, we may con-

clude, that in early times, after the king, the senate, and others

connected with the court, the principal persons employed in the

management of affairs were the judges of different grades, the

rulers of provinces and districts, the government accountants,

the chief of the police, and those officers immediately connect-

.ed with the administration of justice, the levying of taxes, and

other similar employments -; and that the principal part ofthem

were chosen either from the sacerdotal or military class.

During the reigns ofthe latter Ptolemies, considerable abuses

crept into the administrative system ; intrigues, arising out of

party spirit and conflicting interests, corrupted men’s minds
;
in-

tegrity ceased to be esteemed : every patriotic feeling became ex-

tinguished : the interests ofthe community were sacrificed to the

ambition of a successful candidate for a disputed throne
;
and the

hope of present advantage blinded men to future consequences.

IsTcw regulations were adopted to suppress the turbulent spirit

of the times : the government, no longer content with the mild

office of protector, assumed the character of chastiser of the

people
;
and Egypt was ruled by a military force, rendered

doubly odious, from being, in a great measure, composed of for-

eign mercenaries. The military class had lost its consequence,

its privileges were abolished, and the harmony once existing be-

tween it and the people was entirely destroyed. Respect for the

wisdom of the sacerdotal order, and the ancient institutions of
Egypt, began to decline ; and the influence once possessed by
the priests over the public mind could only be traced in the
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stiperstitioiis reverence shown hy fanatics to the rites of a reli-

gion, now much corrupted and degraded hy fanciful doctrines
;

and if they retained a portion of their former privileges, hy

having the education of youth intrusted to them, as well as the

care of the national records, the superintendence of weights and

measures, the surveying of the lands, and the equal distribution

of- the annual payments, they lost their most important offices

—^the tutelage and direction of the councils of government, and

the right of presiding at the courts of justice.

The provincial divisions of Egypt varied at different times,

particularly after the Roman conquest. The country, as already

stated, consisted originally, of two parts, Upper and Lower
Egypt

;
afterwards of three—^the Theha’id

;
Heptauomis, or Mid-

dle Egypt
;
and the Delta, or Lower Egypt

;
hut Heptanomis,

in the time of Arcadius, the son of Theodosius the Great, re-

ceived the name of Arcadia
;
and the eastern portion of the

Delta, about the end of the fourth century, was formed into a

separate province called Augustamnica, itself divided into two

parts. The Thehaid was also made to consist of Upper and

Lower, the line of separation passing between Panopolis and

Ptolemais Herrnii.

Under the Romans, Egypt was governed hy a prsefect, or

eparch, aided hy three officers, who superintended the depart-

ments of justice, revenue, and police throughout the country,

the inferior charges being chiefly filled hy natives
;
and over

each of the provinces a military governor was appointed, who
was subordinate to the prefect in all civil afiairs, though fre-

quently intruding on his jurisdiction, when it was necessary to

use military coercion in the collection ofthe taxes. But as the

condition of Egypt under the Ptolemies and Romans is not di-

rectly connected with the manners and customs of the ancient

Egyptians, it is unnecessary to describe the changes that took .

place during their rule..

Judging from the sculptures of Thebes, the tribute annually

received in early times hy the Egyptians, from nations they had
subdued in Asia and Northern Ethiopia, was of immense value,

and tended greatly to enrich the coflers of the state ; and the
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quantity of gold in dust, rings, and bars, and silver in rings and

ingots, copper, iron, lead, and tin (?), the various objects of lux-

ury, vases of glass, porcelain, gold, silver, and other metals,

ivory, ebony, and diiierent woods, precious stones, horses, dogs,

oxen, wild animals, trees, seeds, fruits, bitumen, incense, gums,

perfumes, spices, and other foreign productions there described,

perfectly accord with the statements of ancient authors. And
though they are presented to the king, as chief of the nation,

we may conclude they formed part of the public revenue, and

were not solely intended for his use
;
especially in a country

where royalty was under the restraint and guidance of salutary

laws, and where the welfare of the community was not sacri-

ficed to the caprice of a monarch.

According to Strabo, the taxes, even under Ptolemy Auletes,

the father of Cleopatra, the most negligent of monarchs, amount-

ed to 12,500 talents, or between three and four millions ster-

ling
;
and the constant influx of specie resulting from commer-

cial intercourse with foreign nations, who purchased the corn

and manufactures of Egypt, during the very careful administra-

tion of its native sovereigns, necessarily increased the riches of

the country, and greatly augmented the revenue at that period.

Among the exports were yarn, fine linen cloth, and embroid-

ered work, purchased by the Tyrians and Jews; chariots and

horses, bought by the merchants of Judaea' in the time of Solo-

mon at 600 and 150 shekels of silver
;
and other commodities,

produced or manufactured in the country.*

The Egyptians also derived important advantages from their

intercourse with India and Arabia ; and the port of Philoteras,

which, there is reason to believe, was constructed at a very re-

mote period, long before the Exodus of the Israelites, was prob-

ably the emporium of that trade. It was situated on th(^ west-

ern coast of the Red Sea, in latitude 26° 9''; and th ough small,

the number of ships its basin would contain sufficed for a con-

stant traffic between Egypt and Arabia, no jicriodical winds
there interfering with the navigation at any season of the year.

* 2 Cliron. i. 16, 17 ; 1 Kings, x. ; and Ezek. xxvii, 7.
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It is not probable that they had. a direct communication with

India at the same early epoch, but they, were supplied through

Arabia with the merchandise ofthat country
;
and even an indi-

rect trade was capable of opening to them a source of immense

wealth. And that the productions of India did actually reach

Egypt, we have positive testimony from the.tombs of Thebes.

The Scripture history shows the traffic established by Solomon

with India, through the Red Sea, to have been ofvery great con-

sequence, producing, in one voyage, no less than 450 talents of

gold ;* and to the same branch of commerce may he ascribed

the main cause of the flourishing condition of Tyre itself. And
if the Egyptian trade was not so direct as that of Solomon and

the Tyrians, it must still be admitted that amj intercourse with

India at so remote a period would have been highly heneficial

to the country, since it was enjoyed with little competition, and

consequently aflbrded increased advantages.

The other harbours in this part of the Arabian Gulf-—Myos
Hoxmos, Berenice, Arsiuoe, Nechesia, and Leucos Portus

—

were built in later times ;
and the lucrative trade they enjoyed

was greatly increased after the conquest of Egjqh by the Ro-

mans, 120 vessels annually leaving the coast of Egypt for India,

at midsummer, about the rising of the dog-star, and returning

in the month of December or January. “ The principal objects

of Oriental traffic,” says Gibbon, “ were splendid and trifling

:

silk (a pound of which was esteemed not inferior in value to a

pound of gold), precious stones, and a variety of aromatics.”

When Strabo visited Egypt, the Myos Honnos seems to have

superseded Berenice, and all the other maritime stations on the

coast; and indeed it possessed greater advantages than any.

other, except Philoteras and Arsinoe, in its overland communi-
cation wutli the Nile. Yet Berenice, in the later ago of Pliny,

\vas again preferred to its rival. From both ports the goods

were taken on camels by an almost level road across the des-

ert to Co])tos, and thence distributed over difierent parts of

Egypt
;
and, in the time of the Ptolemies and QsBsars, those

* 2 Cliroii. viii. 18; 1 Kings, ix. 26.
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particularly suited for exportation to Europe went down the

river to Alexandria, where they were sold to merchant.? who
resorted to that city at a stated season.

At a subsequent period, during the reigns of the Arab Caliphs,

Apollinopolis, Parva, or Koos succeeded Coptos as the rendez-

vous of caravans from the Red Sea
;
and this town flourished

so rapidly, in consequence of the preference it enjoyed, that in

Ahoolfeda’s time it was second only to Fostat, the capital of

Egypt
;
until it ceded its place to Keneh, as Myos Hormos was

destined to do in favour of Kossayr. Philoteras, however, con-

tinued to bo resorted to after the Arab conquest
;
and it was

during the reigns of the Egyptiati caliphs that the modern Kos-

sayr took the place of that ancieirt port.

The Myos Hormos, called also Aphrodite, stood in latitude

27'^ 22'', upon a flat coast, backed by low mountains, distant from

it about three miles, where a well, the Fons Tadnos, supplied

the town and ships with water. The port was more capacious

tlian those of Berenice and Philoteras
;
and though exposed to

the winds, it was secure against the force of a boisterous sea.

fcScveral roads united at the gates of the town, from Berenice

and PJiiloleras on the south, from Arsinoe on the north, and from

'

Coptos on the west ; . and stations supplied those who passed to

and from the Nile with water and other necessaries.

Berenice owed its foundation to Ptolemy Philadelphus, who
called it after the name of his mother, the wife of Lagus or

Soter. The town was extensive, and was ornamented with a

small but elegant temple of Serapis
;
and though the harbour

was neither deep nor spacious, its position in a receding gulf

tended greatly to the safely of the vessels lying within it, or

anchored in the hay. A road led thence direct to Coptos, fur-

nished with the usual stations, or hydreumas; and another, which
also went to the emerald mines, joined, or rather crossed it, from
Apollinopolis Magna.

Arsinoe,. which stood at the northern extremity of the Red
Sea, near the modern town of Sooez, was founded by the second
Ptolemy, and so named after his sister. Though vessels anchor-
ed there rode secure from the violence of the sea, its exposed
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situation, and the dangers they encountered in working up the

narrow extremity of the gulf, rendered its position less eligible

for the Indian trade than either Myos Hormos «or Berenice ; and

had it not been for the convenience of establishing a communi-

cation with the Nile by a canal, and the shortness of the jour-

ney across the desert in that part, it is probable it would not

have been chosen for a sea-port.

The small towns of Nechesia and the Leucos Portus were

probably of Roman date, though the natural harbours they

possess may have been used at a much earlier period. Their

positions are still marked by the ruins on the shore, in latitude

24° 54'' and 25° 37-', where I discovered them in 1826, while

making a survey of this part of the coast from Booez to Bere-

nice. The former stands in, and perhaps gave the name to,

the Wadee Nukkaree
;
the latter is called E’Shoona, or “the

Magazine,” and, from being built of very white limestone, was
readily indicated by the Arabs when I inquired of them the site

of the White Harbour.

Many other ports, the “Portus multi” of Pliny
,
occur along the

coast, particularly between Berenice aird Kossayr
;
but though

they all have landmarks to guide boats in approaching their

rocky entrances, which are openings in the coral reefs, none of

them have any remains of a town, or the vestiges of habitations.

The principal objects introduced in early times into Egypt,

from Arabia and India, were spices and various Oriental pro-

ductions, required either for the service of religion or the pur-

poses of luxury; and a number of precious stones, lapis lazzuli,

and other things brought from those countries, are frequently

discovered in the tombs of Thebes, bearing the names of Pha-

raohs of the ISth dynasty. The mines of their own desert did,

indeed, supply the emeralds they used
;
and these were worked

as early, at least, as the reign of Amunoph III., at the begin-

ning of the 15th century b.c., but many other stones must have

come from India
; and some plants, as the WymphsalSrelumbo,

seem to have been introduced from that country.

Though wc cannot ascertain the amount or exact quality of

the various imports, of the goods re-exported from Egypt, or
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the proportion which these last hore to the internal cou-sump-

tion, it is reasonable to conclnde that every article of luxury

Avas a source ofrevenue to the government
;
and that both na-

tive and foreign productions corning under this denomination,

whether exported or sold in Egypt, tended to enrich the state,

to which they belonged, or paid a duty.

That the riches of the country were immense, is proved by the

appearance of the furniture and domestic utensils, and by the

great quantity ofjewels of gold, and silver, precious stones, and

other objects of luxury in use among them in the earliest times

;

their treasures became proverbial throughout the neighbouring

states,* and a love of pomp and splendour continued to be the

ruling passion of the Egyptians till the latest period of their

existence as an independent state.

The wealth ofEgypt was principally derived from taxes, for-

eign tribute, monopolies, commerce, mines, and, above all, from

the productions of a fruitful soil. The Tyants of the poorer

classes were easily satisfied
;
the abundance of grain, herbs,

and esculent plants afforded an ample supply to the inhabitr-

ants of the valley of the Ifile, at a trifling expense, and with

little labour; and so much corn was produced in this fertile

country, that after sufficing for the consumption of a very ex-

tensive population; it offered a great surplus for the foreign

market, and afforded considerable profit to the government, be-

ing exported to other countries, or sold to the traders who vis-

ited Egypt for commercial purposes.

The gold mines of the Bishafee desert were in those times

very productive ; and, though we have no positive notice of their

first discovery, there is reason to believe they were worked at the

earliest periods of the Egyptian monarchy. The total of the

annual produce ofthe gold and silver mines (which Diodorus, on
the authority of Hecatjeus, says, was recorded in the tomb of
Osymandyas at Thebes, apparently a king of the 19th dynasty)
is stated to have -been 3300 myriads, or 33 millions of mince

* “ Greater riches than the treasures in Egypt.”—Ep. Heh. xi. 26. “ The
pomp of Egypt.”—^Ezek. xxii. IS. Comp, also the jewels of.silver and gold
which the Jews borrowed from the Egyptians. Exod. xii. 35.
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—a weight of that country, called by the Egyptians mn or mna^

60 ofwhich wore equal to one talent. The whole sum amounted

to 133 millions of our money
; but it was evidently exaggerated.

The position of the silver mines is unknown
;
but the gold

mines of Allaga* (already .mentioned), and other quartz “ dig-

gings,” have been discovered, as well as those of copper, lead,

iron, and emeralds, all of which are in the desert near the Red
Sea

;
and the sulphur, which abounds in the same districts,

was not neglected by the ancient Egyptians.

The abundance of gold and silver in Egypt and other

countries, and the sums reported to have been spent, accord

well with the reputed productiveness of the mines in those days

;

and, as the subject has become one of peculiar interest, it may
be well to inquire respecting the quantity and the use of

precious metals in ancient times. They were then mostly con-

fined to the treasuries of princes, and of some rich individuals

;

the proportion employed for commercial purposes was small,

copper sufficing for mo.st purchases in the home market
;
and

nearly all the gold and silver money (as yet uncoined) was in

the hands of the wealthy few. The manufacture of jewellery

and other ornamental objects took up a small portion of the

great mass
; hut it required the wealth and privilege of royalty

to indulge in a grand display of gold and silver vases, or similar

objects of size and value.

The mines of those days, from which was derived the wealth

of Egypt, Lydia, Persia, and other countries, afforded

supply of the precious metals
;
and if most of them

exhausted, or barely retain evidences of the treasures they

gave forth, there can be no doubt of their former productiveness

;

and it is reasonable to suppose that gold and silver abounded

in early times, in’those parts of the world which were first in-

habited, as they did in countries more recently peopled. They
may never have afforded at any period the immense riches of a

California or an Australia, yet there is evidence of their having

been sufficiently distributed over various parts of the old world.

Eor though Plerodotus (iii., 106) -says that the

* In chap, vii. p. 141.
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the earth possess the greaitest treasures ;
those extremities may

approach or become the centre, c., of civilization, when they

arrive at that eminence which all great countries in their turn

seem to have a chance of reaching ;
and Britain, the country of

the greatly coveted tin, once looked upon as separated from the

rest of mankind, is now one of the commercial centres of the

world. The day, too, may come when Australia and Ualifornia

will be rivals for a similar distinction ;
and England, the ren-

dezvous of America in her contests with Europe, will yield its

turn to younger competitors.

The greatest quantity of gold and silver in early times was

derived from the East
;
and Asia and Egypt possessed abund-

ance of those metals. The trade of Colchis, and the treasures

of the Arimaspes and Massagetse, coming from the Ural (or

from the Altai) Mountains, supplied much gold at a very early

period, and Indian commerce sent a large supply to Western

Asia. Spain, the Isle of Thasos, and other places, were resort-

ed to by the Phcenicians, particularly for silver
;
and Spain,

for its mines, became the “ El Dorado'^ of those adventurous

traders.

The mines of the Eastern desert, the tributes from Ethiopia

and Central Africa, as well as from Asia, enriched Egypt with

gold and silver
;
but it was long before Greece (where in heroic

times the precious metals were scarcely known) obtained a

moderate supply of silver from her own mines ; and gold only

became abundant there after the Persian war.

.Thrace and Macedonia produced gold, as well as other coun-

tries, but confined it to their own use, as Ireland employed the

produce of its mines
;
and as early Italy did, when its various

small states were still free from the Roman yoke
;
and though

the localities from which silver was obtained in more ancient

times are less known, it is certain that it was used at a very
remote period

;
and (as before stated) it was commonly employ-

ed in Abraham’s time for mercantile transactions.

Gold is mentioned on the Egyptian monuments ofthe 4th dy-

nasty, and silver was probably ofthe same early time ; but gold

was evidently known in Egypt before silver, which is consistent
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with, reason, gold being more easily obtained than silver, and fre-

quently near the surface or in streams. {See above, 147.)

The relative value and quantity of the precious metals in the

earliest times, in Egypt and Western Asia, are not known
; and

even if a greater amount of gold were found mentioned in a

tribute, this could be no proof of the silver being more rare, as it

might be merely intended to show the richness of the gifts. In

the tribute brought to Thothmes III. by the southern Ethiopians

and three Asiatic people, the former present scarcely any silver,

but great quantities of gold in rings, ingots, and dust. The Asiatic

people of Fount bring two baskets of gold rings, and one of gold

dust in bags, a much smaller amount of gold than the Ethiopians,

and no silver ; those of Kufa or Kaf, more silver than gold, and

a considerable quantity ofboth made into vases of handsome and

varied shapes
;
and the E,ot-i\-n (apparently living on the Eu-

phrates) present rather more gold than silver, a large basket of

gold and a smaller one of silver rings, two small silver and sev-

eral large gold vases, which are of most elegant shape, as well as

coloured glass or porcelain cups, and much incense and bitumen.
' The great Asiatic tribute to the same king at Karnak speaks

in one place of 100 ingots (or pounds weight?) of gold and sil-

ver, and afterwards of 401 of silver
;
but the imperfect preser-

vation of that record prevents our ascertaining how much gold

was brought, or the relative proportions of the two metals.

M. Leon Faucher, indeed, suggests that ‘‘ the value of silver in

some countries originally equalled, if it did not exceed, that of

gold . . . and the laws of Mencs state that gold was worth two
and a half times more than silver. . . . Everywhere, except in

India, between the fifth and sixth centuries n.c., the relative

value of gold and silver was 6 or 8 to 1, as it was in China and

Japan at the end ofthe last century. ’’ In Greece itwas, according

to Herodotus, as 13 to 1 ;
afterwards, in Plato’s and Xenophon’s

time, and more than 100 years after the death of Alexander, as

10 to 1, owing to the. quantity of gold brought in through the

Persianwar
;
when the value ofboth fell somuch, that in the time

of Demosthenes it was live times less than at the death of Solon.
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The relative price of gold and silver continued for a long time

atlOto 1 (Liv.xxxviii. 11), exceptwhen occasional events altered

the equilibrium by an iuerease of one of those nretals
; as when

the taking of Syracuse, and the plunder of the treasury by Julius

Ca?sar, reduced the proportions to 7 and 9 to 1. But these sud-

den changes, as Humboldt says, were owing to the less general

commercial relations of the world, and they could not have hap-

pened with the rapidity of communication in the present day.

Under the empire, the produce of the silver mines of Asia,

Thrace, and Spain again raised the value of gold, and the pro-

portions were 18 to 1 in the time of Theodosius II.
;
but the skill

required for working silver was so deficient during the Middle

Ages and in the sixteenth century, that they were brought to 1

1

and 12 to 1 . Before the discovery ofAmerica, they were 1 1 and

10 to 1 in England ;
and, after great fluctuations, they were in

Newton’s time 16 to 1, becoming at length about 14|: to 1
; which

may again be altered by the modern discoveries of California

and Australia, unless another Potosi affords fresh supplies of sil-

ver. But owing to the constant export of gold, the extent of

trading operations, the rapidity of communication throughout

the world, and the quantity required to keejD up the equilibrium

after restoring the deficiency in many countries, a long time

must elapse before the effects of these new gold supplies on the

general circulation will be felt, or the value of gold be sensibly

altered beyond its relative proportion to silver.

Though it may not be possible to arrive at any satisfactory con-

clusion respecting the quantity of gold and silver taken from the

mines, employed in objects of art and luxury, or in circulation, as

money in Egypt and other countries, I shall introduce a few facts,

derived from the accounts of ancient authors, relating to the
' amount of wealth amassed, and the purposes to which those pre-

cious metals were applied. T .shall also show some ofthe fluctua-

tions that have taken place in the supply of them at various pe-
riods, and shall endeavour to establish a comparison between the
quantity said to have been in use in ancient and modern times.

When we read of the enormous wealth amassed by the
Egyptian and Asiatic kings, or the plunder by Alexander an.'l
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the Romans, we wonder how so much could have been obtained
;

for, even allowing for considerable exaggeration in the accounts

of early times, there is no reason to disbelieve the private for-

tunes of individuals at Rome, and the sums squandered by them,

or even the amount of some of the tributes levied in the East,

Of ancient cities, Babylon is particularly cited by Herodotus and

others for its immense wealth. Diodorus (ii. 9) mentions a

golden statue of Jupiter at Babylon 40 feet high, weighing 1000

Babylonian talents
;
another of Rhea, of equal weight, having

two lions on its knees, and near it silver serpents of 300 talents

each
; a standing statue of Juno weighing 800 talents, holding

a snake, and a sceptre set with gems
;
as well as a golden table

of 500 talents weight, on which were two cups weigliing 300

talents, and two censers each of 300 talents weight, with three

golden bowls, one of which, belonging to Jupiter, weighed 1200

talents, the others each 600 ; making a total of at least 6900

talents, reckoned equal to 11,000,000 sterling. And the golden

image of Nebuchadnezzar, 60 cubits, or 90 feet, high, at the

same ratio would weigh 2250 talents.

David, who had irot the Indian and Arabian trade afterwards

obtained by Solomon, left for the building of the temple 100,000

talents of gold and 1,000,000 of silver;* and the sum given by
him of his “ own proper good,” “ over and above aU prepared

for the holy house,” was “ 3000 talents of gold” and “ 7000 of

refined silver besides the chief men’s contrihutionsf of 500

taients and 10,000 drachms of gold, 10,000 talents of silver, and

an abundance of brass, iron, and precious stones.

The annual tribute of Solomon| was 666 talents of gold, be-

sides that brought by the merchants, and the present from the

Q:,neen of Sheba of 120 talents
;
and the quantity of gold and

silver used in the temple and his house was extraordinary. Mr.

Jacob, in his valuable work on the precious metals, has noticed

many of these immense sums, collected in old times. Among
them axe the tribute of Darius, amounting to 9880 talents of

silver and 4680 of gold, making a total of 14,560, estimated at

* 1 Ghron. xxii. 14. t 1 Chron. xxix. 3, 4, 7.

t 3 Chron. ix. 13 ; 1 Kings, X. 14.
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aloout 3i millions sterling ;
the sums taken by Xerxes to Greece

;

tlie wealth, of Creesus ;
the riches of Pytheus, king of a small ter-

ritory in Phrygia, possessing gold and silver mines, who enter-

tained the army of Xerxes, and gave him 2000 talents of silver

and 4,093,000 staters of gold (equal to 4,770,000 pounds of our

money, or, according to Larcher, 3,600,000) ;
the treasures ac-

quired by Alexander in Susa and Persia, exclusive of that ibund

in the Persian camp and in Babylon, said to have amounted to

40.000 or 50,000 talents
;
the treasure of Pcrsepoli.s, rated at

130.000 talents
;
that of Pasagarda at 6000

;
and the 180,000

talents collected at the capture of Ecbatana ;
besides 6000 which

Darius had with him, and were takeir by his murderers. “ Ptol-

emy Philadelphus is stated by Appian to have possessed treas-

ure to the enormous amount of 740,000 talents either “ 178

millions, or at least a quarter of that sum and fortunes of pri-

vate individuals at Rome show the enormous wealth they pos-

sessed. “ Crassus had in lands 1,614,583/., besides as much
more in money, furniture, and slaves; Seneca, 2,421,875/.;

Pallas, the freedrnan of Claudius, an equal sum
;
Lentulus, the

augur, 3,229,166/. ;
Case. Cl. Isidorus, though he had lost a great

part of his fortune in the civil war, left hy his will 4116 slaves,

3600 yoke of oxen, 257,000 other cattle, and in ready money
484,375/. Augustus received by the testaments of his friends

32,291,666/. Tiberius left at his death 21,796,876/., which
Caligula lavished away in less than one year

;
and Tespasian,

at his succession; said that to support the state he required

quadrigenties millies^ or 322,916,666/. The debts of Milo

amounted to 565,1041 J. Caesar, before he held any office,

owed 1300 talents, 251,875/. ; and when he set out for Spain
after his praetorship, he is reported to have said that ‘ Bis

raillies et quingenties sihi deesse, ut nihil haberet,’ or ‘ that ho
was 2,018,229/. worse than nothing.’ When he first entered
Rome, in the beginning of the civil war, he took out of the
treasury 1,095,979/., and brought into it at the end of it

4,843,750/, ;
he purchased the friendship of Curio, at the com-

mencement of the civil warjhy a bribe of 484,373/,, and that of
the consul L. Paulus by 1500 talents, about 279,500/.

; Apicius
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wasted on luxurious living 484,375?.
;
Caligula' laid out on a

supper 80,729?.
;
and the ordinary expense of Lucullus for a

supper in the Hall of Apollo was 60,000 drachms, or 1614?.

The house of Marius, bought ofCornelia for 2421?., was sold to

Lucullus for 16,152?.; the burning of his villa was a loss to M.
Hcaurus of 807,291?. ;

and Nero’s golden house must have cost

an immense sum, since Otho laid out in furnishing a part of it

403,645?.”* But though Romo was greatly enriched by con-

quest, she never obtained possession of the chief wealth of

Asia
;
and the largest quantity of the precious metals was al-

ways excluded from the calculations of ancient writers.

The whole revenue of the Roman Empire under Augustus is

“ supposed to have been equal to 40 millions of oxir money
and at the time of his death (a..d. 14) the gold and silver in cir-

culation throughout the empire is supposed to have amounted

to 358,000,000?., which, at a reduction of 1 grain in 360 every

year for wear, would have been reduced by the year a.d. 482 to

87,033,099?.
;
and when the mines of Hungary and Germany

began to be worked, during the seventh and ninth centuries, the

entire amount of coined money was not more than about 42 at

the former, and 33 or 34 millions sterling at the latter, period

;

so that if no other supply had been obtained, the quantity then

circulating would long since have been exhausted.

“ The loss by wear on silver” is shown by Mr. Jacob “ to be four

times that of gold that on our shillings is estimated atmore than
one part in a hundred annually ; and “ the smaller the pieces,

the greater loss do they suffer by abrasion.” “ The maximum
of durability of gold coins seems to be fixed at 22 parts, in 24,

of pure gold with the appropriate alloys. When the fineness

ascends or descends from that point, the consumption by abra-

sion is increased.” It is from its ductility that gold wears so

much less than silver
;
and many ancient gold coins (as those of

Alexander and others), though evidently worn by use, nearly

retain th eir true weight, from the surface being partly transferred

into the adjacent hollows, and not entirely rubbed offas in silver.

The quantity of the precious metals formerly used for the

* Adams’ Roman Antiquities, p. 438-440.
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purposes of luxury, greatly diminished after the decline of the

Roman empire, and in the Middle Ages they were sparingly em-

ployed except for coinage ;
ornamental work in gold and silver,

mostly executed by first-rate artists, being confined to men of

rank, till the opening of new mines added to the supply, which

was afterwards increased by the abundant treasures of Amer-

ica ;
and the quantity applied to ornamental purposes then be-

gan to vie with that of olden times. M. Le'on Faucher even

calculates the annual abstraction of the precious metals from

circulation by use for luxury, disasters at sea, and export, at 5

millions sterling, in Europe and the United, States.

The silver from the American mines exported to Europe in 100

years, to 1630, gave an addition to the currency of 1 million ster-

ling annually, besides that used for other purposes, or re-export-

ed ; and from 1630 to 1830, from 1-^ to 2 millions annually, an in-

crease in the quantity used for currency having taken place, as

well as in that exported to India, and employed for pui'poses of

luxury. Humboldt states the whole quantity of gold from the

American mines, up to 1803, to be 162 millions of pounds in

weight, and of silver 7178 millions, or 44 of silver to 1 of gold.

Again, the total value of gold produced during three centuries

to 1848, including that from Russia, has been estimated at 565

millions ; and the total annual quantity of gold, before the dis-

covery of the Californian fields, has been reckoned at about

10,000,000z. That from California and Australia already

amounts yearly to 34,000,0001 (or 3 2-5ths times as much as

previously obtained), and is still increasing
;
but though far be-

yond the supply afibrded by the discovery of America, the de-

mand made upon it by the modern indiistry of man, together

with the eflect of rapid communication, and of the extension of

trade, as well as by the great deficiency of gold in the world,

will prevent its action being felt in the same way as when the
American supply was first obtained

;
and still less will be the

eflbct now, thrm it would have been in ancient tii'ic,-, i{ ];• r/
ami sudden a discovery had then been made. I’nr,

says, “ Vast as is the whole amount of gold in the world, it

sinks into insignificance when contrasted with the aggregate
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product of otlier branches ofhuman industry. If they increase

as fast as the gold, little or no alteration will take place in its

value, which depends on the relation between it and the an-

nual production of other wealth.”

According to another calculation, all the gold now in the

world is supposed to be equal to about G82 millions; but the

whole amount of either of the two precious metals in old times

is not easily ascertained, nor can any de/iuite comparison be

established between their former and present value. And still

less in Egjqjt, than in Greece andRome ; no standard of calcula-

tion being obtainable from the prices of commodities there, or

from any othermeans ofdetermining the value of gold and silver.

In the infancy of her existence as a nation, Egypt was con-

tented with the pursuits of agriculture
;
but in process of time,

the advancement of civilization and refinement led to numerous

inventions, and to improvements in the ordinary necessaries of

life, and she became at length a great manufacturing country,

famed amongst foreigners for the excellence ofher fine linen,her

cotton and woollen stiifls, cabinet work, porcelain, glass, and

numerous branches of industry. That the Egyptians should be
more known abroad for their manufactures, than for those occu-

pations which related solely to themselves, might be reasonably

expected, in consequence of the exportation of the commodities

in which she excelled, and the ignorance of foreigners respecting

the internal condition ofa country fromwhichtheywere excluded

by the jealousy of the natives; though, judging from the scanty

information imparted to us by the Greeks,who in later times had’

opportunities of examining the valley of the Nile, it appears that

wo have as much reason to blame the indifference of strangers

who visited the country, as the exclusiveness of the Egyptians.

There are fortunately other sources of information,which give

ail insight into many of their pursuits ;
and, independent ofwhat

may be gleaned from Herodotus and Diodorus, the paintings, in

the tombs of Thebes andLower Egypt, showthe experience they

had acquired in the management of their lands and herds, and

tlie difierent duties connected with husbandry, as well as their

progress in various arts, and even in scientific knowledge.
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In. considering the state of agriculture in Egypt, we ought

not to coniine its importance to the direct and tangible benefits

it annually conferred upon the people, by the productiveness of

the soil ;
the influence it had on the manners, and scientific ac-

quirements, of the people is no less obvious
;
and to the pecul-

iar nature of the Nile, and the effects of its inundation, has been

reasonably attributed the early advancement of the Egyptians in

geometry and mensuration. Herodotus, Plato, Diodorus, Strabo,

Clemens ofAlexandria, lamblichus, and others, ascribe the origin

ofgeometry to changes which annuallytook place from the inun-

dation, and to the consequent necessity of adjusting the claims of

each person respecting the limits of the lands; and, though Hero-

dotus maybe wrong in limiting the commencement of those ob-

servations to the reign of Sesostris, his remark tends to the same

point, and confirms the general opinion that this science had its

origin in Egypt.

It is reasonable to suppose, that as the inundation subsided, lit-

igation often occurred between neighboui’s respecting the limits

of their unenclosed fields
;
and the fall of a portion of the bank,

carried away by the stream during the rise of the Nile,' fre-

quently made great alterations in the extent of land near the

river side
;
a mode of determining the quantity which belonged

to each individual was therefore very necessary, both for settling

disputes with a neighbour, and for ascertaining the tax due to

government. But it is difficult to fix the period when the science

ofraenstiration commenced
;
ifwe have ample proofs of its being

known in the time of Joseph, this docs not carry us far back into

the ancient history of ngj-pt; and there is evidence of geometry

and mathematics having already made nearly the same progress

at the earliest period ofwhich any monuments remain, as in the

later era of the Great Remeses. *

Besides the mere measurement of superficial area.s, it was of

the highest importance to agriculture, and to the interests ofthe

peasant, to distribute the benefits ofthe inundation in due pro-

portion to each individual, that the lands which were low might
not enjoy the exclusive advantages of the fertilizing water, by
constantly draining it from those of a higher level. For this
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purpose they were obliged to ascertain the various elevations

of the country, and to construct accurately levelled canals and
dykes

;
and if it he true that Menes, their first king, turned the

course of the Nile into a new channel he had made for it, we
have a proof of their having, long before his time, arrived at con-

siderable knowledge in this branch of science, since so great an

undertaking could only have been the result of long experience.

These dykes were succeeded or accompanied by the invention

of sluices, and all the mechanism appertaining to them ;
the

regulation of the supply of water admitted into plains of vari-

ous levels, the report ofthe exact quantity of land irrigated, the

depth of the water, and the time it continued upon the surface,

which determined the proportionate payment of the taxes, re-

quired much scientific skill
;
and the prices of provisions for

the ensuing year were already ascertained by the unerring prog-

nostics of the existing inundation. Hence they were led to

make minute observations respecting the increase of the Nile

during that season ; Nilometers, for measuring its gradual rise

or fall, were constructed in various parts of Egypt, and particu-

lar persons were appointed to observe each daily change, and to

proclaim the favourable or unfavourable state of this important

phenomenon. On these reports depended the time chosen for

opening the canals, whose mouths were closed until the river

rose to a fixed height ; upon which occasion grand festivities

were proclaimed throughout the country, in order that every

person might show his sense of the great benefit vouchsafed by
the G-ods to the land of Egypt. The introduction of the waters

of the Nile into the interior, by means of these canals, was alle-

gorically construed into the union of Osiris and Isis
;
the instant

of cutting away the dam of earth which separated the bed of

the canal from the Nile was looked forward to with the utmost

anxiety, and many omens were consulted in order to ascertain

the auspicious moment for this important ceremony.

Superstition added greatly to the zeal of a credulous people.

The Deity, or presiding Genius, of the river was propitiated by

suitable oblations, both during the inundation, and about the

M 2
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period "when, it was expected ;
and Seneca tells us, that on a

particular fete the priests threw presents and offerings of gold

into the river near Philse, at a place called the Veins of the

Nile, where they first perceived the rise of the inundation. It

was reasonable that the grand and wonderful spectacle of the

inundation should excite in them feelings ofthe deepest awe for

the divine power, to which they were indebted for so great a

blessing; and a plentiful supply of water was supposed to be the

result of the favour of the Gods, as a deficiency was attributed

to their displeasure, punishing the sins of an offending people.

On the inundation depended all the hopes of the peasant
;

it

afiected the revenue of the government, both by its influence

on the scale of taxation, and by the greater or less profits on the

exportation of grain and other produce ;
and it involved the

comforts of all classes. For in Upper Egypt no rain fell to

irrigate the land
;

it was a country which did not look for

showers to advance its crops
;
and if “ these fell in Lower

Egypt, they were confined to that district, and heavy rain was

a prodigy in the Theba'id.” But though, speaking generally, it

may be said not to rain there, heavy storms did occasionally

fall in the vicinity of Thebes, as is proved by the appearance

of the deep ravines worn by water in the hills, about the tombs

ofthe kings, probably, as now, after intervals of fifteen or twen-

ty years
;
and modern experience shows that slight showers

fall at Thebes about five or six times a year
;
in Lower Egypt

much more frequently ; and at Alexandria almost as often as in

the south of Europe.

The result of a favourable inundation was not confined to

tangible benefits
;

it had the greatest effect on the mind of

every Egyptian by long anticipation
; the happiness arising from

it, as the regrets on the appearance of a scanty supply of water,

being far more sensibly felt than in countries which depend on
rain for their harvest, where future prospects are not so soon

foreseen. The Eg5'^ptian, on the other hand, was able to form
a just estimate of his crops even before sowing the seed, or pre-

paring the land for its reception.

Other remarkable effects may likewise bo partially attributed
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to the interest excited by the expectation of the rising Nile

;

and the accurate obseryatioiis required for fixing the seasons,

and tlie period of the annual return of the inundation, contrib-

uted greatly to the early study of astronomy in the valley of

the Nile, The precise time when these and other calculations

were first made by the Egyptians, it is impossible now to dc-

terruine
,
but from the height of the inundation being already

recorded in the reign of the kings of the 12th dynasty, wc may
infer that constant observations had been made, and Nilome-

ters constructed, even before that early period
;
and astronomy,

geometry, and other sciences are said to have been known in

Egypt in the time of the hierarchy which preceded the acces-

sion of their first king, Menes.

We cannot, however, from the authority of Diodorus and

Glemons ofAlexandria, venture to assert that the books of Her-

mes, which contained the science and philosophy of Egypt, all

date before the reign of Menes
;
the original work, by whom-

sover it was composed, was probably yeiy limited and imper-

fect; and the famous books of Hermes were not all written at

the same period, like the Jewish collection of poems received

under the name of David’s Psalms, some ofwhich date after the

Babylonish captivity. Nor was Thoth, Hermes, or Mercury a

real personage, hut (as I have before stated) a deified form of

the divine intellect, which, being imparted to man, had enabled

him to produce this efibrt of genius
,
and the only argument in

favour of the high antiquity of any portion of thjs work is the

tradition of the people, supported by the positive proof of the

great mathematical skill of the Egyptians in the time of Menes,

by the change he made in the course of the Nile. It may also

he inferred from their advancement in the arts and sciences at

this early period, that many ages of civilization had preceded

the accession of their first monarch.

At all events, we may conclude that to agriculture and flie

peculiar nature ofthe river, the accurate method adopted hy the

Egyptians in the regulation oftheir year is to he attributed
;
that

by the return ofthe seasons so decidedly marked in Egypt, they

M'rrc lau'Tht to correct those inaccuracies, to which an approxi-
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mate calculation was at first subject ;
and that thus the calendar,

•which could notlongbe sufiered to depend onthe vague length ofa

solar revolution, v'^as necessarily brought round to a fixed period.

It IS highly probable that the Egyptians, in their infancy as a

nation, divided their year into t’welve lunar months
;
the twenty-

eight years of Osiris’s reign being derived, as Plutarch says,

from the number of days the moon takes to perform her course

round the earth
;
and it is worthy of remark, that the hiero-

glyphic signifying “ month” was represented by the crescent of

the moon, as is abundantly proved from the sculptures and the

authority of PEorapollo. From this -we also derive another very

important conclusion—^thatthe use of hieroglyphics was of a far

more remote date than is generally supposed, since they exist-

ed previous to the adoption of solar months.

The substitution of solar for lunar months was the earliest

change in the Egy^ptiair year. It was then made to consist of

twelve months of thirty days each, making a total of 360 days;

but as it was soon discovered that the seasons were disturbed,

and no longer corresponded to the same months, five additional

days wore introduced at the end of the last month, Mesorc, in

order to remedy the previous defect in the calendar, and to in-

sure the returns of the seasons to fixed periods.

The twelve months were Thoth, Paopi, Athor, Choeak, Tobi,

Mechir, Phamenoth, Pharmuthi, Pachons, Paoni, Epep, Mesore

:

and the year being divided into three seasons, each period com-
prised four of.these months. That containing the^ first four was
styled the season of the “ plants the next perhaps of the
“ manifestation,” or “ appearance of the inundation and the

last season of the “ tanks of water,” which had been laid up
when the Nile subsided. The 1st of Thoth, in the time of Ju-

lius Caesar, fell on the 29tli of August
;
and Mesore, the last

month, began on the 25th of July, as may be seen in the ac-

companying woodcut, where I have introduced the modern
names given them by the Copts, who still use them in preference

to the lunar months of the Arabs ; and, indeed, the Arabs them-
selves are frequently guided by the Coptic months in matters

relating to agriculture, particularly in Upper Egypt.
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A people who gave any attention to subjects so important to

their agricultural pursuits, could not long remain ignorant of

the deficiency which even the intercalation of the five days left

in the adjustment of the calendar; and though it required a

period of 1461 years for the seasons to recede through all the

twelve months, and to prove by the deficiency of a whole year

the imperfection of this system, yet it would he obvious to them,

in the lapse of a very few years, that a perceptible alteration had
taken place in the relative position of the seasons

;
and the most

careless observation would show that in 120 years, having lost

a whole month, or thirty days, the rise of the Nile, the time of

sowing and reaping, and all the periodical occupations of the
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peasant, no longer coincided with the same month. They there-

Ibre added a quarter day to remedy the defect, making every

fourth year to consist of 366 days ; which, though still subject

to a slight error, was a sufficiently accurate approximation
;
and

the length of each year was computed from one heliacal rising

of the Dog-star to another. It was therefore called the “ Gothic

year;” and Censorinus says “it was termed by the Greeks

^ Kvve/iov,’ by the Latins ‘ canicularem,’ because its commence-

ment is taken from the rising of the Dog-star on the first day of

the month, called by the Egyptians Thoth.” But that day was

not made the beginning of the year because Sothis rose lieliacally

upon it ;
the Gothic period was fixed when it coincided with it

;

and the beginning of the year, or the first of Thoth, was, per-

haps, originally at a very diflerent season; though they even

pretended in later times that the commencement of the Sothic

period corresponded with the beginning of the world. Some
have supposed that the name Thoth was formerly applied to

the first day alone, and not to the month itself.

That the five days, called of the Epact, were added at a most

remote period, may readily be credited
;
and so convinced were

the Egyptians of this, that they referred it to the fabulous times

of their history, wrapping it up in the guise of allegory
;
and it

is highly probable that the intercalation of the quarter day, or

one day in four years, was also of very early date. The first

direct notice of the five days is on a box at Turin of the time

of Amunoph III.
;
but M. de Rouge has shown they were used

in the 12th dynasty, and that the fdte of Sothis was celebrated

at the same period.

The Sothic period, as is well known, was fixed in the year

1322 before our era, when the Egyptians had. ascertained by
observation that 1460 Sothic were equal to 1461 solar years,

the seasons having in that time passed through every part of
the year, and returned again to the same point. They thus

established a standard for adjusting their calendar, under the

name of the Sothic period
;
and though for ordinary purposes,

as the dates of their kings and other events, they continued to
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use the vague year of 365 days, every calculation could thus he

corrected, by comparing the time of this last with that of the

Sothic or sidereal year. When the idea first occurred to them
is unknoAvn ;

but the oath imposed on the Egyptian kings “that

they would not intercalate any month or day, but that the sa-

cred year of 365 days should remain as instituted in ancient

times,” evidently had for its object the employment of both the

years for a counter-reckoning in present and past records
;
and

as the Sothic period was fixed in 1322 n.c. from observations,

it is evident that these must have been contimied during the

time that elapsed up to that year, which would throw back the

beginning of their observations to a very remote ago. The king

in whose reign the Sothic period was fixed is said to be ile-

nophres ;
but the name he is known by on the monuments has

not yet been ascertained, though he seems to have lived about

the beginning of the 19th dynasty.

The astronomical subjects and various data to be derived from

the monuments will doubtless some day clear up most essential

points relating to Egyptian Chronology; and though we must
sometimes depend upon conjecture, it is satisfactory, considering

the general uncertainty of history, to have arrived at a fair ap-

proximation in Egyptian dates. Those I have ventured to as-

sign to the Pharaohs only pretend to a similar approximation

;

hut the rising of Sothis in the reign of Thothmes III
,
now cal-

culated by the learned M. Biot to correspond to between 1464

and 1424 b.c., shows that my placing his reign from 1495 to

1456 B.c. only differed from his real date by about 30 years.

The pursuits of agriculture did not prevent the Egyptians from

arriving at a remarkable pre-eminence as a manufacturing na-

tion
;
and that they should successfully unite the advantages of

an agricultural and a manufacturing country is not sui^rising,

when we consider that in those early times the competition of

other manufacturing countries did not interfere with their mar-

ket; and thoucrh Tyre and Sidon excelled in various manufac-

tures, many branches of industry hrou<rht exclusive advantages

to the Egyptian workman. Even in the flourishing days of the
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PhcEnicianSj Egypt exported linen to other countries, and she

probably enjoyed at all times an entire niqnojioly in this, and

every article she manufactured, with the caravans of the inte-

rior of Africa. :

The Egyptian land measure was the aroura (or arura), a square

of 1 00 cubits, covering an area of 10,000 cubits, and like our acre

solely employed for measuring land. It contained 29,1 84 square

feet English (the cubit being full 20^ inches), and was little more

than
f-
of an English aci'e. The other measures of Egypt were

the schtEiie, equal to 60 stades in length, which served like the

stade of Greece, the parasang of Persia, and the more modern

mile, for measuring distance
;
the cubit, which Herodotus says

was eqrtal to that of Samos
;
and the palm and digit, which wmre

parts of the cubit. Though the stade was often used by Greek

writers in giving measurements in Egypt, it was not an Egyptian

measure
;
and, generally speaking, it was equal to 600 Greek

feet. They also mention the plethrum .in giving the length of

some buildings, as the Pyramids
;
but this was properly a Greek

square measure, containing 10,000 square feet. "When used as

a measure of length, it was estimated at 100 feet
;
though, if

Herodotus’s measurement of the Great Pyramid be correct, it

could not complete 100 of our feet, as he gives the length of

each face 8 plethra. But little reliance can bo placed on his

measurements, since in this he exceeds the true length
;
and to

the face of the third Pyramid he only allows 3 plethra, which,

calculating the plethrum at 100 feet, is more than half a pie-

thrum short of the real length—each face, according to the meas-

urement of Colonel Iloward Vyse, being 354 feet.

The total length of each face of the Great Pyramid when en-

tire T believe to have been 754 or 755 feet, which would be ex-

actly 440 cubits
;
but neither this, nor the courts of the temples,

the statues, and other monuments can be depended upon for the

exact length of that Egyptian measure.

Happily, other data of a less questionable nature are left us for

this purpose, and the graduated cubit in the Nilometcr of Ele-

phantine, and the wooden cubits discovered in Egypt, suffice to

establish its length, without the necessity of conjecture.
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Some have supposed that the Egyptian cubit varied at different

periods, and that it consisted at one time ofS4, at another of 33

digits; or that there were two cubits of differentlengths—one of

34 digits or G palms, the other of32 digits or 8 palms, employed

for different purposes. Some have maintained, with M. Girard,

that the cubit used in the Mloraeter of Elephantine consisted

of 24 digits, others that it contained 32; and numerous cal-

culations have been deduced from these conflicting opinions,

respecting the real length of the cubit* But a few words will

suffice to show the manner in which that cubit was divided, the

number of its digits, and its real length; and respecting the

supposed change in the cuhit used in the Nilometers of Egypt,

I shall only observe, that people far more prone to innovation

than the Egyptians would not readily tolerate a similar deviation

fromloug-estahlished custom; and it is obvious that the greatest

confusion would have been caused throughout the country, and

that agriculture would have suflered incalculable injuries, if the

customary announcement of a certain number of cubits for the

rise of the ITile had been changed, through the introduction of a

cubit of a different length.

The Mlometer in the island of Elephantine is a staircase

between two walls descending to the Nile, on one of which is a

succession of graduated scales containing one or two cubits,

accompanied by inscriptions recording the rise of the river at

various periods, during the rule of the Cassars. Every cuhit is

divided into fourteen parts, each of 2 digits, giving 28 digits to

the cuhit ; and the length of the cubit is 1 ft. 8| in., or 165

eighths, which is 1 ft. 8-635 in. to each cubit, and 0-736 in. to

each digit*

The wooden cijhit, published by M. Jomard, is also divided

into 28 parts or digits, and therefore accords, both in its division,

and, as I shall show', very nearly in length, with the cuhit of

Elephantine. In this last we learn, from the inscriptions ac-

companying the scales, that the principal divisions were palms

and digits
;
the cubit being 7 palms or 28 digits

;
and the for-

mer in like manner consisted of 7 palms or 28 digits. The or-

dinary division, therefore, of the cubit was as follows :
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The full division of the -wooden Egyptian cuhiti

been found, appears to be :

There is no indication of a foot, and the 15 last digits are

solely occupied with fractional parts, beginning with a 16th, and
ending in J a digit, from which we may conclude that the

smallest measurement in the Egyptian scale of length was the

16th of a digit, or the 26th of an inch.

The lengths of different Egyptian cubits are :

Peru of tlm Cubit.
Cubit of thfi Ni-

ioineter.

Cubit of Mejn-
phis accorduig

1-10 ofa digit ........— Inches Enffliah.

0*04003
,

lachiis EuKlisb
0-04509

Ifi

j

1 digit ...... 0-736G 0-73115

I

3
j

1 condyle 1-4732 1-4023

1

4
j

2
j

1 palm 2-9404 2-0247

! 5
j

,

. 1

.

. 1

1 hand 3-6830 3-0557

1 0
i

..
j

j

IfeMcA, or fist with thumb ereci; 4-4190 4-3609

i y
1

.

, j

2
j

.

, j

,
. {

1 (lichas, or 2 palms 5-8928 ' 5*8494

1 11
i ..

j

..
I ..

j

..
j

. . l^Vr or forefinger span; 8-1026 8-0428

‘M-l-l-i-l- 9-5758
\

9-5051

1
28

1

..
[

r
1 ..

1
,,

1

.. Icubit.. ............. 20-0250 20-47291
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Cubit in the Turin Museum, aecording to inym
The same, accoriling to M. Joiriard
Another, he gives
Another .

M. Joinard’s cubit of Memphis ................
Cubit of Elepliantine, ficcording to M.Jomard..
The same, aecording to my mea.snfoment
Part of a cubit found by me at A'Souan . ......
The cubit at tlie Pyranlid.s, according to Mr. Pei
Mr. Harris’s cubit from Thebes. . . .:. . .

.
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The careless manner in whielitlie graduation of the scales of

the K'ilorneter at Elephantine has been- made by the Egyptians,

renders the precise length of its cubit difficult to detenuiuc
; but

as I have carefully measured all of them, and have been guided

by their general length as -vvell as by the averages of the whole,

l am disposed to think my measurement as near the truth as

possible
;
and judging from the close approximation of diflerent

•wooden cubits, "whose average M. Jomard estimates at 523-506

millimetres, we. may conclude that they -were all intended to

represent the same measures, strongly arguing against the sup-

position of difTerent cubits having been in use, one of 24 and

others of 28 and 32 digits
; and indeed, if at any time the Egj-p-

tians employed a cubit of a different length, consisting of 24 dig-

its, it is not probable that it was used in their Nilometers, for

architectural purposes, or for measuring land.

And if, when cited from ancient authors, I have calculated the

cubit at 1^ foot, this is only because custom has reconciled us to

that approximate measurement.

The principal Egyptian measures of weight' were the talent

and the mina
;
the former called in Coptic ginshor, the latter

emna or amna, and in the hieroglyphics or mna.

The talent is supposed to have contained 60 minsc, and the

mina 100 drachms, as in Greece
;
but the uncertainty about their

real value is so great, that the talent has been reckoned at 114

or 113, at 91, 86-|, or even 65 lbs, Troy ; and the mina in the

same proportion. It seems really to ha-ve been about 40 ibs.

Troy, and the mina 16^ ounces.

The mina, mna, or men, is often mentioned on the monuments,

and fromtheir reckoning upwards of2000 minae (as of “ sift,’’ zft,

or bitumen), it was evidently used for large quantities, where we
should rather have expected the talent, and was, like our pound,

the standard weight. The name is quite Egyptian, and of a more

common form than any other in the language ; and it is found ap-

plied to weights at lea,st as early as the 18th dynasty, followcMl by

a square, indicath’e of a “ weight.” It seems also to he related to

the Arabic word 7nana, “to count” (and the mna,” “menc,” of

Daniel), fi'om which Al-mana{!h i.? supposed to be derived.
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The -weights repro.sente(l, when they are engaged in -w^eighing

gold and silver and other commodities, are in the lorin of a whole

ox, a bull’s head, and a conical mass, as well as the square repre-

senting the mina
;
and the three first seem to be the whole, the

half, and another subdivision of the talent^ or 60, 30, and 20 or

10 minas. The adoption of the bull for the talent may have

originated in the original mode of bartering, and accords with

Homer’s reckoning the bull as a standard of value. Tndecd it

is said to have represented a talent. Thus the pccimia of the

Homans -w’-as taken from pccM.?.

The Egy]jtians had also a measure, or weight, apparently of

the same naxae, mn or mna, used for gold and silver, and follow-

ed hy a .similar square sign
;
which Mr. Birch supposes to have

been divided like our pound into 16 parts or ounces, no higher

number having been found than 15, These have also a square

sign after them, determinative of w^eight, and are called hit or

kiti, the Coptic name of the drachma and didrachrna.

The idea of the rnina being equivalent to our pound seems to

ho confirmed by the weights, in the form of lions and ducks,

brought hy Mr, Layard from Nimroud* (now in the British

Museum) ;
as the most perfect of the large ducks, which was J

a talent, or 30 rninax, weighs little more than 484 ounces, or 40

lbs. troy and 4 ozs. Each miua is therefore 10)- ounces; and

the close approximation in the weight of the lions and ducks

shows they represented the same quantity.

Ofthe Egyptian measures ofcapacity one was small, answering

to the modern mid, or nearly pecks English
;
another larger,

also u.sed for measuring grain, distiuguLshed hy the Icing’s crook

that .surmounts it, which, as M. de liougc suggests, may point

to its value fixed hy royal authority
;
or he a royal, i. c. a large

measure. Jt may, perhaps, he the origiu of the modern Egyptian
ardeb (the ertoh of the Copts, and the Medish artaba), equal

nearly to 5 Eirglish bu.shcls
;
and the .smaller one is .shown to be

the one employed for measuring grain when taken to, or from, the

* See Layard’s Nineveh and Babylon, p. 601. In the woodeut he givep, p.

602, the supposed ring on the back of the crouched lion iKS only the same con-
ical weight seen in the scales.
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granary ;
being the standard like the modern mid^ which in size

and shape it so much resembled. This name is very like the

Latin modius.

The modern ardcb contains 8 mid

;

and the latter 4 roftow,

or 3 roob

;

and according to another calculation, the arddb is

made to consist of (3 tmyheh^ a name answering to the ouopi of

the Copts, which was equal to 4 rooh. The half ardeb, or mid,
was called also koros in Coptic.

There was another measure used both for liquids, as wine,

and for dry substances, as incense and bitumen, which had like-

wise a name very like mn or mina.

outer chamber witli false

arch, “each course pro-

jecting.” {See p. 304.)

Tusculutn,



lew of'tUo modern town of Manfalodt, showing the height of the banks of the Nile in

summer. In the mountain range, opposite Manfaloot, are the large crocodile mummy
caves of Maabdeh.

CHAPTER IX.

EGYPTUN ART—REMAINS OF NINEVEH HUMAN FIGURE DRAWING AJJP

PAINTING ARCHITECTURE ORDERS OF ARCHITECTURE SOME DE-

VICES COPIED PROM NATURE—TOO GREAT SYMMETRY AVOIDED—^USE

OF LARGE STONES ^ANTIQUITY OF THE ARCH BRICKS ^PROGRESS

OF ARCHITECTURE—^USE OF LIMESTONE COLOSSI MONOLITHS

MACHINERY—MASONS—EARLY EGYPTIAN INVENTIpNS—^DPJESSES

VVIGS DRESSES OF -WOIiIEN ORNAMENTS OINTMENTS—^MIRRORS

^DOCTORS MAGIC,

'

The interest that attaches to Egyptian art is from its great an-

tiquity. We see in it the first attempts to represent what in.

after times, and in some other countries, gradually arrived, under

better auspices, at the greatest perfection
;
and we even trace in

it the germ of much that was improved upon by those who had a

higher appreciation of, and feeling for, the beautiful. For, both

in ornamental art, as well as in architecture, Egypt exercised in

early time.s considerable influence over other people less ad-

vanced than itself, or onlyjust emerging from barbarism
;
and the

various conventional devices,the lotus flowers, the sphinxes, and
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other fabulous animals, as well as the early Medusa’s head, with

a protruding tongue, of the oldest Gi'eek pottery and sculptures,

and the ibex, leopard, and, above all, the (Nile) “goose and sun,”

on the vases, show them to be connected with, and frequently

directly borrowed from, Egyptian fancy. It was, as it still is, the

custom of peoijle to borrow from those who have attained to a

greater degree ofrefinement and civilizationthan themselves ; the

nation most advanced in art led the taste
; and though some had

sufficient invention to alter what they adopted, and to render it

their own, the original idea may still be traced whenever it has

been derived from a foreign source. Egypt was long the dominant
nation, and the intercourse established at a very remote period

with other countries, through commerce or war, carried abroad

the taste of this the most advanced people of the time
; and so

general seems to have been the fashion of their ornaments, that

even the Nineveh marbles present the winged globe, and other

well-known Egyptian emhlems, as established elements ofAssyr-

ian decorative art. This fact would suffice to disprove the early

date of the marbles hitherto discovered, which are, in fact, of a

period comparatively modern in the history ofEgypt
;
and recent

discoveries have fully justified the opinion I ventured to express,

when they were first brought to this country : IQ, that they are

not of archaic style, and that original Assyrian art is still to be

looked for; 2°, that they give evidences of the decadence, not

the rise, of art; and, 3°’, that they have borrowed much from

Egypt, long the dominant country in power and art, and will be

found to date within 1000 b.c. This, however, is far from less-

ening their impox’tancc; for the periods they chiefly illustrate

—

those of Shalmaneser and Sennacherib, so closely connected

with Hebrew history—give an interest to them, which the old-

est monuments of Assyria would fail to possess.

"While Greece was still in its infancy, Egypt had long been

the leading nation of the world
;
she was noted for her magnifi-

cence, her wealth, and power, and all acknowledged her pre-

eminence in wisdom and civilization. It is not, therefore, sur-

prising that the Greeks should have admitted into their early

art some of the forms then most in vogue
;
and though the won-
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derful taste of that gifted people speedily raised them to a point

of excellence, never attained by the Egyptians or any others, the

rise and first germs of art and architecture must be sought in the

valley of the Nile. In the oldest monuments of Greece, the

sloping or pyramidal line constantly predominates
;
the columns

in the oldest Greek order are almost purely Egyptian, in the pro-

portions of the shaft, and in the form of its shallow flutes with-

out fillets
;
and it is a remarkable fact, that the oldest Egyptian

columns are those which bear the closest resemblance to the

Greek Doric.

Though great variety was permitted in objects of luxury, as

furniture, vases, and other things depending on caprice, the

Egyptians were forbidden to introduce any material innovations

into the human figure, such as would alter its general character;

and all subjects connected with religion retained to the last the

same conventional type. A god in the latest temple was of the

same form as when represented on monuments of the earliest

date
;
and King Menes would have recognizedAmun, or Osiris, in

a Ptolemaic or a Roman sanctuary. In sacred subjects tli,e law
was inflexible

;
and religion, which has frequently done so much

for the development and direction of taste in sculpture, had the

effect of fettering the genius of Egyptian artists. No improve-

ments, resulting from experience and observation, wmre admitted

in the mode of drawing the human figure
;
to copy nature was

not allowed
;
it was therefore useless to study it, andno attempt

was made to give the proper action to the limbs. Certain rules,

certain models had been established by the priesthood
;
and the

faulty conceptions ofignorant times were copied and perpetuated

by every successive artist. For, as Plato and Synesius say, the

Egyptian sculptors were not suflered to attempt anything con-

trary to the regulations laid down regarding the figures of the

gods
;
they were forbidden to introduce any change, or to invent

new subjects and habits
;
and thus the art, and the rules which

bound it, always remained the same.

Egyptian bas-relief appears to have been, in its origin, a mere
copy of painting, its predecessor. The first attempt to represent

the figures of gods, sacred emblems, and other subjects consisted

11 :

i, f

'

I

|:
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,DRAWING.

m drawmg or pamtag, simple ontlmes, of them on e flat snr-fece, the details hemg afterwards put in with colour
i hut inpiooess of time these forms were traced on stone with a tool,and the mtermediate space between the various figures beingafterwards out away, the once level surface assumed the ap?

rnTV ^‘--“f^t.apiotorialropresenm-
t on on strae, which is evidently the character of all the bas-ruiels on Egyptian monuments, and wliich readily accounts forthe imperfect arrangement of their figures.

Deficient in conception, and, above aU, in a proper knowledgeofgroupmg, they were unable to form those combinations whifhgive tine expression; every picture was made up of isolatedparts, put together according to some general notioL, but with-outharmony or preconceived effect. The human face, the wholebody, and everything they introduced, were composed in thes^e manner of separate members placed together one hy one,

ofheff“^
situations: tlie eye, the nose, andother features composed a face; but the expression of feelingsand passions was entirely wanting

; and the countenance oftheking, whether charging an enemy’s phalanx in the heat of bat-
tle or peaceably offering incense in a sombre temple, presentedhe same outline and the same inanimate look. The pcouUar-
ity of the front view of an eye, introduced in a profile, is thus
accounted for: it was tlie ordinary representation of that fea-
ture added to a profile, and no allowance was made for anychange in the position of the head.

^

It was the same with drapery ; the figure was first drawn
and the drapery then added, not as a part of the whole* hut asan accessory

; they had no general conception, noprcTious ideaof the effect required to distinguish the warrior or the priest
beyoud the impressions received from costume, or from the
subject of w.hich they formed a part

?; and the same figure was
dressed according to the character it lyas intended to perform
Jivery portion of a picture was conceived hy itself, and inserts!
as It was wanted to complete the scene

; and when the walls of
the building, where a subject was to he drawn, had- been accu-
rately ruled with squares, the figures were introduced, and fin -d

j.i.yOL'i: II:#'.. j,j'.
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to this mechanical arrangement. The members were appended

to the body, and these squares regulated their form and distri-

bution, in whatever posture they might be placed.

As long as this conventional system continued, no great change

could take place, beyond a slight variation in the proportions,

which at one period became more elongated, particularly in the

reign of the second Remeses
;
but still the general form and

character of the figures continued the same, which led to the re-

mark of Plato, “that the pictures and statues made ten thousand

years ago, are in no one particular better or worse than what

they now make.” And taken in this limited sense—that no near-

' er approach to the beau ideal ofthe human figure, or its real char-

acter, was made at one period than another—his remark is true,

since they were always bound by the same regulations, which

prohibited any change in these matters, even to the latest times,

as is evident from the sculptures of the monuments erected after

Egypt had long been a Roman province. All was still Egyp-

tian, though of had style
;
and if they then attempted to finish

the details with more precision, it was only substituting orna-

ment for simplicity; and the endeavour to bring the proportions

of the human figure nearer to nature, with the retention of its

conventional type, onlypaade its deformity’ greater, and showed

how incompatible the Egyptian was with any other style.

The proportions of the human figure did not, as I have just

said, continue always the same. During the 4th and other early

dynasties, it differed from that of the Augustan age of the 18th

and 19th
; and another change took place under the Ptolemies.

The chief alteration was in the height of the knee from the

ground, which was higher during the 18th and 19th than in the

ancient and later periods. The whole height of the figure in has-

reliefs and paintings was then divided into nineteen parts
;
and

the wall having been ruled in squares, according to its intended

size, all the parts of it wore put in according to their established

positions, the knee, for instance, falling on the sixth line. But the

length of the foot was not, as in Greece, the standard from which
they reckoned

; fox, being equal to 3 spaces, it could not,he taken
:'s the base of 19,1ho«gh the height of the foot being 1 might
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answer fox tlie unit. {See Muller’s Ancient Art, p. 392, on Greek

forms.)

In the composition of modem paintings three objects are re-

quired ; one main action, one point of view, and one instant of

time, and the proportion and harmony of the parts are regu-

lated by perspective ;
but in Egyptian sculptures these essen-

tials were disregarded : every thing was sacrified to the prin-

cipal figure
;

its colossal dimensions pointed it out as a centre

to which all the rest was a mere accessory
;
and, if any other

was made equally conspicuous, or of equal size, it was still in

a subordinate station, and only intended to illustrate the scene

connected with the hero of the piece.

In the paintings of the tombs greater license was allowed in

the representation of subjects relating to private life, the trades,

or the manners aird occupations of the people
;
and some indi-

cation of perspective in the position of the figures may occa-

sionally be observed
;
but the attempt was imperfect, and, prob-

ably, to an Egyptian eye, unpleasing
;
for such is the force of

habit, that even where nature is copied, a conventional is

sometimes preferred to a more accurate representation.

In the battle scenes on the temples of Thebes, some of the •

figures representing the monarch pursuing the flying enemy,

despatching a hostile chief with his sword, and drawing his bow,

as his horses carry his car over the prostrate bodies of the slain,

are drawn with much spirit
;
and the position of the arms gives

a perfect idea of the action which the artist intended to portray
;

still, the same imperfections of style, and want of truth, are ob-^

served ; there is action, but no sentiment, expression of the pas-

sions, nor life in the features ; it is a figure ready formed, and

mechanically varied into movement
;
and whatever position it

is made to assume, the point of view is the same : the identical

profile of the human body with the anomaly of the shoulders

seen in front. It is a description rather than a representation.

But in their mode of portraying a large crowd of persons

they often show' great cleverness
;
and, as their habit was to

avoid uniformity, the varied positions of the heads give a truth

to tlip feubjoet without fatiguing the eye, Nor have they any
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S3'mrnetrical arrangement of figures, on opposite sides of a picture,

sucli as we find in some of the very early paintings in Europe,

In the representation of animals, they appear not to have heen

restricted to the same rigid style
;
but genius once cramped can

scarcely be expected to make any great effort to rise, or to suc-

ceed in the attempt
;
and the same union of parts into a whole,

the same preference for profile, and the same stiff action, are ob-

servable in these as in the human figure. Seldom did they at-

tempt to draw the face in front, either of men or animals ; and

when this was done, it fell far short of the profile, and was com-

posed of the same juxtaposition of parts. It must, however, be

allowed, that in general the character and form of animals were
admirably portrayed

;
the parts were put together with greater

truth
;
and the same conventionality was not maintained, as in

the shoulders and other portions of the human body. Nor will

I deny that great life and animation are given to the antelope,

and many wild beasts, in the hunting scenes ofthe Theban tombs.

The mode of representing men and animals in profile is prim-

itive, and characteristic of the commencement of art ; the first

attempts made by an uncivilized people are confined to it
; and

until the genius of artists bursts forth, this style continues to hold

its ground. From its simplicity it is readily understood
;
the

most inexperienced perceive the object intended to be represent-

ed, and no efibrt is required to comprehend it. Hence it is that,

though few combinations can be made under such restrictions,

those few are perfectly intelligible, the -eye being aware of the

resemblance to the simple exterior
; and tire modern uninstruct-

ed peasant of Egypt, who is immediately struck with and under-

stands the paintings of the Theban tombs, if shown an European
drawing, is seldom able to distinguish men from animals

;
and

no argument will induce them to tolerate foreshortening, the

omission of those parts of the body concealed from Ms view by
the perspective of the picture^ or^ Ihe introduction of shadows,

particularly on the human flesh.

Bas-relief may be considered the earliest style of sculpture.

It originated in those pictorial representations which were the

prirnseval records ol‘ a people anxious to commemorate their vie-
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tories, the accession or the virtues of a king, and other events

connected with their history. These were the iirst purposes to

which the imitative powers of the mind were applied
; hut the

progress was slow, and the infant art (if it may he so called)

passed through several stages ere it had the power of portraying

real occurrences, and imitating living scenes. The rude outlines

of a man holding a spear, a .sword, or other weapon, or killing a

wild animal, were fir.st drawn, or scratched, upon a rock, as a

sort of hieroglyphic
;
hut in process of time the \varrior and a

prostrate foe were attempted, and the valour of the prince who

had led them to victory was recorded by this simple group.

As their skill increased, the mere figurative representation

was extended to that of a descriptive kind, and some resemblance

of the hero’s person w^as attempted
;

his car, the army he com-

manded, and the flying enemies, were introduced
;
and what was

at first scarcely more than a symbol, aspired to the more exalted

form and character of a picture. Of a similar nature were all

their historical records
;
and these pictorial illustrations were a

substitute for written documents. Rude drawing and sculpture,

indeed, long preceded letters, and wc find that even in Greece,

to describe, draw, engrave, and write, were expressed by the

same word, 'ypa0€iv.

The want of letters^, and the inability to describe an individual,

his occupations, or his glorious actions, led them in early ages

to bury with the body some object wdiich might indicate the

character of the deceased. Tims, warriors were interred •with

their arrn,s ,• artisans with the implements they had used
;
the

oar was placed over the sailor
;
and paterm^ and other utensils

connected with his office, or the emblems of the deity in whose
service he had been employed, were depo.sited in the sepulchre

of a priest. In those times a simple mound -was raised over chief-

tains, sometimes with a rough stone pillar placed upon it, but no

inscription
;
and even; at a later period, when they intended to

sho'W' the occupations of the deceased, an allegorical emblem was
often engraved on the levelled surface of the stone, and the im-

plements continued to be buried with them after writing was
invented.
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Poetry and songs alsd supplied the want of writing to record

the details of event,s ;
and tradition handed down the glorious

achievements of a conqueror, and the history of past years, with

the precision and enthusiasm of national pride- The poetry

was recited to the sound of music
;
whence the same expres-

sion often implied the “ ode” and the “ song and as laws were

recorded in a similar manner, the word vo[j.og signified, as Aris-

totle observes, both a “ law” and a “ song.”

Man attempted sculpture long before he studied architecture :

a simple hut, or a rude house, answered every purpose as a

place of abode, and a long time elapsed before he sought to in-

vent what was not demanded by necessity.

Architecture is a creation of the mind
;

it has no model in

nature, and it requires great imaginative powers to conceive its

ideal beauties, to make a proper combination of parts, and to

judge of the harmony of forms altogether new and beyond the

reach of experience. But the desire in man to imitate and to

record what has passed before his eyes—in short, to transfer the

impression from his own mind to another, is natural in every

stage of society
;
and however imperfectly he may succeed in

representing the objects themselves, his attempts to indicate

their I'elative position, and to embody the expression of his own
ideas, are a source of the highest satisfaction.

As the wish to record events gave the first, religion gave the

second impulse to sculpture. The simple pillar of wood or

stone, which was originally chosen to represent the Deity, after-

wards assumed the human form, the noblest image of the power

that created it
;
though the Hermce. of Greece were not, as some

have thought, the origin of statues, but were borrowed from the

mummy-shaped gods of Egypt.

Pausanias thinks that “ all statues were in ancient times of

wood, particularly those made in Egypt;” but this must have

been at a period so remote as to be far beyond the known his-

tory of that country
;
though it is probable that when the arts

were in their infancy, the Egyptians were confined to statues of

that kind ; and they occasionally erected wooden figures m
their temples, even till the times of the latter Pharaohs.

Long after men had attempted to make out the parts of the
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figure, stafues continued to be very rudei
;
the arms were placed

directly down the side to the thighs, and the legs were united

together-; nor did they pass beyond this imperfect state in

Crreece until the age of Dsedalus. Fortunately for themselves

and for the world, the Greeks were allowed to free themselves

from old habits
;
while the Egyptians, at the latest 23eriods, con-

tinued to follow the imperfect models of their early artists, and

were for ever prevented from arriving at excellence in sculp-

ture : 'and though they made great progress in other branches

of art, though they evinced considerable taste in the forms of

their vases, their furniture, and even in some architectural de-

tails, they were for ever deficient in ideal beauty, and in the

mode of representing the natural positions of the human figure.

In Egypt, the prescribed automaton character of the figures

effectually prevented all advancement in the statuary’s art; the

limbs being straight, without any attempt at action, or, indeed,

any indication of life : they were really statues of the person they

represented, not the person “ living in marble in which they

differed entirely from those of Greece. No statue of a warrior

was sculptured in the varied attitudes of attack and defence

;

no wrestler, no discobolus, no pugilist exhibited the ‘grace, the

vigour, or the muscular action of a man ; nor were the beauties,

the feeling, and the elegance of female forms displayed in stone

:

all was made to conform to the same invariable model, which

confined the human figure to a few conventional postures.

A .sitting statue, whether of a man or woman, was represented

with the hands placed upon the knees, or held acro.ss the breast

;

a kneeling figure sometimes supported a small shrine or sacred

emblem
; and when standing, the arms were placed directly

down the sides of the thighs, one foot (and that always the left)

being advanced beyond the other, as if in the attitude of walk-

ing, hut without any attempt to separate the legs.

The oldest Egyptian sculptures on all largo monuments were
in low relief, and, as usual at every period, painted (obelisks and
everything carved in hard stone, some funereal tablets, and other

small objects, being in intaglio)
;
and this style continued in vogue

until the time of Remeses IL, who introduced intaglio very
generally on large monuments

; and even his battle scenes at
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Karnak and tlie Meranonium are executed in this manner. The
reliefs were little raised above the level of the wall

;
they had

generally a flat surface, with the edges softly roimded off, far

surpassing the intaglio in efiect; and it is ‘to he regretted that

the best epoch of art, when design and execution were in their

zenith, should have abandoned a style so superior, which, too,

would have improved in proportion to the advancement of that

period.

Intaglio continued to be generally employed until the acces-

sion of the 26th dynasty, when the low relief was again intro-

duced; and in the monuments of Psammiticlius and Amasis are

numerous instances’ of the revival of the ancient style. This

was afterwards universally adopted, and a return to intaglio on

large monuments was only occasionally attempted, in the Ptol-

emaic and Eoman periods.

The intaglio introduced by Hemeses may perhaps be denomi-

nated intaglio rilievato, or relieved intaglio. The sides of the

which are perpendicular, are cut to a considerable depth,

and from that part to the centre of the figure (or whatever is

represented) is a gradual swell, the centre being frequently on

a level with the surface of the wall. On this all the parts of

dress, features, or devices are delineated and painted, and even

the perpendicular sides are ornamented in a corresponding man-
ner, by contimxing upon them the adjoining details.

In the reign of E/emeses III. a change was made in the mode
of sculpturing the intaglios, which consisted in carving the low-

er side to a great depth, while the upper face inclined gradual-

ly from the surface of the wall till it reached the innermost part

of the intaglio
;

its principal use was for the hieroglyphics, in

order to enable a person standing immediately beneath, and

close to the wall on which they were sculptured, to distinguish

and read them
;
and the details upon the perpendicular sides,

above mentioned, had the same effect.

It was a peculiarity of style not generally imitated by the

successors of llemcses III., and hieroglj^phics bearing this char-

acter may serve to fix the date of monuments, wherever they are
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fouxid, to the age of that monarch. After his reign uo great

encouragement appear,? to have hcen given to the arts
;
the

subjects represented on the few moiiuraents of tlio epoch inter-

vening between his death and the accessioir of the 20th dynas-

ty are principally confined to sacred subjects, in which no dis-

play of talent is shown ;
and the records of Sheshonk’s victories

at Karnak are far from partaking of the vigour of former times,

either in style, or in the mode of treating the subject.

After the accos.sion of the 26th dynasty some attempt was

made to revive the arts, which had been long neglected
;
and,

independent of the patronage of government, the wealth of pri-

vate individuals was liberally employed in their encouragement.

Public buildings were erected in many parts ofEgypt, and beau-

tified with rich sculpture
;
the city of Sais, the royal residence

of the Pharaohs of that dynasty, was adorned with the utmost

magnificence
;
and extensive additions were made to the tem-

ples of iilemphis, and even to those of the distant Thebes.

The fresh impulse thus given to art was not without effect;

the sculptures of that period exhibit aii elegance and beauty

which might even induce some to consider them equal to the

productions of an earlier age
;
and in the tombs of the Assaseef,

at Thebes, arc many admirable specimens of Egj^ptian art. To
those, however, who understand the true feeling of this peculiar

school, it is evident, that though in minuteness and finish they

are deserving of the highest commendation, yet in grandeur of

conception and in boldness of execution they fall far short of

the sculptures of Sethos and the second Remeses.
The skill of the Egyptian artists in drawing hold and clear

outlines is, perhaps, more worthy of admiration than anything

connected w'ith this branch ofart ;
and in uo place is Iho freedom

of their drawing more conspicuous than in the figures in the

unfinished part of Relzoni’s tomb at Thebes. It was in the

drawing alone that they excelled, being totally ignorant of the

correct mode of colouring a figure
;
and their painting was not

an imitation, of nature, hut merely the harmonious combination

of certain hues, which they well understood. Indeed, to this

day the harmony of positive colours is thoroughly felt in Egypt
and the East ; and it is strange to find the little perception of
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it in, Northern Europe, where theories take upon themselves to

explain to the mind what the eye has not yet learnt, as if a gram-

mar could be written before the language is understood.

Drawing was always a principal point in ancient art. The

Gi'eelcs made it their great study, knowing how it improved the

accuracy of the eye and the management of the hand, as well as

the perception of the beautiful ; and the most extraordinary cor-

rectness must have been acquired to enable Apelles to draw the

line within that of Protogenes.

The neglect that drawing has experienced in England is now,

we may hope, m a fair way of being remedied
;

for to many a

real line has been almost unknown
; and while the French have

persevered so successfully in drawing, we have seldom been

alive to its importance, occasionally excusing ourselves from

the trouble by some such subterfuge as “ there is no outline

in nature.” How often, indeed, is a line made up of a few

dotted strokes
;
and many a youth, as yet unacquainted with the

proper use of a pencil, thinks that the brush wall at once en-

able him to acquire excellence in art

!

Of the quality of the pencils used by the Egyptians for draw-

ing and painting, it is difficult to form any opinion. Those gen-

erally employed for writing were a reed or rush, many of which
have been found with the tablets or inkstands belonging to the

scribes
;
and with these, too, they probably sketched the figures

in red and black upon the stone or stucco of the walls. To put

in the colour, we may suppose that brushes of some kind were
used

; but the minute scale on which the painters are repre-

sented in the sculptures prevents our deciding the question.

Habits among men of similar occupations are frequently alike,

even in the most distant countries
; and we find it was not un-

usual for an Egyptian artist, or scribe, to put his reed pencil be-

hind his ear, when engaged in examining the effect of his paint-

ing, or listening to a person on business, like a clerk in the

counting-house of an Europeair town.

Painters and scribes deposited their writing implements in a

box with a pendent leather top, which was tied up with a loop

or thong
;
and a handle or strap was fastened to the side, to en-
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able tbera to carry it more conveniently. Their ordinary wood-

en inkstand was furnished with two or more cavities for hold-

ing the colours, and a tube in the centre for the pens or reeds :

for carrying writing materials.
Thebes.

445, A swUve writing on a tablet, c and A are

446. Scribe With his inkstand upon the table. .One pen is put behind his ear, and he is

writing with another. Thebes.

and certain memoranda were frequently written on the hack of

it, when a large piece of papyrus, or the wooden slab, was not

at hand. An idle moment was often occupied in making rough

sketches on a piece of stone or on some other common material
;

and subjects of greater size were drawn in a happy mood of

fancy upon a papyrus : for the Egyptians (as I have already

said) were addicted to caricature, and some papyri in the Brit-

ish and other museums show that even religious subjects’ were
not exempt from it

;
and one in the Txxrin collection presents a

severe libel on the taste and conduct of women.
Of painting, apart from sculpture, and of the excellence to
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ArMsts painting on a board, and colouring a statue. Beni Hassan.

which it attained in Egypt, we can form no accurate opinion,

nothing having come down to us of a Pharaonic period, or of

that epoch when the arts were at their zenith in Egypt ; but that,

already, in the time of Osirtaseir, they painted on panel, is shown

by one of the subjects at Beni Hassan, where two artists are

engaged in a picture representing a calf, and an antelope over-

taken hy a dog. The painter holds his brush in one hand, and

his palette or saucer of colour in the other ; but, though the

boards stand upright, there is no indication of a contrivance to

steady or support the hand. The Greeks drew and painted in

the same manner without that help.

Mention is made of an Egyptian painting hy Herodotus, who
tells us that Amasis sent a portrait of himself to Gyrene, prob-

ably on wood, and in profile
;

for the full face is rarely repre-

sented either in their paintings or bas-reliefs. The faces of the

kings in the tombs and temples of Egypt are unquestionably

portraits, but they are always in profile
;
and the only ones in

full face are on wood, and of late time. Two of these are pre>

served in the British Museum, but they are evidently Greek,

and date, perhaps, even after the conquest ofEgypt by the Eo'

mans. It is therefore vain to speculate on the nature of their

painting, or their skill in this branch of art ; and, though some

of the portraits taken from the mummies may prove that en^

cau.stic painting with wax and naphtha was adopted in Egypt
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the time -wlien. it was first known there is uncertain, nor can

we conclude, from a specimen of Greek time, that the same

was practised in a Pharaonic age.

Fresco painting was entirely unknown in Egypt
; and the

figures on walls were always drawn and painted after the stuc-

co was quite dry. But they sometimes coated the colours with

a transparent varnish, which w'as also done hy the Greeks
;
and

the wax said by the younger Pliny to have been used for this

purpose, on the painted exterior of a house at Stabia, may have

been a substitute for the usual varnish, which last would have

been far more durable under a hot Italian sun.

Pliny states, in his chapter on inventions, that “ Gyges, a

Lydian, was the earliest painter in Egypt
;
and Euchir, a cousin

of Djedalus according to Aristotle, the first in Greece ;
or, as

Theoprastus thinks, Polygnotus the Athenian.” But the paint-

ing represented in Beni Hassan evidently dates before any of

thovse artists. Pliny, in another place, says, “ the origin of paint-

ing IS uncertain ; the Egyptians pretend that it was invented by

them 6000 years before it passed into Greece
; a vain boast, as

every one will allow.” It must, however, be admitted, that all

the arts (however imperfect) were cultivated in Egypt long be-

fore Greece existed as a nation
;
and the remark he afterwards

makes, that painting was unknown at the period of the Trojan

war, can only he applied to the Greeks, as is shown hy the same

unquestionable authority at Beni Hassan, dating about 900 years

liefore the time usually assigned to the taking of Troy.

It is probable that the artists, in Egjq^t, who painted on wood,

were in higher estimation than mere decorators, as was the case in

Greece, whore “no artists were in repute but those who executed

pictures on wood, for neither Ludius nor any other wall painter

was of any renow'n.” The Greeks preferred movable pictures,

which could be taken away in case of fire, or sold if nccossarv

;

and, as Pliny says, “ there was no paijjting on the walls ofApelles’

house” (or “no painting hy Apelles on the walls of a house”).

The painting and decoration of buildings was another and an in-

ferior branch of art. The pictures were put up in temples, as the

works of great masters in later times in churches; hut they were
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not dedications, nor solely connected with sacred subjects
; and

the temple was selected as the place of security, as it often was
as a repository ol' treasure. They had also pictux-e galleries in

some secure place, as in the Acropolis of Athens.

Outline figures on walls were in all countries the earliest style

of painting
; they were in the oldest temples of Latimn ;

and in

Egypt they preceded the xnore elaborate style, that was after-

wards followed by bas-relief and intaglio. In Greece, during

the middle period, which was that of the best art, pictures were

painted on wood by the first artists
;
and Raoul-Rochette thinks

that if any of them painted on walls, this was accidental
;
and

the finest pictures, bein g on wood, were in after times carried olF

to Rome. This removal was lamented by the Greeks “ as a spo-

liation which having left the walls bare, accounts for Pausan-

ias sa,ying so little about pictures in Greece. Historical com-

positions were of course the highest branch of art, though many
of the greatest Greek artists, who seem to have excelled in all

styles, often treated inferior subjects, and some (as in later

times) combined the two highest arts of sculpture and painting.

In the infancy of art, figures were rejxresented in profile
;
but

afterwards they were rare in Greece
;
and art could not reach

any degree of excellence until figures in a composition had

ceased to be in profile
;
and it was only in order to conceal the

loss of an eye that Apelles gave one side of the face in his por-

trait of Antigonus.

The oldest paintings wmre also, as Pliny admits, monochrome,

or painted of one niiiform colour, like those of Egypt
; and, in,-

deed, statues in Greece were at first of one colour, doubtless red

like those of the Egyptians, Romans, and Etruscans. For not

only bas-reliefs were paiixted, which, as parts of a coloured build-

ing, was a necessity, hut statues also ; and as art advanced they

were made to resemble real life. For that statue by Scopas, of

a Bacchante, with a disembowelled fawix, whose cadaverous hue
contrasted with the rest, at once shows that it was painted, and

not of a monochrome colour
;
and the statues of Praxiteles, paint-

ed for him by Nicias, would not have been preferred b}^ that

sculptor to his other works ifthey had merely been stained rod.
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The hlue eyes of Minerva’s statue
;
the inside of her shield

painted by Pannseus, and the outside by Phidias (originally a

painter himself), could only have been parts of the whole col-

oured figure
;
Parmajus assisted in painting the statue of Olym-

pian Jupiter; and ivory statues were said to have been pre-

vented turning yellow by the application of colour.

If the artists of Greece did not paint on walls, it wa.s not from

any mistaken pride, since even the greatest ofthem would paint

statues not of their own work
;
and those in modern days who

study decorative art will do well to remember that to employ

superior taste in ornamental composition is no degradation, and

that the finest specimens of decorative woi'k in the Middle Ages

were executed by the most celebrated artists.

Egyptian architecture evidently derived much from the imi-

tation of different natural productions, as palm-trees, and vari-

ous plants of the country
;
but Egyptian columns were not bor-

rowed from the wooden supports of the earliest buildings.

Columns were not introduced into the interior of their houses

until architecture had made very great progress
;
the small

original temple, and the primitive dwelling, consisted merely

of four walls
;
and neither the column nor its architrave were

borrowed from wooden constructions, nor from the house. And
though the architrave was derived in Egypt, as elsewhere, from

constructed buildings, that member originated in the stone, beam,

reaching from pillar to pillar, in the temples. And if the square

stone pillar was used in the quarry, the stone architrave was
unknown to the Egyptians, until they found reason to increase

the size of, and add a portico to, their temples. And that the

portico was neither a necessary, nor an original, part of their

temples, is plainly shown hy the smaller sanctuaries being built,

oven at the Iate.st times, without it. Some members of Egyptian

architecture, it is true, were derived from the woodwork of the

primitive house or temple, as the overhanging cornice, and
the torus that runs up the ends of the walls, which it separates

from the cornice
; the former being the projecting roof of palm

branches, and the other the framework of reeds hound together,

which scoured the mud (or bricks) composing the walls.
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The early houses of Egypt were of mud ;
and the massc^s' of

that material, used in making their walls, afterwards led to the

simple invention of large sun-baked bricks. The flat roof was

palm-beams, covered with branches of the same tree, and a

thick coating of mud laid upon tliera completed tlie whole. But

it was not till luxury had been introduced that the column per-

formed apart in an Egyptian mansion; and the temple of early

Egypt was a simple quadrangular chamber. {/See a comi^hte

Temple in Frontispiece, Vol. L)

Square pillars were the first used
;
and their presence in the

old temples is consistent with the fact of their having been the

first kind adopted there. They are found in some of the earliefst

constructed porticoes, and in the peristyles of the old peripteral

temples. This square pillar originated in the stone quarry, whore

too it appears wdthout any architrave
; a mere mass, often rather

irregular, left to support the roof
;
and when in after times large

tombs and temples were excavated in the rock, they in their

turn borrowed from constructed monuments ; and the pillar was
no longer permitted to support the roof, without the intervening

architrave.

Thus, then, constructed buildings were indebted to the quarry

for the pillar, and rock-hewn monuments derived from the

former the architrave and plinth. The same spirit of imitation

also led to the introduction of square dentils over an architrave,

as in the fa9ade of a tomb at Beni Hassan
;
and the ceiling of

one of the rock tombs at the Pyramid.s imitating the palm-beams
of a house, is another proof that the two borrowed from each

other. In these, the rock monuments imitated timber roofs
;
but

this was long after columns and architraves had been used in

temples, and architecture was then only dependent for new
features on caprice or taste.

As painted decoration preceded sculpture, the ornaments {in

later times carved in stone) were at first represented in colour;

and the mouldings of Egyptian monuments were then merely

painted on the flat surfaces of the walls and pillars. The next

step was to chisel them in relief. The lotus blossom, the papyrus

head, wuxtei'-plauts, the palm-tree, and the head ofa goddess, were
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among the usual ornaments of a cornice or a pillar
;
and these

favourite devices of ancient days continued in after times to be

repeated in relief, when an improved style of art had substituted

sculpture for the mere painted representation. But when the

square pillar had been gradually converted into a polygonal

shape, the ornamental devices not having room enough upon its

narrow led to the want and invention of another form

of column
;
and from that time a round shaft was sunnountod

hy the palm-tree capital, or by the blossom, or the hud of the

papyrus
j
which had hitherto only been painted, or represented

in relief, upon the flat surfaces of a square pillar. Hence the ori-

gin ofnew orders difiering so widely from the polygonal column.

It is a curious fact that both the Egyptians and the Greeks

began with the same simple polygonal column, the , severe

grandeur of which we admire in both styles of architecture.

Those at Beni Hassan are 3 feet 4 inches in diameter, and 1

6

feet 8^- inches high.* They have sixteen faces or grooves, each

about eight inches w'ide, and so light and elegant that their

depth does not exceed half an inch
;
and one of the faces, which

is not hollowed into a groove, is left for the introduction of a

column of hieroglyphics. The old and new orders continued,

for some time, to divide the taste of the early Egyptian archi-

tects
;

until at length, when the size and height of Egyptian

buildings had increased beyond the scale adapted to the old

polygonal shaft, the more elongated style of the new columns

superseded the use of their rival
;
and in the later periods of the

native dynasties, these, with the varieties that grew out of them,

were employed, to the entire exclusion of the older order.

It is uncertain Avhen the new columns were invented
;
hut the

water-plant capital, with the blossom and hud of the lotus and
the papyrus, and probably also the palm-tree column, were used

at least as early as the 6th dynasty
;
and the most elegant of the

water-plant columns are those in the tombs of Beni Hassan,

whore they were used contemporaneously with the polygonal and
fluted order. A capital, resembling abunch of flax, or other flowers,

is also represented in early paintings supporting wooden canopies.
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448. Section of one of the soiUkerii grottoes of Beni llassan.

The palm-tree and water-plant columns were not therefore in

imitation of the wooden support of the early roof
;
they owed

their origin to the devices painted, and afterwards sculptured,

on the face of the square pillar, which was carved into a round

shaft and capital to imitate the shape of the plant itself ; and the

binding together of a number of watei'-plants, to form a column,

was evidently not taken from a similar frail support, but was a

fanciful caprice, borrowed from the ornaments of the old pillar.

The formation ofthe polygonal and circular fluted column was
evidently owing to the four corners of the square pillar having

been first cut ofl’ for convenience. This converted it into an oc-

tagonal shaft; and in course oftime, the eight sides having been

again subdivided, the number was increased to 12, 16,20, and

32 ;
and these flat facettes being hollowed into grooves, present-

ed the actual form of the fluted column. It was doubtless from

this, the oldest Egyptian order, that the Greeks borrowed their

Doric shaft
;
and it is not impossible that the Doric capital may

even have been taken from that ofthe water-plant column, since

by removing the upper part, and bringing down the abacus, it

gives the very shape of the Doric capital.* The annuli also

round the neck of that early Greek column seem also to be taken

from the bands tied round the cluster of water-plants, which are

an anomaly in a single shaft where there is nothing to hind.

The Egy])tian column, like that of Greece, was constructed of

* Woodcut 449, 5 and 6.
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449. Fig. 1. Columns in the portico of the northern grottoes of Beni Hassan.
2. Columns of the interior.

3. Horizontal section of fig. 2, showing the grooves,

4. One of the grooves on a larger scale.

5. An Egyptian capital, which seems to have been the origin ofthe Doric, fig,

several pieces
;
but it consisted ofhalf (not ofwhole) drums, with

the joint placed alternately one way and the other, eaeh two at

rig-ht angles with those next below and above them, sometimes

secured by dovetailed cramps. Whole drums were never used,

except in a few small granite shafts
;
and the only columns of

a single piece were of that stone, which were also of moderate

dimensions, and nearly confined to temples in the Delta,

Norwore the Egyptian drums secured or adjusted with the pre-

cision of those in the Parthenon, and other CTrcoIc buildings, by

means of a cramp and socleet in the centre, round which the up-

per drums were turned, till the-two im^istcned surfaces had been

ground together, and their edges mad*? to fit with the greatest

nicety, leaving a slightly concave space around the cramp.
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Egyptian columns may be classed in eight orders, as in the

accompanying wood-cut, where, being drawn to the same scale,

their respective dimensions are shown. For though columns of

the same order vary very much in different buildings, an average

proportion may be assigned to them; which, indeed, is all that

can be done in those of Greece, though they varied less than in

Egyptian architecture. In point of antiquity, the first was cer-

tainly the square pillar
;
then the polygonal and round fluted

column of the second order ; and soon afterwmrds the third and
fourth came into use. But the fourth and fifth, though used long

before, were not common till the 18th dynasty, and the fourth

assumed a larger size than any other, as at Karnalc and Luxor,

The sixth, though mostly in Ptolemaic and Roman temples, dates

at least as early as the 18th dynasty; as does the eighth, which
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is, in fact, the square pillar, with a figure attached, and the evi-

dent original of the Caryatide of Greece ; hut the seventh is lim-

ited to the age of the Ptolemies, and has an endless variety in the

form and ornaments of its capital. It was, however, quite Egj'^p-

tian, and in no way indebted to Greek taste for its introduction.

Of the same kind were the columns described by Athenams (v.

103), with circular capitals, set round with rose-like ornaments,

or with flowers and interlaced leaves, some ofwhich were made
of the long tapering form used in their houses, to which he also

alludes. There was also a pilaster surmounted hy a cow’s head.

The figure attached to the square pillar was that of the king,

in the form of Osiris, whence 1 have given it the name of
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“Osiride pillar.” But it did not support any member of the

building; the sacred person

of a king could not be sub-

jected to such a degradation,

and itwas merely ornamental. I ^ H
Not' so the figures, and heads, B|||||

of captiTes made to support ~ g jHlj
|

thrones, tables, or various. . .l||||||

parts of architecture
;

and
} IjF''

|

vanquished chiefs performed }*' ’

I

the duties of consoles over the '
iftH '

wfindow-sills in the nalace of Heads of enemies once supporting some-
thing now removed, Thebes.

the third Berneses in Thebes,

as they decorated the sandals and thrones of other Pharaohs.

The oldest existing monuments in the world are the Pyramids

and the tombs about them, which date as far back as the 4th,

and perhaps 3rd, dynasty, and show at what a remote period

sculpture and the use of squared stone in horizontal courses

were practised in Egypt. The employment of squared granite

blocks, and the beauty of the masonry in the interior of the

Pyramids (which has not been surpassed, if even equalled, at

any subsequent age), also prove the degree of skill the Egyptians

had reached at a time long anterior to the building ofthe walls

of Tiryns, and, consequently, to the rudest attempts in masonry

in Italy or Greece. How long they took to arrive at that per-

fection it is difficult to determine ; but the period between the

builders of the Pyramids and the reign of Tosorthrus, the second

king of the 3rd dynasty, said by Manetho to have first used

squared stone, is evidently much too short; and we may con-

clude that it was,known to them, as well as the engineering

skill required for changing the course of the Nile, even before

the reign of Mehes.

Another very remarkable invention of those early times was
the glazed tiles used for lining the walls of a chamber in the

pyramid of Sakkara, and hearing the name of a king of the 3rd or

4th dynasty, the employment of which in wainscoting Egyptian

rooms is mentioned by Athenjeus (v. 104). He describes them

Jiiiii
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of a white and hlack colour, here and there intermixed with

slabs of alabaster
;
but they made them of various lines

;
and

those at Bakkara are blue and white.

For their devices the Egyptians frequently selected objects

which were favourites with them, as the lotus and other flowers,

and these, as well as various animals or their heads, were adopt-

ed to form a cornice, particularly in their houses and tombs, or

to ornament fancy articles of furniture and of dress. In this they

committed an error, which the Greeks, with a finer perception

of taste and adaptability, rightly avoided. These refined people

knew that in architecture conventional deviceshad a much more

pleasing edcct than objects merely copied from nature
;
for, be-

sides the incongruity of an actual representation of flowers to

compose mouldings and other decorative parts of architecture,

the imperfect imitation in an unsuitable material has a bad effect.

To represent figures on buildings in their projier and dignified

places belongs to sculpture, which tlien exercises its talent in

the way eminently suited to it, and it is the province of art to

imitate nature both in sculpture and painting. But neither the

works of the sculptor should be degraded by being made merely

decorative, nor should decorative design attempt to pass beyond

its own sphere. The latterremark applies equally to embroidery

and household furniture; oven tapestry goes out ofits own prov-

ince when it invades that of painting; and our worsted work

mistakes its capabilities when it represents men and other nat-

ural objects in staircase outlines, and transfers them from their

proper place, a picture, to its conventional squares.

The Greeks preferred taking the sentiment of natural objects

to making a direct copy ofthem when intended for ornament and

it is evident that their elegant honeysuckle mouldingwould lose

all its beauty if it were converted into a close representation of

the real flower and its leaf-bud. There is a pleasure in the va-

riety arising from harmonious combination applied to ornament,

•which could never he obtained to the same extent by the more
imitation of natural objects; and the custom of depending solely

on the fatter is the result of poverty-of invention, and the refuge

of a, mind. deficient in talent,, aipid taste. Such was their pcrcep-
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tioii ofbeauty that the Greeks at once saw it wherever it was to

be found
;
and they presented the sentiment of it to the eye, thus

relieving the spectator fi'om the common-place inquiry about the

exact representation of an object—generally, too, in a position

where it would have no right to be found. They did the same

in copying from “the Barbarian;” and when they perceived in

any of his devices the germ of the beautiful, they adopted, or

adapted, it, making it, with a small modification, what it was
capable ofbeing; andwhenthus remodelled, itbecametheirown.

And well might we in modern times imitate their example, in-

stead of striving to make what is merely new, and thinking more
of originality than excellence. It would be no discredit if we
knew how to borrow and improve, like the Greeks

;
and when wo

can do this,we may hope to have an object oftaste recommended
to us, not because it is the “ newest," but because it is the “ best,^^

and to cease to be guided by fashion in our selection.

We have abundant proofs of the length of time that the same

devices, and the same subjects, fordecorative purposes, continued

to be used by the Greeks. They remained favourites because

they were elegant
;
and many ofthe fancy ornaments, in trinkets

and furniture, continued the same also among the Egyptians for

ages, who, at the same time, did not reject any novelty ifworthy

of adoption
;
and they even admitted many alterations, unknown

to their ancestors, in the architectui*e ofthe temple and the tomb.

But neither they nor the Greeks committed the error of prefer-

ring any work of taste because it was new, or not of native

growth
; and we who in England too often refuse due honour

to “ a prophet in his own country,” would do ourselves more
credit by showing a full appreciation of the exquisite designs

of a Flaxman, than hy seeking some far inferior production of

a foreign hand. To combine, like the Greeks, excellence in

sculpture with decorative taste is the highest merit, and those

who possess them both will know how to combine them for ar-

chitectural purposes
;
hut many people, and, above all, the

Arabs, have shown how decorative art may be fully effective,

even without the assistance of its more exalted companion,.

Who indeed can look at the endless variety and exquisite beauty

. VOL, ir. , n
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of Saracenic ornaments without appreciating them 1 and the

harmony produced hy those combinations affords the same grat-

ification to the eye that music does, to the ear.

It must, however, he allowed, that the Egyptians did not al-

ways confine themselves to the mere imitation of natural ob-

jects for ornament, and their ceilings and cornices oiler numer-

ous graceful fancy devices, among which are the guilloche, mis-

called Tuscan border, the chevron, and the scroll pattern. These

are even met with in a tomb of the time of the 6th dynasty

;

they were therefore known in Egypt many years before they

were adopted hy the Greeks
;
and the most complicated form

of the guilloche covered a -whole Egyptian ceiling, upwards of

a thousand years before it -was represented on those compara-

tively late objects found at Nineveh,

Not only the tomb and house, hut all parts of the temple, were
coloured, both within and without, and this variety served as a

reliefto the otherwise sombre appearance ofthe massive straight

walls of the exterior. Colour was an essential part ofEgyptian

architecture, and some of the mouldings and other details were
made out solely by it, without any sculptured indication of them,

as was often done on the monuments of Greece. The ceilings

of Egyptian temples were painted blue and studded with stars,

to represent the firmament (as in early European churches)

;

and on the part over the central passage, through which the king

and the religidife processions passed, were vultures and otlrer

emblems, the winged globe always having its place over the

doorways. The whole building, as well as its sphinxes and
other accessories, were richly painted

;
and though a person un-

accustomed to see the walls of a large building so decorated,

might suppose the effect to he far from pleasing, no one who
understands the harmony of colours will fail to admit that they

perfectly understood their distribution and proper combinations,

and that an Egyptian temple was greatly improved by the ad-

dition of painted sculptures.

The introduction of colour in architecture was not peculiar

to the Egyptians
;
it was common to the Etruscans, and even to

the Greeks ; and the mention made of it by ancient authors is
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confirmed by its having been found on the monuments of Sicily

and Greece.

In the temple of Theseus at Athens, vestiges of colours are

seen on the ground of the frieze, on the figures themselves, and

on the ornamental details. The Parthenon presents remains of

painting on some members of the cornice ^ many coloured de-

vices remain on the upper part of the walls in the interior
,
and

the ground of the frieze, containing the reliefs of the Panathe-

naic procession, was blue. The Propylaja of the Acropolis and

the Choragic monument of Lysicrates also offer traces of colour,

as did the Ionic temple on the Ilissus
;
and vestiges of red, blue,

and green have been discovered on the metopes of a temple at

Selinus in Sicily. In one of these, the figure of Minerva has

the eyes and eyebrows painted ; her drapery and the girdle of

Perseus are also ornamented with coloured devices
;
and the

whole ground of this, and of two other metopes, is red.

Red and blue seem to have been generally used for the

ground ; and these two, with green and yellow, were the prin-

cipal colours introduced in Greek architecture, many members
of which were also gilt, as the shields, guttaj, and other prom-

inent details
;
hut many suppose that the shafts of columns

were always white, and that the coloured parts were confined

to the entablature and pediment.

In Egyptian buildings, indeed, it sometimes happened that

the shafts of columns were merely covered with white stucco,

without any ornament, and even without the usual line of hiero-

glyphics
;
and the same custom of coating certain kinds of stone

with stucco was common in Greece. The Egyptians put this

layer of stucco, or paint, over stone, whatever its quality might

be
,
and we are surprised to find the beautiful granite of ob-

elisks, and other monuments, concealed in a similar manner ,*

hut it was occasionally allowed to retain, its own red hue, the

sculptures being painted green, or sometimes blue, red, and

other colours.

Whenever they employed sandstone, it was absolutely neces-

sary to cover it with a surface of a smoother and less absorbent

nature, to prevent the colour being too readily imbibed by so
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porous a stone
;
and a coat of calcareous composition was laid

on before the paint was applied. When the subject was sculp-

tured. either in relief or intaglio, the stone was coated, after the

figures were cut, with the same substance, to receive the final

colouring ;
and it had the additional advantage of enabling the

artist to finish the figures and other objects with a precision

and delicacy in vain to be expected on the rough and absorbent

surface of sandstone.

They sometimes coated the inside walls of a sanctuary, a tomb,

or a house, with granite, or some other kind of stpne, or stained

them to imitate it; and the adytum of the temple of Osiris at

Abydus was lined with Oriental alabaster. They also used, for

interiors of houses and tombs, the black and white tiles already

mentioned {which were similar to those afterwards made by the

Arabs and the Dutch) ;
and cased the exterior of a limestone or

sandstone building with granite; and a great portion of the

third pyramid was covered with this “ Ethiopian stone of va-

rious hues,” which still remains.

Their colours were principally blue, red; green, black, yellow,

and white. The red was an earthy bole
;
the yellow an iron

ochre
;
the green was a mixture of a little ochre with a pulve-

rulent glass, made by vitrifying the oxides of copper and iron

with sand and soda ; the blue was a glass of like composition

without the oehreous addition
;
the black wa.s hone or ivory

black, and the white a very pure chalk. They were mixed

with water, and apparently a little gum, to render them tena-

cious and adhesive. "With the Egyptians the favourite combina-

tion of colour was red, blue, and green
;
when black was intro-

duced, yellowwas added to harmonize with it
;
and in like manner

they sought for every hue its congenial companion. They aLso

guarded against the false effect of two colours in juxtaposition,

as of red and blue, by placing between thorn a, narrow line of

white or yellow. They had few mixed colours, though purple,

pink, orange, and brown are met with, and frequently on pa-

pyri, The blue, which is very brilliant, consists of fine par-

ticles of blue glass, and, may be considered equivalent to our

sxnalt; it seems to be the same that Vitruvius describes, which
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he supposes to have been first made at Alexandria
;
and it also

agrees with the artificial Jcyamis of Theophrastus, invented in

Egypt, which he says was laid on thielter than the native (or

lapis lazzuli). The thickness of the blue on the ceilings in

Bclzoni’s tomb confirms his remark. The green is also a glass

in powder, mixed with particles of colourless glass, to which it

owes its brightness.

Gilding was employed in the decoration of some of the orna-

mental details of the building, and was laid on a purple ground,

to give it greater richness
;
an instance ofwhich may be seen in

the larger temple at Kalabshee, in Nubia. It was sparingly

employed, and not allowed to interfere, by an undue quantity,

with the efiect of the other colours, which they knew well how
to introduce in their proper proportions

;
and such discords as

light green and strawberry-and-cream were carefully avoided.

The Egyptians showed considerable taste in the judicious

arrangement of colours for decorative purposes
;
they occasion-

ally succeeded mform, as in the shapes of many of their vases,

their furniture, and their ornaments
;
and they had still greater

knowledge proportion, so necessary for their gigantic monu-
ments

;
but though they knew well.how to give to their build-

ings the effect of grandeur, vastness, and durability, they had

little idea of the beautiful, and were far behind the Greeks in

the appreciation of form. It is, however, rare to find any people

who combine colour, form, and proportion
;
and even the Greeks

occasionally failed to attain perfection in their beautiful vases,

some of which are faulty in the handles and the foot.

For kiiowledge of proportion, no people in later times have

equalled the Italians. It is most remarkable in their public

buildings ; where, though perfection of form may be sometimes

wanting, the first impressions arising from harmony of propor-

tion conceal the faults that afterwards become apparent to the

eye, and show the importance of a thorough knowledge of it.

AVe are now making a laudable efibrt to disseminate taste

amonii the whole community; the Great Exhibition of 1851

has, among other good effects, made people think a little more
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for themselves; and a revival of architecture, as vifell as of

modiEoval ornament, has directed the eye to better models than

those of Georgian times. And as we have no prescribed rules

like those of the Egyptians, and no Louis XIV. and XV. splen-

did monstrosities, to give us preconceived notions in favour of

the utter decomposition of an outline, there is no reason and no

excuse for taste not flourishing, and not pervading even those

least alive to it.

But it is not by mere patronage of the great that art and taste

are to be made to flourish in a country; all must be made sen-

sible of the charm and the ellect they produce, and the feeling

for them must become general. Encouragement may be advan-

tageously given, and their progress may be greatly advanced

by such praiseworthy assistance
;
but for a people to attain

to excellence in them, the masses, and particularly the middle

classes, must learn how to appreciate what is good, and how to

discountenance the bad. It was the general taste in Greece that

made the arts flourish—they were intelligible to all
; and many

a column, or other portion of a public edifice, was raised at the

combined expense of several poor subscribers. It is an' error to

suppose that the religion of Greece had peculiarly the tendency

to encourage the fine arts. Christian story abounds in noble

subjects, with many feelings of a far more exalted kind than

those portrayed by the Greeks
;
and historical compositions are

not confined to any one people, nor to any age. To make art

and taste flourish and endure, they musthe generally encouraged

;

and it is not to the grandees of any country, who condescend-

ingly permit their names to appear at the head of a list ofpatrons,

that these must trust
;
and to obtain any good result, the judg-

ment of the public musthe cultivated. It is vain for any artists

or artisans to excel in painting, sculpture, or ornamental art, if

the taste of the country is deficient, and if busts or portraits are

more prized than fine statues or good historical compositions
;

and how often, when good works are produced in decorative art,

is the talented inventor obliged to discontinue them, because he

finds no encouragement ! He must live ;” and ho is, therefore,
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compelled to satisfy the demands of the purchasers, by making
something more consonant with their bad taste.

It is, therefore, with great satisfaction that we now look for-

ward to the effect ofthe schools of design, and the well-directed

energies of those who have such important objects in view ;
and

when taste becomes general, we shall cease to have committees

sanctioning what is bad. Indeed, it might always be better to

submit the selection of works of art to a single individual of

sound judgment, who should be, and feel that he was,

hle, than to leave it to the doubtful decision ofa number*—some
indifferent, some who never attend, some put there for their

name alone, none individually responsible, and marry glad to

shift the blame or the trouble irpon some very active member,
who, often being the most busy, and tiresome in the irrverse

ratio of his talents, gets his own way in opposition to less as-

suming and more capable men.

Airother great impediment to the extension of taste is the no-

tion that beauty of design is only to be sought in experrsive or-

namental objects, and those connected with the arts ;
hut so long

as it is confined to them, and not introduced into all the ordinary

utensils ofcommon life, it will he possessed by few, and will be

a sort of exotic plant. Beauty of form and jrroportion, exquisite

detail, and high finish, are found in the vases and commonest
objects among the Greeks

;
they were afterwards prized by the

Romans, and looked irpon as rarities by them as by modern col-

lectors
;
but among those who originated them they were apprC'^

ciated by all “ Arts ofproduction” must not he independent of

the arts ofdesign—^theymust go together
;
and as the commonest

lamp, strainer, or other things used for ordinary purposes, were

beautiful in Greece, so must they he with those who strive to

arrive at similar refinement. It is not by making what is ele-

gant dear to the purchaser that art and taste will flourish
;
this

is an impediment, not an encouragement to them
;
and until the

beautiful is within the reach of all, and appreciated by all, it

is vain to hope for excellence in any country.

The sculptures ofan Egyptian temple mostly represented the

Icing making offerings to the Triad ofthe city, and to the principal
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deities worslaipped there; the king’s name, who erected or en-

larged the building, was frequently repeated in the dedication-^

upon the ai'chitraves, as well as on the ornamental cornices and

other places
;
and as it was liis right to make the offerings in the

temple, he alone was represented pouring out libations, and

making sacrifices before the gods. On the outer walls similar

subjects v/cre repeated ;
but in the large temples, especially of

1Iio capital, the chiefplaceshothofthe outer and inner walls were

occupied by battle scenes, represeuting the victories obtained by

the monarch over the enemies of Egypt
;
and upon the great

tow'crs of the faf^ade he was portrayed routing them in battle,

or in the act of smiting the captive “ Heads,” or “ chiefs, of the

Gentiles,” in the presence of the great deity of the place.

Ainong the peculiarities of Egyptian architecture, one of the

most important is the studied avoidance of uniformity in the

arrangement of the columns and many of the details. Of these,

some are evident to the eye, others are only intended to have an

influeuce on the general efiect, and are not perceptible without

eareiui examination. Thus the capitals of the columns in the

great hall at Karnak are at difierent heights, some extending

lower down the shaft than others, evidently with a view to cor-

rect the sameness of symmetricabrepetition, and to avoid fa-

tiguing the sight with too much regularity. This is not to be

perceived until the eye is brought on a level with the lower part

of the capitals
;
and its object was only effect, like that of many

curved lines introduced in a Greek temple, as at the Parthenon.

But the Egyptians often carried their dislike of uniformity to

an extreme, beyond even what is justified by the study of variety

"Where they avoided that extreme, their motive was legitimate ;

and it is remarkable that they were the first people whose monu-
ments offer instances of that diversity, which forms so essential

a characteristic of Saracenic and Gothic architecture.

This feeling increased, rather than diminished, after the acces-

{?ion of the Ptolemies
; and intercourse with the Greeks had not

the elTect of inducing the Egyptians to adopt any of the notions

ofsymmetrywhich prevailed in their monuments . Those
,
there-

I’ore, who imagine that the great variety then in vogue, from the
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juxtaposition of columns of different orders, was introduced by

tlie Ptolemies, attribute it to a very improbable cause
;
for if any

eliange bad been introduced by the Greeks, it would have been

that of greater uniformity; and the arrangement of columns,

each with a different capital in the same portico, is evident-

ly the result of Egyptian taste. It shows the same progress

w'hicli our decorated made from the more simple, but still va-

ried, character of our early pointed style. The decorated and

flamboyant each grew out of its predecessor
;
but no one looks

for their origin in a different style of architecture
;
and in like

manner, the more ornamental column and the more varied ar-

rangements of the details, in later Egyptian buildings, arose out

of the old Egyptian style, and did not certainly proceed from

the uniformity of Greek taste.

Our perpendicular style, though really derived from its varied

predecessors, did undergo a change, and one that at last deprived

it of the “principal characteristic ofthe pointed style
;
it even ad-

mittedby degrees an incipient taste forgreateruniformity (which

about a century laterEurope unequivocallywelcomed back, by a

return to classic architecture)
;
and though it did not positively

fraternize with the renaissance, it lost that great feature—vari-

ety, which peculiarly distinguished its Gothic parent. In one

part overloaded with fretwork, in another with an endless rep-

etition of monotonous lines, it strove to make rich what it ceased

to make beautiful
; and at last departed so far from the Gothic

type, that one portion of a perpendicular edifice cast in metal

might almost serve to construct the rest.

Egyptian architecture was at first simple, as was the Greek,

and both had the severe fluted column, which, as I have shown,

originated in the still more simple square pillar of an Egyptian

quarry. The Greeks varied their style by the introduction of the

Ionic, and ahasket capital with leaves,which by degrees took the

form of the Corinthian
; borrowing from the Ionic, and from the

basket capital of Egypt, and varying the ornaments, as they had

before modified the volutes, for these were also derived from the

EgyiJtian columns attached to the canopies ofthe kings. Tut here

the variety ended ; or at least they did not go the length of the

.
.

' o 2
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Egyptians in placing columns of diiferent orders one bythe other

in the same portico. This was confined to the taste of Egyptian

(and of the later Gothic) architects. And though the original

Egyptian column wa.s so simple, no foreign influence introduced

the change: it was of native growth; and the water-plant and

other columns, as I have already shown, date from the time ofthe

earliest periods before the invasion of the Shepherds. Their

formation, too, was consistent with the style of their decoration.

But while the architecture of the Egyptians and that of the

Greeks had some points of resemblance in certain details, their

general character was essentially distinct; and the Egyptian fiat

roof had a totally different effect from the pediment, or gable, of

a Greek temple. The plans of their sacred buildings were also

quite dissimilar, and the circular form of the early Greek tomb

was unknown in Egypt. The Egyptians, too, a cautious people,

made durability their chief object, and they never sought for that

beauty, to which the Greeks were so successful in attaining. If

certain nations, like individuals, are gifted with peculiar talents,

none have been favoured with the same variety as the Greeks

;

and all their habits and feelings were eminently suited to the

development of taste. Not so those of the Egyptians, who, in-

dependently of the restrictions imposedUpon them, were defi-

cient in the requisites for that purpose. They wanted the imag-

inative faculty of the Greeks
;
they thought chiefly of carrying

out a particular object; and their speculative powers led to ab-

struse theories, not to the ideal conceptions required for excel-

lence in art.

With regard to the pyramidal or sloping line in Egyptian

buildings, it is scarcely necessary to say that its object was great-

er solidity
; and its use is one of many arguments against the

opinion that Egyptian temples had their origin in excavated

monuments
; for it is evident that the pyramidal line can nei-

ther be required, nor be consistently introduced, in the walls of

a rock temple, and wherever the sloping line does occur there, it

is merely in the ornamental mouldings, and is one more evidence

of the imitation of a constructed monument. Another miscon-

ception respectingEgyptian architecture is that they began with
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large buildings because the mountains gave them the power of

excavating to any depth, and extending the front to any length,

which is disproved by the fact that the oldest sanctuaries Avere

of very small dimensions
;
large monuments were erected before

large rock temples were made ; and the mere irregular quarry

(opened solely to supply materials) did not bear any resem-

blance to the plan or general character of a temple. The at-

tempt, too, to account for the use of large blocks, from the “ fa-

cility of transport” in a level country, and the preference given

by the Greeks to smaller or shorter architraves, from the diffi-

culty of conveying them from the quarries in a hilly country, is

equally unsatisfactory, and is far from being consistent with the

positions of many early Greek temples, and with what' may be
observed in other countries, since we find that in the mountam-
ous districts of Syria heavier blocks were used than in the tem-

ples of Egypt.

If the employment of large blocks were thus to be accounted

for, it would be difficult to explain how the Syrians acquired the

habit, or obtained the experience, which enabled them to move
the enormous stones at Baalbek, far heavier than any in Egypt,

being upwards of 60 feet long by 9 broad and 12 feet thick.

Some stones in the walls of Jerusalem arc more than 20 feet in

length
;
and massive columns, of a single piece, were raised in

temples on the mountain summits of Syria. It was therefore as

common a practice to use large blocks in the mountainous Syria

as in the level Egypt
;
so that neither the great breadth of the

Egyptian, nor the narroAvness of Greek, or any other intercolum-

niations, can be accounted for by the facility, or difficulty, of

transporting long blocks of stone to serve as architraves. Nor
was size originally a condition in the edifices of the Egyptians.

They began, as did the Greeks, with small monuments, Avhich

increased in scale with the increase ofwealth and the adAmnce-

njent of art *, and though, as their tastewas developed, the Egyp-

tians preferred monuments of large size, the origin ofthis prefer-

ence must not too hastf^ be attributed to the facility of trans-

porting the blocks, nor even to the convenience of obtaining ma-
terials near at hand, since the granite quarries of Syene were
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upwards of 130 miles from Thel)es, or five times as mucli from

Memphis, aud the monoliths ofthat material erected in the Delta

-were conveyed more than 800 miles. The same hasty conclusion

has been made about the largest colossi being peculiar to Dgypt.

But that of Olympian Jove vsms 60 feet high
; that of Apollo,

mentioned by Pausanias, was 30 cubits, or 45 feet
;
and the co-

lossus of Rhodes, measuring 105 feet, far exceeded any in Plgypt.

The arch was employed in Egypt at a very early period
;
and

crude brick arches were in common use in roolingtomhs at least

as early as Amunoph L, in the 16th century before our era.

And since I first discovered one at Thebes bearing his name,

others have been found of the age of Thothmes 111. (his fourth

successor) and of Remeses V. It oven seems to have been

known in the time of the 12th dynasty, judging from the repre-

sentation of what appear to be vaulted granaries at Beni Hassan..

That it should have originated in a country where wood was
rare is consi.stent with probability ;

and it has been conjectured

that the chambers in the large brick pyramids near Memphis

were arched. Those at Thebes, of a rather later period, were so

roofed ;
nor is it unreasonable to suppose that in the other large

ones they had the same construction
;
and the superiority over

the stone pyramids, boasted in the inscription upon that of Asy-

chis, has been supposed to consist in its vaulted chambers. It is

also evident that in the time of Osirtasen the vaulted ceilings

of rock-tombs w^erc made in imitation of arches
;
and the arch

seems to have been particularly used in .sepulchral monuments.

The earliest stone arches are of the time of a Psammitichus, in

the 7th century before our era. One of these is at Sakkara, hut

from the thin slabs of stone forming its roof, it is a far less satis-

factory instance ofthe arch than some ofthose near the pyramids

of Geezeh of the same date
;
though an arch being of stone is no

stronger proof of its existence than are those of brick at Thebes,

which are on the same principle, the bricks (like the stones)

radiating to a common centre. For it is not necessary that an
arch should be of any particular materi^.; nor does the principle

of the arch depend on its having a keystone
;
aud arclaes, both

round aud pointed, are found at all ages without it. The same
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is the case in Egypt, and the small chapels before the pyramids

of Ethiopia have instances of round and pointed arches, with

and -without the keystone.

Many crude brick arches, of difTereiit dates, exist, in Thebes,

besides the small pyramids* already alluded to, some of-w'hich are

of very beautiful construction. The most remarkable are the

doorways ofthe enclosures surrounding the tombs iarthe Assaseef,

which are composed of two or more concentric semicircles of

brick, as well constructed as any ofthe present day . They are of

the time of Psammitichus and other jjrinces of the 26th dynasty,

immediately before the invasion of Camhyses. All the bricks

radiate to a common centre : they are occasionally pared ofi’ at

the lower part, to allow for the curve of the arch, and sometimes

the builders were contented to put in a piece of stone to fill up

the increased space between the upper edges of the bricks. In

those roofs of houses or tombs, which wmre made with less care,

and required less solidity, the bricks 'were placed longitudinally,

in the direction of the curve of the vault, and the lower ends

were then cut away considerably, to allow for the greater opening

between them ; and many were grooved at the sides, in order to

retain a greater quantity of mortar between their united surfaces.

Though the oldest stone arch, whose age has been positively

ascertained, dates only in the time of the second Psammitichus,

f

we cannot suppose that the use of stone was not adopted by the

Egyptians, for that species of construction, previous to his reign
;

even if none of the arches of the Pyramids in Ethiopia should

prove to be anterior to his era. Nor does the absence of the arch

in temples, and other large buildings, excite our surprise, when
we consider the style of Egyptian monuments

;
and no one who

understands the character of their architecture could wish for its

introduction. In some of the’ small temples of the Oasis, the

Romans attemi)ted this innovation, but the appearance of the

chambers so constructed fails to please
;
and the introduction of

an imitation of the arch into a building at Abydus, bearing the.

name of Sethi, or Osirci, was owing to its being a sepulchral

monument. Piero the roof is formed of single blocks of stone

One is introduced into woodcut 452, XiT. 1. t Vignette P., Chap X.
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reacliing from one architrave to the other, which, instead of

heing placed in the usual manner, stand upon their edges, in

order to allow room for hollowing out an arch in their thick-

ness ; but its cflect is by no means good. {
Woodcut 452,fig. 3.)

Like the Egyptians, the 'Greeks abstained from introducing the

arch into their monuments, being uiisuited to a style already-

formed; an objectionnotfeltby the Romans, who modified what

they borrowed, so far as to adopt the arch, and break through the

horizontal line of Greek architecture , thus establishing the first

elements ofthe vertical oflatertimes ; and the greatbenefits con-

ferred by the arch incoveringlarge spaces, where crowded assem-

blies were to meet, are well demonstrated by a comparison of our

churches, and the GreatHall ofKarnak,with its forest ofcolumns

to support the roof. But the Greeks were not ignorant of the

arch
;
instances of it stillremain ; and Posidonius claims its inven-

tionforr)emocritus,whowashornB.c-460. The arched tunnel of

brick under the Euphrates at Babylon, mentioned by Diodorus,

also shows that it was known at a remote age in other countries

as well as in Egypt. {Bee also Vignette N., end of Chap. VIII.)

Another imitation of the arch occurs in a building at Thebes.

Here, however, a reason may perhaps be given for its introduc-

tion, in addition to its being a tomb, and not bound to accord

with the ordinary rules of architecture laid down for Egyptian

temples. The chambers lie under a friable rock, and are cased

with masonry, to prevent the fall of its crumbling stone
;
hut

instead of being roofed on the principle of the arch, they are

covered with a number of large blocks, placed horizontally, one

projecting beyond that immediately below it, till the uppermost
two meet in the centre, the interior angles being afterwards

rounded off to form the appearance of a vault.

This building dates in the 15th century b.c., consequently

many years after,.the Egyptians had been acqusdnted with the

art of vaulting
;
and the reason of their preferring such a mode

of construction probably arose from their calculating the great

difficulty of repairing an injured arch in this position, and the

consequences attending the decay of a single block
; nor can any

one suppose, from the great superincumbent weight applied to



TRUE AND FALSE ARCHES.

1. Vaulted rooms and doorway of a crude brick pyramid at Tiiebes.
2. An imitation of an arch at Thebes.
3. Another at Abydus.
4. Mode of commencing a quarry.

the Jminches, that this style of building' is devoid of strength,

and of the usual durability of an Egyptian fabric, or pronounce

it ill suited to the purpose for which it was erected.

This was either an imitation of an arch, or a method of older

times used before its invention
;
and we have other instances,

in Italy, of false and true arches being employed contempora-

neously, by people well acquainted with the principie of form-

ing voussotrs with stones radiating to a common centre.

The first deviation from the mode of roofing with flat stones

was what is called the pent-shaped roof, formed by tlie appli-

cation of two sets of stones, inclined towards each other, at an
angle of about 100°, as over the entrance to the Great Pyramid
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and the roof of the Q,ueen’s chamber. The next was when the

space was covered over with slabs of small dimensions, each

course projecting beyond the one below it, until the uppermost

ones approached each other near enough for the remaining space

to be covered by a single stone. These two, used at the same time

in the Clreat Pyramid, were also employed by the early Greeks
;

and they may be considered the first steps towards the want, and

invention, of the arch. And this seems to confirm the notion of

the boasted superiority of the brick pyramid having coirsisted in

supplying this desideratum. Bricks certainly led to its inven-

tion
;
and thus small materials have contributed to the greatest

variety in construction at dlfierent periods ; witnes.s groined

arches, as well as long-and-short-work, opus incertum, round tow;-

ers, and various peculiarities ofbrickwork. In the earliest arch-

es, the bricks were placed lengthways towards each other
;
and

not only many of the oldest tombs at Thebes have their roofs so

constructed, but the stones forming the arches at the pyramids

of Gebel Berkel are placed in the same manner. This, howev-

er, was afterwards ahairdoned
;
and the beautiful brick arches

of the Assasee'f at Thebes resemble those of modern times.

The same longitudinal arrangement of the bricks again occurs

in the pointed arches of the early Christians in Egypt
;
and they

give evidence of being a first essay of a new principle. Doubtful

as to the power of an arch of this form, they only used it at first

to cover passages, and other small spaces
;
and many consisted

only of 1,2, or 3 very long bricks in height, with a portion of

one placed between the two upperxno.st ones as a key. They arc,

however, remarkable from their antiquity, being about the 7th

century of our era; and though a much older pointed arch is

found at Gebel Berkel, as well as in Italy, and the pointed arch

seems to be imitated in the time of the 18th dynasty, that style of

building does not seem to have come into common use in the East

much before the 9th century. But it was then very general, and
though some dream of pointed arches having been invented in

Europe, from the intersection oftwo round arches, we rnayho sure

that the Ea.st gave us the first notioxi of the new principle, and
that we derived it from the Saracens, as they composed their ar-
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chitecture from the Byzantine and Persian styles, and the earli-

est pointed architecture, if not the first pointed arches, should be

looked for in Asia Minor and about Constantinople. As the Greeks
instructed the Romans, the Byzantine Christians worked for the

Saracens, and gave them the first notions of a style, which they

afterwards modified according to their views. The cupola intro-

duced a new feature into the mosk,whose original simple courts,

and small round arches, were humble imitations ofRoman build-

ings; the golden mosaics of Byzantium, themselves descended

from the “ golden vaults” of Imperial B,ome, decorated the walls

and arched ceilings ofDamascus houses, as they enriched the apses

ofItalian basilicas ;
and the Byzantine orRomanesque style spread

its influence over Europe and the East. But the stream of taste

was diversified according to the ground over which it flowed. As
yet one general system was not acknowledged, as in later times,

when Gothic architecture was the same, with slight variations,

throughout Europe ;
each people at first made their own selec-

tion in the principles or the mouldings they imitated
;
in England

the rude Saxon, wdth its long-and-short-work—the common house

construction evenbefore the age ofJustinian; the more decorated

Norman
;
and the Italian Lombard style, were all indebted to

the Roman and the Byzantine
;
and from the arrival of a fresh

element from the East, itself of cognate origin, arose the pointed

style of Western Europe. Such was the progress of architecture

from the earliest times ; each system borroAving, adopting, or

recasting the component parts of its predecessor, according to the

wants, climate, materials, ortaste ofthe new country ofits growth.

The most ancient buildings in Egypt were constructed oflime-

stone, hewn from the mountains bordering the valley of the

Nile to the East and West, extensive quarries of which may be

seen at El Mfisara, Nesleh Shekh Hassan, El Maabdeh, and

other places
;
and that it was used long before sandstone, is

proved by the tombs of the pyramids, as well as those monu-
ments themselves, and by the vestiges of old siAhstructions and

ruins in Upper Egypt. Limestone continued to be occasionally

employed for building even after the .accession of the 12th dy-

nasty; but so soon as the durability ofsandstone was ascertain-
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ed, tlio quarries of Silsilis were opened, and those materials

were universally adopted, and preferred for their even texture,

and the ease with which they were wrought.

The extent of the quarries at Silsilis was very great
;
and it

is not by the size and scale of the monuments of Upper Egypt

alone that we are enabled to judge of the stupendous works

executed by the ancient Egyptians ;
these would suffice to prove

the character they bore, were the gigantic ruins of Thebes and

other cities no longer in existence
;
and safely may we apply

the expression, used by Plinym speaking of the porphyry quar-

ries, to those of Silsilis, “ they arc of such extent, that masses

of any dimensions might be hewn from them.”

In opening a new quarry, when the stone could not be taken

from the surface of the rock, and it was necessary to cut into the

lower part of its perpendicular face, they pierced it with a hori-

zontal shaft, beginning with a square trench, and then break-

ing away the stone left in the centre (as indicated in woodcut

452, 4, by the space b), its height and breadth depending of

course on the size ofthe stones required. They then cut the same
around c, and so on to any extent in a horizontal direction, after

which they extended the work downwards, in steps, taking away
E, and leaving d for the present, and thus descending as far as

they found convenient, or the stone continued good. They then
returned, and cut away the steps n, f, and all the others, reducing

each time one step in depth, till at last there remained at x a

perpendicular wall
;
and when the quarries were of very great

horizontal extent, pillarswere left at intervals to support the roof.

'*53. Removing a stone from the (luarrie-s of El Masara.

In one of the quarries at El Masara, the mode of transporting
the stone is represented. It is placed on a sledge, drawn hy oxen,
and is supposed to be on its way to the inclined plane that led to
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the liver, vestiges of which may still be seen a little to the

south of tlie modern, village.

fcionietimes, and particularly when the blocks were large and

ponderous, men were employed to drag them, and those con-

demned to hard labour in the quarries, as a punishment, were

required to assist in moving a certain number of stones, accord-

ing to the extent of their ofience, ere they were libex-ated
;
which

seems to be proved by this expression, “ I have dragged 110

stones for the building of Isis at Philse,” in an inscription at

the quarries of Gertassy in Nubia. . In order to keep an account

of their progress', they frequently cut the initials of their name,
or some private mark, with the number, on the rock whence
the stone was taken, as soon as it was removed ; thus, c. xxxn.,

PD. XXXIII.
;
PD. xxxini., and numerous other signs occur at the

quarries of Fateereh.

Ail large blocks were taken from the quarry on sledges
;
and

in a grotto behind E’Dayr, a Christian village between Antinoe

and Ei Bersheh, is the representation of a colossus, which a

number of men are employed in dragging with ropes—a sub-

ject doubly interesting from being of the early age of Osirtasen

IL, and one of the very few paintings which throw any light on

the method employed by the Egyptians for moving weights.

It is not necessary that the colossus should have been hewn
in therhill of Ei Bersheh

;
and this pictm*e, though it refers to

what really happeiicd, may also represent one of the occupations

of the Egj'ptians, like the trades,^ gardening-scenes, and other

subjects. At all events, the statue could not have been placed

in the tomb, as some suppose, being too large for the doorway

;

and traces of it must have remaixied.

One hundred and seventy-two men, in four rows, of forty-three

each, pull the ropes attached to the front of the sledge
;
and

grease is poured from a vase by a person standing on the pedestal

of the statue, in order to facilitate its progress as it slides over

the ground, which was probably covered with a bed of planks,

though they are not indicated in the painting. {^See Frontispiece.)

Some of the persons employed in this laborious duty appear to

be Egyptians, the others are foreign slaves, who are clad in the
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costume oftheir country ;
and behind are four rows ofmen, who,

though only twelve in number, may be intended to represent

the “ superintendents,” and the set which relieved the others

when fatigued.

Below are persons carrying vases of the liquid, or perhaps

water, for the use of the workmen, and some implements con-

nected with the transport of the statue, followed by taskmasters

with theirwands of office. Onthe knee of the figure stands aman
who claps his hands to the measured cadence of a song, to mark

the time and insure their simultaneous draught; for it is evident

that, in order that the whole power might be applied at the same

instant, a sign of this kind was necessary
;
and tire custom of

singing at their work was usual in every occupation of the Egyp-

tians, as it how is in that country, in India, and many other

places. Nor is it found a disadvantage among the modern sail-

ors of Europe, when engaged in pulling a rope, or in any labour

which requires a simultaneous effort. Above are seven compa-

nies of soldiers, unarmed, holding green twigs in their hands.

The height of the statue was 13 cubits, 1-9|‘ ft., or really 22ft. 2|
in., and of Jirne or freestone, as the colour and the hieroglyphics in-

form us. Itwas bound to the sledge by double ropes, which were

tightened by means oflong pegs placed between them, and twist-

, ed round until completely braced; and,to prevent injury from the

friction of the ropes, a compress of leather, lead, or other sub-

stance was introduced at the part where they touched the .statue.

It is singular that the position ofthe ring to which all the ropes

were attached for moving the mass was confined to one place at

the front of the statue, and did not extend to the back part of the

sledge
;
but this was owing to the shortness of the body

;
and,

when of great length, it is probable that ro^ies were fixed at in-

tervals along the sides, in order to give an opportunity of apply-

ing a greater moving power. For this purpose, in blocks of very

great length (as the columns at Fateereli, which are about (50 ft.

long, and 8[r ft. in diameter), certain jiieces of stone were lei't

projecting from the sides, like the trunnions of a gun, to which
several ropes wei’e attached, each pulled by its own set of men.

Small blocks of stone were sent from the quarries by'' water to

their different places of destination in boats, or rafts ; and if any
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land-caTriage. was required, they were placed oa sledges and
rollers; but those of very large dimensions were dragged the

whole way by men, overland, in the manner here represented.

The immense -weight of some shows that the Egyptians were
well acquainted with mechanical powers, and the mode of ap“

plying a locomotive force -vidth the most wonderful success; and
the use of grease for large weights, in pi'eference to rollers, is

consistent with modem experience.

The obelisks transported from the quarries of Syene, at the

first cataracts, in latitude 24° 5-' 23^'', to Thebes and Heliopolis,

vary in size from seventy to ninety-three feet, in length. They
are of one single stone ; and the largest in Egypt, W'-hieh is that

of the great temple at Ivarnak, 1 calculate to weigh about 297

tons. This was brought about 138 miles from the quairy to

w’here it now^ stands, and those taken to Heliopolis passed over

a space of more than 800 miles. The power, however, to move
the mass -w'as the same, whatever might he the distance, and

the mechanical skill which transported it five, or even one,

would suffice for any number of miles. .

In examining the ruins of western Thebes, and reading the

statements of ancient writers regarding the stupendous masses

of granite conveyed by this people for several hundred miles,

our surprise is greatly increased. We find in the plain of Koor-

neh t-wo colossi of Amunoph III., of a single block each, forty-

seven feet in height, which contain about .11,500 cubic feet, and

are made of a stone not known within several days’ journey of

the place; and at the Memnonium is another of Remeses IL,

which, when entire, weighed upwards of 887 tons, and was
brought from A''Souan to Thebes, a distance, as before stated, of

more than 130 miles. This is certainly a surprising weight,

and we cannot readily suggest the means adopted for its trans-

port, or its passage of the river
; hut the monolithic temple, said

by Herodotus to have been taken from Elephantine to Buto, in

the Delta, -was still larger, and far surpassed in weight the pe-

destal of Peter the Grea-t’s statue at St.Petersburgh, -w-hich last

is calculated at about 1200 tons.

He also mentions a monolith at Sais, of which he gives the
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following account :

“ "What I admire still more is a monument

of a single block of stone, whicli Amasis transported from the

city of Elephantine. Two thousand men, of the class of boat-

men, were employed to- bring it, and were occupied three years

in this arduous task. The exterior length is twenty-one cubits

(31| ft.); the breadth fourteen (21 ft.); and the height eight

(12 ft.) ;
and, within, it measures eighteen cubits twenty digits

(28 ft. 3 in.) in length; twelve (18 ft.) in breadth
; and five

(7| ft.) in height. It lies near the entrance of the temple, not

having been admitted into the building, in consequence, as they

say, of the engineer, while superintending the operation of drag-

gin git forward, having sighed aloud, as if exhausted with fatigue,

and impatient of the time it had occupied
; which being looked

upon by Amasis as a bad omen, he forbade its being taken any fur-

ther. Some, however, state that it was in consequence of a man
having been crushed beneath it, while moving it with levers.”

Herodotus’s measurement is given as it lay on the ground
;

his length is properly its height, and his height the depth, from

the front to the back ;
for, judging from the usual form of these

monolithic monuments, it was doubtless like that of the same
king at Tel-et-Mai, the dimensions of which are 21 ft. 9 in.

high, 13 ft. broad, and 11 ft. 7 in. deep
; and internally 19 ft.

3 in., 8 ft., and 8 ft. 3 in.

The weight of the. Saite monolith cannot certainly be com-
pared to that of the colossus of Remeses ; but when we calcu-

late the solid contents of the temple of Latona at Buto, our as-

tonishment is unbounded
;
and we are perplexed to account for

the means employed to move a mass which, supposing the walls

to have been only 6 ft. thick (for Herodotus merely gives the

external measurement of forty cubits, or 60 ft. in height, breadth,

and thickness), must have weighed upwards of 6000, or, at the

lowest computation, of 5000 tons.

The skill of the Egyptians was not confined to the mere mov-
ing ofimmense weights ; their wonderful knowledge ofmechan-
ism is shown in the erection of obelisks, and in the position of

large stones, raised to a considerable height, and adjusted with

the utmost precision ; sometimes, too, in situations where the
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space will not admit the introduction of the inclined plane.

Some of the most remarkable are the lintels and roofing stones

of the large temples
;
and the lofty doorway leading into the

grand hall of assembly, at Karnak, is covered with sandstone

blocks, 40 ft. 10 in. long., and 5 ft. 2 in. square.

In one of the quarries at A''Souan (Syene) is a granite obelisk,

which, never having been finished or separated from the rock,

remains in its original place. The depth of the quarry is so

small, and the entrance to it so narrow, that it would have been
impossible for them to turn the stone, in order to remove it

by that opening; they had therefore to lift it out of the hollow

in which it had been cut ; and this was the case with all the

other shafts previously hewn in the same quarry. Such instan-

ces as these suffice to prove the wonderful mechanical knowl-

edge of the Egyptians; and we may question whether our en-

gineers could raise weights with the same facility, without using

some of those modern appliances, wMch were quite unknown
to that ancient people.

Pliny mentions several obelisks of very large dimensions,,

some of which were removed to Rome, where they now stand.

The Egyptians naturally looked on those monuments with

feelings of veneration, being connected with their religion, and

the glorious memory of their monarchs
; and at the same time

perceived that, in buildings constructed as their temples were,

the monotony of numerous horizontal lines required a relief of

this kind ; but the safae feelings cannot influence others, and

few motives can be assigned for tbeir removal to Europe, beyond

the desire of possessing what requires great difficulty to obtain.

I will not pretend to say that the ancientRomans committed

the same strange outrage to taste as their modern successors,

who have destroyed the effect of the most graceful part of these

monuments, by crowning the apex, which should of course

terminate in a point, with stars, rays, or other whimsical addi-

tions
;
and, however habit may have reconciled the eye to such

a monstrosity, every one who understands the beauty of form,

and the harmony of lines, must observe and regret the incon-

gruity of balls and weather-cocks on our own spires.
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Pliny says, that the first Egyptian king who erected an obelisk

Avas llitres, who held his court at Heliopolis, the city of the Sun,

to whom theywere there dedicated, as to Amun at Thebes.

Many others were raised by different monarchs, and Ramises”

made one 99 feet in height, “ on which he employed 20,000

workmen.” “ And, fearing lest the engineer should not take suf-

ficient care to proportion the power of the machinery to the

weight he had to raise, he ordered his son to be bound to the

apox,more effectually to guarantee the safety of the monument.”

The same writer describes a method of transporting obelisks

from the quarries down the river, by lashing two flat-bottomed

boats together, side by side, which were admitted into a trench,

cut from the Nile to the place whore the stone lay, laden with a

quantity of ballast exactly equal to the weight of the obelisk

;

which, so soon as they had been introduced beneath the trans-

verse block, was all taken out; and the boats rising, as they

were lightened, bore away the obelisk in lieu of their previous

burden. But we are uncertain if this method was adopted by

the Egyptians
;
and though he mentions it as the invention of

one Ph(Enix, he fails to inform us at what period he lived.

No insight is given into the secrets of their mechanical knowl-

edge from the sculptures, or paintings of the- tombs, though so

many subjects are there introduced. Our information connect-

ed with this point is confined to tho use of levers, and a sort

of crane, which last is mentioned by Herodotus, in describing

the mode of raising the stones from one tier to another, w'heu

they built the Pyramids. He says it was made of short pieces

of wood
;
an indefinite expression, conveying no notion cither

of its form or principle
;
and every stone was raised to the suc-

ceeding tier by a different machine.

Diodorus tells us that machines were not invented at that

early period, and that the stone was raised by mounds or inclined

planes
;
but we may be excused for doubting his assertion, and

thus be relieved from the efibrtofimagininganinclined plane five

hundred feet in perpendicular height, with a proportionate base.

Whatever may have been the means employed, they evidently

had acquired great facility in moving large blocks
; and this was
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454, Part 1, levelling, and Part 2, squaring a stone. Thebes.
Figs. 2, 4, 6, are using the chisel and mallet.

often a temptation to a later king to appropriate the monuments
of a predecessor in embellishing a temple. Thus Tirhakah took

the two lions of Amunoph III. from Soleb (the name of which
jilace they bear) to Gebel Birkel; which, was an easy task,

when obelisks were transplanted from Memphis and Heliopolis

to Alexandria, and afterwards to Rome and Amunoph’s lions

have at last found a place in the British Museum.
It is true that the occupations of the mason and the sta.tuary

are sometimes alluded to in the paintings
; the former, however,
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are almost confined to tlie levelling or sq[Uaring a stone, and the

nse ofthe chisel. Some are represented polishing and painting

statues of men, sphinxes, and small figures
;
and two instances

occur of large granite colossi, surrounded with scaflblding, on

which men are engaged in chiselling and polishingthe stone
;
the

paiirter following the sculptor to colour the hieroglyphics he had

engraved at the hack of the statue. (Woodcut 455,fy. 2.)

The usual mode of cutting large blocks from the quarries was
by a number of metal wedges, which Were struck at the same
instant along its whole length ; sometimes, however, they seem
to have been of highly dried wood, which, being driven into holes

previously cut for them by a chisel, and then saturated with

water, split the stone by their expansion
;
and the troughs fre-

quently found along the whole line of the holes, where the

wedges were inserted, argue strongly in favor of this opinion.

Such a method could only be adopted when the wedges were

in a horizontal position, upon the upper surface of the stone

;

but those put into the sides were impelled by the hammer only.

To separate the lower part of a ponderous mass from the rock,

we may suppose they cut under it, leaving long pieces here and

there to support it, like beams, which traversed its whole depth

from the front to the back
;
and then, having introduced wooden

rafters into the open spaces which were cleared away, they re-

moved the remainder of the stone, and the block rested on the

wood. This was also the process in the quarry at Baalbek.

Some have imagined that they used the same means now prac-

tised in India, of lighting a fire along the whole length of the

mass, in the direction where they intended it should split; and

then pouring water upon it, cracked the stone inihat part by its

sudden action
;
but this is very doubtful, and the presence ofthe

holes for the wedges sufficiently jjroves the method they usually

employed. '

Among the remarkable inventions of a remote era among the

Egyptians may be mentioned bellows and siphon's. The former

were used at least as early as the reign of Thothmes III., being

represented in a tomb bearing the name of that Pharaoh. They
consisted of a leather bag, secured and fitted into a frame, from
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which a long pipe extended for carrying the wind to the fire.

They were worked by the feet, the operator standing upon them,

with one under each foot, and pressing them alternately, while

he pulled up each exhausted skin with a string he held in his

hand. In one instance we observe from the painting, that when
the man left the bellows, they were raised, as if full of air

; and

this would imply a knowledge of the valve. ( Woodcut o.)

Thebes.

the leather
Xlre.

ase. c. e, I, n, the pipes conveying the wind to the fire, d,

charcoal. X; and o are raised as if fhll of air.

It is uncertain when bellows were first invented
;
the earliest

contrivance of this kind was probably a mere reed or pipe,

which we find used by goldsmiths in the age of Osirtasen, and
also at a late period, after the invention of bellows

;
and the

tubes of these last appear even in the time of Thothraes III. to

have been simply of reed, tipped with a metal point, to resist

the action of the fire.

.
The first step was to add the sack containing the air ; and
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various improvements succeeded each other in the form and
principle of the bellows : there are, however, no means of ascer-

taining the period when they assumed their present form
; and

the merit of the late invention of wooden bellows is still disputed.

Strabo ascribes the bellows to Anacharsis, but with the evident

conviction that these (the double anchor), and the potter’s wheel,

were of an age far anterior to the Scythian philosopher, which
is fully proved by the paintings of Thebes. -

The ordinary hand-bellows now used for small fires in Egypt
are a sort of a bag made of the skin of a kid, with an opening

at one end (like the mouth of a common carpet-bag), where the

skin is sewed upon two pieces of wood
;
and these being pulled

apart by the hands, and closed again, the bag is pressed down,
and the air thus forced through the pipe at the other end. It is,

perhaps, an ancient invention, but I find no indication of it in

the paintings.

The bellows with sides of wood, made at the present day, are

a more perfect construction than these last, or the foot-beUows

of the time of Thothmes. They are supposed to have been

known to the Greeks, though I confess the

taurinis follibus auras

Accipiunt redduntque”

of Yirgil is rather calculated to convey the idea of bellows made
of ox leather without wooden sides.

Siphons are shown to have been invented in Egypt at least as

early as the reign of Amunoph IL, in the 15th century before

our era ; and they again occur in the paintings of the third Re-

meses. In a tomb at Thebes, bearing the name of Amunoph,
their use is unequivocally pointed out by one priest pouring a

liquid into some vases, and the other drawing it off, hy applying

the siphon to his mouth, and thence to a large vase ;
and it is

not improbable that they owed their invention to the necessity

of allowing the Nile water to deposit its thick sediment in vases,

which could not be moved without again rendering it turbid,

whether hy inclining the vessel, or dipping a cup into it with

the hand. They seem to be of a pliant material, from their

bending (at/, and perhaps at in Woodcut 458).
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458. Siphons used about the year M30 b.c. Tkehes,

1 pours a liquid into vase.s from the cup h, and 2 draws it off by the siphons a.

Julius Pollux sajrs they were used for tasting wine
;
and Her-

on of Alexandria, the first writer of consequence who mentions

them, and who lived under Ptolemy Euergetes II., shows them
to have been employed as hydraulic machines on a grand scale,

for draining lands, or conveying water over a hill from one val-

ley to another. Their name, siphon, is evidently Oriental, and

derived from the word sipk or sif, to “ imbibe,” or “ draw up
with the breath,” analogous to, and perhaps the origin of, our

own expression “ to sip.” They had also invented the syringe,

used for injecting liquids into the head and body of mummie.s
during the emhalming process

;
and an instrument is often rep-

resented in the sculptures of early times, which has the appear-

ance of a portable pump.
.Respecting the numerous inventions of the Egyptians little in-

formation is to be obtained
;
but I have mentioned their skill in

cutting hard stones, and various branches of art
;
and we may

conclude they tested gold by a stone. And if they ajiplied the

name Bmhan, ox Basan (whence ba.sanos)j to a basaltic stone on

which gold makes no mark (nor does it on that of the “ Basanito

momitaiu”), this was probably because it included all basalts

;
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some of which, test gold as well as our hasanite-—a slate to

which the name has since been transferred, and confined.

I have also shown that Herodotus and others ascribe the or-

igin of geometry to the Egyptians, but the period when it com-

menced is uncertain. Anticlides pretends that Mceris was the

first to lay down the elements of that science, which he says was
perfected by Pythagoras; but the latter observation is merely

the result of the vanity of the Greeks, wloich claimed for their

countrymen (as in the case of Thales, and other instances) the

credit of enlightening a people on the very subjects which they

had visited Egypt for the purpose of studying.

The discovery of the pole, the sundial, and the division of the

day into twelve hours, are said by Herodotus to have been de-

rived by the Greeks from the Babylonians. Of the two former

we have no indication in the sculptures to prove the epoch when
they were known in Egypt

;
but there is reason to believe that

the day and night were divided, each into twelve hours, by the

Egyptians, some centuries before that idea could have been im-

parted to the Greeks from Babylon.

Sufficient data cannot, of course, be expected from the sculp-

tures of the tombs, and the accidental introduction of their occu-

pations, to enable us to form an accurate opinion respecting the

extent of their knowledge, the variety of their inventions, or the

skill of their workmen in different branches of art. The objects

buried with the dead were frequently mere models of those they

used
;
and the pains taken in making them depended on the sums

expended by the friends of the deceased after his death. It was
left to their good intentions or their superstitious feelings to de-

cide of what quality they should he, or what labour should he be-

stowed upon them ; and if the kind regards of a friend frequent-

ly induced some to incur considerable expense in providing such

objects, many, on the other hand, were less scrupulous in the last

duties to their departed relative. The former purchased orna-

ments of the most costly materials, as agate, basalt, granite, ala-

baster, onyx, jasper, gold, and precious stones ; the latter were

contented with common porcelain, wax, limestone, or wood. But
even the best which have been found in the tombs are evidently
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of inferior quality ;
and, like their vases and chairs, none have

been discovered equal in beauty to those represented in the

paintings, with the exception of a few rings and some female

ornaments which had been actually worn by the deceased.

The paintings, again, indicate a very small portion of their in-

ventions : many, with which we know they were acquainted, are

omitted ;
and the same remark applies to some of the most com-

mon occupations, to the animals they kept, and to the ordinary

productions of their country. No exact notion can even be

formed of their costume and the dresses of various grades, either

among men or women, though so frequently represented, partly

owing to their conventional style of drawing figures, partly to

their want of skill in depicting drapery ; it is, therefore, only

tiiie most simple portion of their dress which can be understood.

Ordinary workmen, and indeed all the lower orders, were clad

in a sort of apron, or kelt, sometimes simply bound round the

loins, and lapping over in front ;* and others had short drawers,

extending half way to the knee.f The same kind of apron was
worn by the higher orders, under an ample dress of fine linen

reaching to the ankles,| and provided with large sleeves. § The
apron was generally fastened by a girdle, or by a sort of sash,

tied in front with a bow or knot :11 it was sometimes folded over,

with a centre-piece falling down in front, beneath the part where
it overlapped

;
and some of the poor classes, while engaged in

laborious occupations, were contented with a roll of linen passed

between the legs from the back to the front of the girdle ."If This

last is frequently used at the present day by the peasants, when
drawing water by the shadoof; some ofwhom are satisfied with
a few leaves, in Adam-like, or in River-god, simplicity.

Herodotus mentions some Egyptian dresses, which he describes

of linen, with a fringe on the border around the legs, called

calasiris

;

over which they wore a cloak of white wool, similar,

no doubt, to the bornous ofthe present day, so common in Egypt
and the coast of Barbary, {See above, p. 91, and vol. i^, p. 333.)

* Woodcut 459. t Woodcut 284, Jig-. I, and fig. 2 j.

t Woodcut 11)6, figs. 6, 8. ^ Woodcuts 251 and 20, fig. f).

I !1 Woodcut 407. Y Woodcut 4.59,Ag- 7.
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459. Men’s dtesses. 13, ashirt, from the-work of Prof. Rosellini.

The same custom of edging their dresses with fringes was
common to the Israelites, who were ordered to make them “ in

the borders of their garments “ a blue riband” being “ put
upon the fringe and, as already observed, they were only the

ends of the threads composing the woof, left in order to prevent

, p 2 ^
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the cloth tinravelling
j
the hlue riband added hy the Israelites

being intended to strengthen it, and prevent its tearing. These

fringed dresses are occasionally represented in the paintings;

and pieces of cloth have been found with the same kind of

border, which in some instances have been sewed on.

Some people wore a sort of shirt with loose or light sleeves,

open at the neck, where it was tied with strings
;
and except

that it was linen instead of wool, it was not unlike the bisht,

of the modern inhabitants of Upper Egypt.

The dresses of the priests, which, excepting those of cere-

mony, were much the same as of other persons of rank, have

been already mentioned, as well as the geoflreying process, hy

which the folds ox waving lines were impressed upon the fine

linen they wore.*

The princes wore a dress very like that of the sacred scribe,

the apron wound round the body, and divided into three differ-

ent folds, over which was a garment with long sleeves
; but

their distinguishing mark was a peculiar badge at the side of

the head, descending to the shoulder, and frequently adorned

and terminated with a gold fringe. This I suppose to have

contained the lock of hair, indicative of youth, which is seen in

the statues of Harpocrates, and frequently represented on the

heads of children, as I have already shown.f

The robes of the sovereign varied, of course, according to his

immediate occupation. "When engaged as high-priest, they

much resembled those worn hy the principal functionaries of

the sacerdotal order, with the exception of the apron and head-

dress, which were of peculiar form, and belonged exclusively to

his rank as king.

This apron was richly ornamented in front with lions’ heads,

and other devices, probably of coloured leather
;
and the border

was frequently formed of a row of asps, the emblems of royalty.

Sometimes the royal name, with an asp on each side, as supporters^

was embroidered upon it, the upper part being divided into square

' * In vol. i. p. 334 ; and vol. ii. p. 92,

t See vol. i. p. 311, and woodcuts 279, 106, 2.
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compartments of different colours
; but it is not improbable that

this formed an appendage to the girdle rather than to the apron

;

and several straps falling down at the side of the centre-piece
show that it was tied in front, and came ever the folds of the
apron, and even of the upper robes.

Dress ortlie king,

a statue of Amunoph III. in the
crown of Sabaco’s statue at the Is

2, 3, the king’s apron. 3
Castle, 4, wrea

I Vf C ,

occasions, was the crown

the

Lower
™y kmg, after the sovereignty of the ThebaW and

grand r* .
and we find in the

that theS 1r ""'“o
atModeenot Haboo,

th“ ,™ P™l™ation, on hia aaoenaion tothe tmone, was the announcement tn tbp fm,v ..c+t, t
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that “ Uemeses had put on the crown of the Upper and Lower
country.” {See crowns and head-dresses in Woodcut 461.)

He even wore his crown during the heat of battle
;
sometimes

merely a wig ;
but a helmet made apparently of woollen stuff

with a thick nap, not very unlike the modern Persian cap, was
generally preferred ;

and, in religious ceremonies, he put on a

striped head-dress, probably of linen, which descended in front

over the breast, and terminated behind in a sort of queue bound

with riband. This last is the one generally worn by sphinxes,

which were emblems of the king.

When crowned, the king invariably put on the two crowns at

the same time, though on other occasions he was permitted to

wear each separately, whether in the temple, the city, or the

field of battle
;
and he even appeared in his helmet during the

ceremonies in honour of the gods. On some occasions he wore

a short wig, on which a band was fastened, ornamented with

an asp, the emblem of royalty.

It may appear singular that so warm a covering to the head

should have been adopted in the climate of Egypt
;
but when we

recollect that they always shaved the head, and that the reticu-

lated texture of the groundwork, on which the hair was fast-

ened, allowed the heat of the head to escape, while the hair

effectually protected it from the sun, it is evident that no better

covering could have been devised, and that it far surpassed in

comfort and coolness the modern turban, which is always found,

by those who are in the habit of wearing it, to be very agree-

'able in hot weather, provided all the particulars are attended to,

which the Turks find so essential, but which those Europeans

who merely put it on for effeet too often neglect.

The upper portion of the wig was frequently made with

cAirled, and not with plaited hair, this last being confined to the

sides and lower part, as is the case in the wigs preserved in the

Britisli. and Berlin musetims ;
but the whole was sometimes com-

posed of a sucjcp.'ision of plaits, dvOmmencing from the centre of

the crown, extending .do'jynwards, anti increasing in length to-

wards l:he bottom. Some smaiiey 'jyigs, worn by persons of rank,

consisted of short l/icks of equal arranged in uniform
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61. Ilead'dresses.

close cap, 2, 3, 4, 5, wigs, 6, the crown Pshent ofthe upper and lower country,
and 8 united. 10 to 14, royal head-dresses. 18, beard of a god. 17, of a king, ll (

priyate individual of rank.

lines, imitations ofwhich appear to have been made in woollen
or other stuffs, under the denomination of false wigs, for the use
of those who could not afford the more expensive quality of real

Wigs were wmrn both within the house and out of doors, like

the turban of the pre.sent day
;
and apriest might even officiate
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From and back of an Egyptian wig, in the British Museum.
S shows the appearance of the long plaits, an.

t

on some occasions in his wig. At parties,

the head-dress of every guest was bound

with a chaplet of flowers, and ointment

was put upon the top of the wig, as if it

had really been the hair of the head

;

and one instance occurs of a wreath of

leaves placed round the crown of a king,

on a statue in the Isle of Argo, in Ethio-

pia, precisely similar to those worn by
[Woodcut 460,j%. 4.)

ilmliflflllllllll
The Egyptians, says.Herodotus, “only

the hair of their head andheard grow

l/iMllflllliilll
mourning, being at all other times

l/lfllllf/liliii ill
shaved;” which agrees perfectly with

//mlililiiilllllliL
authority of the sculptures, and of

ilraJlIllJlIllil'M*
Bible, where Joseph is said to have

w
" shaved himself” when sent for from

® prison by Pharaoh. So particular, in-

403, wig about si- feet m length, deed, were they on this point, that to
seeiun front. Bcr/iji

jjjjyg neglected it was a subject of re-

proach and ridicule
;
and whenever they intended to convey the
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idea of a man of low condition, or a slovenly person, the artists

represented him with a heard. It is amusing to find that their

love of caricature was not confined to the fewer orders, hut ex-

tended even to the king : and the negligent habits of Berneses

VII. are indicated in his tomb at Thebes by the appearance of

his chin, blackened by an unshorn beard of two or three days’

growth. But it was likewise given as the test of hardships un-

dergefne in a severe campaign
;
and the warlike character of

Berneses the Great is pointed out in the same manner.

The Egyptians did not confine the privilege of shaving to

freeborn citizens, like the Bomans, who obliged slaves to wear
their beards and hair long, and only permitted them the use of

a cap after they had been enfranchised
;
and though foreigners,

who were brought to Egypt as slaves, had beards on their ar-

rival in the country, we find that so soon as they were employ-

ed in the service of this civilized people, they were obliged to

conform to the cleanly hahits of their masters
;
their beards and

heads were shaved
;
and they adopted a close cap.

The priests were remarkable for their love of cleanliness,

which was carried so far, that they shaved the whole body ev-

ery three days, and performed frequent daily ablutions, bath-

ing twice a day, and twice during the night. It was not con-

fined to their order; every Egyptian prided himself on the en-

couragement of habits, which it was considered a disgrace to

neglect : we can, therefore, readily account for the .disgust they

felt on seeing the squalid appearance and unrefined habits of

their Asiatic neighbours, whose long beards were often the sub-

ject of ridicule to the Egyptian soldier
;
and for their abhor-

rence of the bearded and .long-haired Greeks, which was so

great, that, according to Herodotus, “ no Egyptian of either sex
would on any account kiss the lips of a Greek, make use of his

knife, his spit and cauldron, or taste the meat of an animal
which had been slaughtered by his hand,” The same limits of

cleanliness are also indicated by the ‘‘ changes of raiment” given
by Joseph to his brethren, when they set out to fetch their fa-

ther to Egypt.
.

^ '

Barbers may be considered the offspring of civilization
;
and
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as a Eoman youth, when arrived at the age of manhood, cut off

his beard, and consecrated it to some deity, as a token of his

having emerged from a state of childhood, so a people, until

they have adopted the custom of shaving, may he supposed to

retain a remnant of their early barbarism.

With the Egyptians it was customary to .shave the heads even

of young children, leaving only certain locks at the front, sides,

and back ; and those of the lower classes were allowed to go out

in the sun with the head exposed, without the protection of a

cap
5
which is the reason assigned by Herodotus for the hardness

of the Egyptian skulls, compared with those of other people.

“ I became acquainted,” says the historian, “ with a remarkable

fact, which W'as pointed out to me by the people living in the

neighbourhood of the field* of battle, where the Egyptians and

the army of Garnbyses fought; the bones of the killed being still

scattered about, those of the Persians on one side, and of the

Egyptians on the other. I observed that the skulls of the for-

mer were so soft that you could perforate them with a small peb-

ble, while those of the latter were so strong that with difficulty

you could break them with a large stone. The reason of which,

as they told me, and I can readily believe it, is that, the Egyp-

tians being in the habit of shaving their heads from early youth,

the bones become thickened : and hence, too, they are never

bald
;

for, certainly, of all countries, nowhere do you see fewer

bald people than in Egypt. The Persians, on the contrary,

have soft skulls, in consequence of their keeping the head cov-

ered from the sun, and enveloped in soft caps. I also observed

the same of those who were killed in the battle between Achse-

menes and Inarus the Libyan.”

It was usual for the lower orders to work in the sun without

any covering for the head, as the modern peasants of Egypt, who
appear {fortunately) to inherit from their predecessors skulls of

uncoir^on hardness
;
and we see the same class of persons rep-

resented in the paintings with and without a cap, whether in

the house or in the open field.

Persons of all classes occasionally wore caps, some of which
were large, others fitting tight to the head

; but these last were
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I

considered far less becoming than the wig, and suited rather to

the lower orders than to persons of rank. Women always wore

their own hair, and they were not shaved even in mourning, or

after death.

The use of wigs was not confined to the Egyptians of all peo-

ple of antiquity
;
the Romans, under the. emperors, also adopted

a sort of peruke, called capillamentum or though it seems

rather to have been worn by women than men
;
and Juvenal

describes Messalina putting on a wig of flaxen hair to conceal

her own black locks, when she left the palace in disguise.

The most singular custom of the Egyptians was that of tying

a false heard upon the chin, which was made of plaited hair, and

of a peculiar form, according to the person by whom it was worn.

Private individuals had a small beard, scarcely two inches long

;

that of a king was of considerable length, square at the bottom

;

and the figures of gods were distinguished by its turning up at

the end. No man ventured to assume, or affix to his image, the

heard of a deity
;
hut after their death, it was permitted to sub-

stitute this divine emblem on the statues of kings, and all other

persons who were judged worthy of admittance to the Elysium

of futurity, in consequence of their having assumed the charac-

ter of Osiris, to whom the souls of the pure returned on quitting

their earthly abode. The form of the beard, therefore, readily

distinguishes the figures of gods and kings in the sacred sub-

jects of the temples ;
and the allegorical connexion between the

sphinx and the monarch is pointed out by its having the kingly

heard, as well as the crown, and other symbols of royalty.

This title of '' Osiris” seems, in the oldest times, to have been
confined to the deceased kings (as Mr. Birch has observed) *, and

it was only on, or a little before, the accession of the 18th dynas-

ty, that it was given to “ good men” of all ranks, at their death.

The dresses of children of the lower classes were very^ simple

;

and as Diodorus informs us, the expenses incurred in feeding and
clothing them amounted to a mere trifle. “ They feed them,”

he says, “ very lightly, and at an incredibly small cost
;

. . . . .

and since most of them are brought up, on account of the mild-

ness of the climate, without shoos, and, indeed, without any oth-
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er clothing, tlic whole expense incurred by the parents does not

exceed 20 drachmae (13 shillings) each
;
and this frugality is the

true reason of the populousness of Egypt.” But the children of

the higher orders were often dressed like grown persons, with

a loose robe, reaching to the ankles, and sandals.

Infants do not appear to have been swaddled, as among the

Jews, Greeks, and Romans. When too young to walk, if taken

out by a mother or nurse, they were carried in a shawl, suspend-

ed at her back, or before her
;
a custom still retained by the

464. Women carrying their children in a funeral procession. Thebes,

women of the Moghrebin Arabs
;
and in Ethiopia they were

carried in baskets, supported at the mother’s back by a band
passing over her forehead.*

Sometimes, though nearly or entirely naked, the neck of an

Egyptian child was decorated with a string of beads
;
and occa-

sionally a hilla, or charm, was suspended in the centre, repre-

senting the symbol of truth and justice, which has been sup-

posed also to indicate the heart, and is usually found in the bal-

ance of the judgment scenes, a.s a representative of the good

works of the deceased. A hulla of this kind was worn by the

youthful deity Harpocrates.

It was probably of gold, or hard stone, like those of the Ro-
mans

;
and others worn by the poorer classes, as at Rome, and in

modern Egypt, were of leather. They were supposed to prompt
the wearer to virtue and wisdom, to keep olF the evil eye, or to

* Woodcut 354. ,
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5- Sandals.

1. From the sculptures. 2. In the Berlin Museum
3. Figure of a captive on the sole.

Serlin Museum.
made of the papyrus.

avert misfortune
;
and superstition induced many to appeal to

them in danger, and derive from them omens of forthcoming

events. Sometimes a chalrm consisted of a written piece of

papyrus tightly rolled up, and sewed into a covering of linen,

or other substance, several ofwhich have been found at Thebes
;

,

and emblems ofvarious deities were appended to necklaces for

the same purpose.

Ladies and men of rank paid great attention to the beauty of

their sandals
;
but on some oecasions,those of the middle classes

who were in the habit of wearing them preferred walking bare-

footed
; and in religious ceremonies, the priests frequently took

them off while performing their duties in the temple.
The sandals varied slightly in form

; those worn by the upper
classes, and by women, were usually pointed and turned up at

the end, like our skates, and many Eastern slippers of the present
day. Some had a sharp flat point, others were nearly round.
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They were made of a sort of woven or interlaced work, of palm

leaves and papyrus stalks, or other similar materials ; sometimes

of leather ; and were frequently lined withinwith cloth, on which

the figure of a captive was painted;* that humiliating position

being considered suited to the enemies of their country, whom
they hated and despised—an idea agreeing perfectly with the

expression which so often occurs in the hieroglyphic legends,

accompanying a king’s name, when his va.lour and victories are

recorded on the sculptures: “ You have trodden the impure

Gentiles under your powerful feet.”

Shoes, or low boots, were also common in Egypt, many having

been found at Thebes ;t but these I believe to have been oflate

date, and to have belonged to Greeks ; for, since no persons are

represented in the paintings wearing them except foreigners,

we may conclude they were not adopted by the Egyptians, at

least in a Pharaonic age. They were of leather, generally ofa

green colour
;
laced in front with thongs, which passed through

small loops on either side ; and were principally used, as in

Greece and Etruria, by women.
The dresses ofwomen consisted sometimes of a loose robe or

shirt, reaching to the ankles, with tight or full sleeves, and

fastened at the neck, like those ofthe men, with a string over

which they often wore a sort of petticoat, secured at the waist

by a girdle
;
and this last, in mouxning, while bewailing the

death of a relative, was frequently their only dress.§

•Such was the costume of the lower classes of women; and,

sometimes indeed, as at the present day, it consisted merely of

the loose skirt or robe, without shoes or sandals.

The higher orders wore a petticoat, or gown, secured at the

waist hy a coloured sash, or by straps over the shoulders
;
and

above this was a large loose robe, made of the finest linen, with

full sleeves,
jj
and tied in frontbelow the breast

;
and during some

religious ceremoniesTI the right arm was taken out ofthe sleeve,

and left exposed as in the funeral processions. The petticoat or

^ Woodcut 465, 3. ^ Woodcut 280.

t Woodcut 466,yi.ff5. 1, 2, 3. 1| Woodcut 282, 5.

t W^oodcut 12.5, 2. f Woodcut 282, 1, 2, and 3,

M'l
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1 2 3

467. Dresses of women.

The sash in figs. 1 and 2, though represented at the side, Is to be understood as tied

in front. In fig. 3 the side hair appears to be fixed by a comb ; and before it, on the

cheek, the short hair is arranged in separate plaits. 4 shows the skirt tied at the neck

:

it is a terra cotta statue.

gown was of richly-coloured stuff, presenting a great variety of

patterns, not unlike our modern chintzes, the most elegant of

which were selected for the robes of deities and the dresses of

queens.

Slaves or servants were not allowed to wear the same costume

as ladies, and their mode of dressing the hairwas diflerent. They
generally bound it at the back part of the head, into a sort of

loop, or ranged it in one or more long plaits at the back, and

eight or nine similar ones were suffered to hang down at either

side of the neck and face.* They wore a long tight gown, tied

at the neck, with short close sleeves, reaching nearly to the el-

bow
;
and sometimes a long loose robe was thrown over it, when

employed to dance, or to present themselves onfestive occasions.

* Woodcuts 151 and 158.

^
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Ladies wore their hair long, and plaited. The hack part was

made to consist of a number of strings of hair, reaching to the

bottom of the shoulder blades, and on each side other strings of

the same length descended over the breast. The hairwas plaited

in the triple plait, the ends being

left loose
;
or, more usually, two or

three plaits were fastened together

at the extremityby a woollen string

of corresponding colour. Around ^
the head was bound an ornament-

al fillet, with a lotus bud, by way
of feroniere, falling over the fore-

head ; and the strings of hair, at

the sides, were separated ‘and se-

cured with a comb, or a band, or- 468. Head-dress of a lady, from a
, 1 • • T mummy case.

namented m various ways, accord-

ing to the fancy of the wearer : and occasionally a round stud,

or pin, was thrust into them at the front.

The short hair at the side of the face, which the ingenuity of

ancient Rome, and modern European ladies, has, by the aid of

gum, compelled to lie in an immovable curve upon the cheek,

was interwoven with several of its longer neighbours
; and

these, being bound together at the end with string, fell down
before the earring, which they partially concealed, or in a sim-
ple corkscrew curl. Many of the mummies ofwomen have been
found with the hair perfectly preserved, plaited in the manner
I have mentioned

;
the only alteration in its appearance being

the change of its black hue, which became reddened by expo-
sure to great heat during the process of embalming.
The ancient mode , of plaiting the hair seems to have been

very similar to that of the women in modern Ethiopia, where,
too, young girls wear a girdle, or rope, of twisted hair, leather,

or other materials, decorated -with shells, round the hips.*

The earrings, most usually worn by Egyptian ladies, were
large, round, single hoopsf of gold, from one inch and a half to

two inches and one third in diameter, and frequently of a still

* See woodcuts 9S, 12.5, 151. f Woodcuts 474, 5, and 159.
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greater size
;
or made of six rings soldered together ;* some-

times an asp, whose body was of gold set with precious stones,

was worn by persons of rank, as a fashionable caprice
;
but it

is probable that this emblem of majesty was usually confined

to members of the royal family.

, Earrings of other forms have also been found at Thebes, but

their date is uncertain
;
and it is difficult to say if they are of

an ancient Egyptian age, or of Greek introduction. Of these,

the most remarkable are a dragon,! and another of fancy shape,

which is not inelegant.^ Some few were of silver, and plain

hoops, like those made of gold, already noticed, but less massive,

being of the thickness of an ordinary ring. At one end was a

small opening, into which the curved extremity of the other

caught after it had been passed through the ear and others

were in the form of simple studs.

Though gloves do not appear to have been worn by Egyptian

women, they were known as early as the 18th dynasty, and

brought as part of a tribute to Thothmes III. by the Rot-n-n, an

Asiatic people ; and long linen gloves, ornamented with a blue

stripe, have been found in Egypt.

They wore many rings, sometimes two and three on the same

460. Hands ofa wooden figure of a woman. On the lid of a mummy ease in Mr.
Salt’s Collection, now in the British Museum. 1. The lea

; 2. The righthand.

* Woodcut 474, 6 and 7,

t Woodcut 470, 10, not unlike one of the Chinese dragons.
t ’Vi^oodcut 470,^1^. 21. . ^ Woodcut 474, 5.
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finger; the left was considered the hand peculiarly privileged to

hear those ornaments, and it is remarkable that its third finger

was decorated with a greater number than any other, and was

considered by them, as by ns,par excellence the ring finger, though

there is no evidence of its having been so honoured at the mar-

riage ceremony. They oven wore a ring on the thumb
;
and I

have seen, upon the right hand of a wooden figure, a ring on

the thumb, and two on the third finger
;
and upon the left, one

upon the thumb and little finger, two on the fore and second

finger, and three on the third. One on the third finger is in the

form of a trochus shell, very common in the Red Sea.

Some rings were simple ;
othex's were made with a scarab£eu.s,

or an engraved stone
;
and they were occa.sionally iir the form of

a shell, a knot, a snake, or some fancy device. They were most-

ly of gold
;
and this metal seems to have been always prefeiTed

to silver, for rings and other articles of jewellery. Silver rings,,

however, are occasioirally met with
;
and two in my possession,

which were accidentally found in a temple at Thebes, are en-

graved with hieroglyphics, containing the irame of the royal city.

Bronze was seldom used for rings, though frequently for sig-

nets. Some have been discovered of brass and iron (the latter

of a Roman time)
;
but ivory and blue porcelain were the ma-

terials of which those worn by the lower classes were usually

made. The scaraba3us was the favourite form both for rings

and the ordinary ornaments of necklaces
;
in some the stone,

flat on both faces, turned on pins, like many of our seals at the

present day, and the ring itself was bound round at each end,

where it was inserted into the stone, with gold wire. This was
common not only to rings, but to signets, and was intended for

ornament as well as security.

One of the largest signets I have seen contained twenty
pounds worth of gold. *{Woodcut 470,j%6'. 4, 5, G, 7.)

It consisted ofa massive ring, halfan inch in its largo,st diame-
ter, hearing an oblong plinth, on which the devices were engraved
one inch long, six tenths in its greatest, and four tenths in ils

smallest breadth. On one face was the naxne of King Ilonis,



470, Rings, signets, bracelets, and earrings.

Fig. 1. Bronze bracelet, or bangle, in the Museum of Alhwick Castle. 2. Gold bracelet
in the Leyden Museum, bearing the name of Thothmes III., H inch high, and 3 inches in
diameter. 3. Scarabseus of amethyst, with a sphinx, emblematic of the king trampling
on a prostrate enemy j over it is the expression “ Good God, Lord of the world.” 4. A
gold signet, mentioned in the last page. 6, 6, 7. The three other sides of the plinth. 8.

A gold ring. a. The engraved fhce of it. 10. A gold earring, about 1 J inch in diameter.
11. The thee of it, of the real size. 12. A gold ring, in ray possession, fonr fifths of an
inch in diameter. 13. Gold ring with two asps. 14. A snake bracelet of gold. 15.

A stone scsrabffius, 16. Gold earring. 17. Gold earring with two pearls, a and &,

IS, 19, 20. Other gold earrings. 21. Gold earring, 1 inch high and six tenths broad.
22, 28. Bing ofporcelain, or blue glazed pottery, Museum of Alnwick Castle.
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of the IStli dynasty
;
on tlie other a lion, with the legend “ lord

of strength,” referring to the monarch; on one side a scorpion,

and on the other a crocodile.

Two cats sitting hack to hack, and looking round towards

each other, with air cmhlem of the goddess Athor between them,

seem to have been a favourite device on gold rings ; and I have
seen three or four of this pattern, (/g-. 11.)

They also had large gold anklets or bangles, armlets, and
bracelets, frequently inlaid with precious stones or enamel, and
worn by men as well as women. Some were simple bands or

rings of metal
; others in the shape of snakes—the last a fa-

vourite device among women in all ages, who still continue to

be ignorant of the connection between their taste and Eve’s

temptation by the serpent, so gravely set forth by Clemens in

condemnation of this graceful ornament. Kings are often rep-

resented with armlets and bracelets
;
and in the Leyden Mu-

seum is a gold bracelet bearing the name of the third Thothmes,

which was doubtless once worn by that monarch, 2.)

Handsome and richly-ornamented necklaces were a principal

part of the dress, both of men and women
;
and some idea may

he formed of the number of jewels they wore, from those bor-

rowed by the Israelites at the time of the Exodus, and by the

paintings of Thebes. They consisted of gold, or of heads of va-

rious qualities and shapes, disposed according to fancy, gener-

ally with a large drop or figure in the centre. Scarah»i, gold,

and cornelian bottles, or the emblems of Goodness and Stability,

lotus flowers in enamel, amethysts, pearls, false stones, imitations

of fish, frogs, lions, and various quadrupeds, birds, reptiles, flies,

and other insects, shells and leaves, with numerous figures and

devices, were strung in all the variety which their taste could

suggest
;
and the sole museum of Leyden possesses an infinite

assortment of those objects, which were once the pride of the

ladies of Thebes.

Some wore simple gold chains in imitation of string, to which

a stone scarahseus, set in the same precious metal, was append-

ed
;
but these probably belonged to men, like the torques of the
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Homans.* A set of small cups, or covered saucers, of bronze

gilt, hanging from a chain of the same materials, were sorae-

tirncs worn by women, a necklace ofwhich has been found, be-

longing to a Theban lady—oflering a striking contrast in their

simplicity to the gold leaves inlaid with lapis lazzuli,t red and

green stones, of another she wore, which served, with many
,
more in her possession, to excite the admiration of her friends.

• The devices engraved on scarabiei, rings, and other objects of

ornamental luxe, varied according to the caprice of individuals.

Hings frequently bore the name of the wearer
;
others of the

monarch in whose reign he lived
;
others, again, the emblems

of certain deities
;
and many were mere fanciful combinations.

The greater number consisted of scarahaei, mounted upon a gold

ring passing through them : the scarabceus itself was of green

stone, cornelian, haematite, granite, serpentine, agate, lapis laz-

zuli, root of emerald, amethyst, and other materials
; and a

cheaper kind was made of limestone, stained to imitate a hard-

er and dearer quality
;
or ofthe ordinary blue pottery. Cylin-

ders of stone or blue pottery, bearing devices or hieroglyphics,

were also common in necklaces and as signets, one of which,

hearing the name of Osirtasenl. (in the Alnwick Museum), proves
them to have been of the earliest date in Egypt, and the origin

of, rather than derived from, the Cylinders of As.syria, From
the number of scarahmi discovered, some have hastily supposed

they served as money ;
hut they were either ornamental, fune-

real, or historical ; and some of these last of great size, hearing

the name of Amunoph III, and his queen Taia, relate to his

conquests, his lion hunts, her parentage, or to public works ex-

ecuted during their reign.

Of the various objects of the toilet found at Thebes and.

other places, the principal are bottles, or vases, for holding oint-

ment, and kohl or collyrium for the eyes, mirrors, corahs, and.

the small boxes, spoons, .and saucers already mentioned. The
ointment was scented in various-ways

;
some preserved in the

* Pharaoh “ put a gold chain about (Joseph’s) neck," Gen. xli, 42 ;
and “ a

ring upon Joseph’s hand.” See woodcut ill, fig. M.

t Woodcut 471, /^fs. B,I. ff.
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museum at Alnwick Oastle has retained its odour for several

centuries
;
and the great use of ointment by the Egyptian.? is

sufficiently indicated in the paintings representing the recep-

tion of guests.

With the exception ofthe little found in the tomhs, we have

nothing to guide us respecting the nature of Egyptian oint-

ments. Some appear to be made with a nut oil, hut it is prob-

able that animal as well as vegetable grease was employed for

this purpose, the other ingredients depending on the taste of

the maker or the purchaser. Julias Pollux mentions a black

kind made in Egypt, and speaks of the sagdas [psagdcc) as an

ointment of that country. Theophrastus, on the contrary, states

that Egyptian ointments were colourless
;
hut we can readily

account for this variance of opinion by supposing that they had

in view two different qualities, which is further proved by the

fact of our finding them both preserved at Thebes. {See p. 23,

27, 32, and vol. i. p. 259.)

Ointment was frequently kept in alabaster bottles, or vases

(whence the Greeks applied the name oialahastron even to one.

made of other materials)
;
sometimes in those of the onyx, or

other stone, glass, ivory, bone, or shells, specimens of all of

which have been discovered in the tomhs.

Strabo says that the common people, both men and women,
used the oil of the kiki, or castor-herjry, for anointing them-
selves, the general purpose to which it was applied being for

lamps
;
and many oils, as from the simsim, olive, almond, flax,

sclgam (cole-seed), seemga^ lettuce, and other vegetable produc-
tions, were extracted in Egypt. {See above, p. 23 to 32.)

The Egyptian combs were usually of wood, and double, one
side having large, the other small teeth

; the centre part was
frequently ornamented with carved work, and, perhaps, inlaid.

They were about four inches long, and six deep
;
and those

with a single row of teeth were sometimes surmounted with
the figure of an ibex, or other animal.

The custom of staining the eyelids and brows with a moist-

ened powder of a black colour was common in Egypt from the
earliest times; it was also introduced among the Jews and
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1. Coml) with the centre part ornamented. Side view of fig, 2,

4. An ihex, supposed to have formed the top of a comb.

Bomans
;
and is retained in tlie East to the present day. It is

thought to increase the beauty of the eye, which is made to

appear larger by this external addition of a black ring
;
and

many even suppose the stimulus its application gives to be

beneficial to the sight. It is made in various ways. Some use

antimony, black oxide of manganese, preparations of lead, and
other mineral substances

;
others, the black powder of burnt

almonds, or frankincense
;
and many prefer a mixture of differ-

ent ingredients for making the KoJil.

Mr. Lane is perfectly correct in stating that the expression

“painted her face,” which Jezehel is said to have done when Je-

hu came to Jezreel, is in the Hebrew “painted her eyes the

same is again mentioned in Jeremiah and Ezekiel
;
and the length-

ened form ofthe ancient Egyptian eye, represented in the paint-

ings, was probably produced
,
as Mr, Lane supposes, by this means.

Many of the Kohl bottles have been found in the tombs, to-

gether with the bodkin used for applying the moistened powder.

They are of various materials, usually stone, wood, or pottery,

sometimes composed of two, sometimes of four and five separate

cells, apparently containing each a mixture, differing slightly in its
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473. Boxes or bottles, holding the K'oAZ for Staining the eyelids.

1. In the British Museum, c is the bodkin for applying the Koht. The others are In
the Museum of Alnwick Castle.

quality and line from the other three. Many were simple round

tubes, vases, or small boxes : some were ornamented with the lig-

nre of an ape, or monster, supposed to assist in holding the bottle

between his arms, while the lady dipped into it the pin with •which

she painted her eyes ;
and others were in imitation of a column

made of stone, or rich porcelain of the choicest manufacture.

Pins and needles were also among the articles of the toilet,

which have been occasionally found in the tombs. The former

are frequently of considerable length, with large gold heads,-

and some, of a different form, tapering gradually to point,

merely hound with gold at the upper end, without any projecting

head (7 or 8 inches in length), appear to have been intended
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ranging tlie plaits or curls of hair, like those used in En-
in the days of Elizaheth, for nearly the same purpose.

474, Needles, pins, and earrings.

1, 2. Bronze needles. In the Museum of Alnwick Castle, 3 and 3i inches long. .3. Large
gold-headed pin in tiie Berlin Collection, 4. Another of smaller size. 5. Silver earring in

my possession, one and four tenths ofan inch in diameter, 6. Gold earring in the Berlin
Museum, one and one third of an inch m diameter. 7. Another, seen from above.

Some needles were ofbronze, from three to three and a half

inches in length ;
but as few have been found, we are not able

to form any opinion respecting their general size and quality,

particularly of those used for fine work, which must have been

of a very minute kind.

The custom of staining the fingers with red henneh (the pound-

ed leaves of the Lawsonia) was probably of very ancient date

in Egypt and the East ; and some have attributed the Greek

metaphor of ‘‘ rosy-fingercd Aurora” to its use in the East.

One of the principal objects of the toilet was the mirror.

was of mixed metal, chiefly copper, most carefully wrought and.

highly polished ;
and so admirably did the skill of the Egyptians

succeed in the composition of metals, that this substitute for our

modern looking-glass was susceptible ofa lustre, which has even

been partially revived at the present day in some of those

<i2
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discovered at Thebes, though buried in the earth for many
centuries.

The mirror itselfwas nearly round, inserted into a handle of

•wood, stone, or rnetal, -whose form varied according to the taste

of the owner. Some presented the figure of a female, a flo-vver,

a column, or a rod ornamented with the head of Athor, a bird, or

a fancy device
;
and sometimes the face of a Typhonian monster

was introduced to support the mirror, serving as a contrast to the

475. Metal mirrors. {See Woodcut Vlti, fig. 1.)

1, 3, 4, from Mr. Salt’s Collection. 2, from a painting atTliolJCS. 4 is about 11 inches high.

features whose heauty was disiplayed within it. The same kind

ofmetal mirror was used by the Israelites,who doubtless brought

them from Egypt
;
and the brazen laver made by Moses for the

tabernacle was composed “ of the looking-glasses of the women,
which assembled at the door of the tabernacle of the congrega-

lion.” A similar one is also used to this day in China and Japan.

Whenwalking from home, Egyptian gentlemen frequently car-

ried sticks, varying from three or four to about six feet in length,

occasionally surmounted .with a knob imitating a flower, or with

the more usual peg projecting from one side, some ofwhich have
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“been found at Thebes. Many were of cherry-wood, only three

feet three inches long
;
and those I have seen with the lotus head

were generally about the same length. Others appear to have

been much longer
; the sculptures represent them at least six

feet
;
and one brought to England by Mr. Madox was about five

feet in length. Some were ornamented with colour and gilding.

On entering a house, they left their stick in the hall or at the

door; and poor men were sometimes employed to bold the sticks
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of the guests wlio had come to a party on foot, being rewarded

by the master of the house for their trouble with a trifling corn-

peusation in money, with their dinner, or a piece ofmeat to carry

to their family. The aiame of each person was freqirently writ-

ten on his stick, in hieroglyphics, for which reason a hard wood

was preferred, as tlic acacia, which seems to have been more

generally used than any other; and on one found at Athribis, the

owner had written—“ 0 my stick ! the support of my legs,” &c.

^Ye have little knowledge of the nature of their baths
; but

as they were forbidden in deep mourning to indulge in them,

we may conclude they wore considered as a luxury, as well as

a necessary comfort.

The only instance I have met with in the paintings is in a

tomb at Thebes, 'where a lady is represented wdth four attend-

ants, Avho Avait upon her, and perform various diities.

One removes tJio jeAvcllory and clothes she has taken off, or

suspends them to a stand in the apartment; another pours Ava-

ter from a vase over her head, as the third rubs her arms and

body with her open hands; and a fourth seated near her holds

a sweet-scented flower to her nose, and supports her as she sits.

A similar subject is treated nearly in the same manner on some

of the Greek vases, the Avater being poured over the bather, who
kneels, or is seated on the ground. ,
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The Egyptians paid great attention to health, and “ so wise-

ly,” says Herodotus, “ was medicine managed by them, that no

doctor was permitted to practise any but his peculiar branch.

Some were oculists, who only studied diseases of the eye
;
oth-

ers attended solely to complaints of the head
;
others to those

of the teeth
;
some, again, confined themselves to complaints

of the intestines
;
and others to secret and internal maladies

;

accoucheurs being usually, if not always, women.” And it is a

singular fact that their dentists adopted a method, not very long

practised in Europe, of stopping teeth with gold, proofs of wdiich

have been obtained from some mummies of Thebes.

They received certain salaries from the public treasury
;
and

after they had studied those precepts which had been laid down
from the experience of their predecessors,they were permitted to

practise
;
and, in order to prevent dangerous experiments being

made upon patients, they might he punished if their treatment

was contrary to the established system
;
and the death of a per-

son intrusted to their care, under such circumstances, was ad-

judged to them as a capital ofience. If, however, every remedy

had been administered according to the sanitary law, they were

absolved from blame ;
and if the patient was not better, the

physician was allowed to alter the treatment after the third day,

or even before, if he took upon himself the responsibility.

Though paid by Government as a body, it was not illegal to

receive fees for their advice and attendance
;
and demands could

he made in every instance except on a foreign journey, and on

military service, when patients were visited free of expense.

The principal mode adopted by the Egyptians for preventing

illness was attention to regimen and diet, “ being persuaded that

the majority of diseases proceed from indigestion and excess of

eating and they had frequent recourse to abstinence, emetics,

slight doses ofmedicizie, and other simple means ofrelieving the

system, which some persons were in the habit of repeating every

two or three days. “Those who live in the corn country,” as

Herodotus terms it, were particular for their attention to health.

“ During three successive days, every month, they submitted to

a regidar course of treatment, from the conviction that illness
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was wont to proceed, from some irregularity in. diet and if pre-

ventives were ineiTectual, they had recourse to suitable remedies,

adopting a mode of treatment very similar to that mentioned by
Diodorus.

The employment of numerous drugs in Egypt has been men-
tioned by sacred and profane writers

;
and the medicinal prop-

erties of many herbs which grow in the deserts, particularly

between the Nile and Red Sea, are still known to the Arabs,

though their application has been but imperfectly recorded and

preserved.

“ 0 virgin, daughter of Egypt,” says Jeremiah, “ in vain shalt

thou use many medicines, for thou shalt not be cured
;
and Ho-

mer, in the Odyssey, describes the many valuable medicines

given by Polydamna, the wife of Thonis, to Helen while in

Egypt, “ a country whose fertile soil produces an infinity of drugs,

some salutary and some pernicious
;
where each physician pos-

sesses knowledge above all other men.” Pliny makes frequent

mention of the productions of that country, and their use in med-

icine; he also notices the physicians of Egypt
;
and as if their

number was indicative of the many maladies to which the inhab-

itants were subject, he observes that it was a country productive

ofnumerous diseases. In this, however, he does not agree with

Herodotus, who affirms that, “after the Libyans, there are no

people so healthy as the Egyptians, which may be attributed to

the invariable nature of the seasons in their country.”

Pliny even says that the Egyptians examined the bodies after

death, to ascertain the nature of the diseases of which they had

died
;
and w'e can readily believe that a people so far advanced

in civilization and the principles of medicine as to assign to each

physician his peculiar branch, would have resorted to this ef-

fectual method of acquiring knowledge and experience.

It is evident that the medical science of the Egyptians was
sought and appreciated even in foreign countries

;
and we learn

from Herodotus that Cyrus and Darius both sent to Egypt for

medical men. In later times, too, they continued to be cele-

brated for their skill : Ammianus says it was enough for a doc-

tor to say he had studied in Egypt to recommend him ;
and
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Pliny mentions medical men going from Egj^-pt to Eome. But

though, their physicians arc often noticed by ancient writers, the

only indication of medical attendance appears to be in the paint-

ings of Beni .Hassan
;
and even there it is uncertain whether a

doctor, or a barber, be represented.

Their doctors probably felt the pulse
;
as Plutarch shows they

did at Rome, from this saying of Tiberius, “ a man, after he has

passed his thirtieth year, who puts forth his hand to a physician,

is ridiculous whence our proverb of “ a fool or a physician

after forty.*’

Diodorus tells us that dreams were regarded in Egypt with

religious reverence, and the prayers of the devout were often

rewarded by the gods with an indication of the remedy their

suflerings required
;
and magic, charms, and various supernat-

ural agencies were often resorted to by the credulous, who
“ sought to the idols, and to the charmers, and to them that had

familiar spirits, and to the wizards.” {Isaiah, xix. 3.)

Origen also says, that w^hen any part of the body was afflicted

with disease, they invoked the demon to whom it was supposed

to belong, in order to obtain a cure.

In eases of great moment oracles were consulted
;
and a Gi-reok

papyrus found in Egypt mentions divination “ through a hoy with

a lamp, a bowl, and a pit,” which resembles the pretended po-vyer
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of the modern magicians of Egypt. The same also notices the

mode of discovering theft, and. obtaining any wish
;
and though

it is supposed to be of the 2nd century, the practices it alludes to

are doubtless from an old Egyptian source
;
and other similar

papyri contain recipes for obtaining good fortune and various

benefits, or for causing misfortunes to an enemy. Some suppose

the Egyptians had even recourse to animal magnetism, aiid that

dreams indicating cures were the result of this influence
;
and

(though the subjects erroneously supposed to represent it apply

to a very diflerent act) it is not impossible that they may have

discovered the mode of exercising this art, and that it may have

been coimccted with the strange scenes recorded at the initiation

into the mysteries. If really known, such a power would scarce-

ly have been neglected
;
and it would have been easy to obtain

thereby an ascendency over the minds of a siiperstitious people.

Indeed the readiness of man at all times to astonish on the one

hand, and to court the marvellous on the other, is abundantly

proved by present and past experience. That the nervous sys-

tem may be w'orked upon by it to such a degree that a state either

of extreme irritability, or of sleep and coma, may be induced, in

the latter case paralyzing the senses so as to become deadened to

pain, is certain
;
and a highly sensitive temperament may exhibit

phenomena beyond the reach ofexplanation
; butit requires very

little experience to know that we are wonderfully affected by

far more ordinary causes
;
for the nerves may be acted upon to

such an extent,by having, as we commonlyterm it, “ our teeth set

on edge,” that the mere filing a saw would suffice to drive any

one mad, if unable to escape from its unceasing discord. What
is this but an effect upon the nerves 1 and what more could be

desired to prove the power of any agency? And the world

would owe a debt of gratitude to the professors of animal mag-

netism, if, instead of making it, as some do, a mere exhibition to

display a power and astpni.sh the beholders, they would continue

'the efforts already begun for discovering all the beneficial uses

to which it is capable of being applied. We might then rejoice

that, as astrology led to the more useful knowledge of astronomy,

this influence’ enabled us to comprehend our nervous system, on
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wlxich so many conditions ofhealth depend, and with which we
are so imperfectly acquainted.

The cure of diseases was also attributed by the Egyptians to

Ex~mtos offered in the temples. They consisted of various

kinds. Some persons promised a certain sum for the mainte-

nance of the sacred animals, or whatever might propitiate the

deity
;
and after the cure had been effected, they frequently sus-

pended a model of the restored part in the temple ;
and ears,

eyes, distorted arms, and other members, were dedicated us me-*

morials of their gratitude and superstition.

1. Irory hand, in Mr. Salt’s Collection. 2. Stone (ablet, dedicated to Amnnre, for the

recovery of a complaint in the ear
; found at Thebes. 3. An ear of terra cotta in my

posseasion, from Thebes.

Sometimes travellers, who happened to pass by a temple, in-

scribed a votive sentence on the walls, to indicate their respect for

the deity, and solicithis protection during theirjourney
;
the com-

plete formula of which contained the adoration {proiskunema) of

the writer, with the assurance that he had been mindful of his

wife, his family, and friends
;
and the reader of the inscription

was sometimes included in a share of the blessings it solicited.

The date of the king’s reign and the day of the month were also

added, with the profession and parentage of the writer. The
complete formula of one proshivhna was as follows,: The
adoration of Oaius Capitolinus, son, ofFlavius Julius, of the fifth
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troop of TlicLan horse, to the goddess Isis, with ten thousand

names. And 1 have been mindful of (or have made an adora-

tion for) all those who love me, and my consort, and children,

and all my household, and for him who reads this. In the year

12 of the Emperor Tiberius Caesar, the 15th of Paiini.”

The Egyptians, according to Pliny, claimed the honour of

having invented the art of curing diseases. Indeed, the study

of medicine and sui'gery appears to have commenced at a very

early period in Egypt, since Athothes, the second king of the

country, is stated to have written upon the subject of anatomy

;

and the schools of Alexandria continued till a late period to en-

joy the reputation, and display the skill, they had inherited

from their predecessors. Hermes was said to have written six

books on medicine, the first of which related to anatomy
;
and

the various recipes, known to have been beneficial, were record-

ed, with their peculiar cases, in the memoirs of physic, in-

sorilfed among the laws deposited in the principal temples.

The embalrners were probably members of the medical pro-

fession, and the Bible states that “ the physicians embalmed”
Jacob.



P. Tomb at Sakltara, arched with stone, of the time ofI’sammUichus, or Psamatik, II.,

whose tiamo occurs on the roof to the left, and in other places.

CHAPTER X.

PUNEEAI, RITES OFFERINGS TO THE DEAD TOJIBS ^FUNERAL PRO-

CESSIONS TRIALS OF THE DEAD' SACRED LAKE BURIAL EM-

BALMING SARCOPHAGI PAPYRI, &0,

The great care of the Egyptians was directed to their condition

after death, that last state towards which their present life was

only the pilgrimage
;
andthey were taught to considertheir abode

here merely as an “ inn” upon the road. - They looked forward to

being received into the company of that Being who represented

the Divine Goodness, ifpronounced worthy at the gx'eatjudgment
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day
;
and the privilege of being called by his name was the ful-

filment of all their wishes. Every one was then the same
; all

were “ equally noble there was no distinction of rank beyond

the tomb ;
and though their actions might be remembered on

earth with gratitude and esteem, no king or conqueror was
greater than the humblest man after death

;
nor were any hon-

ours given to them as heroes. And if ceremonies were perform-

ed to the deceased, they were not in honour of a man translated

to the order of the gods, but of that particular portion of the

divine essence which constituted the soul of each individual,

and returned to the Deity after death. Every one, therefore,

whose virtuous life entitled him to admission into the regions of

the blessed, was supposed to be again united to the Deity, of

whom he was an emanation
;
and, with the emblem of Thmei,

purporting that he was judged oi^ justified, he received the holy

name of Osiris. His body was so bound up as to resemble the

mysterious ruler of Amenti or Hades

;

it bore some of the em-
blems peculiar to him

;
and the beard, of a form which belonged

exclusively to the gods, was given to the deceased in token of his

having assumed the character of that deity. {See ahove, p. 329.)

% d
II 1

Sii

Services performed to the dead hy one of the family. Here it is a son. Tlio princi-

pai part of the ofibring consists of onions. (See vol. i. p. 324.) Thebes.
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OiFerings were also made to the god Osiris himself, after the

burial, in. the name of the deceased ; and certain services or

liturgies were performed for him by the priests, at the expense

of the family
;
their number depending upon their means, or the

respect they were inclined to pay to the memory of their parent.

If the sons or relations were of the priestly order, they had the

484. The meinbera of the family present when the services were performed. Thebes.

privilege of officiating on these occasions
;
and the members of

the family had permission, and were perhaps frequently expect-

ed, to be present, whether the services

were performed by strangers, or by

relations of the deceased. The cere-

monies consisted of a sacrifice, similar

to those ofiered in the temples, vowed

r^l for the deceased to one or more gods

(as Osiris, Anubis, and others connect-

jldRcfA II //
^di 'With. Amenti) : incense and libation

were also presented
;

and a prayer

X /p -JSJ' W was sometimes read, the relations and

(
friends being present as mourners.

— They even joined their prayers to

485. A woman embracing, and those of the priest
;

and, embracing
weeping before her husband’s “

mummy, r/ie5es. the mummied body, and bathing its

feet with their tears, they uttered those expressions of
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grief, and praises of the deceased, which were dictated by their

feelings on so melancholy an occasion.

The priest who officiated at the burial service was selected

from the grade of Pontiffs who wore the leopard skin
;
but va-

rious other rites were performed by one of the minor priests to

the mummies previous to their being lowered into the pit of the

tomb, as well as after that ceremony. Indeed they continued

to be administered at intervals, as long as the family paid for

their performance
;
and it is possible that upon the cessation

of this payment, or after a stipulated time, the priests had the

right of transferring the tomb to another family, which the in-

scriptions within them show to have been done, even though

belonging to racnihers of the priestly order.

"When the mummies remained in the house, or in the chamber

of the sepulchre, they were kept in movable wooden closets,

with folding doors, out of which tliey were taken by the minor

functionaries to a small altar, before which tlio priest officiated.

The closet and the mummy were placed on a sledge, in order to

facilitate their movement from one place to another
;
and the

latter was drawn with.ropes

to the altar, and taken back

by the same means when
the ceremonywas over. On
these occasions, as in the

prayers for the dead, they

made the usual offerings of

incense and libation, with

cakes, flowers, and fruit, and

even anointed the mummy,
Pourin^^oil (?) over sinfiunfimy. ThepricRt qj] ov oiiitrnprit 1)01110* T)0UTP(]

(li-. I) has a UiipkiJi on his shoulder. 2 holds
Oliunieiu ueiUJ^ pourcu

apapyrys The mode ofplacing the napkin is re- over itS head.* Sometimes
markaWo, being the .same as now adopted in the
East by servants wMle guests are washing their several priestS attended.
hands before meals. Tomb at Thehca, . , , .

One earned a napkin over

his shoulder, to he used after the anointing of the mummy

;

another brought a papyrus roll containing a prayer, or the usual

* Wdodcuts 486, 487.
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ritual deposited in the tombs with the dead
;
and others had

different occupations, according to their respective offices.

These funeral oblations answer exactly to the inferice or pa-

rentalia of the Romans, consisting of victims, flowers, and liba-

tions, when the tomb was decked with garlands and wreaths

of flowers, and an altar was erected before it for presenting the

offerings. And that this last was done also by the Egyptians,

is proved by the many small altars discovered outside the doors

of the catacombs at Thebes.

488. An altar, in the British Museum, showing that the trench is for carrying off the
libation. The lower device is tlie ordinary hieroglyphic signifying “ chosen," as applied to
offerings.

It was not unusual to keep the mummies in the house, after

they had been returned by the embalraers to the relations of

the deceased, in order to gratify the feelings which made them
desirous of having those they had loved in life as near them
as possible after death, or to give time to the family to prepare

a tomb for their reception. Many months often elapsed be-

tween the ceremony of embalming and the actual burial
; and

it was during this period that the liturgies were performed be-

fore the mummy, which were afterwards continued at the tomb.

One inscription upon the coffin of a Woman shows that the

burial took place a whole year after her death, and some were
doubtless kept, for various reasons,much longer. It was during

VOIo.II. . R
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this intervai that feasts were held in honour of the dead, to

which the friends and relatives were invited, as was cnstom-

ary among the Greeks and other people of antiquity.

Small tables made of reeds and sticks hound together, and in-

terlaced with palm leaves, were sometimes placed in the tomhs,

hearing offerings of cakes, ducks, or other things, according to

the wealth or inclination of the donors, one of which, found at

Thebes, is now in the British Museum. On the lower compart-

48y. A taWe found in a tomb by Mr. Bnrton, on which are a duck trussed, and another
cut open, with cakes. British Museum.

mcnt, or shelf, are cakes *, the central shelf has a duck cut open

at the hreast and spread out, hut not divided asunder;” and

at the top is a similar bird, trussed in the usual mode when
brought to an Egyptian table. Similar offerings for “ the dead”

were strictly forbidden by the law of Moses ; and it was doubt-

less the Egyptian custom that the Hebrew legislator had in

view when he introduced this wise prohibition.

Though the privilege ofkeeping a mummy in the house was
sanctioned by law and custom, care was always taken to assign

some plausible reason for it, since they deemed it a great priv-

ilege to he admitted to the repositories of the dead, as their

final resting-place. To be debarred from the rites of burial

reflected a severe disgrace upon the whole family; and the

most influential individual could not he admitted to the very

tomb he had built for himself, until acquitted before that tri-

bunal which sat to judge his conduct during life.
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The tombs of the rich consisted of one or more chambers,

ornamented with paintings and sculpture, the plans and size of

which depended on the expense incurred by the family of the

deceased, or on the wishes of the individuals who purchased

them during their lifetime. They were the property of the

priests and a sufficient number being always kept ready, the

purchase was made at the “ shortest notice,” nothing being re-

quisite to complete even the sculptures, or inscriptions, but the

insertion of the deceased’s name, and a few statements respect-

ing his family and profession. The numerous subjects represent-

ing agricultural scenes, the trades of the people—in short, the

various occupations of the Egyptians, were already introduced.

These were common to all tombs, varying only in their details and

the mode of their execution, and were intended as a short epit-

ome of human life, which suited equally every future occupant.

In some instances all the paintings of the tomb were finished,

and even the small figures representing the future occupant were

introduced
; those only being left unsculptured which, being of a

large size, required more accuracy in the features in order to give

his real portrait
; and sometimes even the large figures were

completed before the tomb was sold, the only parts left unfinished

being the hieroglyphic legends containing his name and that of

his wife. Indeed, the fact of their selling old mummy cases, and

tombs belonging to other persons, shows that they were not al-

ways over-scrupulous about the likeness of an individual, pro-

vided the hieroglyphics were altered, and contained his real

name
;
at least, when a motive ofeconomy reconciled the mind of

a purchaser to a second-hand tenement for the body of his friend.

Those who could afford it bought a family tomb
; but this was

generally confined to the owner and his wife, and their children.

Besides the upper rooms of the tomb, which were ornament-

ed with the paintings already mentioned, were one or more pits,

varying from 20 to 70 feet in depth
;
at the bottom or “ sides”

of which were recesses, like small chambers, for depositing the

coffins
;
recalling the expression, “ whose tombs are in the side

of the pit,” and the metaphor, “ going down to the pit,” applied

to death. And well might the verse of the Psalmist, “ our
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bones are scattered at the grave’s month, a.g vs-’^hon one cutteth

and cdeavctk wood upon the earth,” accord with the state of

many an Egyptian pit a few years ago ; when, to the disgrace

of Christian excavators, the Moslems were obliged to interfere,

and bury the bones recklessly scattered by them over the ground.

The pit was closed with masonry after the burial had been

performed, and sometimes reopened to receive other members

of the family. The upper apartments were richly ornamented

with painted sculptures, being rather a monument in honour of

the deceased than the actual sepulchre ;
and they served for the

reception of his friends, who frequently met there, and accom-

pauied the priests when performing the services for the dead.

Each tomb, and sometimes each apartment, had a wooden door,

either of a single or double valve, turning on pins, and secured

by bolts or bars, with a lock, which last was protected by a

seal of clay, upon which the impress of a signet was stamped

when the party retired. Remains of the clay have even been

found adhering to some of the stone jambs of the doorways in

the tombs of Thebes
;
and the numerous stamps buried near

them were probably used on those occasions.

Seals found near the tombs at 'I'hebes.

1,2. An instance of one with a rstised edge round the stamped part.

3. Another, stained with red ochre IVom ato i.

4. Style of the inscription on some of them.
5. A brick stamped in a similar manner.

Similar seals were used for securing the doors of temples,

houses, and granaries.

Tombs were built of brick and vStone, or hewn in the rock,

according to the position of the Kecropolis. Whenever the

mountains were sufficiently near, the latter was preferred
;
and

these were generally the most elegant in their design, and in

the variety of their 'sculptutos, not only at Thebes, hut in other
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parts of Egypt. Few, indeed, iDelonging to wealthy individuals

were built of masonry, except those at the pyramids in the vi-

cinity of Memphis. But Egyptian tombs were never circular,

as many in Asia Minor, Etruria, and Grreece.

The sepulchres of the poorer classes had no upper chamber.

The coffins were deposited in pits in the plain, or in recesses

excavated at the side of a rock, which were closed with masonry,

like the pits within the large tombs. Mummies of the lower

orders were buried together in a common repository; and the

bodies of those whose relations had not the means of paying for

their funeral, after being “ merely cleansed by some vegetable

decoctions, and kept in an alkaline solution for seventy days,”

were wrapped up in coarse cloth, in mats, or in a bundle of

palm sticks, and deposited in the earth.

Some tombs were of great extent
;
and when a wealthy indi-

vidual bought the ground, and had an opportunity, during a long

life, of making his family sepulchre according to his wishes, it

was frequently decorated in the most sumptuous manner. And
so much consequence did the Egyptians attach to them, that

people in humble circumstances made every effort to save suffi-

cient to procure a handsome tomb, and defray the expenses of

a suitable funeral. This species of pomp increased as refine-

ment and luxury advanced ;
and in the time of Amasis and

other monarchs of the 26th dynasty, the funeral expenses so far

exceeded what it had been customary to incur during the reigns

of the early Pharaohs, that the tombs of some individuals far _

surpassed in extent, if not in splendour of decoration, those of

the kings themselves.

Many adorned their entrances with gardens, in which flowers

were reared by the hand of an attached friend, whose daily care

was to fetch water from the river, or from the wells on the edge

of the cultivated land
;
and the remains of alluvial soil brought

for this purpose may still be traced before some of the sepulchres

at Thebes. Those tombs at Memphis and the Pyramids, which

are of masonry, difler in their plan, and in many instances in the

style of their sculptures
;
the subjects, however, generally relate

to the manners and customs ofthe Egyptians ; and parties, boat-
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scenes, fishing, fowling, and other ordinary occupations of the

people, are portrayed there, as in the sepulchres of Thebes.

“ When any one died, all the females of his family, covering

their heads and faces with mud, and leaving the body in the

house, ranthrough the streets, with theirbosoms exposed, striking

themselves, and uttering loud lamentations. ” Their friends and

relations joined them as they went, uniting in the same demon-

strations of grief
;
and when the deceased was a person of con-

sideration, many strangers accompanied them, out of respect to

his memory. Hired mourners were also employed to add, by

their feigned demonstrations of grief, to the real lamentations of

the family, and to heighten the show of respect paid to the de-

ceased. “ The men, in like manner, girding their dress below

their waist, went through the town smiting their breast,” and

throwing dust upon their heads
;
but the mourners consisted

chiefly ofwomen, as is usual in Egypt at the present day ;
and we

may suggest “ dust,” rather than “ mud,” on a dry Egyptian road.

Of the magnificent pomp of a royal funeral in the time of the

Pharaohs no adequate idea can be formed from the processions

represented in the tombs of ordinary individuals
; and from the

marked distinction always maintained between the sovereign

and the highest subjects in the kingdom, we may readily believe

how greatly the funeral processions of the wealthiest individ-

uals fell short of those of the kings. From the pomp of ordi-

nary funerals, therefore, may be inferred the grand state in which

the body of a sovereign was conveyed to the tomb.

In the funeral processions of the Egyptian grandees the order

was frequently as follows

:

First came several servants carrj'ing

tables ladenwith fruit, cakes, flowers, vases

of ointment, wine, and other liquids, with

three young geese and a calf for saerificey

chairs and wooden tablets, napkins, and
other things. Then others bringing the

491. Closets contaiBing Small closets in which the mummy of the
figures of goiis. deceased and of his ancestors had been

kept, while receiving the funeral liturgies previous to burial,
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and whicli sometimes contained the images of the gods. They

also carried daggers, bows, sandals, and fans ; each man having

a kerchief or napkin on his shonider. Next came a table of of-

ferings, fauteuils, couches, boxes, and a chariot
;
and then the

charioteer with a pair of horses yoked' in another car, which he

drove as he followed on foot, in token of respect to his late mas-

ter. After these were men carrying gold vases on a table, with

other offerings, boxes, and a large case upon a sledge borne on

poles by four men, superintended by two functionaries of the

priestly order
;
then others bearing small images of his ances-

tors, arms, fans, the sceptres, signets, collars, necklaces, and oth-

er things appertaining to the king, in wdiose service he had held

an important office. To these succeeded the bearers of a sacred

boat, and that mysterious eye of Osiris, as God of Stability, so

common on funeral monuments—^the same which was placjed

over the incision in the side 'of the body when embalmed, as

well as on the prow and rudder of the funeral boat, was the

emblem of Egypt, and was frequently used as a sort of amulet,

and deposited in the tombs. Others carried the well-known

small images of blue pottery, representing the deceased under

the form of Osiris, and the bird emblematic of the soul. Fol-

lowing these were seven or more men, hearing upon staves, or

wooden yokes, cases filled with flowers, and bottles for libation

;

and then seven or eight women, having their heads hound with

fillets, heating their breasts, throwing dust upon their heads, and

uttering doleful lamentations for the deceased, intermixed with

praises of his virtues.

One woman is seen in the picture turning round, in the act

of adoration, towards a sacred case containing a sitting Cyno-

cephalus, the emblem of the God of Letters, placed on a sledge

drawn by four men
;
the officiating high priest or pontiff, clad in

a leopard skin, following, having in his hand the censer and vase

of libation, and accompanied by his attendants bearing the va-

rious things required for the occasion.

Next came the hearse, placed in the consecrated boat upon a

sledge, drawn by four oxen and by sevenmen, under the direc-

tion of a superintendent, who regulated the march of the pro-
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cession. A high functionary of the priestly order -walked close

to the hoatj in which the cliiefmourners, the nearest female rel-

atives of the deceased, stood or sat at either end of the sarcoph-

agus
;
and sometimes his widow, holding a child in her arms,

xmited her lamentations with prayers for her tender offspring,

who added it.s tribute of sorrow to that of its afflicted mother.

The sarcophagus was decked with flowers
;
and on the sides

were painted alternately the emblems ofStability and Security (?)

two by two (as on the sacred arks or shrines) upon separate

panels, one of which was sometimes taken out to expose to view

the head of the mummy -within. *

Behind the hearse followed the male relations and friends of

the deceased ; some heating their breasts
;
others, if not giving

the same tokens of grief, at least showing their sorrow hy their

silence and solemn step, as they walked, leaning on their long

sticks. These closed the procession.

Arrived at the sacred lake, the coffin was placed in the haris,

or consecrated boat of the dead, towed by a larger one furnished

with sails and oars, and having frequently a spacious cabin,

which, in company -with other sailing boats carrying the mourn-
ers and all those things above mentioned appertaining to the fu-

neral, crossed to the other side. Arrived there, the procession

went in the same order to the tomb, at which the priest offered

a sacrifice, with incense and libation, the women still continuing
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their lamentations, united with prayers and praises of the de-

ceased.

It frequently happened that the deceased, with his wife, ifdead

at the time of his funeral,was represented seated under a cano-

py in lieu of the coffin. Before him stood an altar laden with

offerings
;
and a priest, opening a long roll of papyrus, read

aloud the funeral ritual, and an account of his good deeds, “ in

order to show to Osiris and the Assessors the extent of his piety

and justice during his life.” {Woodcut 482.) 'When the boats

reached the other side of the lake, the yards were lowered to the

top of the cahin, and all those engaged in, the ceremony left

them and proceeded to the tomb, from which they appear to

have returned by land, without recrossing the lake.

Such was the funeral procession of a hasilico-grammat, or royal

scribe, a member ofthe priestly order. He lived during the four

successive reigns of Thothmes III., Amunoph II., Thothmes lY.,

and Amunoph III., and held the office oftutor to one of the young

princesses, as the sculptures inform us, which represent him
nursing her on his knee while entertaining a party of friends.

The funerals of other persons differed in the order of the pro-

cession, as well as in the pomp displayed on the occasion; and

the mode of celebrating them appears to have depended on the

arrangements made by the family, except in those particulars

which were prescribed by law. The funeral of Nofr-Othph, a

priest of Amun at Thebes, is thus described on the walls of his

tomb
;
the scene of which lies partly on the lake, and partly on

the way thence to the sepulchre itself

:

First came alarge boat, conveying thebearers offlowers, cakes,

and numerous things appertaining to the offerings—tables, fau-

teuils, and other pieces of furniture, as well as the friends of

the deceased, whose consequence is shown by their dresses and

long walking-sticks—the peculiar mark ofEgyptian gentlemen.

This was followed by a small skiff holding baskets of cakes and

fruit, with a quantity of green palm-branches, which it was cus-

tomary to strew in the way as the body proceeded to the tomb,

the smooth nature of their leaves and stalks being particularly

well adapted to enable the sledge to glide over them.

R 2
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' In this part of the picture the love of caricature common to

the Egyptians is shown to have been indulged in, even in the

serious subject of a funeral ;
and the retrograde movement of

the large boat, which has grounded and is pushed off the bank,

striking the smaller one with its rudder, has overturned a large

table loaded with cakes and other things upon the rowers seat-

ed below, in spite of all the efforts of the prowman, and the ear-

nest vociferations of the alarmed steersman.

In another boat men carried bouquets, and boxes supported on

the usual yoke over their shoulders
;
and this was followed by

two others, one containing the male,the other the female mourn-

ers, standing onthe roof of the cabin,heating themselves,uttering

cries, and making other demonstrations of excessive grief. Last

came the consecrated boat, bearing the hearse, which was sur-

rounded by the chief mourners, and the female relations of the

deceased. A high priest burnt incense over the altar, which was

placed before it
;
and behind it stood the images of Isis and

Nepthys. They were the emblems of the Beginning and the

End, and were thought to be always present at the head and feet

of the dead who had led a virtuous life, and who were deemed

worthy of admission into the regions of the blessed.

Arrived at the opposite shore of the lake, the procession ad-

vanced to the catacombs, crossing the sandy plain which inter-

vened between them and the lake
;
and on theway severalwom-

en of the vicinity, carrying their children in shawls suspended

at their side or at their hack, joined in the lamentation. The
mummy, being taken out of the sarcophagus, was placed erect in

the chamber of the tomb ; and the sister or nearest relation, em-
bracing it, commenced a funeral dirge, calling on her relative

with every expression of tenderness, extolling his virtues, and
bewailing her own loss. In the mean time the high priest pre-

sented a sacrilice of incense and libation, with offerings of cakes

and other customary gifts, for the deceased
;
and the men and

women without continued the ululation, throwing dust upon
their heads, and making other manifestations of grief.

Many funerals were conducted in a more simple mariner
;
the

procession consistingmerelyofthemourners and priests,with the
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liearse conveyed, as usnal, on asledgedrawnbytwo orthree oxen,

and by several men, who aided in pulling the rope. The priest

who wore the leopard-skin dress andwho performed the sacrifice

wii.s in attendance, burning incense and pouring out a libation as

he went ;
and behind him. walked a functionary of an inferior

grade, clad in a simple robe, extending a little below the knees,

and .standing out from the body. In form it was not altogether

unlike a modern Abbaieh, and was made of some stiffsubstance,

withtwo holes in front, throughwhich the
• arms passed, in order to enable him to

hold a long taper. At the head and foot

ofthe hearse was a female,who generally

clasped one arm with her hand in token,

of grief, her head being bound with a fil-

let, her bosom exposed, and her dress sup-

portedi like that ofmourning women,by a
strap over the shoulder. She sometimes

wore a scarftied across her hips, much in

the same manner as Egyptian women
now put on their shawls both in the house

and when going out of doors. She may be
\

a type of mourning, the “ chiefmourner,”

or one who had some peculiar office on these occasions.

A procession of this kind was all that attended the funeral of

'^a person who held the office of “ scribe, of weights and meas-
ures hut the pomp displayed in these ceremonies depended
on the sums expended by the family, and other circumstances.

In another funeral, the order of the procession was as follows

:

First came eight men throwing dust upon their heads, and
giving other demonstrations of grief

;
then six females, in the

usual attire ofmourners, preceding the hearse, which was drawn
by two oxen—in this instance unassisted by men, two only being

near them, one uttering lamentations, and the other driving them
with a goad or a whip. Immediately before the sledge bearing

the coffin was the sprinkler, who, with a brush dipped in a vase,

or with a small bottle, threw water upon the ground, and perhaps

also on those who passed.. The pame is done in the funeral
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ceremonies ofthe East at the present day,being supposed to keep

ofi'the evil eye. Next came the high priest, who, turning round

to the hearse, offered incense and libation in honour of the de-

ceased, the chief mourner being seated in the boat before it

;

otlrcr men followed, and the procession closed with eight or

more women, beating themselves, throwing dust on their heads,

and singing the funeral dirge. Arrived at the tomb, which

stood beneath the western mountain of Thebes, the mummy
was taken from the hearse, and, being placed upright, incense

was burnt, and a libation was poured out before it by the high

priest as he stood at the altar, while other functionaries per-

formed various ceremonies in honour of the deceased. The
hierogrammat, or sacred scribe, then read aloud from a tablet,

or a roll of papyrus, his eulogy, and a prayer to the gods in his

behalf; and the same was sometimes read from the boat, im-

mediately after the deceased had passed that ordeal which gave

him the right to cross the sacred lake.

The order of the procession which accompanied the body from

the sacred lake to the catacombs was the same as before they had

passed it, the time occupied by the whole march depending, of

course, on the position of the tomb, and the distance from which

the body had been brought, some coming from remote towns or

villages, and others from the city itself, orthe immediate vicinity.

The tomb, in the subject above described, is represented at

the base ofthe western mountain of Thebes, which agrees per-
*

feclly with its actual position
;
and from this, as from several

other similar paintings, we learn that, besides the excavated

chambers hewn in the rock, a small building crowned by a roof

of conical or pyramidical form stood before the entrance. It is

probable that many, if not all the pits in the plain below the

hills, were once covered with buildings of this kind, which, from
their perishable materials, crude brick, have been destroyed

after a lapse of so many ages. Indeed we find the remains of

some of them, and occasionally even their vaulted chambers,

with the painted stucco on the walls. .

Many otherfunerals occuronthetombs,whichvary onlyinsome
details from those already mentioned. I cannot, however, omit
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to notice another instance of palm branches strewi

and the introduction oftwo tables or altars for the

his wife—one bearing a profusion of cakes, meat, fruit,

hies, and other customary gifts, and the other

sils and insignia, as flabella, censers, ostrich feathers,

emblems, together with the leg of a victim, placed

kin spread over the table. Another is curious, from

ing that grease was sometimes poured upon the

platform on which the sledge of the hearse
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done in moving a colossus or any great weight by the same

process.

The hearse containing Ihe mummy was generally closed on

ail sidc,s ; but it was sometimes open, partially ox entirely; and

the body was seen placed upon a bier, ornamented, like some

of the couches in their houses, with the head and feet of a lion.

Sometimes the mummy was placed on the top of the sarcoph-

agus, within an open hearse
;
and three friends of the deceased,

or the functionaries destined for this office, took it thence to

convey it to the tomb, where it received the accustomed ser-

vices previous to interment iii the pit, an affectionate hand

often crowning it with a garland of “ immortelles , bay leaves,

or fresh flowers, and depositing, as the last duty of a beloved

friend, some object to which, while alive, he had been attached.

Such are the principal funeral processions represented in the

tombs of Thebes. It remains for me to describe the prepara-

tory rites, and the remarkable ceremony that took place on ar-

riving at the lake, before permission could be obtained to trans-

port the body to the opposite shore.

The body having been conveyed to the embalraer’s, the af-

flicted family during seventy (or seventy-two) days continued

their lamentations at home, singing, the funeral dirge, and ful-

filling all the duties required both hy custom and their own
feelings on the mournful occasion.

During this period they igibstained from all amusements
;
the

indulgence in every kind of luxury, as “ the hath, wine, delica-

cies of the table, or rich clothing ** they sufiered their beard

and hair to grow and endeavoured to prove, by this marked
neglect of their personal comfort and appearance, how entirely

their thoughts were absorbed by the melancholy event that had
befallen them. But they did not cut themselves in token of

grief
;
and the command given to the Israelites, “ Ye shall not

cut yourselves, nor make any baldness between eyes for

the dead,” does not refer to a custom of the Egyptians, but of

those people among whom they were about to establish them-
selves in Syria, as is distinctly stated of the votaries of Baal,
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The body, when embalmed, was restored to the family, and

having been deposited in its case, which was generally hiclosed

in two or three others, all richly painted, “ it was placed in a

room of the house, upright against the wall,” until the tomb

was ready, and all the necessary preparations had been made
for the funeral. The coffin or mummy case was then “ carried

forth,” and deposited in the hearse^ drawn upon a sledge, as al-

ready described, to the sacred lake of the norae
;
notice having

heen previously given to the judges, and a public announcement

made of the appointed day. Forty-two judges having heen

summoned, and placed in a semicircle, near the banks of the

lake, a boat was brought up, provided expressly for the occa-

sion, under the direction of a boatman called, in the Egyptian

language, Charon

;

“ and it is from hence,” says Diodorus, “ that

the fable of Hades is said to be derived, which Orpheus intro-

duced into Greece.”

“ When the boat was ready for the reception of the coffin, it

^was lawful for any person who thought proper to bring forward

an accusation against the deceased. If it could be proved that

he had led an evil life, the judges declared accordingly, and the

body was deprived of the accustomed sepulture
^
but if the ac-

cuser failed to establish what he had advanced, he was subject

to the heaviest penalties. When there was no accuser, or when
the accusation had been disproved, the relations ceased from

their lamentations, and pronounced encomiums on the deceased.

They did not enlarge upon his descent, as is usual among the

Greeks, for they hold that all the Egyptians are equally noble

;

hut they related his early education, and the course of his stud-

ies
;
and then praising his piety and justice, his temperance, and

the other virtues he possessed, they supplicated the gods below

to receive him as a companion of the pious. This announce-

ment was- received by the assembled multitude with acclama-

tions
;
and they joined in extolling the glory of the deceased,

who was about to remain for ever with the virtuous in the re-

gions of Hades, The body was then taken by those who had

family catacombs already prepared, and placed in the repository

allotted to it.”
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“ Some,” continues the historian, “ who were not possessed of

catacombs, constructed a new apartment for the purpose in their

own house, and set the coffin upright against the firmest of the

walls
;
and the same was done with the bodies of tho.se who had

been debarred the rites of burial on account of the accusation

brought against them, or in consequence of debts they or their

sons had contracted. These last, however, if their children’s

children happened to be prosperous, were released from the im-

pediments of their creditors, and at length received the ceremony

of a magnificent burial. It was, indeed, most solemnly estab-

lished in Egypt that parents and ancestors should have a more

marked token of respect paid them by their family, after they

had been transferred to their everlasting habitations. Hence

originated the custom of depositing the bodies of their deceased

parents as pledges for the payment of borrowed money
;
those

who failed to redeem those pledges being subject to the heaviest

disgrace, and deprived of burial after their own death.”

The grief and shame felt by the family when the rites of bur-

iai had been refused, were excessive.

It is true that the duration of this punishment was limited

according to the extent of the crimes of which the accused had

been guilty
;
and when the devotion of friends, aided by liberal

donations in the service of religion, and the influential prayers

of the priests, had sufficiently softened the otherwise inexorable

nature of the gods, the period of this state of purgatory was
doubtless shortened

;
and Diodorus shows that grandchildren,

who had the means and inclination, might avail themselves of

the same method of satisfying their creditors and the gods.

The form of the ritual read by the priest in pronouncing the

acquittal of the dead is preserved in the tombs, usually at the

entrance passage, in which the deceased is made to enumerate
all the sins forbidden by the Egyptian law, and to assert his in-

nocence of each. They are supposed by Champollion to amount
to forty-two, being equal in number to the assessors, who were
destined to examine the deceased, at his final judgment, respect-

ing the peculiar crime which it was his province to punish.

Every large city, as Thebes, Memphis, and some others, had
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its lake, at which the same ceremonies were practised
;
and it

is probable, from what Diodorus says of the “ lake of the nome,”

that the capital of each province had one in its immediate vi-

cinity, to which the funeral procession of all who died within

the jurisdiction of the nomarch was obliged to repair. Even

when the priests granted a dispensation for the removal of a

body to another town, as was sometimes done in favour of those

who desired to be buried at Abydus and other places, the pre-

vious ceremony of passing through this ordeal was doubtless

required at the lake of their own province.

Those persons who, from their extreme poverty, had no place

prepared for receiving their body when denied the privilege of

passing the sacred lake, appear to have been interred on the

shores they were forbidden to leave
;
and I have found the

bones of many buried near the site of the lake of Thebes, which

appeared to be of bodies imperfectly preserved, as of persons

who could not afford the more expensive processes of embalm-

ing. This was like remaining on the wrong side of the Styx
;

and Diodorus has shown that the fables of the Acherusian lake,

of Hecate, of Cerberus, of Charon and the Styx, owed their ori-

gin to these Egyptian ceremonies.

Of Charon it may be observed that both his name and charac-

ter are taken from Horus, who had the peculiar office of steers-

man in the sacred boats of Egypt
;
and the piece ofmoney given

him for ferrying the dead across the Styx appears to have been

borrowed from the gold or silver plate put into the mouth of the

dead by the Egyptians. For though they did not intend it as a

reward to the boatman, but rather as a passport to show the vir-

tuous character of the deceased, it was of equal importance in

obtaining for him admittance into the regions of the blessed.

The Egyptian custom of depositing cakes in the tombs proba-

bly led to the Greek notion of sending a cake for Cerberus, which
was placed in the mouth of the deceased

;
and it was by means

of a similar one, drugged with soporiferous herbs, and given to

the monster at a hungry hour, that iEneas and the Sibyl obtain-

ed an entrance into the lower regions.

The judge of the dead is recognised in Osiris
;
the office of
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Mercury, the conductor of souls, is the same as that of Anuhis
;

the figure of Justice without a head, and the scales of Truth or

Justice at the gate ofAmenti, occur in the funereal subjects of

the Egyptian toirihs
;
and the hideous animal who guards the

approach to the mansion of Osiris, and is called “ the devourer

of the wicked,” is a worthy prototype of the Greek Cerherus.

It was not ordinary individuals alone who were subjected to

a public ordeal at their death—the character of the king him-

self was doomed to undergo the same test; and if any one

could establish proofs of his impiety or injustice, he was denied

the usual funereal obsequies when, in the presence of the as-

sembled multitude, his body was brought to the sacred lake, or,

as Diodorus states, to the vestibule of the tomb. “ The cus-

tomary trial having commenced, any one was permitted to pre-

sent himself as an accuser. The pontifis first passed an enco-

mium upon his character, enumerating all his noble actions, and

pointing out the merit of each, to which the people, who were

assembled to the number of several thousands, if they felt those

praises to be just, responded with favourable acclamations. If,

on the contrary, his life had been stained with vice or injustice,

they showed their dissent by loud murmurs
;
and several in-

stances are recorded of Egyptian monarchs having been deprived

of the honour of the customary public funeral by the opposing

voice of the people.” “ The effect of this,” adds the historian,

“ was, that succeeding kings, fearing so disgraceful a censure

after death, and the eternal stigma attached to it, studied by
their virtuous conduct to deserve the good opinion of their sub-

jects ; and it could not fail to he a great incentive to virtue, in-

dependent of the feelings arising from awish to deserve the grat-

itude of men, and the fear of forfeiting the favour of the gods.”

The custom of refusing funeral rites to a king was not confined

to Egypt
;

it was common also to tlie Jews,* who forbade a

wicked monarch to repose in the sepulchres ofhis fathers. Thus
Joash, though “buried in the city of David,” was not interred

“in the sepulchres of the kings ;”t Manasseh| “ was huned in

* 1 Kings, xiv. 13 ;
2 Kings, ix. 10. t 2 Chron. xxiv. 25,
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the garden of his own house,” and several other kings of Judah

and Israel were denied thatimportant privilege. And the speech

of Samuel, on giving up his post of judge, ‘‘ Whom have I de-

frauded?” and the answer of the people, prove that the custom

was adopted hy the Jews before they had the kingly form of

government.* That the same continued to the time of the As-

modeans, is shown by the conduct of Alexander Janneus, who,

feeling the approach ofdeath, charged his wife, “ on her return to

Jerusalem, to send for the leading men among the Pharisees, and

show them his body, giving them leave, with great appearance

of sincerity, to use it as they might please—whether they would

dishonour the dead body by refusing it burial, as having suffered

severely through him, or whether in their anger they would offer

any other injmy to it. By this means, and by a promise that

nothing should be done without them in the affairs of the king-

dom, it was hoped that a more honourable funeral might be ob-

tained than any she could give him, and that his body might be

saved from abuse by this appeal to their generosity.” They
had also the custom of instituting a general mourning for a de-

ceased monarch whose memory they wished to honour.

But the Egyptians allowed not the same extremes of degra-

dation to be offered to the dead as the Jews sometimes did to

those who had incurred their hatred
;
and the body of a male-

factor, though excluded from the precincts of the necropolis,

was not refused to his friends, that they might perform the last

duties to their unfortunate relative.

“ The Egyptians,” according to Herodotus, “ were the first

to maintain that the soul of man is immortal
;
that after the

death of the body it always enters into that of some other an-

imal which is horn
;
and when it has passed through all those

of the earth, water, and air, it again enters that of a man, which
circuit it accomplishes in 3000 years.” The doctrme of trans-

migration is mentioned hy Plutarch, Plato, and other ancient

writers as the general belief among the Egyptians, and it was
adopted by Pythagoras and his preceptor Pherecydes, as well as

other philosophers of Greece.
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Optnions varied respecting it ;
and some maintained that the

soul passed through different bodies till it returned again to the

human shape, and that all events wliich had happened were des-

tined to occur again after a certain period, in the identical order

and manner a^ before. The same men were said to be born

again, and to fulfil the same career
;
and the same causes were

thought to produce the same efiects, as stated by Virgil. This

was termed KvicXoq avayK^jg, “ the circle (or orbit) of necessity.”

It is even supposed that the Egyptians preserved the body, in

order to keep it in a fit state to receive the soul which once in-

habited it, and that their tombs were decorated so richly in

order to be ready for their owners on a future occasion. But

this is contradicted by the fact of the tombs being sold to later

occupants
;
and by animals being also embalmed, the preserva-

tion of whose bodies was not ascribable to any idea connected

with the soul
;
and the custom arose rather from a sanitary reg-

ulation for the benefit of the living, and from that feeling of re-

spect for the dead wlrich is common to all men.

And since it is distinctly shown that all virtuous men became

“Osiris,” and returned again to the Good Being whence their

souls emanated, their coming to earth again at any period is

improbable
;
and the bad alone were condemned to that deg-

radation, going through a state of purgatory, by passing into

the bodies of animals. This, which accords with the belief of

the Hindoos, is more consistent with what we know of the no-

tions of the Egyptians
;
and there is reason to believe from the

monuments, that the souls which underwent transmigration

were those of men whose sins were of a sufficiently moderate

kind to admit of that purification, the unpardonable sinner being

condemned to eternal fire. The Buddhists have the same no-

tion of the soul of man passing into the bodies of animals
;
and

even the Druids believed in the migration of the soul, though

they confined it to human bodies.

The judgment scenes found in the tombs and on the papyri

sometimes represent the deceased conducted by Horus alone, or

accompanied by his wife, to the region of Amenti, Cerberus is

present as the guardian of the gates, near which the scales of
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Justice are erected; and AnuMs, the director of the weight,”

having placed a vase representing the good actions, or the

heart, of the deceased in one scale, and the figure of emblem of

Truth in the other, proceeds to ascertain his claims for admission.

If on being “ weighed” he is “ found wanting,” he is rejected

;

and Osiris, the judge of the dead, inclining the sceptre in token

of condemnation, pronounces judgment upon'him, and condemns

his soul to return to earth under the form of a pig, or some other

unclean animal. Placed in a boat, it is removed, under the

charge of two monkeys, from the precincts of Amenti, all com-

munication with which is figuratively cut ofi'by a manwho hews
away the earth with an axe after its passage; and the commence-
ment of a new term of life is indicated by those monkeys, the

emblems of Thoth, as Time. But if, when the sum of his deeds

have been recorded, his virtues so far predominate as to entitle

him to admission to the mansions ofthe blessed, Horus, taking in

his hand the tablet of Thoth, introduces him to the presence of

Osiris
;
who, in his palace, attended by Isis and Nepthys, sits on

his throne in the midst of the waters, from which rises the lotus,

bearing upon its expanded flower the four Genii of Amenti.

Other representations of this subject differ in some of the

details ; and in the judgment scene of the royal scribe, whose
funeral procession has been described, the deceased advances

alone in an attitude of prayer to receive judgment. On one side

of the scales stands Thoth, holding a tablet in his hand
;
on the

other the Goddess of Justice; and Horus, in lieu ofAnubis, per-

forms the office of director of the balance, on the top of which

sits a Cynocephalus, the emblem of Thoth. Osiris, seated as

usual on his throne, holding his crook and flagellum, awaits the

report from the hands of his son Horus. Before the door of his

palace are the four Genii ofAmenti, and near them three deities,

who either represent the assessors, or may be the three assistant

judges,who gave rise to the Minos, .^acus, andRhadamanthus of

Greek fable. In these theMn and Amenti are very Egyptian.

Another, figured in the side adytum of the Ptolemaic temple

of Dayr el Medeeneh, at Thebes, represents the deceased ap-

proaching ina similarly submissive attitude,betweentwo figures
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of Truth or Justice, whose emblem, the ostrich feather, he

holds in his hand. The two figures show the double capacity of

that goddess, corresponding to theThummim, or “two Truths,”

and according well with the statement ofDiodorus respecting her

position “ at the gates of Truth.” Horus and Anubis superin-

tend the balance, and weigh the actions of the judged
;
whilst

Thoth inscribes them on the tablet, which he prepares for pre-

sentation to Osiris, who, seated on the throne, pronounces the

final judgment, permitting the virtuous soul to enjoythe blessings

of eternal felicity. Before him four Genii of Amenti stand upon

a lotus flower
;
and a figure of Harpocrates, seated on the crook

ofOsirisbetweenthe scales and the entrance ofthe divine abode,

which is guarded by Cerberus, is intended to show that the de-

ceased, on admission to that pure state, must be born again, and

commence a new life, cleansed from all the impurities of his

earthly career. It also represents the idea common to the

Egyptians and other philosophers, that to die was only to as-

sume a new form—that nothing was annihilated—and that dis-

solution was merely the forerunner of reproduction. Above,

in two lines, sit the forty-two assessors, the complete number
mentioned by Diodorus, whose office was to assist in judging

the dead.

Many similar subjects occur on funeral monuments, few of

which present any new features. One, however, is singular from

the Goddess of Justice being herself engaged in weighing the

deceased, in the presence of Thoth,who is represented under the

form of a Cynocephalus, having the horns and globe ofthe Moon
upon its head, and a tablet in its hand. Instead of the usual

vase, the figure of the deceased himself is placed in one of the

scales, opposed to that of the Goddess; and close to the bal-

ance sits Cerberus with open mouth, ready to perform his office

of “ devourer of the wicked.”

Another may also be noticed, from the singular fact of the

Goddess of Justice, who here introduces the deceased, being

Without a head, as described by Diodorus
;
from the deceased

holding in each hand an ostrich feather, the emblem of Truth
;

and from Cerberus being represented standing upon the steps of
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the divine abode of Osiris, as if in the act of announcing the ar-

rival of Thoth with the person of the tomb.

Sometimes the deceased wore round his neck the same vase

which in the scales typified his good actions, or bore on his head

the ostrich feather of Truth. They were both intended to show
that he had been deemed worthy of admission to the mansions of

the just
;
and in the same idea originated the custom of placing

the name of the Goddess after that of virtuous individhais who
were dead, implying that they were “judged,” or “justified.”

The Goddesses Athor and Netpe, in their respective trees, the

Persea and Sycamore-fig, frequently presented the virtuous after

death with the fruit and drink of heaven, which call to mind
the ambrosia and nectar of Greek fable.

The process ofembalming is thus described by ancient writers

:

“ In Egypt,” says Herodotus, “ certain persons are appointed by

law to exercise this art as their peculiar business
; and when a

dead body is brought them, they produce patterns of mummies
in wood, imitated in painting, the most elaborate of which are

said to be of him (Osiris), whose name I do not think it right to

mention on this occasion. The second which they show is sim-

pler and less costly ; and the third is the cheapest. Having ex-

hibited them all, they inquire of the persons who have applied

to them which mode they wish to be adopted
;
and this being

settled, and the price agreed upon, the parties retire, leaving the

body with the embalmers.
“ In preparing it according to the first method, they commence

by extracting the brain from the nostrils by a curved iron probe,

partly cleansing the head by these means, and partly hy pouring

in certain drugs
;
then making an incision in the side with a

sharp Ethiopian stone, they draw out the intestines through the

aperture. Having cleansed and washed them with palm wine,

they cover them with pounded aromatics; and afterwards filling

the cavity with powder ofpure myrrh, cassia, and other fragrant

substances, frankincense excepted, they sew it up again. This

being done, they salt the body, keeping it in natron during seven-

ty days, to which period they are strictly confined. "When the

seventy days are over, they wash the body, and wrap it up en-
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tirely in. bands of fine linen smeared on their side with gurn,

which the Egyptians generally use instead of glue. The rela-

tions then take away the body, and have a wooden case made in

the form of a man, in which they deposit it
;
and when fasten-

ed up, they keep it in a room in their house, placing it upright

against the wall. This is the most costly mode of embalming.

“For those who choose the middle kind, on account of the

expense,’they prepare the body as follows. They fill syringes

with oil of cedar, and inject this into the abdomen, without mak-

ing any incision or removing the bowels ; and taking care that

the liquid shall not escape, they keep it in salt during the speci-

fied number of days. The cedar oil is then taken out
;
and such

is its strength that it brings with it the bowels, and all the in-

side, in a state of dissolution. The natron also dissolves the flesh

;

so that nothing remains but the skin and bones. This process

being over, they restore the body without any further operation.

“ The third kind of embalming is only adopted for the poor.

In this they merely cleanse the body by an injection of syrm^a,

and salt it during seventy days, after which it is returned to

the friends who brought it.

“The bodies of women of quality are not embalmed directly

after their death, and it is customary for the family to keep them
three or four days before they are subjected to that process.”

The account given by Diodorus is similar to that ofthe historian

of Halicarnassus. “ The funerals ofthe Egyptians are conducted

upon three different scales—the most expensive, the more mod-
erate, and the humblest. The first is said to cost a talent of sil-

ver (about 250Z. sterling)
;
the second 22 rainse (or 60/.) ; and the

third is extremely cheap. The persons who embalm the bodies

are artists who have learnt this secret from their ancestors. They
present to the friends of the deceased who apply to them an esti-

mate of the funeral expenses, and ask them in what manner they

wish it to be performed
;
which being agreed upon, they deliver

the body to the proper persons appointed to that office. First

one, who is termed the scribe, marks upon the left side of the

body, as it lies on the grouird,the extent ofthe incision which is to

be made
; then another, who is called paraschistes (the dissecto}-).
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cuts open as much of the flesh as the law permits with an. Ethio-

pian (flint) stone, and immediately runs away, pursued by those

who are present, throwing stones at him amidst hitter execra-

tions, as if to cast upon him all the odium ofthis necessary act.

For they look upon every one who has ofiered violence to, or in-

flicted a wound or any other injuryupon a human body, to be hate-

ful
;
but the embalmcrs, on the contrary, are held in the greatest

consideration and respect, being the associates of the jjriests,

and permitted free access to the temples as sacred persons.

“ As soon as they have met together to embalm the bodies thus

prepared for them, one introduces his hand through the aperture

into the abdomen, and takes everything out, except the kidneys

and heart. Another cleanses each of the viscera with palm wine
and aromatic substances. Lastly, after having applied oil of

cedar and other things to the whole body for upwards of thirty

days, they add myrrh, cinnamon, and those drugs which have nof

only the power of preserving the body for a length of time, hut

of imparting to it a fragrant odour. It is then restored to the

friends of the deceased. And so perfectly are all the members
preserved, that even the hairs of the eyelids and eyebrows I’e-

raain undisturbed, and the whole appearance of the person i^

so unaltered that every feature may he recognized. The Egyp-.

tians, therefore, who sometimes keep the bodies of their ances--

tors in magnificent apartments set apart for the purpose, have

an opportunity of contemplating the faces of those who died

many generations before them
;
and the height and figure of

their bodies being distingui.shable, as well as the character of

the countenance, they enjoy a wonderful gratification, as ifthey

lived in the society of those they see before them.”

On the foregoing statements of the two historians, I may he

permitted some observations.

First. The wooden figures kept as patterns are similar (ex-

cept in size) to those small ones of glazed pottery, representing

the deceased in the form of Osiris, so common in our collections.

Secondly. It is evident from the mummies which have been

found in such abundance at Thebes and other places, that intho

three diflerent modes of embalming several gradations existed,

VOL. II. s
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some ofwWcli differ so much in. many essential points as almost

to justify our extending the number mentioned by the historians.

Thirdly. The extraction of the brain by the nostrils is proved

by the appearance of the mummies found in the tombs
;
and

some of the crooked instruments (always of bronze) supposed to

have been used for this purpose have been discovered at Thebes.

Fourthly. The incision in the side is, as Diodorus says, on the

U'ft. Over it the sacred eye of Osiris was placed, and through

it the viscera were returned when not deposited in the four vase.s.

Fifthly. The second class of murarnies without any incision

in the side are often found in the tombs
;
but it is also shown

from the bodies at Thebes that the incision was not always

confined to those of the first class, and that some of an inferior

kind were submitted to this simple and effectual process.

Sixthly. The sum stated hy Diodorus of a talent of silver can

only be a general estimate of the expense of the first kind of

embalming, since the various gradations in the style of prepar-

ing them prove that some mummies must have cost far more

than others
;
and the sumptuous manner in which many persons

performed the funerals of their friends kept pace with the splen-

dour of the tomhs they made, or purchased for their reception.

Seventhly. The execrations with which the paraschistes was

pursued could only have been a religions form, from which he

was doubtless in little apprehension, an anom'aly not altogether

without a parallel in other civilized countries.

Eighthly. Diodorus is in error when he supposes the actual

face of the hody was seen after it was restored to the family

;

for even before it was deposited in the case, which Herodotus

says the triends made for it, the features, as well as the whole
hody, were concealed by the bandages which enveloped them.

The resemblance he mentions was only in the mummy case, or

the cartonage which came next to the bandages
; and, indeed,

whatever number of cases covered a mummy, the face of each

was intended as a representation of the person within, as the

lower part was in imitation of the swathed body.

Diodorus mentions three different classes of persons who as-

sisted in preparing the body for the funeral—^the scribe, who
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regulated the incision in the side ; the paraschistes, or cutter

;

and the embalrnors. To these may ho added the undertakers,

who wrapped the body in bandages, and wlio had workmen in

their employ to make the cases in which it was deposited.*

M.'j uy dilierent trades and branches of art were constantly called

lipou to supply the undertakers with those things required for

funereal purposes, !is the painters of mummy cases
;
those who

made images of stone, porcelain, wood, and other materials ;

the manufacturers of alabaster, earthenware, and bronze vases

;

those who worked in ivory
;
the leather-cutters, and many oth-

ers. And it is not improbable that to the undertakers, who were

a class of prie.sts, belonged a very large proportion of the tombs

kept for sale in the cemeteries of the large towns.

The nurnher of days, seventy or seventy-two, mentioned by

the two historians, is confirmed by the Scripture account of Ja-

cob’s funeral ; and this arbitrary period cannot fail to call to

mind the frequent occurrence of the numbers 7 and 70, which

are observed in so many instances both among the Egyptians

and Jews. But there is reason to believe that it comprehended

the whole period of the mourning, and that the embalming pro-

cess only occupied a portion of it
;
forty being the number of

days expressly stated by the Bible to have been assigned to the

latter, and “ threescore and ten” to the entire mourning.

The custom of embalming bodies was not confined to the

Egj'ptians : the Jews adopted this process to a certain extent,
“ the manner of the Jews” being to bury the body “ wound in

linen clothes with spices,” as Lazarus was swathed with band-

ages.'..

The embalmers were probably members of the medical pro-

fession, as well as of the class of priests. Joseph is said to have
“ commanded the physicians to embalm his father and Pliny

states that during this process certain examinations took place,

which enabled them to study the disease of which the deceased

had died. They appear to have been made in compliance with

an order from the government, as he says the kings of Egypt

had the bodies opened after death to ascertain the nature oftheir

* See above, p. 117, 118, 119.
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diseases, by which means alone the remedy for phthisical com-

plaints was discovered.

Certain regulations respecting the bodies of persons found

dead were wisely established in Egypt, which, by rendering the

district or town in the immediate vicinity responsible in some

degree for the accident, by fining it to the full cost of the most

expensive funeral, necessarily induced those in. authority to ex-

ercise a proper degree of vigilance, and to exert their utmost ef-

forts to save any one who had fallen into the river, or was oth-

erwise exposed to the danger of his life. From these, too, we
may judge of the great responsibility they were under for the

body of a person found murdered within their jurisdiction.

“ If a dead body,” says Herodotus, “ was accidentally found,

whether of an Egyptian or a stranger, who had been taken by a

crocodile, or drowned in the river, the town upon the territory of

wliicli it was discovered was obliged to embalm it according to

the most costly process, and to bury it in a consecrated tomb.

None of the friends or relations were permitted to touch it
; this

privilege was accorded to the priests of the Isile alone, who in-

terred it with their own hands, as if it had been something more

than the corpse of a human being.”

Herodotus fails to inform us what became of the intestines

after they had been removed from the body of those embalmed

according to the first process
;
hut the discoveries made in the

tombs clear up this important point, and enable us to correct the

improbable account given by Porphyry. The latter writer says,

“ When the bodies ofpersons of distinction were emhalined, they

took out the intestines aiid put them into a vessel, over which

(after some other rites had been performed for the dead) one of

the ernbalmers pronounced an invocation to the Sun in behalf

of the deceased. The formula, according to Euphantus, who
translated it from the original into Greek, was as follows :

‘ 0
thou Sun, our sovereign lord ! and all ye deities who have given

life to man! receive me, and grantme an abode with the eternal

gods. During the whole course of my life I have scrupulously

worsliipped the gods my fathers taught me to adore
;

I have
over honoured ruy parents, who begat this body

; 1 liavc killed
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no Olio
;
I have not defrauded any, nor have I done an injury to

any man ;
and if I have committed any other fault during my

life, either in eating or drinking, it has not been done for myself,

but for these things,’ So saying, the embalincr pointed to the

vessel containing the intestines, which was thrown into the river

;

the rest ofthe body, when properly cleansed, being embalmed.”

Plutarch gives a similar account of their “ throwing the in-

testines into the river,” as the cause of all the faults committed

by man, “ the rest of the body, when cleansed, being embalm-

ed which is evidently borrowed from the same authority as

that of Porphyry, and given in the same words. But the posi-

tive evidence of the tombs, as well as our acquaintance with

the religious feelings of the Egyptians, sufficiently prove this to

be one of the many idle tales by which the Greeks have shown
their ignorance of that people ; and no one who considers the

respect with which they looked upon the Nile, the care they

took to remove all impurities which might affect their health,

and the superstitious prejudice they felt towards every thing

appertaining to the human body, could for an instant suppose

that they would on any consideration be induced to pollute the

stream, or insult the dead, by a similar custom.

But the inaccurate statements of the Greeks respecting Egypt

and the Egyptians are numerous
;
and not only have we to cen-

sure them for failing to give much interesting information, which

they might have acquired after their intercourse with the coun-

try became unrestrained, biit to regret that what they tell us can

seldom be relied on, unless confirmed by the monuments.

It might appear incredible that errors could have been made
on the most common subjects, on things relating to positive cus-

toms which daily occurred before the eyes of those who sought

to inquire into them, and are described by Greek writers who
%dsited the country. But when we observe the ignorance of

Europeans respecting the customs of modex-n Egypt—of Euro-

peans, who are a people much less averse to inquire into the

manners of other countries, much more exposed to the criticism

of their compatriots in giving false information than the ancient

Greeks, and to whom the modern inhabitants do not oppose the
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same impediments in examining their habits as did the ancient

Egyptians—when we recollect the great facilities they enjoy of

becoming acquainted with the language and manners, and still

find many Italians, French, and others, who have resided ten,

twenty, or more years in Egypt, with a perfect knowledge of

Arabic, and enjoying constant opportunities for intercourse with

the people, ignorant of their most ordinary customs, we can

readily account for the misconceptions of the Greeks respecting

the habits or opinions of the ancient Egyptians.

As far a.s the invocation of the Sun, and the confession pro-

nounced by the priest (rather than the ciuhaimcr) on the ])art

of the deceased, the account of Porphyry partakes of the char-

acter of truth ,* though the time when this was done should

rather be referred to the ceremony on the sacred lake, or to

that of depositing the body in the tomb. The confession, in-

deed, is an imperfect portion of that recorded in the .sculptures,

which has been already mentioned (p. 376).

As soon as the intestines had been removed from the body,

they wore properly cleansed, and embalmed in spices and various

substances, and deposited in four vases. These were afterwards

placed in the tomb with the colSin, and were supposed to belong

to the four Genii of Amenti, whose heads and names they bore.

Each contained a separate portion. The vase with a cover rep-

resenting the human head ofAmset held the stomach and large

intestines
;
that with the cyhocephalus head of Hapi* contain-

ed the small intestines
;
in that belonging to the jackal-headed

h'mautf were the lungs and heart ;
and for the vase of the hawk-

headed Kehhnsnofwere reserved the gall-bladder and the liver.

They difiered in size and the materials of which they were made.
The most costly were of Oriental alabaster, from 10 to 20 inches

higli, and about one third of that in diameter, each having its in-

scription, with the name of the particular deity whose head it

Lore. Others were ofcommon lime.stone, and even of wood
;
biit

those last were generally solid, or contained nothing, being merely

embl(?matic, and intended only for those whose intcstiue.s wei'c

returned into the body. They were generally surmounted by the

heads above mentioned, hut they sometimes had humaai heads
}

* See List of Woodcuts in vol. i., note on 278.
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and it is to these last more particularly that the name of Oanopi

has been applied, from their resemblance to certain vases made
by the Romans to imitate the Egyptian taste. I need scarcely

add that this is a misnomer, and that the application of the word
Canopus to any Egyptian vase is equally inadmissible.

Such was the mode of preserving the internal parts of the

mummies embalmed according to the most expensive process.

And so careful were the Egyptians to show proper respect to all

that belonged to the human body, that even the sawdust of the

floor where they cleansed- it was taken and tied up in small linen

bags, which, to the number of twenty or thirty, were deposited

m vases and buried near the tomb.

In those instances where the intestines, after being properly

cleansed and embalmed, were returned into the body by the

aperture in the side, images of the four Genii of Arncnti, made
of wax, were put in with them, as the guardians of the portions

particularly subject to their influence ; and sometimes, in lieu

of them, a plate of lead, or other material, bearing upon it a rep-

resentation of these four figures. Over the incision the myste-

rious eye of Osiris was placed, whether the intestines were re-

turned or deposited in the vases.

.

For the classification of “ Egyptian mummies,” and the dif-

ferent modes of Embalming, I refer to Mr. Pettigrew’s work,

where they are arranged under these general heads ;

I. Those with the ventral incision.

11. Those without any incision.

I. Of the mummies with the incision are,

1. Those preserved by balsamic matter.

2. Those preserved by natron.

1. Those dried by balsamic or astringent substances are ei-

ther filled with a mixture of resin and aromatics, or with asphal-

tum and pure bitumen.

^\''hen filled with resinous matter they are of an olive colour

;

the skin dry, flexible, and as if tanned ;
retracted and adherent

to the bones. The features are preserved, and appear as during

life. The belly and chest are filled with resins, partly soluble

in spirits of wine. These substances have no particular odour

by which they can be recognized
;
but when thrown upon hot
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coals, a thick smoke is produced, giving out a strong aromatic

smell. Mummies of this kind are dry, light, ami easily hroken
;

with the teeth, hair of the head, and eyebrows well preserved.

•Some of them are gilt on the surface of the body
;
others only

on the face, or the sexual parts, or on the head and feet.

The mummies filled with bitumen are black
;
the skin hard

and siiining, and as if coloured with varnish
;
the features per-

fect ; the belly, chest, and head filled with resin, black and hard,

and having a little odour. Upon being examined, they are found

to yield the same results as the Jew’s pitch met with in com-

merce. These mummies are dry and heavy. They have no

smell, and are difficult to develop or break. They have been

prepared with great care, and are very little susceptible of de-

composition from exposure to the air.

2. The mummies with ventral incisions, prepared by natron,

are likewise filled with resinous substances, and also asphaltum.

The skin is hard and elastic : it resembles parchment, and does

not adhere to the bones. The resins and bitumen injected into

those mummies are little friable, and give out no odour. The
countenance of the body is little altered, but the hair is badly

preserved : what remains usually falls ofl’ upon being touched.

These mummies are very numerous, and if exposed to the air

they become covered with an efflorescence of sulphate of soda.

They readily absorb humidity from the atmosphere.

Such are the characteristic marks of the first quality of mum-
mies, according to the mode of embalming the body. They may
also be distinguished by other peculiarities

;
as,

1. Mummies of which the intestines were deposited in vases.

2. Those of which the intestines were returned into the body.

The former included all mummies embalmed according to the

most expensive process {for though some of an inferior quality

are found with the incision in the side, none of the first quality

were embalmed without the removal of the intestines)
;
and the

body, having been prepared with the proper spices and drugs, w^as

enveloped in linen bandages, sometimes measuring 1 000 yards in

length. It was then enclosed in a cartonage fitting closely to

the mummied body, which was richly painted, and covered in

front with a network ofbeads and bugles arranged in a tasteful
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form, tlie face being laid over with, thick gold-leaf, and the eyes

made of enamel. The three or four cases, which successively

covered the cartonage, were ornamented in like manner with

painting and gilding
;
and the whole was enclosed in a sarco-

phagus of wood or stone, profusely charged with painting or

sculpture. These cases, as well as the cartonage, varied in style

and richness, according to the expenses incurred by the friends

of the deceased. The bodies thus embalmed were generally

of priests of various grades. Sometimes the skin itself was
covered with gold-leaf

;
sometimes the whole body, the face,

or the eye-lids
;
sometimes the nails alone. In many instances

the body or the cartonage was beautified in an expensive man-
ner, and the outer cases were little ornamented

;
but some pre-

ferred the external show of rich cases or sarcophagi.

Those of which the intestines w'cre returned into the body,

with the wax figures of the four Genii, were placed in cases

less richly ornamented
;
and some of these were, as already

stated, of the second class of mummies.

11. Those without the ventral incision were also of two kinds

;

1. Salted, and filled with bituminous matter less pure than

the others.

2. Simply salted.

(1.) The former mummies are not recognizable
;

all the cavi-

ties are filled, and the surface of the body is covered with thin

mineral pitch. It penetrates the body, and forms with it one un-

distinguishable mass. These mummies, M. Eouger conceives,

were submerged in vessels containing the pitch in a liquid state.

They are the most numerous of all kinds : they are black, dry,

heavy, and of disagreeable odour, and very difficult to break-

ISTeither the eyebrows nor hair are preserved, and there is no

gilding upon them. The bituminous matter is fatty to the touch,

less black and brittle than the asphaltum, and yields a very

strong odour. It dissolves imperfectly in alcohol, and when
thrown upon hot coals emits a thick smoke and disagreeable

smell. When distilled, it gives an abundant oil ; fat, and of a

brown colour and feetid odour. Exposed to the air, these mum-
mies soon change, attract humidity, and become covered with

an efflorescence of saline substances.

s 2
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(2.) The mummies simply salted and dried are generally worse

preserved than those filled with resins and bitumen. Their skin

is dry, white, clastic, light, yielding no odour, and easily broken

;

and masses of adipocere are frequently found in them. The

features are destroyed ;
the hair is entirely removed

;
the bones

are detached from their connexions with the slightest efibrt, and

they are white like those of a skeleton. The cloth enveloping

them falls to pieces upon being touched. These mummies are

generally found in particular caves which contain great quan-

tities of saline matters, principally the sulphate of soda.

Of the latter, also, several subdivisions may be made, accord-

ing to the manner in which the bodies were deposited in the

tombs ; and some are so loosely pnt up in bad cloths and rags,

as harely to he separated from the earth or stones in which they

have been buried. Some are more carefully enveloped in band-

ages, and arranged one over the other without cases in the same

common tomb, often to the number of several hundred
;
a visit

to one of which has been well described by Belzoni.

Some have certain peculiarities in the mode of their preser-

vation. In many the skulls are filled with earthy matter in

lieu of bitumen
;
and some mummies have been prepared with

wax and tanning, a remarkable instance of which occurs in that

opened by Dr. Granville—for a full account of which I refer the

reader to his work, descriptive of the body and its mode of pres-

ervation. I cannot, however, omit to mention a wonderful proof

of the skill of the emhalrners in this as in so many other in-

stances, who, by means of a corrosive liquid, had removed the

internal tegument of the skull, and still contrived to preserve

the thin membrane below, though the heat of the embalming
matter afterwards poured into the cavity had perforated the

striure and scorched the scalp.

It has been a general and a just remark that few mummies
of children have been discovered—a singular fact, not easily ac-

counted for, since the custom of embalming those even of the

earliest age was practised in Egypt.

Greek mummies usually differed from those of the Egyptians

in the manner of disposing the bandages of the arms and legs.

The former had the arras placed at the sides, and bound sop .ovate-
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ly; but the arms as well as the legs, and even the fingers of

the Egyptians, were generally enclosed in one common envelope,

without any separation in the bandages. In these last the arms

were extended along the side, the palms inwards and resting on

the thighs, or brought forwards over the groin; sometimes even

across the breast
;
and occasionally one arm in the former, the

other in the latter position. The legs were close together, and

the head erect. These different modes of arranging the limbs

were common to both sexes, and to all ages
;
though we occa-

sionally meet with some slight deviations from this mode ofplac-

ing the hands. But no Egyptian is found with the limbs band-

aged separately, as those ofthe Greek mummies, though instances

may occur ofthe latterhaving the arms enveloped withthebody.

Sometimes the nails and the whole hands and feet were stain-

ed with the red dye of the henneh; and some mummies have been

found with the face covered by a mask of cloth fitting closely to

it, and overlaid with a coating of composition, so painted as to

resemble the deceased, and to have the appearance of flesh. But

these are of rare occurrence, and I am unable to state if they are

of an Egyptian or Greek epoch. This last is most probable,

especially as we find that the mummies which present the por-

trait of the deceased painted on wood, and placed over the face,

are always of Greek time. Some remarkable instances ofthese

are preserved in the collections ofEurope
;
and one upon a cof-

fin sent to England by Mr. Salt, which has been figured by Mr.

Pettigrew, is now in the British Museum.
On the breast was frequently placed a scarabffius, in immediate

contact with the flesh. These scarabiei, when of stone, had their

495. A stone scarabiBus
;
covered with wings, and the sun and asps, of silver.

In my possessions

extended wings made oflead or silver
;
and when ofblue pottery,

the wings were ofthe same material. On the cartonage and case,

in a corresponding situation above, the same emblem was also

placed, to indicate the protecting influence of the Deity
;
and in
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Hits last position it sometimes stood in the centre of a boat, -with

the Goddesses Isis and Nepthys on either side in an attitude of

prayer. On the outer cases the same place was occupied hy a

similar winged scarahseus, or the winged globe, or a hawk, or a

ram-headed vulture or hawk, or both these last, or the same bird

with the head of a woman, or by the Goddess Netpe ;
and some-

times a disk was supportedbythe beetle,havingwithin it a hawk

and the name of Re.

The mode of painting the mummy cases differed according to

the rank of the persons, the expense incurred in their decoration,

and other circumstances
;
and such was their variety, that few

resembled each other in every particular. There was also a very

great difference at different periods, which extended even to

the shape of the mummy case. I shall, therefore, in describing

them, confine my remarks to their general character, and to the

most common representations figured upon them, from the 18th

to the 26th dynasty.

In the first quality of mummies, the innermost covering ofthe

body, after it had been swathed in the necessary quantity of

bandages, was the cartonage. This was a pasteboard, case fitting

exactly to its shape ;
the precise measure having been carefully

taken, so that it might correspond to the body it was intended to

cover, and to which it was probably adjusted by proper manipu-

lation while still damp. It was then taken offagain, and made
to retain tha shape till dry, when it was agam applied to the

bandaged body, and sewed up at the hack. After this it was
painted and ornamented with figures and numerous subjects

:

the face was made to imitate that of the deceased, and frequent-

ly gildedj the eyes were inlaid; and thehair offemales was made
to represent the natural plaits, as worn by Egyptian women.
The subjects painted upon the cartonage were the four Genii

ofAmenti, and various emblems belonging to Deities connected

with the dead. On the breast was placed the figure of Netpe,

with expanded wings,protectingthe deceased; sacred arks, boats,

and other things were arranged in different compartments
; and

Osiris, Isis, ISTepthys, Anubis, Sokari, and other deities, were
frequently introduced. In some instances, Isis was represented

throwing her arms round the feet of the mummy, with this ap-
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propriate legend, “ I embrace tliy feet at once explanatory of,

and explained by, the action of the goddess. A long line of

hieroglyphics, extending down the front, usnally contained the

name and quality of the deceased, and the offerings presented

for him to the gods
; and transverse bands frequently repeated

the former, with similar donations to other deities. Bixt as the

arrangement and character of these sacred ornaments vary in

nearly all the specimens of mummies, it would be tedious to

introduce more than a general notion of their character Even
the cartonage and different cases of the same mummy differ, in

all except the name and description of the deceased
;
and the

figure of Netpe is sometimes replaced by a winged Sun, or a

scarabseus. This goddess, however, always occurs in some part

of the coffin, and often with outspread arms at the bottom of the

inner case, where she appears to receive the body into her em-

brace, as the protectress of the dead.

The face of the cartonage was often covered with thick gold

leaf, and richly adorned
; the eyes inlaid with brilliant enamel

;

the hair imitated with great care, and adorned with gold
;
and

the same care was extended to the three cases which success-

ively covered it, though each differed from the next
;
the inner-

most being the most ornamented. Rich necklaces were placed

or represeirted on the neck of each, for all were made in the

form of the deceased
; and a net-work of coloured beads was

frequently spread over the breast, and even the whole body,

worked in rich and elegant devices.

The outer case was either of wood or stone. When of wood,

it had a flat or a circular summit, sometimes with a short square

pillar rising at each angle. The whole was richly painted, and

some of an older ago frequently had a door represented near

one of the corners. At one end was the figure of Isis, at the

other Nepthys
;
and the top was painted with bands or fancy

devices. In others the lid represented the curving top of the

ordinary Egyptian canopy {figs. 9, 1, 2).

The stone coffins, usually called sarcophagi, were of oblong

shape, having flat straight sides, like a hox, with a curved or

pointed lid. Sometimes the figure of the deceased was repre-

sented upon the latter in relief, like that of the queen of Amasis
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in the British Museum ; and some were in the form of a king’s

name, or royal oval. Others were made in the shape of the

496. DLlTerent forms ofmummy cases.

1,2,4. Of wood. 3, 5, 6, 7, 8. Of stone.

9. Of wood, and of early time—before the 18tli dynasty.
10. Of burnt eartlienware. . .

mummied body, whether of basalt, granite, slate, or limestone,

specimens of which are met with in the British Museum and

other collections. I have even seen one of this form, found dur-

ing my stay at Thebes, of a red earthenwai*e, very similar to our

tiles, made in two pieces sewed together, small holes having

been made in the clay before it was burnt for this purpose. The
upper part was broken- off, hut it was evidently a continuation

of the human figure in the form of the mummy it contained.

"With regard to the question when the custom of embalming
the body ceased in Egypt, it may be observed that some are of

opinion that it ceased at an early time, when Egypt became a

Roman province. But this has been fully disproved by modern
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discoveries ;
and it not only appears that the early Christians

embalmed their dead, but according to “ St. Augustine, mummies
"vvere made in his time, at the beginning of the 5th century.”

The custom may not have been universal at that period
;
and

it is more probable that it gradually fell into disuse, than that

it was suddenly abandoned from any accidental cause connect-

ed with change of custom, or from religious scruple.

The disposition of various objects placed with the dead varied

in different tombs according to the rank of the person, the choice

of the friends of the deceased, or other circumstances, as their

number and quality depended on the expense incurred in the

funeral. For, besides the richly decorated coffins, many vases,

images of the dead, papyri, jewels, and other ornaments Avere

deposited in the tomb
;
and tablets of stone or wood were placed

near the sarcophagus, engraved or painted with funeral subjects

and legends relating to the deceased. These last resembled in

form the ordinary Egyptian shield, being squared at the base,

and rounded at the summit; and it is probable, as already ob-

served, that their form originated in the military custom of

making the shield a monument in honour of a deceased soldier.

Many of the objects buried in the tomb depended on the pro-

fession or occupation of the individual. A priest had the in-

signia of his office, as the scribe his inkstand or palette, the

high priest the censer, the hieraphoros a small model of a sa-

cred shrine, or a figure bearing an image or emblem of a deity,

and others according to their grade. In the soldier’s tomb were

deposited his arms
; in the mariner’s, a boat

;
and the peculiar

occupation of each artisan was pointed out by some implement

employed in his trade.

Besides the four vases with the heads of the Genii ofAmenti

were many of smaller size, of alabaster, hard stone, glass, por-

celain, bronze, and other materials, many of which were of ex-

quisite workmanship ;
but these were confined to the sepulchres

of the rich, as were jewellery and other expensive ornaments.

Papyri were likewise confined to persons ofa certain degree of

wealth
;
but small figures of the deceased, of wood or vitrified
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earthenware, were common to all classes, except the poorest of

the comimmity. These figures are too well known to need a

detailed description. They usually present a hieroglyphic in-

scription, either in a vertical line down the centre, or in horizon-

tal hands round the body, containing the name and quality of

the deceased, with the customary presentation of ofTerings for

his soul to Osiris, a chapter from the ritual, or some funereal

formula. Zn the hands of these figures are a hoe and a bag of

seed. Their arms are crossed in imitation of certain representa-

tions of Osiris, whose name and form the dead assumed; and

their beard indica.tes the return of the human soul which once

animated that body to the Deity from whom it emanated.

I do not enter into a minute description of all the modes of

arranging the objects in the tombs, the endless variety of Egyp-

tian mummies, or the subjects of their painted cases. I have

confined myself to a general view of this, as of other subjects

connected with the manners and customs of this ancient and

remarkable people
;
and now, having accompanied the Egyp-

tians to the tomb, I take my leave of them with this wish,

“ Sedibus ut saltern placidis in morte quiescant.”



Aaeon, embroidered fme linen coat of, A^we/t, preserve of dates, i. 55.

ii. 81. Alabaster used for vases and bottles, i.

Abbott, collection of Dr., i. 194, 195, 15G, 157 ; ii. 70, 342.

3C8, 383. , walls lined with, ii. 288, 292.

Abrek, Berek, “bow the knee,” ii. 203. Alabastron, vase called, ii. 34k
Abstract ideas, i. 327, 328, 330. Alcaline plant called Boreeth, ii. IOC.

Abydus, Temple of Osiris at, i. 301, Alexander’s conquest of Egypt, i. 309,

307.
_

Alexandria, population of, i. 305.

false arch at, ii. 301. , number of persons who sold vege-
, some preferred to be buried at, ii. tables in, i. 1G8.

377. much wine to be obtained at, i.

Abyssinia. See Monkeys. 54.

Abyssinian branch of the Nile, ii. 19. Alitta or Mylitta, i. 333.

— called “ blue" properly “ black riv- Alloys in bronze, i. 148.

er” ii. 20. ' Almond tree in Egypt, i, 57 ; ii. 27.

Abyssiniana do not eat geese and ducks, oil, ii. 24, 27.

i. 1G6. Alluvial deposit in the Valley of the
Acacia, or Mimosa, several kinds of, i. Nile, i. 306; ii. 8, 9.

57; ii. 28, 37, 38. See Smit. rise of, and proportion of the, ii.

, a sensitive —
,
in Ethiopia, ii. 28. 8, 9. See Nile.

seal, of the Eastern desert, ii. 38, quality, and analysis of the, ii,

106. 19.

Acanthus, or Sent, groves of, ii. 28, 37, Alphabet, twenty-five letters said to

110. compose the Egyptian, i. 291.

Adaptability. See Taste, i. 21 ;
ii. 288. Altars, ii. 361.

Admired the knick-knacks and furniture Amasis, wisdom of, ii. 228.

of the rooms, i. 146. population of Egypt under, i,

JEffyptus the old name of the Nile, i. 304.

303. foreigners saw little of Egypt till—— not the land of Egypt, in Homer, after reign of, ii. 231.

i. 303. Amenti, or Hades, i. 285 ; ii. 367, 358.

African enemies of Egypt, i. 403, 404, —
, four genii of, ii. 381, 382,- 390, 391,

Agathodajraon, the Asp, i. 46. 396,399.
Age, respect for old, ii. 226. America and England, ii. 240.

Agesilaus took back chaplets of papyrus Americans, North, like Europeans, i.

to Sparta, i. 57, 81. 303.

entertained by Tachos, i, 81. Ames, or Amosis, i. Ill, 307.

Agility, See Feats of— .
“ Ames,” a harper called, i. (woodcut,

Agriculture, ii. 3-54. 122) 112,

Agriculture. See Land, Plants, Plough. Amphoree, or wine-jars, i. 47, 48.

led to scientific discoveries, ii, , how fixed upright, i. 48, 49.

247-250. , stopped and .sealed, i. 48.

led to the adjustment of the year, , pitch, or resinous sediment in, i.

ii. 251, 252. 48.

and manufactures of Egypt, ii. Amun (God of Thebes), i. 327, 328, 331,

255. 332.
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Amun expelled from the Pantheon, i.

SOB.

-women of, i. 133.

Amuiiophs, i. 306, 308.

Amunoph III. A’ec Lion.s.

Amusements of Egyptians, lively, i.

210 .

Analysi.s of alluvial deposit, ii. 19.

Animal magnetism, use of, ii. 353.

Animals oi Egypt, list of the, i. 245-

2.55.

chiefly hunted, i. 224.
—-— of Egypt, most noted, i, 227.
•

,
fabulous, or fanciful, i. 226; ii.

263.
•—— not represented, i. 244.

sometime.s placed entire on the al-

tars, i. 173, 2G3.

skill in rearing, ii. 1C9.

Anointing the King, i. 275.

the statues of gods, i. 275.

; a customary ceremony, i. 77,

275.

guests at a party, i. 77, 78.

Antelopes, various, i. 227, 247.

Anthylla, wine of, i. 50.

Anubis, ii. 358, 378, 381, 382, 396.—— , rites of, i. 129.

AphSphis, ApOp, the “ giant,” the “ great

serpent,” the emblem of sin, i. 330.

Apis, the soul of Osiris, i. 288.

, fete of, i. 28.8, 291.

, fete of, lasted seven days, i. 291.
— called Epapltus, i. 288, 290.

and Mnevis, i, 288, 289.—’— ,
colour and marks of, i. 289.

clean oxen belonged to, i. 290.

called Hapi, i. 290. /See ii. 390,

note.

kept at Memphis, i. 290.

, stables of, i. 290, 295. i

.shown to strangers, i. 290.

said to have been drowned after

living twenty-five years, i, 291.

embalmed and buried with great
pomp, i. 291,

died and another chosen, i. 291.
—-—, children prophetic who smelt the

breath of, and attended the proces-
sions in honour of, i. 291, 295.

, expense of the funeral of, i. 292.—‘—j discovery of burial place of, i. 292.

generally lived 17 to 20 years, i.
'

21)2,':'

, rejoicings on finding the new, i.

293, 294.

consulted as an oracle, and omens
drawn from him, i. 294.

Apis the living image of Osiris, i. 288,
294,300.

, mode of consulting, i. 295.

’s influence on crocodiles, i. 295.
'

,
care respecting food and water

given to, i. 293, 295, 322.

Apollinopolis. /SVe Crocodile.
Apries took Gaza and Sidon, i. 309.
Arab invaders of Eg}'pt, i. 2.

Arabs had very fine parchment, ii, 100.

used at first the shoulder-blades of
sheep to write upon, ii. 100.

Arch, bricks led to the invention of the,

i. 18 ; ii. 304.

, bricks and stones at first j/laced

lengthways in forming the, ii. 304.

in Egypt very ancient, i. 18, 31

;

ii. 300.

in Greece, ii. 302.

, true and false, ii. 302, 303.

of brick, ii. 300-303.

of stone, ii. 300, 301, 303.

, principle of the, not depending on
the material, nor on the keystone, ii.

300.

, the pent roof the predecessor: of
the, ii. 303.

, pointed, very early, ii. 304.

, pointed, very early, at Tusoulum,
in Italy (woodcut), ii. 261.

, substitutes for, and origin of the,

ii. 302-304.

Archers of Egypt, i. 337.

1 of the intantry, i. 354.

, attack of, i. 405.

Architecture of Egypt, derived much
I from natural productions, ii. 280, 288.

I

,
some parts from wood, in 280.

,
at first simple, ii. 297.

a creation of the mind, ii. 271.

, constructed—borrowed pillar from
the quarry, but rock -temples and
tombs took other members from con-
structed—ii. 281.

, Byzantine, and Romanesque,
I Lombard, Saxon, Norman, Saracenic,

pointed, ii. 305.
'

,
progress and modification of styles

of, ii. 306. See Saracenic.
Ark, or boat, of Sokari, i. 284, 285.
Arlts. Shrines.
Armed troops, light and heavy, i. 3.38,

340, 368.

Anns of Egyptian soldiers, i. 344-369.
of their allies, i. 338.

of heavy and light armed troops, i.

368.,
'

Army, amount of the, i, 337.



Army, discipline of the, i. 337, 338j 340.

, regiments of tlie, i. 338, 340. iSee

Soldiers.

, standards of the, i. 342, 343.

—
,
return of the. (bVe'War.

Aroura, or Arura, laud measure, ii. 25G.

Arouras, twelve given to each soldier,

i. 336 ;
ii. 228.

Arrivals of guests at a party, i. 73-76,

141.

Arrows, length of, 1. 353.

of reed, i. 352, 353; ii. 30.

tipped with metal, or with flint, i.

222, 353.

with flint heads used by the Greeks
also, and others, i. 353, 354.

, spare, i. 351, 352.

Arsinoe, on the Red Sea, ii. 235, 230.——,
or Crocodilopolis, i. 307.

Arsinoile nome, i. 242 ; ii. 28.

Artificial flowers, i. 57.

Arts, ii. 277-280. See Taste.
of production and arts of design, ii.

295.

and inventions older than we sup-

pose, ii. 57.

Aryandes coined money in Egypt, ii.

150.

Ascalon and Asmaor (Samaria?), i.

403.

As/nir of ten strings, a Jewish instru-

ment, i. 128, 130.

Asiatic enemies ' of Egypt. See Ene-

A'Souun, or Syene, Cuphie inscriptions I

at, ii. 142,

, quarries at, ii. 309, 311. •

Asp, or Agathodffimon,- guarding a store-

room, i. 46.

sacred to Neph (Nil, or Num), i.

253.

Assemblies, the great, i. 280.

Asses numerous in lilgypt, i. 231.

, wild, not represented, i. 244.

Assessors, ii. 369, 376, 381.

forty-two, ii. 376, 382.

As.syria, i. 308.

Assyrian art borrowed, and archaie style

of, not yet found, ii, 263, See INim-

roud Sculptures and Gylinders.
Assyrians, cruelly of the, i. 3, 410.

Astarte, i. 333,

Atosh, or Kadesh, fort of, i. 403.

Athenian coins of commerce had the old

type, ii. 151.
_

,

Atiior, cow or heifer the emblem of, i,

2a), 2t;i, 299.

, Venus of Egypt, i. 333.

EX. 403

Athor, the Persea the sacred tree of, ii,

383.

Athribis (or Crocodilopolis), i. 307.

.Attendants collecting the. game, i. 236.

Axe, or hatchet, used in war, i. 361,

362,419.
, wdlh a metal blade, used by peas-

ants also, ii. 18.

A'zrek means “black” as well as

“blue,” ii. 20.

Baalbek, large stones of, ii. 299.

, mode of removing large stones
from the quarry at, ii, 316.

Babel (Babylon), tribute from, i. 397.

Babylon, arched tunnel under tho Eu-
phrates at, ii. 302,

, mode of carrying Gods of, i.

269.

, golden statues at, ii. 243.
Babylonian embroidered cloths, and

cloths of difierent colours, ii. 81.

Babylonians, pole, sun-dial, and divi-

sion of day, from the, ii. 319.

Bacchus, fiSte of, i. 287,

, resemblance of, to Osiris, i. 285,

Bags containing gold dust, i. 148.
Bagpipes of the Abruzzi, i. 129.
J3ais, palm branches, i. 71.

Baker and cook formerly the same office,

i. 177.

Balance, ii. 148, 152. See Scales.
Balanites. See Egleeg.
Ball, or bullet, the pointed, i. 358.

, games of, i. 198-200.

, they mounted on each other’s

backs while playing at, i. 198, 2C0.

Balsam, ii. 27.

Bargains, length of time in concluding,
ii. 104.

Barley, ii. 21, Wheat, and Beer.
Barrels not wanted in Eg'ypt, ii. 166.

Basin of Amasis, golden, i, 186.

Baskets for fruit when gathered, i. 43.

Bastinado, punishment of the, i. 418

;

ii. 4, 210, 211, 215.—• of women, ii. 211.

of workmen, ii. 212.
- of shereefs and great men, ii. 212.

of a Copt at Cairo, ii. 2lk
Baths, ii. 349.

Bats represented, i. 234.

Battle-axe, i. 362, 363.

with bronze blade and silver casing

to the handle, i. 363.

Battles formcrljr decided by hand-to-
hand fighting, i. 304.

Beads, ii. 64, 65, 339, 340.
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Beans and other vegetables eaten, bttt

not by the priests, i. 323. ^

Bear, i. 228, 2 to.

Beards, false, ii. 329.
• of gods, kings, and private individ-

tials, li. 329.

Bedroom furniture, i. 70, 71.

Bed.st<!:id.s, i. 72.

Beef and goose favourite meats of the

Egyptians, i. CO.

-"not wholesome, i. 66.

Beer, men drunk with, i. 54.

—— ollercd, i. 260.

called barley -wine, and zythos

(zythus), i. 5Z-a5,

Bees and hives, i. 36.

taken on the Nile in boats, i. 36.

Bellows worked by the feet, i. 174.

Benha-el-Assal or “ Benha of honey,”
town of, i. 37.

Beni Ilassan, strange shields at, i. 348.
—— wrestlers at, i. 201, 205.

, dwarfs and deformed persons til,

i. 204.

Benno sacred bird of Osiris (apparently

the PluBiiix), i. 251, 252.

Berek. See Ahrek.

Berenice, on the Bed Sea, ii. 23.5-237.

Berkel, pyramids of Gebel, ii. 301, 304.

Bersheh. iS'ee Colossus.

Bident spear, i. 237-239.

Biot, reign of Thothmes fixed by, ii.

255.

Birds of Egypt, i. 232-234, 249-252.

, fancilul and allegorical, i. 252 ; ii.

3S6.

salted and dried, i. 173; ii. 184,

185. .

sometimes placed whole on the al-

tar, i. 173, 263.

served np with the feet and pinion-

joints taken off, i. 173.

caught in nets and traps, ii. 130-
185.

Birthday of the King celebrated, and of
Typho, i. 281.

Bitumen called sift, or sift
“ pitch,” i.

397 ; ii. 259. jSee Rot-h-n.
Black slave holding a plate, i. 141.

and w'hite slaves. See Slaves.
puddings made in Egypt, i. 170.

Blades of tools, and weapons, mode of
fastening, ii. 113, 164.

Block.s. See Stones.
Blood used for cooking, i. 170.

Boar, wild, in Egypt, i. 244.

, wild, eaten by some people about
Damiotta, i, 214.

Boards, mode of joining two, ii. Ill,

112.

Boat lowed on a lake in the grounds of
a villa, i. 25.

with sail made of papyrus, i. 413,

414.
- of the dead, or Baris, ii. 355.

Boat-builders oftw'o kinds, ii. 119.

Boatrnen of tlie fleet, or navy. See
Sailors.

of the Nile, of the 3d class, ii.

55.

of guard ships, ii. 55.

, steersman a high office among, ii.

Si).

Boats of Egypt, i. 414 ; ii. 119-131. See
Ships.

with double mast in ecrrly times, i.

413, 414.

, punts, or canoes of papyrus, osiers,

&e., pitched, ii. 119, 120, 123.

, various kinds of, in Egypt, ii. 123,

130.

going up and dowm the Nile, ii.

122-124.

, sails of, like those of China) but
generally of sailcloth, ii. 123.

of burthen, ii. 121, 122.

of large size only used during high
Nile, ii. 125.

made of the papyrms, ii. 119-123.

, mentioned by Pliny and Strabo,
at the Oatarac.ts, ii. 119, 121.

of the papyrus safe against croco-
diles, ii. 120.

of papyrus not sent to India, as
Pliny pretends, ii. 122.

of the Armenians covered with
hide, ii. 121.

of Egj'pt had no beaks, ii. 128.

, construction of, ii. 130.—:—, lotus painted on, ii. 127.

, eye on prow of, confined to the fu-

neral boats, ii. 127, 367.

, eye on Maltese and Indian, ii.

127.

, ornaments on head and stern of,

ii. 128.

, streamers of, ii, 127.

, raised places at the head and stern
of, i. 413 ; ix. 128.

'

,
pfiinted, ii. 127.

, clean and well waslied, ii. 129.

made of so/U, or Acacia wood, ii.

'129.,

, pulleys, doubtful ifused in, ii. 130,
131.—.—,

rigging of, ii. 130.



Boats, Luilt; witli ribs, .and little or no
keel, ii. 120. ;

witli and without a cabin, li. 123-
125, 127, 129.

, of burthen, cabins of, ii. 129.

, square sails of, ii. 126, 120.
-— with coloured and embroidered

sails, ii. 131, cut 167.

, sails of, how reefed and furled, i.

412 ;
ii. 126, 130.

sails of, had yard at the top and
bottom, ii. 126, 128.

sails, had one yard in old times,

ii. 126.

Bocchoris the Wise, a great legislator,

ii. 217.

Body, reason for preserving the, ii.

380.

Boiled meats seldom eaten by Homer’s
heroes, i. 173.

Bottle held on the thumb, i. 165.

Bottles, i. 155, 157, 158, 164, 165.

and vases stopped with leaves, i.

165.

Bouquet of the Mareotic wine, i. 49.

Bouquets at parties, i. 57.

among the offerings to the Gods, i.

257, 258.

Bow of the Koofa, i. 349.

of Egypt, i. 349, 350.

, mode of stringing the, i. 350.

, mode of drawing the, i. 222, 351.

, guard on the wrist, in using the,

i. 351.

and arrows for the chase, i. 221.

cover used by infantry, i. 354.

ease, i. 354.

suspended at the side of a chariot,

i. 375.

string of catgut, i. 351.

string used for entangling an ene-

my, i. 351.

Bow the knee, abrek, herck, ii. 203.

Box, curious mode of fastening the lid

of a, i. 163, 164.

Boxes of wood of various forms for or-

nament, and for the toilet table, i.

159-164.

and furniture, ii. 110, 111, 115-

117.

veneered with rare woods, i. 163

;

ii. 115.

of ivory, i. 158.
——- in the form of geese, i. 161.

with handle in form of a fox, or a
fox-dog, i. 161.

, lids of, ii. 115-117.
__

of ebony and ivory, ii. 117.

EX. 405

Boxes with pointed top, i. 164 : ii. 115,
lie.

, mode of opening, ii. 116, 117.

Boy. iS'ee Child.
Boys watched the grapes, i, 43.
Brass cups, i. 82, 180.

money, ii. 150.

Bread with seeds, i. 177, 179,

, cakes of, in form of leaves, croco-
dile’s liead, &c., i. 177, 266.

, shape of rolls of, i. 176, 177, 179,
266.

made of wheat, or barley, or doora,

i. 179. See JDoero.

, error of Herodotus resjjecting

wheaten, i. 180.

Brickmakers. /SVe Bricks.
with taskmasters, as described in

the Bible, ii. 195.

Bricks led to the invention of the arch,

i. 18 ; ii. 304.

, hou.ses of crude, i. 6, 18; ii. 8.

, houses of crude, stuccoed, i. 6.

derived from mass ofmud first used
for building, ii. 281.

, captives and Egyptians made, ii.

195.—- made with, and without, straw, ii.

194.

preserved to this day, ii. 194.

, horizontal courses of, in curved
lines, ii. 194.

burnt, of Roman time, ii. 194.

a government monopoly, ii. 194,
195.

, stamped, ii. 195.

, great use of, ii. 194, 195.

, Jews made, but not represented
on the monuments, ii. 105, 197.

called Tobi, as in Arabic, ii. 197.

British bronze weapons, jierhaps Ph(B-
nician, ii. 136.

Bronze, or brass, cups, i. 82, 180.——, alloys in, i. 148.

blades elastic, i. 148 ; ii. 159.

of excellent quality, i. 148.

, the earhest cast, ii, 160, 161.

, use of, ii. 152-155.

, gilt, ii. 146, 147, 159.

tools for cutting stone, ii. 156, 158.

used at least 2000 years B.c., ii.

134.

weapons in Britain. See British. ;

tools, how tempered, ii^ 156.

chiselfound at 'I'hebes, ii. 158.

, patina upon, ii. 159. See Metals,

and Metallurgy.

Bruce’s harpers, i. 108-110.
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Bubastis, Tcl Basta, See F6te.

raised more than any town, as a

protection against the inundation, ii.

9,209.
Buffoonery, the Egyptians fond of, i,

73, 100, 210.

Buffoons, i. 100-103.
_

Building.^. See Architecture.

, oldest, were of limestone, ii. 305.

Bull-fights, i. 209, 300, 301.

Bulls, sacred, i. 248, 288, 289, See

Apis,
Bureaueratie in Egypt, ii. 176.

Burial refused, i, 325; ii. 376.
_

refused even to a king if bad, i.

314,379.
Bushes dragged over the mud, ii. 11.

Butchers sharpening knives on a steel,

i. 169, 170.

Buto, lete of Latona at, i. 296, 298.

Byblus. See Papyrus.
Byrsa, the citadel of Carthage, ii. 93.

—— , a name found in the East, ii. 93.

Byssus is linen, not cotton, ii. 73.

Byzantine and other styles of architect-

ure, ii. 305.

Cabbaoes eaten to e-xcite them to drink,

i. 53.

Cabinet-makers. See Carpenters.

Cabins. See Boats.

Calasiries ( Klashr) soldiers, i. 337,

338.

Calasiris, fringed dress called, ii. 91,

321.

Cambyses invaded Egypt, i. 309.

Cajfass of palm branches, i. 71.

Cairo, Multiu^s on the houses of,vignette

A, i. 1,

Cakes of various shapes in offerings, i.

2GG.

with seeds, i. 177, 266 ; ii. 31.

Calf, golden, i. 140.

Camel not represented, i. 234.

Camp, i. 406, 407.

Camp-stools, i. 63.

Canals carrying the water through the
lands, ii. 5, 7, 10.

, mouths of the, dammed up to keep
in the water, ii. 11.

Canopus vase, ii. 391.
Captives. See Prisoners, See Ene-
mies.
— represented supporting tables and
chairs, and on sandals, i. 68, 69 ; ii.

287, 333.

represented slain by the kin^ on
the fa<;ade3 of the temples, allegorical,

and found on the monuments of the

Ptolemies and Cassars, i. 411.

Car. AVe Chariot.

Carcheinish, defeat of Necho at, i. 309.

. fortified town of, i. 308, 309.

Caricatures of wonieii, i. 52 ;
ii. 276.

Carpenters and Cabinet-makers, ii. 109,
111-119.—. tools of the, ii. 111-114.

work of the, ii. 111-119.

Carpets, i. 08 ;
ii. 92, 93.

Carriage with four wheels, i. 384.

for travelling {or plaustnm), i.384,

385.

Carthamus, ii. 22, 34.

Cartonage. of mummies, ii. 396, 397,

Carts of the Tokkari, i. 392.

Cassiterides, ii. 134-136.

Castes. See Classe.s.

Castor oil, and castor-berry tree, ii. 23,

24,29.
mode of extracting, ii. 23, 24.

Cat used as a retriever, i. 236, 238.

, sacred, i. 240.

, wild, or chavs, i. 230, 246.

Catgut strings of lyre and other instru-

ments, i. 118, 122, 123, 125.

Cattle of different kinds, i. 231.

, stall fed, i. 27 ;
ii. 49.

, marked with a hot iron, i. 217,
218.——, account of, given to a .steward, ii.

178. See Shepherds. See Superin-
tendents.

Cavalry of Egypt, i. 338, 340.

Cedar and fir wood, from Syria, ii. 38,

Celtes not found in Egypt, ii. 164.

Cerberus, ii. 377, 378.

Ceremonies of Egypt, i. 267-288, 296-
301. .

, other, i. 280, 285, 287.

, the Egyptians delighted in, i. 267.

Geres and Isis, i. 297.

, wolves led a priest to the temple
of, i. 299.

Chair, a monkey tied to the leg of a, i.

145. .

Chairs, i. 58-65.

, double and single, i. 62.

the Egyptians sat on, i. 58.

, kangaroo, i. 64, 65.

Changes made in the Egyptian religion,

i. 328-330.

Chaplets, numerous, i. 57.

of nightshade in Egypt, ii. 33.

Character of the Egyptians, i. 2, 3, 210

;

ii. 210, 227. See Conquest.
, modes of telling the, i, 210, 211,
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Chariot with complete furniture, i. 376.

held two persons, i. 368, 370.

sometimes held three, i. 368, 370.

, the king alone in his, i. 371.—— ,
the king had a “ second,” i. 371.—— had no seat, i. 373.

was of wood, i. 373.
—— bent pole of the, i. 374.
——,

driver was on the off side of the,

i. 371.—
,
parts of the, i. 375.—

-, process of making a, i. 377, 378.

, partly made by carpenters, partly

by curriers,'!. 377.

makers, ii. 117.

, bow and arrow, and spear cases
suspended on the, i. 377.

, wheels of the, i. 379.

, drawing of, in perspective, i. 380,

382.

, mode of fastening, and parts of the

harness of a war, i 379, 381.

had only two horses, i. 381.

for travelling (or plawtrurn), i. 384,
385.

or oar in the Florence Museum, i.

385, 386.

with mules, i. 38-4, 385.

of the Rot-n-n, i. 37G.

Chariot-corps, i. 368, 371, 380.

Charioteer, i. 368, 370, 371.

often a person of consequence, i.

372.

Chariots of silver and gold, others paint-

ed, i. 375.

,
guests arrived in, i. 73, 74, 76.

of gentlemen in towns, i. 371.

of princes, i. 370.

Charms, ii. 352.

, or bulks, worn by children, ii.

330.

Charon, origin of,.ii. 375, 377.

Chase, i. 212, 214, 218, 221, 224.
- a favourite pastime, i. 212.

—— in the grounds of grandees, and
nets enclosing a space for the, i. 213.

Chemistry and metallic oxides, knowl-
edge of, ii. 67.

—— and dyeing cloths, ii. 67.

Cherubim like the winged figures of
Truth in the arks, i. 271.

Chevron ornament in Egypt, ii. 290.

Chickens, or fowls, treatment of, ii.

.184.'. 1

Child, lock of hair indicative of a, i. >

311, 372. i

accompanied its parents whenfish*
ing and fowling, i. 235, 237.

|

Children of priests, education of, i. 321,

’s hair, 11 . 328.— education of, ii. 226.

of common people, i. 322,
- of slaves, ii. 225,

-, severity of duties of, ii. 225.——, respect of, to parents, ii. 225.
—^—, not swaddled, and mode of carry-

ing, ii. 330.

I

Chinese bottles, ii. 68, 69, 70.

I
, probable date of, ii. 70.

I

Chisels, ii. 113, 114. See Bronze.
I Choristers, i. 9^
i often blind, i. 94, 95,

I Chorus of many persons, i, 92.

Christian story olFers fine subjects for

art, ii. 294.

I

Clappers, or Crotala, i. 99, 100, 129, 130,
135, 296.

used in dances, i. 135.

Clapping the hands, i. 92. See Hands.
Class the 1st and the 2d, priests and

soldiers, i- 316 ; ii. 2.

Class 3d, huntsmen, gardeners, boat-
men, peasants, &c., ii. 2, 54, 55.

Class 4th, members of the, ii. 2, 56.

Class 5th, members of the, ii. 2.

Classes, five, of the Egyptians, not
castes, i. 316 ; ii. 2.

—— according to Herodotus, Diodorus,
Strabo, and Plato, ii. 1, 2.

Clay used’for pottery, ii. 107.

kneaded by the foot, ii. 107.

Cloth, manufacture of, ii. 85,' 86, 89.

, calendering, ii. 91, 92.

Clover, dried, called in Arabic Dreesi ii.

21,48, 49.

Club of rude shape, i, 364.
(lissan) or curved stick, i. 365.
used by foreigners (woodcut), i.

338, 365.

Cock’s head. See i£Ayton.
Cocks and hens, not represented, i. 234.

originally from Asia, i. 234.

Coffin makers, ii. 117-119.
Coffins, ii. 119, 368, 375, 397.

of foreign woods, i. 19.

Coin ofAthens, ofold typo, beingknown
in commerce, ii. 151.

Coinage, oldest, ii. 147, 150.

Coins of Electrum, Lydian, it. 150.

of real gold were of Darius, ii.

150.

oldestsilver, ii. 147, 150. See Gold.

Colossi. See Statues.
Colossus on a sledge, at El Bersheh,

ii, 307, 308. Frontispiece to

vol. ii.
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Colour of temples, ii. 281, 290, 291.—— of statues, ii. 279.

Colours, nature of their, ii. 292.—^ taste in the arrangement of, iii

293, :

—— applied to wood on a coating of

stucco, ii. 111.

Coloured and glazed tiles, ii, 288, 292.

Column thrown down by one of the

guests at a party, i. 146.

—— supporting a statue, not good taste,

i.21.

Columns, eight orders of Egyptian, ii.

285, 286.

, palm tree and other, ii. 283.

, Guryatide from the Osiride, ii.

286.

, slender, reaching to the top of the

house, i. 20, 21 ; ii. 286.
• of our modern houses, i. 20.

, variety of, in the same hall, ii.

296,297.
, square, or pillars, the oldest, ii.

281.

, polygonal, ii. 282-284.
.

, half drum-s of, ii. 284.

Combs, 11 . 342, 343.

Committees never responsible, ii. 295.

Commutation. Hec Punishments.
Confeclioner.s, i. 174, 177.

Confession of the dead, ii. 201.

Conquest of a country does not entirely

chance the character of a people, i. 2

;

11.227.

Conquests of the Egyptians, i. 308,
390-416.

Convent, or college, of women, i. 319.

Conversation considered the charm of
society, i. 146.

Cook. )See Baker.
Cooking meat, i. 174, 175, 178.

Cooks, 'i. 170, 174-178.

Coopers, ii. 117.

, oecujiation of, ii. 166.
Copper, use of, or bronze, when alloyed
with tin, ii. 152, 158.

mines in Egypt, ii. 155. >See

Bronze.
Copt, refusing to pay taxes, story of, ii.

213.

Coptos, pottery of, ii. 107.

Coring whips, i. 240.
Corn, six ears of, offered by the king, i.

273.

and other produce sown, ii. 39.

Wheat.
Com country, i. 173.

Coronation. See King.

I Corslet, or coat of scale armour, i. 3G6,
367.

worked in colours, i. 367, 368.
bronze, scales of, with the name

of Sheshonk (Shishak), i. 368.

of Annisis, wuth gold thread, ii. 81,
i 82.

Cotton cloth, ii. 74.

used by the priests, ii. 74.

not Byssus, ii. 73.

Couches, i. 68, 69.

Cow. See Athor.

Cow’s head on a pilaster, ii. 286.
Credulity, reaction of, i, 211.

, injury arising from, i. 325, 328.

Criminals. See Punishments. /SVe Bas-
tinado.

when not transported, ii, 215.

Crocodile, mode of catching the, i. 241,

242, 244.—— venerated in some, hated in other
places, i. 242, 332.

attacked by the Tentyrites, i. 243.
a timid animal, i. 242.

——, mode of attack of the, i. 243.

, size of the, i. 243.

eaten at Apollinopolis, i. 241.

held in abhorrence at Apollino-
polis, Tentyris, and Heraclcopolis, i.

and the trochilus, i. 243.

moves the lower jaw, i. 197-

, toy of the, i. 197.

, eggs of the, i. 243.

Crocodile’s eggs destroyed by the ich-

neumon, i. 229.

Crocodilopolis. See Arsinoe. See Athri-

bis.

Crops, several, ii. 20, 21, 25, 39, 49, 50.

See Plants.

Cross, sign of life put for the, i. 277.

Croiis-legged, poor jieople sat, i. 58.

, they did not generally sit, i. 58.

Crotala, or clappers. See Clappers.
Crown of Upper and Lower Egypt

(called Pshe7it), i. 257, 269 ; ii, 3.23,

325.

put on by the king, i. 273.—— put on the king’s head by the gods,
i. 276.

Cruelty of Asiatics, i. 3.

not commonly practised by the
Egyptians, i. 3, 406, 410.

-——, occasional acts of, i. 410.

Cubit, ii. 256-259.
• of same length at different times,
257.

• of the Milometer, ii. 257-259.
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Cullenders. See Strainers.

Gups, i. 180. See Vases.

Cups of brass, or bronze, i. 82.

Curriers and sliocmakcrs, ii. 10-105.

Cush, or Ethiopia, i. 402,404.

Cutch, club of the people of, i. 304.

Cylinders very ancient in Egypt, long
before, and not borrowed from, the
Assyrians, ii. 341.

Cymbals, i. 99, 100.

Cyperus, various kinds of, ii. 96.

Daggers, i. 358.

, mode of wearing and using, i.

359.

with sheaths, and ornamented han-
dles, i. 300.

of bronze, i. 360, 361.

Damascening, art of, ii. 159, 161, 162.

Damietta, wild boar eaten by .some peo-
ple about, i. 244.

Dance, i. 133-140.

, steps in the, i. 139.

, figure, i. 137, 140.

, gestures in the, i. 133-135, 138.

of the lower orders, i. 139.

Dancers, i. 90.

Dancing not taught to the upper classes,

i. 135.

of the Greeks and Romans, i. 135,
138.

of Hippoclides, i. 135.

, posture in, i. 138.

, pirouette in, i. 138.

women, dresses of the, i. 138.

, sacred, i. 140.

taught to slaves, i. 138.

, clapped their hands while, i. 135.

in the temple, i. 140.

Darabooka drum, i. 93, 98.

Darics gold coins, ii. 150, 151.

Darius introduced good laws into Egypt,

Dead, numerous ceremonies of the, ii.

119, 357-363, 365-375, 38.3-390.

body, if found, w'as embalmed at

the expense of the district, ii. 388.

. trial of the, ii. 375, 377, 378.——, intestines of the, ii. 388, 390, 391.— lake of the, ii. 377.
-, objects buried with the, ii. 319.

Death of individuals, songs on the, i.

Death, soul after, ii. 329, 357.
Debt, laws re.spccting, ii. 217, 218.

, no arrest for, ii. 217.

, gave tomb of a parent as a pledge
for, ii. 218, 376.

increased by luxury and fondness
for imitation, ii. 218, 219.

Decimal and duodecimal calculation, ii.

178.

Decorative design, the province of, ii.

288.

works by celebrated artists, ii. 280.

Decoy bird, i. 236.

Dedication of a temple, i. 271, 272.
Deeds, mode of executing, ii. 219.

, number of witnesses for, ii. 219,
222 .

, form of, for sale of small property,
ii. 220-222.

Deity^, division of the, into hi.s attri-

butes, i. 337, 329.

, unity of the, i. 327.

Delta, villages of the, like island.s dur-
ing the inundation, ii, 7.

'the water and the land rise less in
the, ii. 7, 9.

Dentists, ii. 350.

Desert, edge of the, cultivated, ii. 20.

Diana. See Pasht.

Dice, i. 195, 196.

Dido and the bull’s hidei ii. 93. See
Byrsa.

Dining, mode of, i. 167.

Dinner, they sat round a small table at,

i. 167, 181, 182.

, number of dishes at, i. 167, 180.

, preparation of, i. 16.5.

at noon, i. 73, 174, 179.

, occupation of guests before, i. 76.

Discoveries iuid inventions often elfects

of chance, ii. 84. ,

Dishes of various kinds, i. 167, 180.

Divans, i. 58.

Doctors, ir. 350-352.——,
feeling the piilsCi ii. 352.

Dog, mummies of the fox-, i. 231.

Dogs in fashion at different times, i.

231.

Date-wine, i. 56.

Dates, i. 55.
^——

•,
preseive of, i. 181.

^ of lAwavri, called Amiq;ee, ii. .37.

David danced, i. 140.

, gold and silver colleclod by, ii.

243.‘''..

Days of the Epact, the 5 days added to

the 360, i. 281 ; ii. 252, 254.

and night divided into 12 hours, ii.

Dead, did not cut themselves for the,

ii. 374.

, no degradation offered to the, ii.
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Dogs often appear to be chosen for their

tigliness, i. 231.
-— breeds of, i. 230, 231i— hunting with, i. 218.

coupled, i. 218, 219.

D6ni tree, or Theban palm, i. 56, 57.

, nut of the fruit of the, i. 56 ;
ii. 28,

113.

, fruit of the, like our gingerbread,

i. 56.

Doora, or holctts sorghum, bread of the,

i. 179; ii. 3, 22, 25.

plucked up by the roots, and the

Lead stripped off by a spiked instru-

ment, ii. 50, 51.

Doors, i. 13, 15-17, 28.

, hinges, and keys, i, IS, 16.

, .single and double valves, opened
inwards, i. 17.

, sentences written over, i. 6.—— of store-rooms for grain, i. 14, 32.

Doorways, i. 9, 15-17, 20.

Doqdq, of ground lupins, for washing,
instead of soap, i. 186.

Double pipe, i. 128, 129.

used in sacred music, i. 129.

Dovetailing, ii. 111.

Doura. See Doora.
Dramatic entertainments, Greek, i. 100.

Draughts, game of, i. 189, 190, 191, 192,

193.

Drawing much studied in France,
' 275 .

and sculpture preceded writing, ii.

270.

Dress, leopard skin, of the priests,

319. )SVc Leopard-skin Dress.
— of a king and a queen, i. 317.

Dresses of dancing women, i. 1.38,

of huntsmen, i. 215.

of priests, i. 319, 320, 33.3-335.

of soldiers, i, 365, 366.

of mercenary troops, i. 3.37.

and arms of foreign people the en-
emies of Egypt, i. 390—104.

of the kings, i. 317 ; ii. 322-325.
of the queens, i. .317.—— of men, ii. 320-322.

of women, i. 318-335.

of children, ii. 329, 330.

r— at a party, i. 81.
—— simple, like that of a river god, ii.

320.

embroidered and coloured, ii. 81,
83.

with fringes, i. 333; ii. 91, 320,
321.

, head, of men, ii. 325,

Dresses, head, of women, ii. 335.

of poor people, ii. 320.

not fully described on the monu-
ments, ii. 320.

Drill (or centrebit), i. 56; ii. 94, 111-
113.

Drinking to each other, i. 82.

, excesses in, i. 52, 53.

Dram, i. 98, 104, 105, 106, 107.

Dram. See Darabooka Drum.
Drumstick, i. 107.

Drums of columns, ii. 284.

Dwarfs and deformed persons in the
service of grandees, i. 203, 204.

Dykes, ii. 5,'”?, 10.

watched by guards and kept up at

great expense, ii. 7.

, punishment for injuring the, ii. 7,

Dynasty, Thinitc, Memphite, Theban,
i. 307. See Saito.

, 18th, i. 308.

Eaeeings, women talking about, i.

145.

, patterns of, ii, 335, 338, 345.

Education ofthe priests and other clas.s-

es, i. 321, 322.

of youth, strict, ii. 226.
E/rlccg, or Balanites, tree, ii, 28, 37, 38,

110 ,

Eglon, King of Moab, parlour of, i. 11.

Egypt, influence of, on Greece, i. 1.

, influence of, on early civilization,

i. 3.

, antiquity of, i. 3, 4.

, treatment of women in, i. 4; ii.

223.

, plants and trees of, i. 57.

famous for medicinal plants and
drugs, i. 50; ii. 351.

, history of, i. 307-309,

, Moncs, the first king of, i. 307.

, dynasties of the kings of, i, 307.

once divided into several inde-
pendent kingdoms, i. 307.

Ames (or Amosis) became sole
king of, i. Ill, 307.

, Shepherds invaded, and were
i driven out of, i. 307, 308.

lost all its conquests in Asia, i.

309.

conquered by Camh3^sps, i, .309.

recovered by native "kings, i. 309.

, Alexander conquers, i.'ilOO.

, rule of the Ptolemies in, i. 309,
, rale of the Romans in, i. 310.
of limited extent, i. 304.

, number of sejuare miles in, i. 304.
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Egypt, towns and villages of ancient,

1. 304.

, population of, i. 305.

had Ethiopians, Libyans, and oth-

ers under its sway, i. 305.

-—. produce of, greater in old times,

but capable of producing more now,

I Egyptian paintings on panel, ii. 277.
I

^ laws, sanctity of old, ii. 227.
1 -r— lawgivers, ii. 22G.

templesi subjects of the sculpture
! in, ii. 295, 296.—— colours, ii. 292, 293.

scribes with a pen behind the ear,

ii.275.

figures drawn in squares, ii. 266,
267.

figures often spirited, but wanting
in life and reality, ii. 208.

- statues, ii. 272.

sculptures in low relief and in-

taglio, ii. 272.

sculptures of a new stylo of Re-
meses III., ii. 273.

sculpture, revival of, ii. 274.
Egyptians, origin of the, i. 302, 303.

, a Caucasian race, i. 302.—— went to Egypt as conquerors, i.

303,
• placed some towns on the edge of

the desert, i, 306, 307.

, early government of the, hierarch-

ical, i. 307.

restless under all foreign rulers, i.

310.

, social habits of the, i. 3, 4, 5, 144.

not guilty of great cruelty. See
Cruelty. Sec Humanity.

thought to he a gloomy people, i. 2,

, character of the, i. 2, 3, 210.

, character of the modern, i. 2 ; ii.

210, 227.

very fond of their country, ii. 227.—- fond of flowers, i. 19, 57.

fond of wine, i. 53.

fond of variety, i. 68 ; ii, 297.

fond of ' ceremonies and religious

pomp, i. 267.

sat on chairs, i. 68.

did not recline at meals, i. 58.

victories and power of. See Con-
quests.

had only one wife, i. 5 ; ii. 224.

kept to their old customs, ii. 226.

,
“ wisdom of the,” i, 325 ; ii. 202.

, gratitude of the, ii. 227,

had some elegant vases, but gen-
erally deficient in taste, and very in-

ferior to the Greeks, ii. 109.

had the guilloche, chevron, and
other patterns at a very early time,

ii, 290.

coated walls with stucco, ii. 291

.

used gilding, ii. 293.

avoided uniformity and studied

but capable of producing
1.305.

—— ,
no great encroachments of sand in,

1.306.
--— ,

some towns of, placed on the edge
of the desert, i. 306, 307.

—— glass. See Glass. See Etruscans.
has more cultivable land now than

formerly, i. 306.

emblems, and crowns, of Upper
and Lower, i. 257, 269 ; ii. 323, 326.

productiveness of, ii. 2, 3.
• called “ the world,” ii. 227.

nomes or provinces, and limits of,

ii. 229.

,
divisions of, at different times, ii.

229, 230, 231.
--—,

foreigners confined to certain parts
of, ii. 231.

became commercial after the fall

of Tyre and building of Alexandria,
ii. 133.

, long the dominant nation, and set

the fashion in art, &c., ii. 263.

, foreign woods imported into, ii.

111.

produced little wood for ornament-
al purposes, ii. 109.

, boats of. See Boats.

, wealth of, ii. 238, 239, 242. See
Tribute.

, wines of, ii. 238, 239, 240.

, known to foreigners for its manu-
factures, ii. 247. See Agriculture.

, exports of, ii. 233, 234, 256.

, offices in, at different times, ii.

231.— , Greek information respecting, im-
perfect, ii. 231, 389.— under the Romans, ii. 233.

“Egyptian,” artificial flowers called, i,

. Si: ,

'

.

_

Egyptian. See Embroidery. See Chem-
istry.

yam, ii. 84.

architecture, ii. 280-304,

architecture, all painted, ii. 290.

See Architecture.

painters and scribes, ii. 275, 276,

277.

inkstands and sketches, ii. 276.

art, ii. 262.



variety in tlioir architecture, ii. 29C,

297, 298.

Egyptians had columns of different

styles in the same hall, ii. 396, 297.
_

skill of the, in drawing lines, ii.

274.— pcnoil.s and brushes of the, ii. 275.

did not bear innovation in. sacred
subjects, ii. 264.— did not alter their style of draw-
ing, and were bound by fixed rules,

ii. 264, 260.

deficient in taste, ii. 265-269, 273.

drew animals better than men, ii.

269.
“ all equally noble,” ii. 357.

first who taught that soul of man
was immortal, ii. 379.

Elasticity of bronze, i. 154, 360 ;
ii.

159.

Eloelric fish, called in Arabic Raad,
‘' thunder,” ii. 192.

Eleotruin, coins of, ii. 150.

Elizabethan rooms, i. 58.

Embahners, ii. 119, 374, 387.

Embalming i)rocess, ii. 383-387.

, supposed reason for, ii. 380.

, when given up, ii. 398, 399.

Emblems offered, i. 260,

, sacred and other, i. 2.57.

Embroidery of the Egyptians, Hebrews, •

Babylonians, and Romans, ii. 81.

with gold, ii. 81.

Emeralds, false, in glass, ii. 63, 64.

large statues of, ii. 63.

Enamelling on gold, ii. 70.

JEncausiim, the colours burnt in, ii. 70. •

Enemies of Egypt, Asiatic, i. 390, 301-
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Fetes of tlio poasants during the high
Nile, ii. 52. iS'm Festivals.

Fig trees and vines, i. 41, 57.

, •wild, ii. 30.

Fig.s, 1 . 54.— sycamore, 44, 57, 181, 259. See
Sycamore.—— and grapes, fond of, i. 181.—— and grapes on altars, i. 262.

in a basket, the hieroglyphic signi-

fying “ wife,” i. 323.

Figl (or Eaphamis), i. 167, 259, 323.

Figure, proportions and Egyptian mode
of drawing the human, ii. 266.

Figure. See Foot, the standard for the.

Firman, or royal order
;
custom of hiss-

ing, ii. 203.

First fruits, offerings of the, i. 274,
299.

Fish not eaten by the priests, i. 322.

, sacred, i. 2,54; ii. 191, 192.

and meat at dinner, i. 167.

, how brought to table, i. 173.

of Egypt most prized, ii. 191.

of tlie Nile of muddy flavour, ii.

193.

, great consumption of, ii. 189, 193.

, dried, ii. 181, 189, 190.

of Egypt regretted by the Israel-

ites, ii. 191.

, electric. See Electric.

of the sea not appreciated, ii.

193.

Fishponds, i. 37, 215.

Fisheries, revenue from the, ii. 193.

of the Lake Mmris, ii. 193.

Fishermen, ii. 181, 186.

Fishing, ii. 181, 186-193.

Fishing, an amusement of gentlemen, i.

238.
_

I

——,
they sat on a mat, or in a chair,

while, i. 238.

with a fly unknown, i. 239.

nets and leads of, ii. 187-189,

Fishing-rod and hook, i. 239 ; ii. 186.

Flax, process of cultivating, or .steep-

ing, and preparing for cloth, ii. 88,

: ",89.

, comb for preparing, ii. 90, 91.

—— u.sed for ropes, ii. 93.

nets of string, made of, ii. 95.

—— much in Egypt, ii. 50. ,

Fhixman, the great taste of, ii. 289.

Flower oiTered from each other’s bou-
(piet, i. 146.

garden, i. 37, 57.

of the lotus, i. 39. See Lotus.

Flowers, as emblems, i. 257.
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Flowers presented as offerings, i. 257-
259.

.—— produced in Egypt, i, 57.
—^— much used, L 19, 57.

, artificialj called “ Egyptian,” i.

57.

-presented to guests, i. 78-81, 141.

, wreaths of, i. 57, 79.

, stands for, i. 79.

, fondness of the Egyptians for, i.

19, 57.

, bowl crowned with, i. 80.—— brought as part of a foreign tribute,

i. 57, 395.——of the lotus much used for chaplets
and wreaths, i. 57.

-, tables decked with, i. 57.

and plants of Egypt, from Pliny,
ii. 27-32. See Plants,

in the paintings, ii. 36.

,
“ immortelles,” placed in the tomb,

ii. 374.

Flute, length of the Egyptian, i. 127.

, antiquity of the, i. 126, 127.

of reed, bone, wood, or ivory, i.

127.

not allowed in the rites of Osiris
and Anubis, i. 129.

, Minerva’s aversion for the, i. 127.

Fly-fishing. jSVc Fishing.
Food, i. 166-168.
• of the peasants, i. 167 ; ii, 3.

of the poor people and shepherds,
ii. 175.

of poor people simple and cheap, i.

179; ii. 219, 330.
_

“Fool or a physician at forty,” origin
of, ii. 352.

Foot, watering with the, i. 34.

, standard, or unit for the human
1

figure, ii. 266.

Foot-machine, i. 34.

Footmen, running, i. 76.

Footstools, i. 68.

Foreleg and shoulder, called “ the chosen
part,” i. 264.

Forks not used at dinner, i. 181.

known to the Jews and Etruscans,
but not used at table, i. 182.

used in an Egyptian kitchen, i.

174, 175.

of wood used by the peasants, ii.

42, 45.

Fortification, regular .system of, i. 407.

Fowling, a great amusement, i. 234.

Fox, i. 227, 245.—- dog, i. 231.

Fringes on dresses (sometimes sc-wed
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on), ii. 91, 322. iSee Dresses with
fringes.: .

Fruit in wicker baskets, i. 43.
——

•
gathering, i. 40, 41, 43, 44.

Fruit’trees, i. 36, 55, 57.

Fruits on the altar, i. 259.

Fullens, ii. 106.
Funerals, mourners at, ii. 366.

Funerals of kings, ii. 366.

, some grand, ii. 366-373. i

Furniture ot Egyptian rooms, i. 58-72.

Fyoorn, or Arsinoite nome, i. 49, 229,

244,304.
-— ,

extremity of the, artificially irri-

gated, i. 307.

remains of vineyards on the west-
ern borders of, i. 49 ; ii. 20.

, wild boars found in the, i. 244.

Game, preserves for, i. 37.

, parks and covers for, i. 215.

Game-cart, substitute for the, i. 218.

Games in honour of the gods, i. 282.

most usual, i. 188, 189.

of ball, i. 198-200.

, various, i. 192-207.
' of single-stick, i. 206, 207.
——, board of, found by Dr. Abbott, i.

194, 195. See Mora and Draughts.
Gardens, i. 25, 32, 35-37.

Garlands or chaplets, i. 57, 79-81.

Gazelle, i. 214-216, 219, 220, 223-225,

227, 247.

Geese, boxes in the form of, i. 161.

fed, i. 215. See Goose.
——^rmtted, ii. 185.

Geoffreying machine, ii. 92.

Geography, in the books of Hermes, i.

274.
'

•

Geometry, i. 321.

, arithmetic, and astronomy, ii. 319,

invented in Egypt, ii. 248, 251.
Gildins, ii, 145-147.

Glass counterfeits of precious stones,
ii. 60, 63. iVe Precious Stones.

shows advance of luxury, ii. 65.
of many colours attempted at Ven-

ice, ii. Cl.
—— mosaics of pictures in Venice, ii.

61,63.
, false emeralds of, ii, 63, 64.

, coloured, 60, 63-65, 67, 71.

, coloured imitations of murrhine
vases, ii. 71.

applied to various uses, ii; 65. \

coloured porcelain, ii. 66, 71. See
Vitrified.

cut, ground, and cast, ii. 67.

cut by the diamond, emery pow-
der, and wheel, ii. 67.—— bottles inclosed lA wicker casing,

ii. 67, 68.

lamps, ii, 71, 72.

Glazed tiles in Egypt, ii. 287, 292.

Gloves, i. 283 , ii. 336.

brought by the Rot-il-n, i. 397,

Glue, ii. 114, 115.

Goats browsing on vines after the vint-
age, i.

God, division of, into various attributes,

i. 327.

, spirit of, was Nef, Nfi, Nfim, or
Nfib, i. 327.

, or Goddess, with several names,
i. 329.

Gods of Egypt, i. 327, 328, 330, 331.

, figures of the, i. 328.

, nature, i. 332, 333,

worshipped throughout Egypt, i.

331.

of different cities, i. 331, 332.

Goddesses with various names, in differ-

ent countries, really the same, i. 333.
Gold-dust in bags, i. 148, 260, 261; ii.

149.

Gold in Egfiyt and in Britain, and quartz
veins broken up, ii. 141,

-— thread, ii. 81,

wire, ii. 82.

workers, ii. 137, 138.

, great use of, for ornaments, ii. 138,
140, 141.

, hieroglyphic signifying, ii. 149.
{Woodcut, jigs, a, b.)

, fusing, ii. l’39.

, washing ore of, ii. 139.

, vases of, ii. 140, 141.

mines of Egypt and Ethiopia in
the Bisharee desert, and Mr. Bonomi’s
account of them, ii. 141.—— ofAustralia and California, ii. 143.
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Gold mines deseribed by Diodorus, ii.

143, 144.

, cruelty to people condemned to

tlio mines, ii. 144, 145.

at first used very pure, ii. 145.

leaf, at first thick, ii. 145.

on vases, mummies, &c., ii. 146.

beating, iinproyomcnts in, ii. 146.
—— used before silver, shown by the

latter being called “ White gold,” ii.

147,241. (WbodcMt 408,Jig-. c.)

used for overlaying humbler mate-
rials, ii. 147.

, greater use of, for ornamental pur-
]

poses, ii. 147.
i

, ring,s of, as money, ii. 14!).
I

, a quantity in bags already count-

1

ed, ii. 149.
_

,
I

darics of Persia, ii. 1.50. i

——- staters, the oldest coins, originally

mere dumps, ii. 150.

, fetters of, in Ethiopia, ii. 155.

of Colchis, ii. 240.—— of Spain, ii. 240, 242.

and silver, ii. 238-247.
and silver, relative value of, at dif-

ferent times, ii. 242.
——

.. See Precious Metals, Wealth,
and Jewellery, ii. 243, 244.

, quantity of in ancient countries,

ii. 243.

, teeth stopped with, ii. 350.

, statues of, ii. 243.

of David and Solomon, ii. 243.

loss by wear and other causes, ii.

245.

in Romo, ii. 244, 245.

before and after the discovery of
America, ii. 246.

Golden calf ground and reduced to pow-
der, ii. 136.

, mode of worshipping with dances,
i, 140.

mosaics. Sen Mosaics. i

ewer and basin, i. 76, 77. i

Good, Goodness, i. 327 ; ii. 358. See
Osiris.

Goose and beef much eaten, i. 66.

. Aby.ssinians. i

, emblem of the God Seb, i.

251.''''
'I

and globe, “ son of the Sun,” of
Egypt, found on Greek vases. See

Vases. I

Grace before meals, i. 186. I

Grain, pigs and other animals trod in
the, ii. 11, 12, 13.

Grain, abundance of, ii. 3,
|

Grain of “ seven plenteous years” laid
up, shows the abundance of, ii. 3.—— o.vported and belonging to govern-
ment stores, ii. 3.

Granaries, i. 13, 31, .32; ii. 43, 46,

w'ith vaulted roofs, i. 31 , 32.

Granite, ditHculty of cutting, ii. 157.

not cut and worked when less hard,
ii. 157.

I

, stunning the crystals of, ii. 157.

I •, early use of squared, ii. 287.
1

, painted, ii. 291.

, imitation of, ii, 292.

, walls cased with, ii. 292.
Grapes, gathering of, i. 40-43.

watched by boys, i. 43.

Gratitude of the Egyptians, ii. 227.

Grease used in moving largo stones, ii.

309.

Greece, pictures of, ii. -278, 279.
in its infancy, when Egypt had

long been the leading nation, ii.

263.

borrowed from Egypt, ii. 264, 283.

, influence of Egypt on, i, 1, 4 ; ii.

263.

Greek temples traced from wooden
buildings, i. 5.

lyres. See Lyres.
instruments, name of, i. 126.

flute, name of, i. 126.

mercenaries in Egypt, i. 309.

statues coloured, ii. 279, 280.

artists painted on panel, not on
walks, the heist, ii. 278, 280.

pictures in temples and galleries,

ii. 279.

pictures carried off to Rome, ii.

279.

, oldest paintings monochrome, ii.

279.

statues aud bas-reliefs coloured, ii.

279,291.
colours, ii. 291.

taste, colour, form, and proportion,

ii.293.

architecture at first simple, ii.

1 297.

towns wanted lofty buildings, L
i: 21.

'

, Ionic, and Corinthian capitals, ii.

1

. .297.

and Egyptian temples of a differ-

ent character, ii. 298.

architecture and bas-reliefs colour-

ed, ii. 291.

Greeks claimed discoveries of others,

ii. 109,
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Greeks, vases of the, far- superior to

those of Egyptians in taste, ii. 109.
——

-

did not copy natural objects for or-

nament, ii. 288.——- copied from the “ Barbarian” -what

"was beautiful, and made it their own,
ii. 289.—— knew but did not use the arch in

buildings, ii. 302.

considered music a necessary ac-

complishment, i. 94.

indebted to Asia for stringed in-

struments, i. 111.—-, long haired, ii. 327.

Grove or Temmm. See explanation
of Frontispiece, List of woodcuts,
vol. i.

or Temenos, i. 409.

the gate of a camp, i. 407.

no shield, i. 406.

tiuartls, royal, i. 337.

Guests, reception of, and arrival of, i.

73.

had flowers and wine brought them
arriving, i. 81, 141.

anointed on arriving, i. 78.

ts of flowers and

Guilloehc ornament, i. 19 ; ii. 290.

Guitar of 3 strings, i. 8 1, 86, 123, 124.

knowledge, required for the inven-
tion of the, i. 84.

Kithara, Ckitarra, i. 124, 129.

an instrument found at Thebes not
imlikc tlie, i. 125.

(rihla of Montenegro, with one string.

character, i. 211.

Hands cut off, as a return of the enc-

92, 95, 101,

Harness. iSce Chariot.

Harp of the Paris Collection, i. 113, 114.
unknown to the Greeks, i. 111.

, head of a, from Thebes, i. 110.

I Harps, the oldest, i. 85, 111,

f

^ of various sizes, i, 110, 111.

I , catgut strings of. See Catirut.

1

—— with a support, i. 87, 111, 112.
! of wood covered with bull’s hide,

! i.87, 113.

of tortoise shell, i. 87, 113.

I of coloured leather, i, 88, 89, 90,

I
113.

I , shortening the strings of the, i.

113.

had no pedaLs and no pole, i. 1 13.

used for religious services, i. 113,

I 129, 130.

in the hand.-s of Deities, i. 113.

Hariiers, i. 108-112.
of the tomb of Remeses III., called

Bruce’s, i. 108-110.

standing to play, i. 86, 87, 88, 89,
90,108,109,111,112.

I Harpocrates, with his finger to his
I mouth, not silence, ii. 182"

, ii. 53. See Horus.
, or roi)roduction on dissolution, ii.

382.

Harvest home, i. 282.

Hatchet, or axe, i. 361, 302, 419 ; ii, 114.
Hatching eggs artificially, ii. 170.

, the modern oven for, ii. 170-172.
Hawking, no instance of, i. 221.

Head of an animal given to a poor man,
i i. 171.

I cut off first, i. 170, 263.

placed on altars and taken to the
kitchen, i. 172.

said by Plerodotus not to have
been eaten, i. 172.

, imprecations on the, as-'on the
scapegoat, probably not extended to
every one, i. 172. See Enemies.

Heads, men and women carried loads
on their, i. 177.

I Hoads of Egyptians, hard, ii. .328.

Head-stools, or wooden pillows, i. 63,
71, 335, 336.

Hearse of the dead, ii. 30,8, 373, 375.
Heavy-armed troops, ami.s of, i. 368.
Hodgcliog, i. 227, 229, 245.
Heliopolis, wine not taken into the tem-

ple at, i. 51.

Re, the Sun, was the God of, i.

296, 298, 300, 331 ; ii. 312.

, Mncvi,s, the sacred bull of, i.
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Heliopolis said to ha^'e been founded by
Arabs (or a Semitic race), i. 302,

Helmet, quilted, i. 365, 366.—— with crest, from Asia, i. 366.

Ilcnneh, it, 345.

Heracleopolis, i. 243.
_ _

•

HerraiE of (freece not tlie origin of
.statues, ii. 271.

Hermes, books of, i. 274; ii. 251. See
Medicine.

, or Mercury, ii. 228. See Thoth.
Hermotybies, soldiers, i. 337.

Heroes, no divine honours paid to, i.

328.

Hieraphori, bearers of standards, im-
ages, &c., i. 273, 284, 285.

Hierogrammat (sacred scribe), Iliero-

scopus, and Stolistes, i. 276.

Hieroglyphics cut to great depth in gran-

ite, ii. 156.

Hippopotamus hide, use of the, i. 240.

See Corbag and Shields.

, blade for spearing the, i. 241.

, chase of the, i. 239-241,—— emblem of Typho, i. 288.

, cakes with, stamped on them, i.

288.

sacred to Mars, i. 246.

History of Egypt, i. 307-309.

Hoe, ii. 11, 14, 16, 17, 18.

used with and without the plough,
ii. 12, 18,

called Tore, and put for the letter

M, ii. 17.

had not a metal blade in early

times, ii. 17.

Holydays, i. 281.

of peasants, ii. 52.

Hoop, game with a, i. 194, 195.

Horizontal courses of masonry, great

: . antiquity of, ii. 287.

Horizontal line in architecture, i. 20.

Horns for instruments, i. 105.

Hors d’oeuvres to excite the appetite, i.
'

'174.

Horses exported from Egypt, i. 386.
-— originally from A.sia, i. 234, 386.
—— called SiU as in Hebrew, i. 386.

abundant, i. 231.
of Egypt esteemed, i. 234.

, trappings of, i. 381.

Horns, or Orus, i. 242, 275, 288, 300,

3J2, 330.

, the child, or Ilarpocrates, i. 256,

312, 3.33 ; ii. 182, 382.

Plouse in the British Museum, model
of a, i. 13, 14.

Houses, plans of, i, 11, 12.

Houses, they slept in summer on the
roofs of, i. 7.

small, i. 13.
-— large, i. 20, 24, 27, 29.

at Karnak, i. 14.

, remains of, i. 11.

of crude brick, i. 6.

I of priests, luxurious, i, 7, 322.

, plans and number of stories of,

i. 8.

irregular in plan, i. 11, 28.

, they sought coolness in their, i.

5, 6.

, tombs, and temples painted, ii.

290-292.
^ painted, in Greece, ii. 278.

Human sacrifices in Egypt, no, ii. 411.
Human figure. See Figure.
Humanity of the Egyptians recorded
by their sculptors, i. 406; See Cruel-
ty.

Hunting, mode of, i. 218, 221, 224.

Huntsmen, i. 213, 215, 218.
• of the 3rd class. See Class 3rd.

Hyaena, i. 213, 224, 227, 246.
caught, i. 213, 224.

apparently not eaten, i. 224.

, spotted, i. 227, 246.

Hyrax, or Wabber, i. 228, 247.

Jackal, i, 227, 246.

Javelin lighter th.an the spear, i. 355.
of reed, an inferior kind of, i.

Ibex, i. 227, 247.
Ibis, two kinds of, sacred, i. 251.

, shoulder of an, broken and set, ii.

172.

Ichneumon, i. 227, 229, 246.

destroys serpents and the eggs of
1 crocodiles, i. 229, 243.

I

Jerboa, i. 227, 230, 246.

I Jerusalem, temple of, pillaged, i. 308,
340.

Jewels of silver and gold, &c., i. 146 ;

ii. 147, 336-341.

Jewish music, i. 94, 95.

musicians, numerous, i. 96.

instruments and music, i. 94, 96,

98, 105, 120, 129, 130, 140.

trumpets, i. 9O7 IO4, 105.

Jews, features of the, ii. 197.

included among Syrians by the

Egj'ptians, ii. 107.
-— anointed the king, i. 275.

brought in the ark, i. 268.

mourning and songs at funerals, i.

98,

2
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Jews embalmed the dead, ii. 387. Inventions, few represented, ii. 320.
-—- had forks

;
not at tabic, i. 182. —— of the Egyptians, ii. 315-319.

, investiture to oflice among the, i. Inventions, many older than wo sup-
275. pose, ii. 57.

-—- sold as slaves by the Phoenicians, Investiture to office, i. 275, 282, 283.

i. 417. Inundation, water of the, retained by
, briokmakers at Thebes not, ii. 195, dykes, ii. 11.

197. kept out from certain crops, ii. 11.

( features of Easitern not like those , subsiding of the, ii. 11.

of Western, ii. 197-199. — the land dries quickly after the,
——,

features of We.stern, not given to ii, 11.

the Saviour, ii. 198, beginning of the, ii. 5.

Jingling instrument, i. 89, 92, 93. cau.sed by rains of Abyssinia, ii. 5.

Immigration does not alway,s destroy — Nile red and green, and red again
the aborigines, and conquest never, inthe, ii. 5.

i. 2 ; ii. 227. as described by Virgil (Georg. IV.
Inapplicableness and adaptability, i. 21 ; 289), ii, 5.

ii. 288. makes the villages of the Delta like

Incense, i. 265. islands, as of old, ii. 7.

offered, i. 324. , height of the, ii. 8, 9.

offered to the dead, ii. 358. —- artificially improved when low,

^ brought from Asia, ii. 397. ii. 7.

India, resemblance of the religions of , plough and hoe used after the
Egypt and, i. 329. ii. 11.

f——, arrival of the Hindoos in, i. ,329. now rises high above the base of
, aborigines of Scythian origin in, old monuments, ii. 9. See Bubastis.

i. .329. , cattle rescued from the, ii. 6, 7.

trade with, ii, 134, 234, 2.35, 237. See Vignettij at head of Chap, VIIL
,
Solomon’s trade with, ii. 235. , fetes of peasants during the, ii.

, trade of Tyrians with, ii. 235. 52.

Indian productions went to Egypt, ii. , observations on the, ii, 248-250,

134, 235, 237. 255.

Indigo used by the Egyptians, ii. 78, led to the invention of sluices,

79. Nilometers, levelling, geometry, &c..
Infantry, heavy and light, i. 386, 387. ii. 249.

Inn, this life only an, i. 187 ;
ii. 356. Joints of meat, i, 170, 171.

Insects of Egypt, i. 255. of peculiar form, i. 171.

fabulous, 1 . 255.
_

on the altar, i. 264.

Instruments. See Musical. boiled and roasted, i. 173.

with a neck for shortening the Ionic movements, i. 138.

strings, i. 84. '

_
Joseph sold, i. 417.

with three strings, i. 84. Joseph’s brethren sat according to age,
, unknown, i. 133, i. 58, 179.

to which they danced, i. 133. silver cup, i. 82.

resembling lyres, i, 118-122. Iron, use of, very ancient, ii. 153-155.
of sacred music, i. 129. , use of, in Egypt, ii. 155.——, triangular, i. 118, 119, 126. —^bedsteads. See Og.

, names of Greek, i. 126, mentioned in Homer as tempered
of jingling sound, i. 89, 92, 93, 119. by plunging, ii. 153.
held on the shoulder, i. 121. blades sharpened on a steel, ii.

found at Thebes not unlike a gui- 155.

tar, i. 125. easily decomposed and not likely
of one string, i. 125.

_
to be found, ii. 155.

Interest not allowed to increase be- -known to the Egt'ptians, ii. 154.
yond double the original sum lent, ——,

“ Ferrum” Latin for sword, ii,

ii. 2I7. liis.

Intestines of the dead, how bnried, ii. Irrigation, i. 32-34 ; ii. 4, 5, IL
388, 390,391. —— prolonged, ii, 7, 11.



Isaac, savoury meats brought to, i. 173.

Isis “ with ten thousand names,” i. 329,
—— the mother of the child, i. 333.

and Athor (Venus), i. 300.

and Ceres oftbe Greeks, i. 297.
festival of, i. 296, 297

Isis and Nepthys, the beginning and the
end, ii. 381.

Isle. See Wight, Isle of.

Israelites regretted the fish of Egypt

;

the onions, and other vegetables, i.

167, 169.

Israelites. jS’ee Jews. iSse Jewish.
Italian Pantomime and Fescennine

verses, i. 101.

Judgment, the future, i. 331. See Osiris.—
-, mode of passing, ii. 207.

-— scenes, ii. 380, 381.

Judge, the king was, ii. 202.

of the dead. See Osiris.

Judges received salary from govern-
ment, ii. 204.

, ii. 229, 232.

, figures of, without hands, ii. 206.

, bench of, ii. 30, 203.

, the Arch Judge chief of, ii. 203,
206.

Judging a case, mode of, ii. 206, 207.

Justice given gratuitously, ii. 204.

Justice, goddess of, without a head, ii.

382.

, figure of, i. 272. See Truth.
Jupiter going into Ethiopia, i. 269.

Jupiters, several, i. 329.

Juvenile offenders, ii. 215.

Ivy, i. 256, 285 ; ii. 33.

Kanaan (Canaan), i. 403.

Karnak, temple of) i. 397.

and our churches, ii. 302.

Kasr-Kharoon (in the Fyoom), i. 307.

Kebsh, wild sheep, i, 227, 247.

Khoni, the God, the abstract idea of
father, i. 273, 327, 332.

, or Amun-Khem, or Amun-Ro gen-
erator, i. 273.

— or Pan, i. 280.

Khita, or Sheta, i. 399, 401.

, supposed to be the Hittites, i. 403.

fort of the, called Atesh or Kadesh,
i. 400.

, bridges over a river and ditch of
the, i. 390, 400.

_

Khonfud, or clod-crushing machine, ii.

1, 14.

Killed, hands of the, i. 373,

King called Phrah, “ the Sun” (Phara-
oh), i. 280, 310. (First observed by

419

the D. ofNorthumbcrlandand Colonel
Felix.)

King, feelings towards the, i. 310.
hereditary title of, i. 310.

, either of thb priestly or of the mil-
itary class, i. 311.

, duties of the, i. 312.

, companions of the, i. 312.

, rules for the conduct of the, i.

312-314.

could do no wrong, and never died,

i. 313.

, prayer for the, and praise of the,

by the priest, i. 313.

, mourning for the death of the, and
funeral of the, i. 315 ;

ii. 366, 378.

, people could prevent tlie, being
buried in his tomb, i. 326 ; ii. 378.

, coronation of the, i. 272, 273.

, anointed, i. 275.

, Gods laid their hands on the, i.

276.

passing through towns on his re-

turn from victory, i. 278.

sacrificed daily in the temple, i.

281, 313,

confidential advisors, or ministers
of the, i. 310; ii, 202.

, respect for, ii. 226.

, was judge, ii. 202.
could commute punishments, ii.

209.— wore his helmet or a wig in battle,

ii. 324.

King’s birth-day celebrated, i. 281.

Kisirka, or Nubian lyre, i. 117.

Kissing a royal order, ii. 203.

Kitchen (woodcuts), i. 175, 176.—
, cooks and others in the, i. 177,

178.

Knee, how the. See Bow. See Abrek.
Knoph, with a ram’.s head. See N9.
Knitc, semicircular, for cutting leather,

ii. 103.

Knives, stone. See Stone and Metal.
Koofa (Kufa), i. 395, 399.

JTorayw, A’maree, dates of, ii, 37.

Labour, division of, ii. 185-

Ladles of bronze gilt, i. 185.

Lake of the dead at every largo city, ii.

377.

Lamps, festival of burning, i. 298 ; ii.

71.

Land rented from the king.s and others,

u.'4.— cultivated with little labour, ii. 14,

Sowing and Grain.
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Land, over.^eei: of the. See Steward.
alluvial deposit on the, ii. 11.

_— dries soon after the inundation
subsides, ii. 11.

__
.

Land, levels of the, different, ii. 10, 13

.

,
rise of the, ii. 8, 9.

, varies in different parts, ii. 8, 9.

lower near the edge of the desert

than on the banks of the Nile, ii. 7,

10.

Large blocks of stone. See Stone.
Ijasso, u.se of the, i. 213, 220,

Laws of Egypt, ii. 20^218.
, respect for the, ii. 207.

, primitive character of some, ii.

214.

, sanctity of old, ii. 227.

Lawgivers, ii. 207, 218, 228.

Lazarus, swathed in bandages, ii. 387.

Leather, twisting, ii. 93.

cutters of Thebes, ii. 93.

-, circular cut of, ii. 93, 94.

used for writing paper, ii. 99.

, tanning of, ii. 102.

cutters, ii. 102.

stiiinped of time of Shishak, ii.

102 .—^—, objects made of, ii. 102.

, curing skins for, ii. 102.

, stretching and binding, ii. 103.

, semicircular knife for cutting, ii.

103.

cutter, holding strap with his toes,

ii. 104.——,
great use of, ii. 105.

Lemanon, i. 403.

Lentils, much eaten, i. 167, 177, 181.

supposed by fStrabo to be imbed-
ded in tho rock at the Pyramids, i.

Light armed troop.s, arms of, i. 368, 380.

Limestone used in the oldest Egyptian
buildings, ii. 305.

Linen corslet of Amasis, ii. SO.

, fine, of Egypt, exported, ii. 72,

73, 80. ^

^ ^ ^

^
^

^

^
^

^

^

—— bandages of mummies, ii. 73, 74,

experiments respecting, ii. 73.—
,
peculiarity in the manufacture of,

in the number of threads of the warp
and woof, ii. 76, 77, 80.— threads double, ii. 76.— threads coloured before worked in.

i
cloths fringed, ii. 77, 91, 320, 321.

(Sec Calasiris.

, beauty of texture of, ii. 75, 76.

singularly fine piece of, ii. 75, 80.—— selvages of, dyed with indigo, as

of modern Nubians, ii. 77-79.

, dresses worn by votaries of Isis in
Italy, ii. 74.

, the word st2.iKpiviig, “ sincere,”

taken from fine, ii. 80.

, different qualities of, ii. 60. See
Byssus.

Linus, song of, i. 97.

Lion, i. 224, 229, 246.
I —— formerly in Syria and Greece, i.

229.
• bunting, i. 224; ii. 341.

Lions trained for the chase, i. 221.

1 killed by Amunoph III., i. 224.

I Liturgies. See Services.
Lively character of the Egyptians, i, 2,

210. "

Locust in the sculpture.?, i. 234.
Looms, horizontal and upright, ii. 85,

86, 87.

, rude, but the work fine, ii. 75.

Lots, casting of, i. 196.

Lotus, i. 34, 36, 57 ; ii. 29. See Nufar.
eaten, i. 168 ; ii. 3.

a symbol, i. 257.

presented to guests, i. 79.

a favourite flower, i. 57.

, ornelumbiurn, not represented ex-
cept by the .Romans, i. 57.

, or Lotos, of Cyrene (a thorny tree,
an acacia), ii. 121.

ioM?5geA,pr palm wine, i. 55.

Lupins, ii. 21. See Doqaq.
Luxury increasing, led to debt, ii. 219.
Lyre, fabulous invention of tho, i. 114,

115.

ornamented with heads of animals,
i. 114.

-—
- sign of, taken by, the Christians as

a cross, i. 277.—
,
or Crux ansata, i. 257.—

,
mode of, account given before

magistrates of, ii. 199-201.
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Lyre, number of strings of the, i. 115.

used in sacred music, i. 129.

of the Greeks, i. 115-117.
of Greece, with three strings, i.

124.

, construction of the, i. 115-117.
of the Berlin and Leyden Mu-

seums, i. 116, 117.

, or Kisirka, of Nubia, i. 117.

, mode of tuning tbe, i. 117.

, other instruments resembling the,

i. 118, 119.

, standing, i. 119, 120.

of three string.s’ really a guitar, i,

86, 123.

of 18 strings, i. 115.
_

with many strings might be invent-
ed at an early time, i. 84.

Maabdeh, crocodile mummies at, i.

242.

Maces, weapons with metal head, i._^3G4.

Machine for crushing clods. See Khon-
fud.

Magic, by a boy, die., ii. 352, 353.

Magnetism, animal, effect on nerves, ii.

,353.

Mdndara, or reception-room, i. 10.

Maneros, song of, i. 97.

Manufactures of Egyjit, ii. 247, 255.

Marathon and other places, flint arrow-
hcad.s found at, i. 354.

March of the army, i. 342, 40-1.

of the army home after war, i. 415.

Mareotic w'ine, i. 49.

Marcotis belonged to Egypt, ii. 229.

Marriage ceremony and contracts not
found, ii. 223.

—— with sisters, ii. 224.

Marriages of the Egyptian royal family

with foreigners, i. 308.

Mars. See Papremis.
Masara, quarries of El, ii. 306.

Mashoash, an Asiatic people, !. 398.

Mast of the old ships of Egypt was
double, i. 413.

;

Master and mistress of the house sat on
one chair, i. 145.

Mat-making, ii. 86.

Mats, i. 68.

Maut, the abstract idea of mother, i.

333. Nee Mother.
“ proceeded from herself,” or her

own mother, i. 327.

Measure of land, of length (stadium), ii.

256. See Cubit, Weights.
Measures of capacity, ii. 2figS,—~ of liiluids, ii. 261.

Measures for grain, made of wood, ii.

.167.

Meat eaten without being kept,!. 165,
174.

, great quantity of, served tip, i.

166.

Mecca. See Mckkeh,
Medecnet Haboo, i. 73, 272, 284, 285,

394# 401.

Medicinal plants in Egypt, !, 50; ii.

351.

Medicine, six books of, ii. 355.
Medicines, ii. 351, 352.

Medusa’s head like that of the Ty-
phonian monster in Egypt, i. 153 ; ii.

263.

Mekaukes, Coptic governor of Egypt,
i. 37.

Mekkeh pilgrims, the number of, made
up by angels, i, 297.

Memlooks, club (or dales) of the, i.

364.

Memnonium, palace -temple of Remeses
II., usually called the, i. 401, 407,

Memphis, i. 200, 290, 295, .307, 331.—— Pthah, the god of, i. 331.——, capital of Lower Egypt, ii, 229,
230.

“ Menofr,”ii. 96.

Memphite dynasties and kings,!. 307.
Men and women sat together at a party,

i. 144.

Menes first king of Egypt, i. 307.
——- introduced luxury, i. 173.
-— changed the course of the Nile, ii.

249,251,287.
'

— science before the time of, ii. 251,
287.

, Amun of Ptolemaic time wulti
have been recognized by, ii. 264.

Menophres, the Egyptian name of, un-
certain, ii. 255.

Mercenaries. See Soldiers.

Mercury, the inventor of the lyre and
of music, i, 84, 118, 123.

Mesopotamia, i. 308, 397, 403.

— Egyptian conquests in, i. 308.

, tribute from, i. 397.

Mesore, offering in the month of, ii 299.

Metal imfderaents of Egypt and Europe
of a dilK'rent character, ii. 164.

, stones used for arms and tools

before, ii. 163.

Metabs, skill in the compounding of, i.

148; ii. 159.

, inlaying of. See Damascening.— oldest casting of, ii. 160. See
Bronze and Metallurgy.
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Metals, Samians famous for casting, ii.

: 160.

, soldering, ii. 162.

Metallurgy, skill in, ii. 133, 136, 156,

153, 159.

carried to perfection in Egypt and
at Sidon, ii. 133.

Military class, i. 336.

punishments, i. 418.
—— music, i. 104-106.—— bands of music, i. 104.

Milk offered to the gods, i. 266.

Mimosa. Sue Acacia.
Mina, men, or 7n?ia, weight, ii. 25D, 260.

Minerva, fete of, at Sais, i. 296, 298.

reputed inventress of the trumpet,
i. 104.

. S'eeNcith.
Minervas, .several, i. 329.

Ministers and confidential advisers of
the king, i. 316; ii. 202.

Minos, JEacus, and Rhadamanthos,
Egyptian names, ii. 381.

Mirrors of metal, ii. 346, 347.

Mnevis, the black bull, i. 289.

, the sacred bull of Heliopolis, i.

288.

Mosris, king, i. 307.

revenue.? from the fish of the lake,

ii. 193.

Money, sheep and oxen valued as, ii.

117.

formerly taken by weight, ii. 148.—- in rings, ii. 149.

,
Persian, the first coined, in Egypt,

ii. 150.

, oldest coined, ii, 150. See Gold.
See Silver.

Monkey, or other pet, tied to the leg of
a chair, i. 145.

Monkey.s assisting to gather fruit, i. 44.

in Abyssinia hold torches, i. 44.

Monochordium of one string, i. 125.
Monolith of Sais, and of Buto, ii. 310.

See Sui's,

Months originally lunar, i. 299 ; ii. 252.
and seasons of the year, ii. 252,

253.

Moon, fetes at the new and full, i. 287,
299.

, erroneously supposed to be related
to Osiris, i. 289,

was the god Thoth, i. 328. See i

Thoth. .. .

Mora, game of, i, 188, 189, 190.

Mordants, the use of, ii. 83, 84.
'

Mosaics; golden; ii. 305, I

Moses broke down the superstitions of
i Egypt, i. 325.

did not mention the future judg-
ment, reason why, i. 331.

Mother, goddess, i. 332, 333.

. (SefiMaut.

of the child found in Asia, Egypt,
India, Italy, Mexico, the nature god-
dess, i. 333.

Mourners, hired, ii. 366.

, chief, or type of rnouniing, ii. 371,
373.

Mud, after the inundation, buslies drag-
ged over the, ii. 11.

of the N ile. SeeNile and Alluvial
deposit.

j!f«{fete/|on houses, i. 6.

Mummies, making coffins and ban-
daging, ii. 117-119.

, ethbalming of, ii. 383, 387.

, classification of, ii. 391, 394.

, offering and services to, ii. 358-
360, 362.

of poor people, ii. 365.

strewed over the ground by Chris-
tian excavators, ii. 364.

,
different qualities of, ii. 391-396.

Mummy cases, old, resold, ii. 363.

cloths, of linen, some coarse, ii,

75-78. See Linen.
Mummy pit. See Vignette, ii. 400.

pits, ii. 363, 364.
Mummy’s head seen in the coffin at an
open panel, ii. 368.

Murder of a child by a parent, ii. 209.

of a parent by a son, ii. 209.

of a slave, punished by death, ii.

208, 209.

Murrhine vases, doubtful of what stone,
ii. 71.

, false, probably a glass-porcelain,

ii. 71.

Music, i. 82-133.

before dinnerj i. 82.

after dinner, i. 188.

, style of, i. 83.

studied by the priests, i. 83.

, Egyptians fond of, i. 83, 84. ;

at Greek entertainments, i. 83.
—— part of education, i. 83, 94.

!

,
skill of the Egyptians in, i. 83, 84,

86 .

--—, at first metrical, i. 83.

r, a. Greek accomplishment, i. 94.

of the Jews, i. 94, 95, 90.

, military, i. 104, 105.

allowed in religious ceremonies, i.
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Music not in the temple of Osiris, i.

.301.— :— of mournful kind, i. 301. .

Musical notation, i. 96.

instruments, the oldest were those
of percussion, i. 83.

--— instruments at first rude, i. 84.

instruments, combination ofmany,
i. 86, 89, 91, 92.

instruments of jingling kind, i. 89,

92,93,119.
instruments had strings of catgut,

i. 118, 122, 123, 125.

Musicians, six hundred, together, i. 91.
.——, hired, i. 96.
•—— ,

great number of .lewish, i. 96.

Mutton not eaten at Thebes, i. 1G6.

not eaten by the priests, i. 324.

Mycerinus, fete in honour of the daugh-
ter of king, i. 299.

Mylitta, or Alitta, i. 333.

Myos Plorinos, port on the Eod Sea, ii.

235-237.

Mysteries, greater and less, i. 321.

of Osiris, i, 298, 331,

Nabl, or viol, of the Jews, i. 121, 126.

JVahrayn, i. 397, See Mesopotamia.
Napkin brought for wiping the mouth

after drinking, i. 144.

Nations gifted with certain qualities, i. 3.

Natron lakes, nome ofNitriotis, i. 166;
ii. 229.

Natural productions for decorative pur-
poses, a mistake to copy, ii. 288.

objects, the Greeks preferred tak-

ing the sentiment of, ii. 288.
' objects not always imitated by the

Egyptians, ii. 290.

N atu're gods, i. 332, 333.

Goddess, i. 333.
——, the vivifying and producing prin-

ciples of, i. 332, 333.

Navigation, origin of, ii. 132.

indebted to the Phmnicians, ii.

132.

Navy included in the army, i, 311,

iVisAoof, or long pole, game with the, i.

207-209.
Nebris, or fawn of Bacchus, taken from

the spotted leopard-skin suspended
near Osiris, i. 285.

Nebris and the leopard-skin dross of

priests in Egypt, i. 291.

Nebuchadnezzar deprived Egypt of its

influence in Syria, i. 309,

Nechesia and the Leucos Poxtus, ii,

235, 237.

Necho lost all the conquests of Egypt in

Asm, i. 309.

Necklaces, ii. 339, 340, 341.

and jewellery offered in the tem-
ple, i. 260,

Nectanebo, i. 309.

Needles, ii. 344, 345.
Nef, or Num. See Nil.

Ncith, i. 296, 298, 328. See Minerva.
Nelumbium not represented growing in
Egypt, i. 57.

only represented by the Romans,
i. 57.

Nepenthes probably the Hasheesh (or

opium ?), ii. 35.

Netpe, i. 181, 256; ii. 396, 397. See
Sycamore.

Netting needles, ii. 91, 95.

Nets of different kinds, i. 214.

enclosing part of the desert, i. 214.—- of flax string, ii. 95.

of very fine quality, ii. 80.

for birds, ii. 180-185.

for fishing. See Fishing-nets.

“Newest” things recommended instead
of the “ best,” ii. 289,

Nightshade used in Egypt for chaplets,

Nile, valley of the, has more arable land
than formerly, i. 306.

deposit the same throughout its

course from Abyssinia, ii. 19. See
Alluvial.

water, fattening properties of the,.

i. 293, 295, 322.

water red and green at the begin-
ning of the inundation, ii, 5.

water laid up in jars before it is

green, and error of Aristides, ii. 5.

, Osiris the beneficent property of
the, i. 298.

, white and Bine, properly “ Black,''

ii. 19,20.

, fertilizing properties of the, ii. 20.

Niloa, festival of the INile, i. 282.

Nilometer of Elephantine, ii. 257.

Nilometers made, ii, 249.,

, daily rise according to the, ii. 52,

249.

Nilus, the god, of a blue and red colour,

ii. 6.

called “J/opi." See List of Wood-
cuts, 278.

Niraroud or Nineveh sculptures, i. 152

;

ii. 263. jSee Nineveh.

, weights brought by Mr. Layard
from, ii, 260.

Nineveh (Niniee), tribute from, i. 397.
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NineveK sculptures, cruelty of the As- Ointment. 5'ec Anointing.

Syrians shown by the, i. 3, 410. , offering of, i. 259, 2(j0.—-marbles not so old as some have on heads of guests, i. 77,76.
supposed, ii. 2G3. to anoint the statue of a God, L

-—— ornaments, i. 152, 153. 259.—— ornaments late compared to those of various kinds, i. 259 ; ii. 23, 24,

of Egypt, ii. 290. 27,32.

Nisroch, the head of a bird on a vase found in jars in the tombs, i. 78.

like that of the god, i. 152. , pots of different materials forhold-

Nitriotis. 6'ee Natron Lakes. ing, i. 155, 157.

Nitrous top-dressing, on the land, ii. 19. , sagdas, or psagdcB, i. 259 ; ii, 342.

Nofre (or Nofr), Atinoo, i. 256, 284, 285. Olive, i. 57 ; ii. 24, 28.

See Nufar. , soldiers carried a twig of, at the
Noraarchs, ii. 230, 231.

_

sacrifice of thanks for victory, i. 279.

Notues of Egypt, furnishing soldiers, i. Ombos (Omhite nome), i. 242.

337. Onions, i. 168, 169.

, thirty-six, afterwards fifty-three, offered and eaten, i. 323, 324.

ii. 229. , a particular mode of presenting, i,

Aoreg, probably used of old, answering 324 ; ii. 357.

to the Hebrew moreg, ii. 47. , error respecting, i. IGS.

, like the Ramnn ivibidum, ii. 48. of Egypt of excellent flavour, i.

Notaries, public, ii. 1C5. 169,

— or public scribes punished for , .stories respecting, i. 169.

fraud, ii. 214, 217. Orchard, i. 37-39.

N&, Num, Noub, Nef, Neph, or Kneph Ornaments worn by wmmen, ii. 336-
(Chiiuphis), the god, i. 271, 327, 332. 346.

, the spirit, i. 327. See Asp or Oman, threshing instruments of, ii. 46,

Agatliodajinon. 47.

Nufar, name of the lotus, perhaps re- O'Sioot, or O'siout (formerly Lycopo-
^lated to Nofr, “ Good,” i. 250. lis), wolf mummies at, i, 228.

Numbers placed over cattle, sheep, die., Osirei, King. Sethi,

ii, 178, 179. Osiris, loss of, Osiris found, i. 287, 300.
Nummuiite rock at the Pyramids, i. , fetes iir honour of, i. 286-288, 300.

167. , offerings to, ii. 35A
. )S'c« Benno, sacred bird of.

Oab, of boats, ii. 126. wosrhipped under the form of Apis,
Oasis, i. 55, 277 ;

ii. 191, 229. i. 288-291.
Obelisk, object of, to contrast wjth the , Judge of the dead, i. 331 ; ii. 377.

horizontal line, ii. 311, , allegorical history of, i. 298.

, barbarous additions to the point , character and mysteries of, i. 298,
of, ii. SlI. 331.

—^ in a (juarry, ii. 311. , history of, the great mystery, i. 298,
Obelisks, transported from quarries of , the abstract idea of good, or good-

fo'yene, ii. 309. ness, i. 330 ; ii. 356.—^—,
the largest, ii. 309, 312. , before 18th dynasty only king.s

, effect of, i. 21.
_

called after death, ii. 329.
removed to Europe, ii. 311. , after that time all good men called,

Offerings ofv.arious kind.s, i. 323. ii. 357, 367, .380.—— to different Gods at various periods , souls of good men returned to, ii.

of the year, i. 263. 329,357.——r ino,st common, i. 263. , remarkable and peculiar character
-—- of flowers, fruits, ointment, i. 259- of, i. 331.

261.
, eye of, i. 244, 257; ii. 127, 367,——

^ of emblems, jewels, i. 260. , 386,391.-— for the dead, ii. 362. , sceptres of, i. 257, 266 ; ii. 381.
Og, King of Bashan, iron bedstead of, , chamber of, at Philm, i. 257.

^ —y-t they beat themselves in honour of,
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Osiris, or Bacchus, i. 286. Ses Bacchus.
and Anubis, rites of, i. 129. See

Flute.

— rites of, i. 129, 299, 301.

and the Nile, i. 298. See Nile,
invented the pipe, i. 127. •

the Great, Deity of the future state,

i. 331.

mummies in form of, ii. 383, 385.
..—

-, .small figures of the dead, in the
form of, ii. 367, 400.

,
wooden figure of, brought to table,

i. 186, 187.

, allegories connected with the land
of Egypt, and, i. 300

;

ii. 53.

Osirtasen 1., i. 204, 307.

the original Sesostris, i. 307.

Osirtasens, fashionable dogs in the

reigns of the, i. 231.

Ostrich feathers and eggs, i. 224.

caught for its eggs and plumes, ii.

54.

Ottomans, i. 68, 67.

Oxen for sacrifice not necessarily free

from black spots, i. 290.

, clean, belonged to Epaphus, or

Apis, i. 290.
_

Oxyrhinchus, city of, i. 307.

fish, i. 254; ii. 191.

Paamyuu, i. 286.

Painted walls and panels, i. 19-21.

houses and temples, ii. 290, 291,

292.

Painters and carvers in stone, distinct

from sculptors, ii. 56.

Painting before sculpture, ii. 281.

and sculpture, origin of, ii. 270,

271.——. See Greek.
, oldest in Egypt and Greece, ii.

277, 278.

on panel in Egypt, ii. 277.

in Iresco, not in ilgypt, ii. 278.

Palace. S'ea Pavilion.

Palimpsests, ii. 99.

Palanquins, i. 73, 75 ; ii. 119.

Pallaces, Pallacides, Pellices Jovis, i. 96,

133,317.
Palm, or date tree, split, and used for

roofing, i. 18,

Palm tree, i. 39, 55-57.

, used for various purposes, parts

of the, i. 56.

miscalled “ of the desert,” i. 55,

168.

requires water to enable it to grow,

i. 168.

Palm-tree a great gift to the people, i.

168—— branch type of a year, i. 256.

, the jDdm, or Theban, i. 56, 57. See
Hoot tree.

formerly said to be sterile in Low-
er Egypt, ii.' 36.

Palm-wine, i. 55.

of the Oasis called Lowbgeh, i. 55.

used in the embalming process, ii.

383,385.
Panegyrics, or assemblies,!. 290.

Panels, houses witli painted, i. 19-21.

, walls with, i. 28, 29.

Pantheism, i. 328.

Pantomime, Italian, i. 101.

Paper, earliest substitutes for, ii. 100.

, when first made from linen rags,

ii. 101.

of cotton and silk, ii. 101.

in Arabic called “leaf,” ii. 100,

, leaves used for, ii. 100,

very old in China, ii. 101.

when first used in England, ii. 101.

Papremis, or Mars, fSte of, i. 209, 298.

Papyrus or byblus plant, ii. 26, 29, 95,

96.

used for making punts, baskets,
&c., a more common kind, ii. 95, 96.

of different kinds, ii. 96.

, early use of the, ii. 98.

or book, i. 274.

eaten, i. 168 ; ii. 3.

garlands, i. 57, 81.

punts, i. 236 ; ii. 5.—— punt a security against crocodiles,

i. 236.

and another water plant, emblems
of Upper and Lower Egypt, i. 257.

not now in Egypt, ii. 97, 100,

grows only in Sicily and Syria, ii.

97,100.

, prophecy fulfilled respecting the,

ii. 100.

, its name perpetuated in. “ paper,”
ii. 100.

, modern paper made from the, ii,

97,

, or paper, when found very brittle,

ii. 96.

mode of making, ii. 96-98.

, diflfclrerit qualities of, ii. 98.

of fine quality, ii. 96.

—^—,
Plinyw rung in supposing, not used

before the time of Alexand«.'r, ti. 98,

, breadth of sheets of, ii, 98.—— continued in use till the time of

Charlemagne, ii. 98.
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Papyrus, monopoly of, resold, the orig-

inal writing erased, ii. 99.

, substitutes for, of pottery, board,

Ao., ii. 98-100.
_

ParcVimcnt, invantion of, ii. 98, 99.
—— ,

exoelleut Arab, ii. 100.

Parks and covers, i. 37, 315.

Parlour, i. 11.

Party. See Guests.
J^asht, Bubastis, Diana, i. 296.

Passport system in Egypt, ii. 200, 201.

Paste kneaded by the hands, and the

feet, i. m, 177.

Pastry, i. 174, 177.

Pavilurn and palace of the King, i. 22.

Pavilions, i. 22.

Payment, evasion of, ii. 200, 211, 213.

Peasants, frugal mode of living of the,

i. 168; ii. 3.

allowed to grow the crops they
chose, ii. 3.

rented the land from the King and
others, ii. 4.

, agricultural skill of the, ii. 3.
_

, ff'tes of the, during the high Nile,

ii. 52. (S(fe Festivals.

Pelusium beer famous, i. 54.

lentils, i. 107.

Pelusium, i. 404.

People, task to be performed by differ-

ent, i. 3.

Periploca secatno7ie, or gkulga plant, i.

250 jii. 36,38.
used for curing skins, ii. 103.

Perpendicular style abandoned the va-

riety of the original pointed architec-

ture, ii. 297.

Pensea tree, ii. 28. See Egleeg.
sacred to Athor, i. 256.

Phalanx of infantry, Egyptian, i. 340-
343.

Egyptian, in the army of Croesus,

Pharaoh. Sec Phrah.
as a day’s sail from the

Phila;, view of (vignette F), i. 212.
Pluloteras Portus, on the Ked Sea, ii.

Phmnicians traded in slaves, i. 417,
the great navigators of old, ii. jl32.

doubled the Cape of Good Hope, !

Britain for tin, ii. 134, 135,

commercial jealousy of the, ii. 134,

Phmnicians, trade of the, ii. 133-136.
See Spam, and Gold.

Phosnix bird, apparently the Benno, i.

252.

Phrah, “the sun,” changed into Phara-
oh, i. 310. >S'ee King.

Physician, origin of saying “ a fool or a,

after forty,” ii. 352.

Pig sacrificed to the moon, i. 286.

to Typho, i. 323.

, paste figure of a, offered by poor
people, i. 387.

’s flesh abhorred by the priests, i.

332, 324.

, treatment of, not kept in a sty, i.

231.

eaten sometimes by the 35gyptians,

i.333.
turned into the fields, ii. 18, 19.

rarely found in the sculptures, and
never before the ISth dynasty (wood-
cut), ii. 18.

Pillows, or head stools, of wood and
other materials, i. 63, 71, 335, 336.

Pins, ii. 344, 345.

Pipe, the Egyptian, very old, i. 127.

of reed and of straw, i. 127-129.
invented by Osiris, i. 127.

double, i. 128, 129,

, double, was among the sacred in-

struments, i. 129,

, double, of modern Egypt, or Zum-
mara, i. 128.

Pipes and flutes at first rude, i. 84.

Pirouette danced 4000 years ago, i. 138.

Pitch called “ az/J” or “ sift," i. 397 ; ii,

120, 259,

Plants of Egypt, i. 57, 167-109
;

ii. 20-
22,25,26.

from Pliny, ii. 23, 24, 27-35.
-— sacred, i. 256.

brought as part of a foreign tribute,
i. 57, 395.

number of, in Egypt about 1300, ii.

26.—— producing oil. (See Oils.

raised in ancient Egypt, ii. 26.

now grown before and after the in-
undation, ii. 21, 23, 25.——, -wild and inciigenous, ofthe desert

;

few introduced into Egypt, ii. 26.
Plate, or silver, few pieces of Greek or

Roiuiin, ii. 147.

Plaustrum, or travelling carriage, drawn
by two oxen, i, 384, 385.

Plough, ii. 13-16,

, light furrows made' hy the, ii. 14,

, oxen and cows yoked to the, ii. 15.
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Plough perhaps shod witli metal, ii. 15,

I''-

Ploughing the land, ii. 13, 14.— with an ox and an ass, not in

Egypt, ii. 16.
:

_ _

Pointed ball, the principle of the, known
to the Greeks, i. 358.

Pole and Imcket, or Shadoof, i. 33, 35,

72. Sco Shadoof.
Pole-axe, i. 363.

Pomegranate, i. 36, 54, 57, 256.—— tree represented, i. 36.—— the Rhodon (rose) that gave its

name to Rhodes, ii. 29.

Pompeii, red panels, and “reeds for

columns” painted at, i. 19-21.

Population of Egypt in old times, i. 304,

305.—— of the world the same now as of
old, i. 305.

of Alexandria, i. 305.

Porcelain, or glass-porcelain, ii. 66, 70,

71.

of many colours, yellow put on aft-

erwards, and parts added to, ii. 66.

Porches, i. 9.

Porcupine, i. 216, 225, 228, 246.

Porte, the Sublime, or “ High Gate,” ii.

202 .

Potters, ii. 107, 108.

Potter’s wheel, ii. 107.

Pottery, &c., used for writing upon, ii.

99.

, Coptic names for different kinds

of, ii. 107.

of modern Egypt has succeeded to

that of old time, ii. 107.

Egyptian, far inferior in taste to

that of Greece, ii. 109.

Poulterers, ii. 184, 185.

Poultry. See Cocks and hen.s.

Pounders, ii. 165, 166.

used stone mortars, ii. 165, 166.

Pount, Asiatic people of, i. 396.

Power of Egypt, i. 308, 418 ; ii. 263.

Precious stones imitated in glass, ii. 60,

63., :
,

.

!—— cut with the diamond, ii. 67.
I

metals formerly used,_ii. 245.

amount of, in old times, ii. 247.1

(See Gold, Wealth,
Preserves, or covers, i. 37, 215,

|

Prevention of crime in youth a modern
suggestion, ii. 215.

__

'

Prie,sr, each, had one wife, i, 5; ii.

224. '

i

Priestesses, i. 316, 317. See Women,
j

holy. I

Priesthood kept up their influence part-

ly by pomp and ceremonies, i. 267.

Priests, worldly possessions of the, i, 7.

— the law was in the hands of the,

i. 311.

and military class had the highe.st

rank, i. 316.

of vsirious grades, i. 316, 319.

of the King, i. 316.

, dress of the, i. 333, 334.
dressed in fawn (or leopard) skins,

i. 291.

who wore the leopard-skin dress.
See Prophet.

, chief, and the prophets called
“ Semf’ i. 270, 319. See Prophet,

enjoyed great privileges, i. 319,
i 321,325.

paid no taxes, but had public al-

I lowance of food, &c., i. 319.

initiated into the mysteries, i. 321.

, education of the children of the,

i. 321.—— had great ascendency over the peo-
ple, i. 321, 325, 326.

abstinence of the, i. 322, 324, 325.

abstained from pork, fish, beans,
&c., i. 322, 324, 325.

abstained from salt on certain oc-
casions, i. 324.

-—
-, ablutions of the, i. 324. ;

' fond of cleanliness, ii. 327.
left the people in ignorance, i. 325.

raised their own class, and de-
graded the people, i. 325.

were moral, and set a good exam-
ple, i. 322, 325.

did not disregard .social ties, per-
formed the duties of fathers and hus-
bands, i. 320.

governed the country well, i. 326.—— did not assume power over the

King as the Ethiopian pontiffs did, i.

326,

system of the, not suited to ail

times, and too unbending, i. 326.

slept on a wooden pillow, i. 335,

33G.—— brought in the shrine, i. 269.

carrying the table, or stand, i. 268.

wore the leopard-skin dress when
with the shrines, one of the, i. 269,

Primitive habits traced long after a peo-

ple have been settled, i. 6.

mountains in the desert, i. 228,

i Princes, dress of the, i. 311.

, lock of hair, the badge of, i. 312

;

i
ii. 322.
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Princes in chariots, i. 370.
——, ofEce of, i. 311, 342, 344.

carried flabella, i. 342, 344.

commanded parts of the ^.rmy, i.

342.

E’rinciples of nature, the vivifying and
producing, i. 332, 333. v

Prisoners of war,_i. 373, 416.

, treatment of, i. 406, 410.

( employment of, i. 416.

Private life gives an insight into char-

acter, i. 5, 210.

Prizes for gymnastic exercises, cattle,

dresses, and skins, i. 210 ;
ii. 52.

Procession of the ark. of yokari, i, 284,
285.

at the King’s coronation, i. 272,

273.

Processions, order of, from Clemens, i.

274.

Professions, only two, i. 311 ; ii. 1.

Prophet clad in the Icopard-sldn dress,

he was called “ Sem,” i. 270, 275, 284,

319, 320, 324.—— ,
duty of the, i. 319.

Proportion understood by the Egyptians,
but particularly by the Greeks, and
now by the Italians, ii. 293.

Prostration before great people, i. 58;
ii. 203.

Psagdcp,, ointment, i. 259; ii. 342.

Psalms of David, some written after the

captivity, ii. 251.

Psaramitichus, Psammaticus, or Psa-
matik, court for Apis of, i. 290.

'‘Pshent,” double crown called, i. 269;
ii. 323. Sec dfe'own.

Ptliah, the creative power, i. 327.

, Memphis, the city of, i. 331.

accompanied by the figure of Truth,
i. 327.

Pthah-Sokari-Osiris, i. 204.

•, boat of, i. 284, 285.

Ptolemies, titles of some of the, in a
deed, ii. 220.

, tyranny of the, ii. 229.

, corruptions under the later, ii. 232.
Pulleys known in Egypt, but may not
have been used in boats, ii. 130, 131.

Pump, ii. 318.

Punishment of the offending member,
11. 214, 217. ,— iS'cc Prevention of crime.— for adultery, ii. 210. AVe Murder.

Punishments. tSee Bastinado.
-—, military, i. 418 ; ii. 210.

with the corbag whip and the bas-
tinado, i. 240, 418.

Punishments, commutation of, ii, 209.

of great men now in Egypt, it. 212.
• of public weighers, notaries, shop-

keepers, forgers, and others, for fraud,

ii. 214, 217.

Pyramid, granite casing of the Third, ii.

292.

, pent roof construction over en-
trance-passage of the Great, ii. 303.

Pyramidal, or sloping, line, and in rock
temples, ii. 298.

Pyramids, i. 307.

during the inundation (vignette G),
i. 302.

, tombs near the. See Tombs.
, dimensions of the, ii. 256.

, claim of superiority of brick over
stone, ii. 304.

, arches of crude brick, ii. 301-303.

ofGobcl Bcrkel in Ethiopia, ii. 301,
304.

the oldest monuments, ii. 287.

Quails, numerous, i. 234.

Quarry, mode of beginning a, ii. 303,
300.

Quarries of Syene, ii. 309, 311.

Quartz veins broken up far gold, ii. 141.

Queens, sceptre of, i. 276.

held priestly offices, i. 317.

Quiver, mode of carrying the, i. 314.

Rahab, an instrument of one string, i.

125.

Rain, very little, in Egypt, i. 7 ;
ii. 250.

falls occasionally, and signs of
heavy rain at the tombs of the Kings,
at Thebes, ii. 250.

Raphams, otfigl, i. 167 ; ii. 23, 30.

among the offerings, i. 259.

gives an oil, ii. 23, 30.

Rebo, an Asiatic people, i. 393-395.

chosen us the type of Asia, i. 394.

Reclining, not an Egyptian custom, i.

58.

Red paint on walls, censured by Vi-
truvius, i.' 19.

^ Sea, ports on the, ii. 235-237.
Religion of Egypt, system of the, i. 326,

327.
'

,
changes in the, i. 329, 330, 332.

, doctrines of the, i. 327.

, abuses crept into the, i. 326.

a Pantheism rather than a Poly-
theism, i. 328.

had no mixture of Sabajiism, i. 328.

, subjects connected with, i. 257-
301, 313-334. See Sacred.
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Rcmescs 11. , or the Great, i. 308, 392,
39G, 401, 403, 418.

, name ol' Sesostris transferred from
an older king to, i. 307.

Rcmescs HI., pavilion of, i. 73 (Vignette

0, 401).

, treasury of, i. 155.
——,

probably th# same as the Rhamp-
sinitius of Herodotus, i. 155.

change in the sculptures, in the

reign of, ii. 273.

-, conquests of, i. 308, 394, 398, 401,
418.——, naval fight in reign of, i. 406, 410.—
- playing at draughts, i. 191-193.

Reptiles of Egypt, i. 252, 253.

, fabulous, i. 253.

Rhainpsinitus probably the same sis Re-
meses HI., i. 155.

, story of the daughter of, i. 299.

, tresisury of, i. 15, 155.
—

—

,
strength of the trap set in the, ii.

182.

Rhyton, or drinking-cup, i. 153, 154.

in form of a cock’s head, i. 153.

Ring-finger, third of the left hand, ii.

Rings, ii. 336, 339, 341.

Robbers, chief of the, a man of integri-

ty, like their modern Sbekh, ii. 216.

Romans, state of Egypt under the, ii.

233.

Roof of houses of palm branches and
mud, i. 7 ; ii. 280, 281.

, they slept in summer on the, i. 7.

and floors of palm tree beams, i.

18.

Roofs vaulted, i. 18; ii. 301, 302, 303.

Ropes of flax and date fibres, and of

twisted leather, ii. 93.

Rose, or rhodon. See Pomegranate.
Rot-n-n, a people of Asia, i. 153, 395-

397.

, women of the, i. 397, 398, 416.

, tribute of the, i. 397.

mentioned with Nahrayn, or Mes-
opotamia, i. 397. See Gloves.

, vases of the, i. 153.

brought bitumen to Egypt, called

zift, i. 397.

Rudders of boats, ii. 125, 129.

SAB.ico, i. 308.

raised the towns, especially Bu-
bastis, to protect them from the inun-

dation, ii. 9.

Sahaisism not part of the Egyptian re-

ligion, i. 328.

Sacred music, instruments of, i. 129-
133, 108, 109.

rites. iSce Religion.
scribe j dress of the, i. 334,

-—- trees and vegetables, i. 256.
animals, h 245-256.
emblems, i. 257,—— fetes, or festivals, i. 272, 286, 288,

296-301.
dancing, i. 140.

, subjects in painting had prescribed
rules, ii. 264, 266,

Sacrifice, i. 264. iScc Offerings.

, daily, in the temple, attended by
the king, i. 281.

after victory, i. 279, 416.

Sacrifices, human, not in Egypt, i. 411.

Sagdas. See Psagdee.
Sails of some boats, of the papyrus, re-r

sembling those of the Chinese, i. 413,
414.

- furled in ships of war, i. 412.
Sailors of Egypt, i. 411.——. See Boatmen.
—— ofthe fleet, or “king’s ships, ’’rank-
ed with the soldiers, i. 411 ; ii. 55.

Sails ofmodern lighters and Ethiopian
boats, ii. 126, iVc Boats.

Sais, city of, i. 296, 298, 209,——,
lake of, i. 298.

, norne of, i. 337.

monolith, ii. 55, 309, 310.

Suite Dynasty, Kings, i. 309,

Salt sometimes excluded from the ta-

bles of the priests, i. 324.

Sandals of the priests, i. 335-

of women and others, ii. 331-333.

Sands, error respecting the great en-
croachment of the, i. 306.

Sandstone generally used after the 12th
dynasty, ii. 306.

Sapt, “ the chosen part,” i. 264.

Saracenic architecture, progress of, ii.

305,

gave us the pointed arch, ii. 305.

Sarapeum of Memphis discovered, i.

292,

Sarapis, temple of, i. 292.

Sarcophagi, u. 397, 398.

Sarcophagus, ii. 368, 374.

Satan, the Manichiean, i. 330.

Saviour, portrait of the, ii. 198.

Saw, ii. 113, 114, 118.

Sawing, mode of, ii. 114, 118.

Saxon, Norman, and Lombard styles,

ii. 305.

Scales for weighing, ii. 136.

gold, ii, 151, 152.
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Scarabffii, ii, 341, 395, 3!97.

Scarabseus, or beetle, i. 255.

Sceptre hereditary, i. 310-—=— of Queens, i. 276.

Sceptres of Osiris, i. 257, 266 ; ii. 381.

Science in Egypt advanced by the ef-

fects of the Nile, ii. 248-250.
0 'ii already advanced in time ofMenes,

ii. 251, 287.

i'raii: Scorpion, i. 254.

Scourers or fullers, ii. 106.

Scouring plants, used by fullers, ii. 106.

Sea-fight, i. 406, 410, 411.

Sealeh, or acacia Seal, i. 228 ; ii. 38, 106.

: Si: ^

^

^

^ Seals on doors, i. 15, 16.

of tombs, ii. 364, 365.

Seats of chains and stools, i. 04.

Scb, goose, emblem of, i. 251.

Semneh, fortresses of, i. 408.

Sennacherib, i. 309
Scrapis. jSee Sarapis.

Services dr liturgies performed for the

dead, ii. 357-362, 373.

Sesostris, ships of, i. 311, 411. See
Ships.

, a name transferred to Remeses
II., i. 307.

gave lands to the soldiers, i. 336.

— ,
division of the country by, ii. 230.

Seth, i. 275, 3.30, 331.
~—,

the brother of Osiris, banished
from the Pantheon, i. 330.

•

, the abstract idea of Evil, i. 330,

331.

and Horus pouring emblems over
the king, i. 275, 330.

——, -with Hor-Hat, i. 275.

the same as Typho, or Typhon, i.

330.

Sethi, or S ethos, or Osirei L, i. 308, 396,

403,418.
Seventy days, time of embalming, ii.

374, 383, 384, 387.

Shadoof, or pole and bucket, i. 33-35;
ii. 4, 5, 22, 26.

-, Vignette, i. 72.

Shafts of a cart or carriage, found, i. 383.

Sharetana, an Asiatic people, i. 390-
392.

_

.

had a helmet with horns, i. 390.

S hart, a people of northern Arabia, i.

396.

name of the Red Sea, i. 396.
Shaved their beard.s, priests, ii. 327.™—" their whole body, ii. 327.

heads of children, ii, 328.
Sheaves bound up, ih 47.

Shekel, meaning weight, ii; 148.

Sheep, fear of diminishing the stock of,

i. 166.

, large flocks of, i. 166 ; ii. 172.

valuable for their wool, i. 166.

Shepherds, invasion of the, i. Ill, 307.
-— invasion and their expulsion, i.

307, 308.
——, music dated before the, i. 111.

hated in Egypt, ii. 108, 169.

caricatured in the paintings, ii.

169, 175.——, care of breeds of sheep by the, ii.

172.

, various grades of, ii. 175.

chosen by the steward, ii. 176, 177.

gave account of the stock to the
scribes, ii. 176.

Sheshonk (Shishak) took Jerusalem, i.

308, 340.
:

, i. 308, 330, 340.

Shield of the Egyptians, i. 345.

, battlements in the form of the, i.

23, 408.

used as an umbrella, i. 73, 75.

, boss of the, i. 349.

r, form and handle of the, i. 345, 347.
slung at the back, i, 346, 347.

, concave form of the, i. 347.

covered with hide, i. 345.

, a light kind of, perhaps foreign, i.

348.—
~, a large kind of, i. 349.

Shields of the Egyptians used by the
Greeks for firewood, i. 345.

made of hide of hippopotamus and
crocodile, i. 240.

Shinar (Shingar, Sinjar), tribute from,
i. 397.

Ships of war, i. 411-413
; ii. 130.

, rigging of, i. 412, 414; ii. 130.
of Sesostris in the Arabian gulf, i.

411 ; ii. 133.

of great size, ii. 131, 132.—- originally mere rafts, ii. 132.

Shishak pillaged temple of Jerusalem,
i. 308, 340. Sec Sheshonk.

Shoemakers and curriers, ii. 103.

Shops, ii. 103, 184.

, name and occupation of the owner
put up over, ii. 105.

“ Shrine of King Ptolemy,” i. 268.
Shrine.s, or arks, or sacred boats, i. 267-

272, 284, 285.
——

-
procession of, i. 207-270.

, golden, i. 268.

Sieges of fortified towns, i. 387-390.
Sieves of string, the oldest of rushes, ii.

95.
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Sift. SeeZift.
Silencp, Egyptian mode of indicating,

ii. 182.

, God of. Sfe Harpocrates.
Silsilis, largo quarries at, ii. 306.

Silver, use of, for money in Abraham’s
time, ii. 148, 240.—— called “ white gold,” ii. 147, 241.
See Gold.

Silver, hieroglyrdiic signifying, ii. 149.
(Woodcut, jifr.c.)

much used for money, ii. 147.

soon followed gold, ii. 148.
-—— thread and wire, ii. 82.

Simple dross of the Egyptians, like a
lliver God’s, ii. 320.

Simpula, or ladles, i. 184, 185,—
^— with a hinge, i. 184, 185.

Simsim, or sesame, gives an oil, ii. 23,

26,31.
“ Sincere,” Ei2,iKptvri£, ii. 80.

Singing and music after dinner, i. 188.

See Music and songs.
at work, ii. 308.

, a solo, i. 92.

Single-stick, i. 206, 207.

Siphons, i. 174, 175 ; ii. 317, 318.

Sistrum, i. 131-133.

held by women, i, 133.

has been found, i, 132, 133.

Sitting on their heels, i. 58.

Sketches made on pieces ofstone, board,

&c., ii. 99, 276.

Skins imported into Egj'pt, and part of
tribute, ii. 105, 106.

j

, tanning and curing, ii. 102, 106.
i

Skins. jSVc Leopard skins. jSee Water!
skins. See Prizes.

j

Slave, a black woman holding a plate in
|

the way the African women now do, ,

i. 141. !

, murder of a, capital offence, ii. i

208, I

Slave,?, black and w'hite, i. 416, 417; ii. '

225. ,
1

, traffic in, customary in those days,

i. 417.

, the .Tevvs also had, i. 417.

, Caucasian, like the modern Cir-

cassian, i. 418.
—— treatment of, i, 417.— children by, ii. 225.

Slaughtering for the table, i. 169.

Sling, i. 3.57, 419.

looked upon with contempt by some
of the Greeks, i. 357.

used by some of the Greeks, i.

Sling, the people of the Balearic Islands
famed for their skill with the, i. .358.——, the Greeks used a leadon-pointed
ball for their, i. 358.

bullets, of Egypt were round peb-
bles, i. 358.

Snakes of Egypt, i. 253.

, sacred, i. 46, 253. See Asp.
•, honied, i. 253.

Soap, i. 186. .

plant, ii. 106.

, earths, steatite, ground lupins, &c.,

used for, i. 186.

Sokari. See Pthah-Sokari-Osiris.——,
necklace of, i. 260, 261.——, ark of, i. 284, 285.

Soldering metals. See Metals.
Soldiers. See Army. See Class 2ncl.

, pay and rations of the, i. 330, 337.

from certain nomes or provinces
of Egypt, i. 337.

, mercenary, auxiliaries and allies,

i. 337, 338.

of different corps, i. 369, See Olivo,

See Frontispiece of vol. ii.

Solomon’s trade, ii. 235.

wealth, ii. 243.

Soltana Valideh, influence of the, i. 4.

Sons followed the profession of their fa«

thers, but not always, i. 316 ; ii, 57.

Song, a solo, i, 92.

• of Maneros or Linus, i. 97.
• of the thre.shers, ii. 43.

Songs, or dirges, on the death of indi-

viduals, i. 97 ; ii, 370, 372.

Sont, Mimosa, or Acacia, Nilotioa, ii.

28, 37, 38, 106, 110, 129.—
,
pods of the, used for tanning, ii.

106.—
-,
groves of, ii. 28, 37, 110-.

Sooez (Suez), it. 236, 237.

Sol,hie period, ii. 255.—— and solar year, ii. 253-255.

Sothis, rising of, in reign of Thothtnes
III., ii. 254, 255.

Soul, transmigration of the, ii. 379.

— immortal, first taught by the Egy])-

tians, ii. 379.

Sowing the land, ii. 11, 12.

broadcast, ii. 139.

Spear, or pike, with metal head, i. 355,— had nothing at the lower end to fix

it in the giuupd, i, 355.

‘ and javelin heads, i. 355, 356.

Sphinx, i. 2^6,- atS.

Sphinxes^ii.290,315,.324. .

Spiked stand for offering birds, i. 263.—- instramenti &’ce Hoora.
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Spindles, ii. 84-88.

Spinning, employment of women, ii. 84,

.85.

Spoil of the enemy, i. 406.

Spoonbill, i. 251.

Spoons, i. 183, 184.

Stables, i. 30.

Stag, i. 227, 247.

Stamps. Seals.

Standards of the Egyptians, i. 342, 343.

Stands for Howers, i. 79.

Staters, the oldest coins, ii. 150.

Statue on a column, not good taste, an
instance of inadaptability, i. 21.

on a sledge at El Berslieh, ii. 307,

308.

Statues of the Greeks, some as large as

those of Egypt, ii. 300.

painted, ii. 279, 280.

, large, ii. 309, 310, 314, 315.

at Thebes, ii. 309, 310.

of great size, not good taste, i. 21.

, ea'rly, ii. 270, 271.—— . See Greek Statues. See Ilermm.
, polishing and painting granite, ii.

314, 315. S'ee Granite.

Steel. iSV Iron.

Steelyard of Roman time, ii. 152. .

Steersman a high office, ii. 55.

Steward, or overseer oflands, i. 32 ; ii. 4.

Stick. See Throw-stick. See Walk-
ing-stick. •

Sticks, fights with, i. 206-209, 298.

Stimulants for drinking, i. 53. !

Stone, large blocks of, used in other i

countries as well as in Egypt, ii. 299. i

knives of early time, and long re-

1

tained, ii. 163, 164.
I

on a sledge, taken from a quarry, i

ii. 306. 1

, mode of squaring, ii. 313, 315.
j

Stones of very great size taken by land,

ii. 307, 309.

Stones on sledges, ii. 306. I— transport of large, ii. 307-312.
•

,
mode of squaring, ii. 313, 315.
dragged for Temple of Isis, ii. 307.

— men condemned to hew, ii. 307.

Stools, i. 58, 61-65, 67.
-—-- for the head. <See Pillows.
Story of the, man and his wife and the

jars of gold, i. 23, 24,

Strainers or cullenders of bronze, i. 185.
Stranger Kings, i. 308, 330, 403.
Straw for provender, ii. 48.

in making bricks, ii. 194.

Siring, instruments of one, i. 125.
Strings of catgut, i. Ill, 118, 122, 125,

Strings not of wire, i. 125.

, mode of shortening, by a neck, i. 84.—^— limited to three, shows an inqnove-
ment in music, i. 84.

Styx, the dead who remained on the
wrong side of the, ii. 377.

Sue See Sooez.
Sun. ai orship of the, i. 328, 329, 339.

, riistinct from Sabansm, i. 328.

, festivals in hoirour of the, i. 296,
298, 300, 301.

worship introduced by the Stranger
kings, i. .308.

w'orshipped at Heliopolis, i. 331.
See Heliopolis. See Phrah.

, the bvtll Mnevis said to be sacred
to the, i. 289.

Superintendents of cattle, a high post,

ii. 176,178.
Surveying, land, or mensuration, ii. 248.

Sw'ineherds in Egypt and India de-
spised, ii. 2,

, most ignoble, ii. 169.

Swine. See Pig.
Swords and daggers, i. 358, 419.

Sycamore, i. 44, 57, 259 ; ii. 27, 37, 110.

figs heavenly fruit, i. 181.

figs if eaten supposed to ensure a
return to Egypt, ii. 110.

tree sacred to Netpe, i, 256 ; ii. 383.
Symmetry avoided, ii. 296. (See Variety,

I

Symphony, the triple, i. 86.

Syringe, ii. 318.

Tablk for dinner, i, 167, 179, 182.

not covered with linen, i. 179.

, mode of sitting at, i. 179.
Tables, i. 69, 70, 167, 179, 182, 190.

brought in and removed with the
dishes, i. 180, 181.

, ofierings in the tombs on small, ii.

362.

Tabret, or timbrel (the Taph of the
Jews), i. 129, 130, 140.

Talent, ii. 259, 260.

Tamarisk, ii. 37.

wood, use of, ii. 110.

tree, sacred to Osiris, i. 256.

Tambourine, i. 98, 129.

of various kinds, i. 129.

used in .sacred music, i. 129.
——

•

played by goddesses, i. 129.

Tanning skins, pods ofthe acacia {sont),

bark olsedleh and rhus, for, ii. 106,

Tapestry {tapeta) carpets, ii. 92.

Taste, ii. 288, 289. See Inapplicable-

, encouragement of, ii. 293-295.
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Taxes, very great in Egypt, ii. 234.

Temenos. See Grove.
Temperance, exhortations to, i. 53, 187.

Temple, dedication of a, i. 271, 272.

, a complete. See Frontispiece,
vol. i.

_

Temples, subjects represented in. !?';

264.

, coloured, ii. 290.
—^— ,

sculptures of, ii. 295.

not derived from excavated monu-
ments, ii. 298.

——,
or sanctuaries, at first small, ii

,299.''^

Tentyris (now Dendera), i. 242, 307.

Tentyrites overcame the crocodile, i

242.

Testudo and battering-ram, i. 387-389.
Thales, improbable story of, teaching

his instructors, ii. 109, 319.

, Thanksgivings, i. 260. See Grace.
after victory, i. 278, 416.

Theban dynasty, i. 307.

Thebes, pavilion of Remeses III. ; two
colossi of the plain before the temple
of Amunoph III. ; vignettes C, E, i.

73, 141, 306.

, i. 306, 331, 407.

capital of Upper Egypt, ii. 229, 230.

and Memphis had no walls round
them, i. 409.

, tombs of the kings at, i. 394.

, plain of, formerly of less breadth,

i. 306.

Theft, ii. 216.

, mode of discovering, by divination,

ii. 353.

Thieves had a chief, to whom they re-

ported what they stole, and to whom
the person robbed applied, ii, 216.

Thimble-rig, i. 203.

This, the Thinite dynasty, i. 307.

Thomson, Mr., on linen , or mummy
cloths, ii. 73-77, 79, 80.

Thoth, the Mercury or Hermes ofEgypt,
i. 274, 275.

, books of Hermes, or, i. 274.

, fete of, i. 299.

the intellect, i. 123.
-—— month of, i. 299.

, the Moon and God of letters, with
an Ibis head, i. 328.——j

answered to Time, ii. 381.

Thothmes, the kings, i. 308.

III., i. 153, 308, 395, 397, 399, 418.

, rising of Sothis in reign of, and
date of, ii. 255.

Threshers, song of the, ii. 43,

VOL. IT.

Threshing. 'Bee Wheat. See Oman.
Throwstick, i. 235, 237.

not on the principle of the boome-
rang of Australia, i. 235.

Thummim. iSce Truth.
Thyrsus carried by the priests, i. 291.

suggested by the stalfor ivy-bound
flower, i. 285.

Tiles, glazed, ii. 288, 292.
Tin, early u.se of, ii. 133, 134.

taken to the Isle of Wight as a de-
pot, ii. 135,

called Kassiteros in Greek, and
Kastira in Sanscrit, ii. 133.

sought in Britain by the Phoeni-
cians, ii. 134, 135.

, some found in Spain even now,
ii. 134.

Tirhaka, i. 308.

, captives of, i. 393, 395-398.
Tnephachthus’ curse of Menes, i. 173,
Toersha, a people of Asia, i. 398.
Toes, a strap held between the, ii. 104.
Tokkari, an Asiatic people, i. 392.

carts of the, i. 392.
Tomb of Remeses JIL, i, 77^ 108,

, some not allowed to be buried in
their own, i. 314, 325 ; ii. 376, 379.

Tombs and funeral rites, ii. 356-400.—, visit of women to the (as at pres-
ent), i. 93 ; ii. 364.— of the kings, i. 394.— of poor jpeople, ii. 365.— all finished except the name of the
owners and ready for sale, ii, 363.—

,
seals of the, ii. 364,— of great size, ii. 365.—

,
gardens at the, ii. 365.— at base of mountain of Thebes, ii.

372.— never circularin Egypt, ii. 365.
at the Pyramids, i. Ill

; ii. 287,
365.

Tomtom drum, i. 103-106.
Towers, movable, used in sieges, i. 390.
Towns raised above the inundation, ii. 9.

Toys for children, i. 196, 197,

Trade of E^pt, ii. 134, 234, 235, 237.— ofa father generally followed by his

son, ii. 57.

Tradesmen not allowed to meddle with
politics, nor to follow more than one
pursuit, ii. 57.

Transmigration of the soul, ii. 379.
in India, ii, 380.

Traps for birds, ii. 180, 182.

, spring, very strong, ii. 182.

Treasure, 'Story of, found, i. 23, 24.
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Treasury. See Remeses HI.
Trees of Egypt, i. 35-37, 57.
--— sacred, 1 , 256.—— represented on monuments, ii. 36-

Triad of gods, i. 329-332.

Trial of the dead, i. 325; ii. 376, 379.

Tribute paid to Egypt, i. 396, 397, 399,

404, dl7 ; ii. 233, 241.

of Ethiopia, i. 404.— jftr of, i. 397.

from Asia and Africa, ii. 233.— vases brought as part of a, i. 152,

153, 397, 399.

Triclinium not used by the Egyptians,
i. 58.

Trimalchio’s exhortation at his feast, i.

187.

Triumph of the king after victory, i.

277. )Sf«e Thanksgiving,
Trochilus, story of the, i. 243.

Trumpet, i. 104, 105.

troops summoned by the, i. 344.— of the Israelites, Greeks, and Ro-
mans, i. 105. See 3ewish instruments.

Truth, the figure of, i. 260, 271, 272, 327.

Truth, i. 271, called Thmei {Bsutg). See
Pthah.

and Justice, i. 272 ; ii. 205.
-—, the two figures of Thmei or, an-
swer to Thummim, ii. 205, 382.

, or Justice, the. great cardinal vir-

tue, ii. 207.

, goddess of, with her eyes closed,

ii. 205.

Turkish tent traced in the house, i. 5.

Typho or Typhon, or Seth, i. 105, 241,

242, 244, 249, 288, 323, 330.

the 3rd day of the Epact the birth-

day of, i. 281. !

, sow sacrificed to, i. 323.

, chase of a boar by, i. 244.

, hippopotamus and crocodile, em-

'

blems of, i. 241, 288.

Typhonian monster, i. 152, 153.

^ head of, resembled that ofMedusa,
i. 153 • ii. 263.

Variety, the Egyptians fond of, i. 58;
iL296,

Vase like a caldron, i. 154.

of bronze, with an elastic cover, i.

154, 158.

Vases, i. 147-158.
of glass and porcelain, i, 78, 82.

with the head of a bird and of a
Typhonian monster, i. 152, 153.

with ahuman head foracover, i. 135.

r:

Vases ofporcelain, or of enamel on gold,

i. 152,

from Asia, i. 152, 153.

often of as bad shape as our Aow-
er-pots, i. 153. !

a,nd boUlcs in a case, i. Hf).

ij^id bottles, closed with leaves, i.

142, 165, 262.

of gold and silver, and other ma-
terials, i. 82, 148.

of gold, with so-called Greek pat-
terns, i. 147.

—— of same form as some Greek, but
most ancient, i. 147. v

used in the temple and the kitchen,
i.l54, 156.

of bronze, glass, and other mate-
rials, i. 148.

studded with precious .stones, i.

148.
-— variously ornamented with ani-

mals, &c., i. 152, 153.

of the Greeks, with the “ Goose
and Sun” of Egypt (first noticed by'
Mr. Stuart Poole), ii. 203.

of elegant form in Egypt, some-
times imbricated, with plates of met-'
al, ii. 162.

from Egypt, See Etruscans.
Vaults, vaulting. See Arches.
Vectis. See 'Wight, Isle of.

Vegetables, great quantity-of, at dinner,
i, 166.

,
,

forbidden to the priests, some. See'

Beans.
food of the loyyer orders, i. 1G7.

(See Food.
, great number of people in Egypt

who sold, i. 168.

, sacred, i. 250.

Veneering with rare woods, i. 19; ii.

114,115.
;

Vertical line in architecture, i. 21 ;
ii.'

302.

Veterinary art in Egypt, ii. 173, 174.

Victim, mode of slaying and catting up
a, i. 263, 264.

Victory, return of a king after, i. 277-
279,415.

, thanksgiving after, i. 279, 416.
Villa, arrangement of a large, i. 27, 28.

, boat towed on a lake in the grouiuLs
of a, i. 28.

Villas, i. 24-28.
of irregular plan, i. 28.

, entrances to, i. 25.

Vine, i. 39-45 ;
ii. 29, 30.

Vines trained, i. 38, 41,
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Vines browsed on by kids after the vint-

age, i. 45- ,

grown on the edge of the desert, i.

4a
;

ii. 20.

Vineyard, i. 38, 41-43.

Vitrified coating over figures and sarco-

phagi of stone, ii, 64, 65, 70.

Vitruvius censures quantities of red
>
paint on walls, and “ reeds for col-

umns,” i. 19, 21.

Umbrella over a chariot, i. 73, 75, 76,

384, 385.—— shield used for an, i, 73, 75.

Undertaken^, ii. 119, 387.

Volutes from Egypt, ii. 297.

Vows, public anil private, i. 261,

Usury condemned, ii. 217.

‘W.4.B1SER, or hyrax (a sort of niarmotte),

i. 328, 247.

Walking-sticks, ii. 347, -348.

War, preparation for, i. 404.

, mode of attack in, i. 405.

, return of the array from, i. 278,

415,416.
Wars of the Egyptians, i. 300-416.

Washerwomen, ii. 92.

Washing before dinner, i. 76, 77.
-— after dinner, i. 185.

Water of the Nile. (See Nile.

pitcher or hydria, i. 287,

skins, i. 35, 213,

wheel, hydraulic screw, and foot

machine, i. 34.

Wealth of ancient people, ii. 243, 244,

245.
of individuals at Rome, ii. 244, 245.

Weighers, public, ii. 165.

, public confidence in, and punish-
ment of, ii. 214, 217.

Weighing rings of gold and silver, ii.

148.

Weight, shekel, meaning, ii. 148.— money taken by, li. 148.

, lhing.s sold by, ii. 165. See Scales,
Weights, game of raising, i. 207.

and measures, ii. 259-261,
talent, mina, and other, ii. 259,

260.

Wheat, ii. 21.

and barley, when cut, the best, ii.

39.

, all bearded, the seven-eared qual-
ity of, ii. 39.

found in tombs, said to have been
grown in England, ii. 39,

cropped a little below the ear, ii,

39, 48.

Wheat cropped now close to the ground,
ii. '47. '

'

carried to the threshing floor, ii. 39.

, sowing, reaping, carrying, thresh-

ing, winnowing, and housing, ii. 40,

41, 44-46.

, treading out, or tritura, with oxen;
ii. 41-46.

, oxen unmuzzled when treading
out the, ii. 46.

Wheaten bread, i, 180. See Bread.
Wheel and shafts of a cart found by Ur.

Abbott, i.383.

Wheels of chariots, i. 374, 376-380, 384.
had four or six spokes, i. 374, 379,

384.

Wheelwrights, ii. 117,

Wheeled carriage, four, i. 384.

Whip, i. 372.

suspended from the wrist, i. 373.

Wife, hieroglyphic signifying, i, 323.

, the priests and other Egyptians
had only one, i. 5 ; ii. 224.

“Wife” and weaving, ii. 84.

said to rule at home, ii. 223.

of Potiphar, ii. 224.
Wight, Isle of, made the depdt for tin,

and the port of traders from the conti-

nent, ii. 135.

Wigs, ii. 325, 326, 329.

Wild animals kept for the table, i. 215.
animals, i. 226-231, 239-248.
ass and wild boar not represented,

i. 244.

Wild boar, i. 244, 247. See Dsmietta.
ox or cow, a species of antelope

(the Antilope Defassa), i. 227, 247.

Windows of houses, i. 14, 20, 22.

not covered with hangings, i. 22.

hanging up between colujnns, i. 20.
Wine of various kinds, i, 49-51 „ 266.

in the cellar, i. 49.

presented to guests, i. 81 , 141.

presented before dinner, i. 82.

brought by an upper servant, i.

141.

, it was not rude to refuse, i. 144.

not forbidden to women, i. 51, 52.

presented with a complimentary
speech, i. 144.

offered in two cups to the gods, u
266.—~ offered to the gods, i. 51. See He-
liopolis.

called Urp, i. 48, 266,

of the Upper and Lower country,

i. 266. .

of the palm. See Palm wine.
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"Wine also imported fronf Phcenicia and’
Greece, i. 53.

used madicitially, i. 50.
I

Wines of a choice kind confined to the.

rich, i. 54.

, fictitious or medicated, i. 50. •£'

Wine-oellars, i. 47, 48.

Wine-jars, or amphor®, i. 48.

, resinous substance put into the, i.

48.

press, i. 45-47.

Wire, when first drawn, ii. 89.

“Wisdom of the Egyptians,!’ i. 325; ii.

202 . ,

Witnessing a murder or any violence,

without giving information, was par-

ticipation in guilt, ii. 208.

Witnesses, number of, required for

deeds, ii. 176.

Wolf, i. 227, 228, 245.

Wolfmummies atO'Siout. See O'Siodt,
Women, treatment and influence of, in

Egyfit, ascended the throne, i. 4 ; ii.

. 223.

sat with the men, i. 144.

in Greece secluded, i. 144 ; ii. 224.

not secluded in Rome, i. 144.

attended festivals, ii. 224.—~ sacred, or holy, i. 316-319.
held offices connected with relig-

ion, i. 317, 318, j:

-—- of Amun, i. 133. See Pallaces.
, a sort of college or convetat of, i.

319.——,
rights and duties of, i. 4.—— talked about their earrings, i, 145.

carried loads on their heads, some-
times on their .shoulders, i. 177.—— occupied in weaving, and other oc-

cupations in doors, ii. 223.

of the kareem, ii. 225.

guilty of capital crimes, punish-
ment of, ii. 209-211.

, dresses of, ii, 334.

;Wood brou^t from Syria and other
countries, i. 18; ii. 38, 111.

, little, in Egypt, ii. 109.

painted on a coating of stucco, ii.

in.
‘ Woods, veneering. See Veneerihg.

!
most used in Egypt, ii. 38.

Wooden figure of Osiris at table, i. 186,
187.

Woof pushed upward and downwards,
ii. 85.

’Wool. See Shee,p.

Woollen cloths, none buried in, i. 353

;

ii..72.

cloths worn by common people, !.

333.

upper garment worn bv priests, ii.

72.
'

World not more peopled now than for-

merly, i. 305.

Wounded enemies, i. 373.

1 Wreaths of flowers, i. 57, 79, 80.

Wrestling, i. 204-206.
Writing, everything done in, ii. 176.
Writing-paper, leather used instead of,

ii. 99. iS'ec Paper. iS’ce Papyrus.

YE-tR, division of the, ii. 251-254.—r of 365 and 305^- days, ii. 252-254.
intercalated, ii. 254, 255,

Yoke for carrying waterpots and other
things, i.- 33.

of a plough, ii. 15,

of a chariot, i. 379, 381.

Yoking oxen and cows to the plough, ii.;

15,

Young animals for stocking preservo.s,

'

i. 215, 216.

ZiPT, orbitumen, brought in tribute from ,

Asia, i. 397 ; ii. 120, See Rot-ri-n.
'

Znmmara, a double pipe of modern
Egypt, i. 128.

Zythus, or Zythos, beer, i. 53-55.

THE END.


